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Abstract

American Indian Education:

~he

Reservation Schools, 1870-1900

This work studies the growth af the Indian school
system, 1870-1900, and the attempt of the federal government
to use the school as an in3trument of Americanization.
In chapter I it is argued that after the_Civil War
United States' Indian policy changed direction. Previously
an effort had been made to keep the Indians separate and
apart but . from 1870 an effort was made to incorporate them
into American society, and federal funds were spent on
education to fit the Indian for life in .~erica. In
cha.pter II it is demonstrated that nineteenth century
Americans relied on well established racial theories to
exnlain Indian behaviour and to plan Indian education
pr~grammes. The Christian churches 'were vital to the
early work, although the Bureau of Indian Affairs slowly
took over control of the schools. Chapter III places
Indian education wi thin the context of generaJ. educational
developments in America, and analyses the type of "schooling
given to other minorities. Chapter IV examines the history
and culture of tribes on the six reservations which are
used as examples in the thesis. Chapter V argues that while
all Americans who worked to Americanize the Indian had
a similar goal in view, different racial theories led to
the development of a variety of different educational
programmes. In chapter VI it is argued that although
Indians were placed on reservations to be civilized,
reservations were peculiar units: .geographically isolated, legally separate and administered from Washington
by a hierarchical bureaucracy, they were unlike any town
or community in the United States. Chapter VII shows how
the distinctive characteristics of reservation society shaped
the development and functioning of the school. Chapter VIII
examines the Indians' own methods of education and analyses
how these conflicted with the demands of the reservation
school.
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Introduction
In March 1871 Congress passed a law whioh ended the
sovereign and independent status of' the Indian tribes of' the
United states; no further treaties were to be signed with the
separate tribes and the Indians were to be recognized individually as wards of the federal government.

With remarkable

consistency the previous year Congress had allocated a sum of
money to be spent exclusively on Indian education.

The federal

government was thus not only incorporating 250,000 Indians into
the population of the United States--a1though signif'icant17 as
wards and not as citizens--but was also making some provision
for their education.

This education was intended to fit the

Indian for life in America.
The problem of Americanizing outsiders or foreigners did
not originate with the Indian.

Even in early national days

oertain groups caused alarm because of their re1uctanoe or
inability to join main-stream American society.

But the

Amerioanization of the Indians presented ver,y speoial problems:
the Indians were the only true na ti ve-Amerioans, unlike

arrr

other American citizen (excluding the b1aoks) neither they nor
their ancestors had chosen to be part of the United states;
. they had lived in America as separate powers and f'elt they owed
no allegiance to the government of the United States; the Indians'
values and society also differed so radically from those or
Amel1ioans that "civilizing" and Americanizing the Indian came to
\

be viewed as synonymous activities.
Between 1870 and 1900 a programme for Amerioanizing the
Indian was·· developed. \ Tribal organization and lands vere to

- 8 be broken up, each individual lias to be given his individual
homestead, and, most importantly, the Indian children were to be
educatjed in American-style schools.

The school was vital

to the Americanization progrdmme for it was here that the
A.merican Indian "as to be transformed. into the Indian American.
Ey 1900 a network of Indian schools had been established which
str~tched

over nearly all the reservations of the West.

That

same year the Bureau of Indian Affairs finally took administrative
control of all the schools: the last contract with a mission school
was ter:ninated only thirty years after Congress had appropriated
the first sum of money for Indian education.
The enormity of the talk confronting the Indian school was
not appreciated by nineteenth century Americans, and can only
be grasped fully with the help of the anthropological concept of
"culture".

"Culture" is defined by Ralph Linton as:

"The sum total of the knowledge, attitudes and
habitual behaviour patterns shared avd transmitted
by members of a particular SOCiety."
The purpose of the school was to teach In-iian children not only specific
skills, but also American attitudes and behaviour patterns;
in short, to educate them in American Culture.

A study of the

institution of the school as an Americanizing agent necessitates an
understanding of the cultures of the two groups involved.

HOwever, as

the Americans were the dominant group, their perception of Indian
culture was as important to the eJ.catio~lprocess as was the
reality of Indian culture.
Cultures, according to Linton, are supremely adaptive

1

Ralph Linton, Acculturation in Seven American Indian Tribes, AppletonCentury,. 1940, p.463.
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mechanisms able to adjust to changing circumstances by borrowing
new elements or modifying old ones.

This smooth process is

interrupted however, if there is interference from a stronger
outside group and certain elements of the culture are singled
out for attack while new foreign elements are forcibly imposed.
Such a situation Linton describes as one of "directed culture
change":
"Under culture change which is both directed and
enforced, the normal process of retention of old
elements until satisfactory substitutes have been
found is inhibited.
The result is a series of
losses without adequate replacements.
This
leaves certain of the groups needs unsatisfied,
produces derangements in all sorts of social and
economic relationships, and results in profound
discomfort for the individuals involved."2
This was the situation of the Indian tribes when, confined on
reservations, their political and economic base undermined, and
administered by the federal government, they had no means of
resisting the American educational programme.

Seen from an

anthropological standpoint the type of change demanded of the
Indian was both sudden and dramatic.
Important to any study of culture change are not only the
nature of the two cultures in contact, but also the conditions
under which contact takes place.)

The reservation is therefore

fundamental to any examination of the Indian school.
~ndian

\

But the

school was also linked to society outside the reservation;

indeed its very purpose was to prepare Indians for life in
America.

So developments in the United States inevitably

influenced relations between Indians and whites on the reservation

2

Ibid., p.504.

3 Evon Z. Vogt, "The· Accul tura tion of American Indians, It Annals
•

I

of the Amerl.can Acadl1Iny of Political and Social Science, CCCXI,
May 1957, pp.139-141.
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and in the school.

At the end of the nineteenth century, despite

the programme to Americanize the tribesmen, strong social and
legal structures, as well as general public prejudice, worked to
keep the Indian separate and apart.

Bronislaw Malinowski has

argued convincingly that the work of the school can be totally undermined
~

when the organization of the dominant society does not
its activities, and when "the white community

is

comp~ment

not prepared

to grant any of the privileges and consequences of education or
of Christianity, still less

any

advantages in terms of political

power, personal independence and material gain. n4
The reservation schools were established as part of an
attempt to Americanize the Indian.

In stark terms their task

was the total annihilation of Indian culture.

For this reason'

it is useful to examine the function of the school within a
framework offered by the anthropological concepts of culture and
culture contact.

Nevertheless, the anthropological model cannot

always accommodate the detail and variety of the local situation,
so an attempt has been made to place this study firmly within the
historical context of nineteenth century America.
The organization of the chapters reflects this attempt to
combine anthropological theory and historical analysis.

Chapter

I analyses the state of Indian-white relations in 1870 and indicates
why the main aim of federal Indian policy became the "civilizing"
of the Indian through education.

Chapter II examines the way in

which racial theories about the Indian determined the type of
educational programme that was developed, and describes briefly

4 Bronislaw

Mali~o~ski. "Thu Pan-African Problem of Culture
Contact," The American Journal of Sociology, XLVlIl, Ma7 1943,
No.6, p.450. ,
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the evolution of the Indian school system.

Chapter III places

Indian education within the context of general ,educational
developments in America.

Chapter IV examines the history and

culture of the tribes on the six reservations which are used
as examples in the thesis.

Chapter V studies four different

approaches to the problem of "civilizing" the Indian.

Chapter

VI analyses the distinctive characteristics of reservation
society and chapter VIr shows how these influenced and shaped
the reservation school.

Chapter VIII examines the responses

of the Indian to the American schools.
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..

"I said there was nothing so convincing to an Indian
as a general massacre.

I said the next surest thing

for an Indian was soap and education.

Soap and

education are not as sudden as a massacre but they
are more deadly in the long run; because a halfmassacred Indian may recover; but if you educate
hill and wash him it is bound to finish him some time
or another.

It undermines his constitution; it

strikes at the foundation of his being.

Sir, the

time has come when blood curdling cruelty is
unnecessary.

Inflict soap and a spelling book on

every Indian that ravages the plains, and let them die."

Mark Twain, Cheyenne Daily Leader,
/

July

28, 1876:
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Chapter 1
Indian Affairs in 1870 and the Changing Nature of the West
After the Civil War relations between the United states'
government and the Indian tribes were to alter radically.
Americans and Indians were to be pushed into closer contact
with each other than at any time since the colonial period.
The growing American population was now not only spreading
rapidly westward but was openly committed to occupying and
. controlling the whole continent between the two oceans.

The

presence of the Indian tribes could only be seen as an obstruction to such a purpose.

Previously, when in the late 1820's

the presence of the tribes east of the Mississippi began to
impede national expansion, they were moved to lands on the edge
of the Great Plains, thus clearing the way for whi t,e settlement.

1

The Plains region had been officially designated as the 'Great
American Desert' and it was thought it would never be suitable
for white settlement.

2

But as settlers began moving onto the

Plains and attempting to farm, and the railroad crept out over

1

Paradoxically, removal was also seen as a means of civilizing
the Indian by protecting him from the corrupt influences of
frontier society.
For a first hand account, written by a
Baptist minister who believed in the efficacy of· such a plan,
see, Isaac McCoy, History of Baptist Indian Missions, NeW York
& London: Johnson Reprint Corp., 1840 - reprint 1970; for a
good analysis of the relationship between removal and civilization see, Francis Paul Prucha, American Indian Policy in the
Formative Years, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1962,
pp. 224-249.

2

It was not believed that even Nebraska could support an agricultural population; in the early 1850's little interest was shown in
farming but by 1860 agriculture had become Nebraska's most
important industry.
For an account of Nebraska's development
see, James C. Olsen, History of Nebraska, Lincoln, Univ. of
Nebraska Press, 1955, pp.lOO-175.
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the barren lands, the two races were once again brought into
close and unavoidable contact.
The tribes inhabiting the region west of the Mississippi
Some, like the

varied greatly in strength and aggressiveness.

Omaha in Nebraska and the Wichita in Kansas, had compliantly
relinquished their rights to large land masses and had settled
on the diminished reservations offered to them by the whites.
These tribes did not inhibit the development of the west; but
their habits, beliefs, and customs were considered savage •
. Frequently they had to be financially supported by the United
States government for, having lost their economic base, they_
were no longer capable of sustaining themselves.

However, other

tribes were not only strong and warlike, but they were also ready
to fight to defend their rights to the land.

The Si OUX, Black-

feet, Crow, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Kiowa and Apache roamed and hunted
over large areas of land.

In 1851, in return for gifts, bounties,

and the promise that they would remain unmolested, the Indians
had agreed to accept definite tribal limitations of their hunting
grounds.

Toe nomadic life style of these people meant they were

anxious to retain their lands and grew increasingly resistent in
the face of white pressure.

In the discussions preceeding the

Harney Treaty, signed at Fort Pierre in 1866, Chief Bear Rib of
the Unkpapa Sioux demanded:
I'To whom does this land belong?
It belongs to me.
If you ask for a piece of land I would not give it.
I cannot spare it and I like it very much.
All
this country on this side of this river belongs to
me.
I know that from the Mississippi to this
river the country all belongs to us, and that we

- 15 -

have travelled from the Yellowstone to the
Platte.
All this country as I have said is
ours, and if you, my brother, should ask me
for it, I would not give it to you, for I
like it and I hope you will listen to me.")
Indians were reluctant to give up their land, but Americans
had for several decades been firmly committed to the doctrine
of "manifest destiny," and believed they had an unquestionable
right to the continent.

As one missionary, active amongst the

Chippewa, Ottawa, and Pottawatomi Indians in Michigan, remarked,
Itit cannot be tl:at Almighty God ever intended that

th~s

great

country, with its diversified soil and climate and other sources
of subsistence and comfort, should be and always remain the mere
hunting ground for savages."

4

A clash between the two peoples

was inevitable, and the impossibility of the Indians defending·
their land slowly became clear not only to whites but to Indians
themselves.

Their desperation, when confronted with the strength

and relentless spread of the whites across America, was demonstrated
in their increasing hostility and violence.

For Americans the

occupation of the western lands represented the fulfilment of
their manifest destiny; for the Indians the defence of these
same lands was tantamount to a fight for survival.

One of the

chiefs, interviewed by the Peace Commission in 1867, attempted to
offer a peaceful dolution to the problem:

)

Ralph H. Brown, Historical Geography of the United states, New
York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1948, pp.)6)-)64.
Indians had
frequently shown reluctance to part with their land; for an
account of Jefferson's scheme to encourage tribes to sell their
lands see, Reginald Horsman, Expansion and American Indian
Policy, 1788-1812, Michigan state .Univ. Press, 1967, pp.100-115.

4

Riohard Smith to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, August 28,
1871, in the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
(cited hereafter as Henort of C.I.A.) 1871, p.33S.
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It\-/e know nothing about agriculture.
We have
Ii ved on game since infancy.
'ltle love the
chase.
Here are the wide plains over which
the vast herds of buffalo roam.
In the spring
they pass from south to north, and in the fall
return, traversing thousands of miles.
1tfuere
they go you have no settlements; and if you had
there is room enough for us both.
\Vhy limit us
to certain boundaries, beyond which we shall not
follow the game?
If you want the lands for
settlement, come ~md settle them.
We will not
disturb you.
You may farm and we will hunt.
You love the one, we love the otb;r.
If you
want game we will share it with you.
If we
want bread, and you have it to spare, give it
to us; but do not spurn us from your doors.
Be kind to us and we will be kind to you.
If
we want ammunition give or sell it to us.
We
will not use it to hurt you, but pledge you all
we have, our word, that at the risk of our own
we will defend your lives. 1t 5
The sentiments of this chief were more expressive of wishful
thinking than of fact.

As whites moved into areas previously

held by Indians either the Indians were peacefully ousted, or
fighting broke out.
During the late 1860's and early 70's the wars that developed
on the Plains threatened to slow down the westward movement.
National expansion could not take place so long as settlers were
in perpetual danger from Indians; and as the lines of settlement
pushed further west the danger from Indians increased.

While the

main aim of the government was peaceful settlement, the constant
influx of white settlers into Indian territory militated against
this and resulted in repeated Indian outbreaks and wars.
In the spring of 1865, 8,000 United States troops were withdrawn during the final phases of the Civil War in order to fight
against the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes on the Plains.

Gold had

been discovered in the west of Colorado Territory, the region had

5 Report to the President by the Indian Peace Commission,
January 7, 1868, 40 Cong-., 2 Sess., Ho. Ex. Doc. No. 97, p.l8.
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been invaded by hordes of miners, and the friction which arose
sparked not only Indian violence, but the massaare of a camp of
500 Indians (a third of whom \fere women and children) by Col.
J.M. Chivington at Sand Creek.

6

Although peace had been

restored by the summer and a treaty signed with the Indians
assigning them to a new smaller reservation in a different
location, the peace was only temporary and fighting soon broke
out again.
Heanwhile, almost simultaneously, the United States Arrrry was
also fighting the Sioux.

In 1864 the Bozeman Trail had been

opened in order to facilitate movement into the Montana mining
camps; not only did the trail run through some of the best Sioux
hunting grounds, but this terri tory was guaranteed to the Indians
in a treaty.

Fighting under the famous Teton chief, Red Cloud,

the Indians succeeded in slaughtering a complete detachment of
troops from Fort Phil Kearney, sent to defend a woodcutting part.y,
and by the summer of 1867 had brought three of the garrison posts,
established to protect the trail, under siege. 1 Red Cloud was
incensed that when the Indians had signed a treat.y offering a
right of way the whites had then sent the Army.

At an Indian

council on Powder River he spoke out, acclaiming the generosity
of the old chiefs in offering the right of way:
"Yet before the ashes of the council fire are
cold, the Great Father is building his forts
among us.
You have heard the sound of the white
soldier's ax upon the Little Piney.
His presence
here is an insult and a threat.
It is an insult
to the spirits of my ancestors.
Are we then to
give up their sacred graves to be plowed for corn?
Dakotas I am for war!"

6 The band was attacked by a column of Colorado militia led b.y
Chivington, only a few months before these Indians had reported
to Fort Lyon and made peace.

1 B.D. Browning to L.F.S. Foster, February " 1867.
C.I.A., 1867, p.'l.

in Report of
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J. R. Hanson, U.S. Indian Agent for the Upper Missouri
Superintendency, appreciated the determination with which the
Indians were fighting.

He felt the only way to bring the

Indians to peace would be to force them to give up their land
for, "so long as they have a country they can call their own
they will fight for it."

He reported that if asked what they

would demand for peace, "they would say, stop the white man
from travelling across our lands; give us the country which is
ours by right of conquest and inheritance to live in and unmolested by his encroachments, and we will be at peace with the
world."

8

The Indians of the Southwest were also formidable foes for
both white settlers and the Army.

The tribes that roamed over·

all of New Mexico and Arizona lived by hunting, and the Apaches
in particular, would make frequent forays into Texas to pillage
and steal.

Spasmodic and unsuccessful efforts were made to

control and confine them.

In 1865 a band of 800 Yavapai was

sent by the Indian Bureau to the Colorado River Agency; they
promised the government peace and began to cultivate fields.
But their crops were unsuccessful, they quarrelled with the Mohaves
and many of the supplies promised by the government were never
delivered.

In les8 than a year they had fled back to the mOULtains

to resume their life of hunting and robbing.

Hated and feared by

the whites they were attacked mercilessly b.y freighters and
frontiersmen.

In retaliation the Indians killed a white prospector,

who was alone and unprotected in the hills.

In revenge the

citizens of the nearby town of Hardyville formed a posse and

8 J.R. Hanson to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, May 16, 1867,
in Report of C~I.A., 1867, p.234.
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slaughtered ten Yavapais, including one chief and several women
and children.

Such a series of events was typical of relations

between the two races in the Southwest.

Peace was fragile and

temporary, lapsing always into retaliatory killings, depredations
and war. 9

Two United States Army Generals stationed in the

region and forced to consider the problem at close hand, came to
believe that the occupation of the Southwest had been premature,
and that the cost of maintaining troops was hopelessly out of
proportion with the results achieved.

"The best advice I can

offer," wrote General Ord, Itis to notify the settlers to withdraw
and then to withdraw the troops and leave the countr,y to the
aboriginal inhabitants." IO

General U.S. Grant, when Acting

Secretary of War, supported a more

a~gressive

approach; having

read a report by General Halleck stating that there were no
prospects for safe and permanent settlement until the hostile
Indians were either conquered or destroyed, Grant recommended
that they be ttwarred on until they were completely destroyed or
made prisoners of war."ll

But little progress was made in

managing anJ organizing the Southwestern Indians:

the Apaches

continued their robbing and raiding; mails moved under escort,
and in the month of July 1869 stopped completely; picket posts
had to be maintained near all settlements; the overland route
was besieged at all points; and cavalry, fighting Indian bands,
were frequently forced to retire from the field.

9

Report of C.I.A., 1869, pp.18-20.

10

Ralph Hendrick Ogle, Federal Control of the Western Apache
1848-1886, Albuquerque: University of NeW Hexico Press, 1940,
pp.61-68.

11

40 Cong., 2 Sess., Ho. Ex. Doc. No.1, Vol. III, pp.69-74.
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For several years the explosiveness of the developing
situation had been ignored.

Bishop

\~hipple

(who worked with the

Indians in Hinnesota and had defended the Santee Sioux after their
uprising in 1862 when several hundred whites were killed) was one
of the few who recognized the growing danger and he criticized
the Indian Service for its ineptitude.

Attempting tQ indiqate

the gravity of the situation for the whites he asserted, "I do
not make this plea simply for a heathen race • • • • The fair fame
of the state, the blessing of God upon the nation, the protection
of peaceful citizens from savage violence, the welfare of our
children, and the pros'perity of the Church of Christ are bound
up in our settlement of this Indian question.,,12

But at this

time few were concerned with the Indian problem or foresaw the
conflict that was to come.

Even in 1866 when General W.T. Sherman

made a speech at Yale University, announcing to the students, "I
tell you that before you pass from the stage there will be fighting
in comparison with which mine will seem slight, and I have had
enough," reporters from the New York Times dismissed his predictions and demanded to know who the United States would be fighting. I)
The Army, however, at this time, was acutely aware of the
military strength of the Indians; from every division came
recommendations and reports on the best method to keep the peace.
Major Roger Jones, sent to Arizona to report on the militar,y
situation there, was appalled at what he found:

men were killed

at various points along his route and stock was stolen within
sight of one of the posts he visited.

12

He considered the troops

Bishop Henry B. Whipple, "Plea for the Red Man," pamphlet
reprinted from the Missionary Paper, No. 24, EpiPhan7, 116).

13 New York Times, July 16, 1866.
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virtually powerless and suggested they should be concentrated at
fewer points and. a morA effective scouting system should be
devised.

14

In February 1866

General Pope, responsible for the

Department of the Missollri, was alarmed at the danger in which
emigrants \o/ere perpetually plaoing themselves.

He issued an order

defining the rules for travel and directing his offioers to enforce
them strictly.

Groups were to assemble at Forts Ridgely and

Abercrombie, Fort Kearney and Fort Riley, and in convoys o£ not
. less than twenty wagons, organized in a semi-military £ashion,
they were to proceed to the separate frontier regions.

Those

violating the rule were liable to arrest; in such a way it

~s

hoped that the army would be aided and the people protected.
General Sherman, although aware of the vulnerability o£ the
army, was by the end of 1866 determined to pursue a more force£ul
policy.

He planned to protect four principal routes of travel

and strike hard at hostile Indians.

Writing to General U.S.

Grant in November 1866 he reported that he planned "to restrict
the Sioux north of the Platte, west of the Missouri river, and
east of the new road to Iliontana • • • All Sioux found outside
these limits without a written pass from some military commander
shall be dealt with ammnarily.

. .. .

In like manner I shall restrict the

Arapahoes, Cheyennes, Comanches, Kiowas, Apaches and Navahoes
south of the Arkansas and east of Fort Union."15

By

80

14

Ogle, Ope cit., p.68.

15

Quoted in U.S. Grant to Sec. of War, January 15, 1867, accompanying letter from the Seoretary of the Interior, communioating,
in obedience to a resolution by the Senate of the 30th of Januar,y,
Information in relation to the late massacre of United States \
troops by Indians near Fort Phil Kearny, in Dakota Territory.
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restricting the Indians Sherman hoped to allow migration to
continue while ensuring peace.
In January of 1867 the Joint Special Committee, established
by Congress to investigate "into the condition of the lndian
tribes and their treatment," reported that the decline in the
number of Indians was due to disease, intemperance, and warfare.
But they ascribed "the main cause of their deoay" to the "loss
of their hunting grounds and the destruction of that game upon which
the Indian subsists."

Suggesting that the problems arising were

almost inherent to this situation, that, "in our Indian sy-stem,
beyond all doubt there are evils, growing out of the nature of
the case itself, which can never be remedied until the Indian raoe
is civilized or shall entirely disappear," they nevertheless
drafted a bill which provided for five permanent boards of
inspection which would annua11y inspeot each Indian agenoy- to
correct all abuses.

16

Not only did this bill fail to pass

Congress, but the remedies it proposed were on strictly organizational and administrative lines, and by 1867 some immediate solution
was needed in order to protect the summer emigrants on the Plains.
Goaded by military and humanitarian considerations, on July 20
Congress created a special commission to visit the Plains triQes
to establish the reasons for their hostility and sign treaties
with them which, "may remove all just causes of oomplaint on their
part, and at the same time establish seourity for person and
property along the lines of railroad now being oonstructed 1n the

,16. Condition of the Indian Tribes, report of the Joint Special
Committee appointed under a joint !esolution of Congress,
March 3, 1865, '(iashington, 1867, 39 Cong., 2 sess., Sen. Rep.

No. 156.
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Pacific and other thoroughfares of travel to the 1,olestern
Territories, and such as will most likely insure civilization
for the Indians and peace and safety for the whites.,,17
~ne

western press was constantly clamouring about the

danger from the Indians but by 1867 public opinion had also
been excited in the east.

Not only was there increased news

of Indian raids and depredations, and the scale of the Fetterman
"massacre" had shocked both the public and General Sherman
himself, but the New York Times had also reported rumours of
. a grand coalition of twelve Indian tribes in the territories of
Dakota and Montana.

18

The accumulation of news such as this

edged the public towards thinking that peace with the Indians
should be actively pursued.

In April a New York Times editorial

admitted that a war with the Indians might bring about a permanent
peace faster, but considering the disturbance in communications
with the west, the cost, and the loss of lives that would result,
they asserted, "it seems to us that a war with the remnants of
these tribes would be disastrous whatever its ends. n19

The

creation of the Peace Commission was therefore seen as a positive
etep and its activities in the west were watched with interest.
Although at this time field correspondents were relatively new to
journalism, newspaper representation was unusually large at.the
councils when the Commissioners met with the Indians, and the
correspondents' accounts were exceptionally detailed.

Represent-

atives from both local and large Eastern city papers followed the

17

1$ Stat. L., p.17.

18 New York Times, December 28, 1866.
19 New York Times, April 2), 1867.
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Commission and generally expressed their optimism in the Peace
Commission's chances of 8uccess.

20

Ac!mowledging the controversial nature of their mission-for many people still believed that the Indians could only be
subdued through force of arms--the Commissioners recognized that
if they failed, "the

Pr!~sident

might callout foW; regiments o£

mounted troops for the purpose of conquering the desired peace."
Yet nevertheless they resolved to adopt the "hitherto untried
policy in connection with the Indians, o£ endeavoring to conquer
by kindness.,,2l
were:

Senator

The members of the Commission named in the bill

J~hn

B. Henderson, the chairman o£ the Senate

Indian Affairs Committee who had presented the bill to Congress;
Nathaniel G. Taylor, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Who in·
his report for 1868 showed his support for the idea o£ civilizing
the Indian; Samuel F. Tappan from New England, a former officer
of the Colorado Militia who had headed a militar,y investigation
into the Sand Creek massacre of 1864; and John B. Sanborn, who
had represented the Department of the Interior at the Treat,y o£
Little Arkansas.

It was specified that the President should

appoint three military members:

Johnson chose:

General Sherman

(after the first meeting with the northern tribes Sherman was
rec.alled to ylashington and replaced by General C.C. Angur, one
of Sherman's subordinates, and commander of the department o£
the Platte); Brevet Major General vlilliam S. Harney, retired
Indian fighter who had negotiated the 1866 Sioux treaties; and

20

Douglas C. Jones, The Treaty of Medicine Lodge, Norman, Univ.
of Oklahoma Press, 1966, pp.vii-ix, 20-29, "Altogether there
are nine newspapermen ",ith the Peace Commission as it moved
along the Union Pacific Road to Fort Raker."

.21

to the President by the Indian Peace Commission, Ho.
Ex. Doc. No. 97, p.2 •.
Repo~t
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Major General Alfred H. Terry, commander of the department of
Dakota and one of

Sherm~n'8

most

i~portant

subordinate commanders.

'rhese men ',·Tere amongst the most pO'.verful and knowledgeable,
from both the Army and Indi:m Service, on the question of Indian
affairs.

The tone of the report they produced was sympathetic

and conciliatory towards thf.~ Indian. 22

Concerned not to criticize

the government operation, they nevertheless suggested that former
policy was at variance with their ideas.

Pin-pointing removal

as one of the main failures in Indian policy, they asserted that
if Indian and white had instead lived alongside each other, the
former would soon have become civilized and war between them would
have been impossible.

Discussing the question of what prevented

the two races from living together they cited as the main factors,
antipathy of race and difference of language and customs, and
asserted that if the Indian children had been educated in the
English language the other obstructions would have softened and
disappeared.

The Commissioners decided that not only had removal

militated against the Indians' civilization, but having pushed many
of the tribes beyond the region of agriculture, it had now made
hunting a necessity for them:
"If they could now be brought back into the midst
of civilization instead of being pushed west,
with all its inconveniences, it might settle the
problem sooner than in any other way; but were we
prepared to reco~~end such a scheme, the countr,y
is not prepared to receive it, Aor would the
Indians themselves accept it." (!j
As an alternative to incorporating the Indians directly into the
white population the Commission endorsed the suggestion of Congress

22 Henry E. hi tz, The Hovement for Indian Assimilation 1860-18 0,
Philadelphia, Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, .1963, pp.60-64. ~t haa
been suggested, on account of the tone, that Taylor wrote the
whole report and the others merely signed it.)

23 Report of Indian Pe:1.ce Commission,

OPe

oi t., p.17.
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that they select a district, or districts, on which all the
tribes East of the Rocky j'1ountains might be gathered.

They

went on to suggest that a territorial government be established;
agriculture, manufacture and schools introduced; mechanics,
engineers, millers and teachers sent among them, so that slowly
their tribal habits would weaken and they would be edged towards
civilization.

The Commission

a~eed

that the older Indians should

not be forced to abandon hunting, for that could lead to war, but
as the buffalo would gradually disappear the older Indians would
then inevitably and naturally follow their children into Civilization. 24
Tne report had no legislative strength, representing only the
Commission's recommendation to Congress, but its essence was
incorporated in the 'rreaties Of lVIedicine Lodge and Laramie, signed
with the Indians of the southern and northern Plains respectively.
Apart from concentratine the Indians in two regions, thus clearing
Kansas and Nebraska of hostilities, the treaties also incorporated
an active plan for the Indians' civilization.

Recognizing that,

"we must take the savage as we find him, or rather as we have
made him," the treaties laid out the new boundaries of the
reservations, established conditions under which individual Indians
could own and cultivate farm land and secure allotments, gave
assurances that the government would furnish seeds, agricultural
implements, instructors, clothing, food and other essentials to
help them toward civilization, and also promised them educational
facilities. 25

The

treaties which the Sioux tribes had signed in

24

Ibid., pp.17-1B.

25

The treaties with the Kiowa, Comanche, Apache, Cheyenne and
Arapaho were signed in October 1867, the treaty with the
Sioux was signed the following year, in April 1868, but was
based on the recommendations of the Commission; 15 Stat. L.,
581, 589, 593; Charles J. Kappler, Indian Affairs: ~ws and
Treaties, WashinGton: G.P.O., 1904, pp.754-764; 770-775.
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1865 had not always included educational clauses.

When they did,

such clauses were often vague and indefinite; the treaty of the
Lo\.er Brule Sioux stated, "when the Secretary of the Interior may
so direCt, schools for the instruction of the said band may be
opened on the said reservations. II 26

But the educational clauses

of the new treaties were detailed and precise.

In their report

the Commissioners acknowledged that to move the Indians in amongst
the white popUlation would be ideal but impossible; remaining
consistent with these sentiments the treaties offered a scheme
whereby the Indian could be moved closer to the whites through
education.

Schools were seen as being of vital importance and

their establishment was made compulsory, for "in order to ensure
the civilization of these Indians entering into this treaty, the
necessity of education is admitted."

The treaties stipulated that

the Indians pledged themselves to compel their children to attend
school, that it was the duty of the Indian agent to make sure
this was complied with; and that the government would provide
a school house and a teacher "for every thirty children • • • who
could be induced or compelled to attend school."

The three main

purposes of their negotiations--to remove the causes of war, to
secure the safety of the frontier settlements and the railroads
being built to the Pacifio, to inaugurate some plan for civilizing
the Indians--had been amalgamated into a single solution which
entailed the speedy civilization and absorption of the Indiana;
this, the Commissioners hoped, might be accomplished in twenty
five years.

Predioting that friction between the two races would

continue as the west developed, and regarding the frontierspeople and the railroad builders as one of the main sources of the

26 Kappler, Ope cit., pp.676-678, 686-693.
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problems they were inve3tigating, they asked that a new Commission
be appointed to continUf'? their ,,,ork, as the Union Pacific \-Iould
shortly be moving into coun try claimed by the Snakes and Bannocks. 21
The negotiations finalized in the Treaties of r1edicine Lodge
and Laramie represented an .important shift in the official method
of dealing with the Indians.

However, although these treaties

received wide public support they did not succeed in bringing
By mid-June 1868 the provisions promised

peace to the Plains.

to the southern tribes had run out.

Congress had not appropriated

. further money so they could not be replaced.

The Commissioner of

Indian Affairs wrote desperately to the Secretary of the Interior,
"The condition of Indian Affairs east of the Rocky Mountains has
become of such grave importance • • • that speedy action appropriating the funis necessary to c:ue for and feed the most destitute is
absolutely necessary, if peace is to be preserved."
Indians had no food and no means of hunting.

28

The

They had been

promised guns and ammunition and been given the right to hunt off
their reservation while

the~e

were still buffalo.

When the guns

eventually arrived some of the younger warriors of the Cheyenne and
Arapaho tribes immediately made gleeful raids into Kansas.

Their

agent, anxious to preserve peace and protect the innocent Indians,
sUegested that the peaceful Indians should be subsisted until the
trouble was over.

Sherman, however, took a firmer approach, he

considered that the IndiQns had broken their treaty and condemned
even those who were peaceful for not giving up the hostiles.
Believing that now the peaceful Indians could find safety on their
new

reserv~tions,

he wrote to the War Department:

21 Renort of the Indian Peace Commission,

OPe

cit., p.22.

28 N.G. Taylor to Dept. of Interior, June 24, 1868, in
of C.I.A., 1868, pp.57-59.
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"No better time could possibly be chosen than
the present for destroying or humbling these
bands that have so outrageously violated
their treaties and hegun a desolating war
without one particle of provocation; and,
after a reasonable time given for the .
innocent to withdraw, I will solicit an
order from the President declaring all
Indians who remain outside of their lawful
reservations to be declared 'outlaws', and
commanding all people--soldiers and
citizens--to proceed against them as such. n29
The Peace Commission was due to reconvene in Chicago in
October 1868 and Sherman was determined that they should adopt
a firmer policy.

Already the disagreement within the Committee

was clear, for in September, Tappan, supporting a continuation
of the peaceful approach, had written to Sherman, "It is evident
we do not agree on this Indian question.,t

30

In the wake of a .

summer of war the Committee moved towards a more militar,y
approach:

they revoked clauses in the treaties wich allowed

the Indians to hunt off their reservations; against all their
previous recommendations they suggested that the Indian Bureau
should be transferred to the War Department; and they recommended
that the tribes should cease to be regarded as independent nations
but be

h~ld

individually responsible to federal laws.

The

original pacific and reforming approach of the Commission had
be~n

transformed.
However, by this time there were many outside the Peace

Commission who saw the necessity of instituting a peaceful policy
towards the Indian.

29 Sherman to Secretary of War, September 11, 1868, in papers
accompanying the Commission's
report, 1868, pp.16-11.

30 Robert G. Athearn, William Tecumseh Sherman and the Settlement of
the vTest, Norman: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1956, p.225.
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In May 1868 a meetin.'r, was held at New York's Cooper Union

.

to find a way to solve the problems raised by the hostile Plains
Indians, "who find themfW 1ves harrassed by the inevitable
progress of our people_,,)l

As a result the United states

Indian Commission was founded, a private organization committed
to

co-operatin~

with the government in its efforts to end·

frontier warfare and to protecting and educating the Indian.
Peter Cooper, the wealthy manufacturer and inventor, who had

".
been a keen abolitionist
and had founded Cooper Union for the
education of the working class, aimed at persuading Congress
and the public of the need to promote the peaceful civilization
of the Indians.

The Commission became a focusing point for

those associated with Indian affairs who wished to find some
answer to the pressing difficulties.

In December 1868 Bishop

Whipple, distressed at the fighting and convinced that the Indians'
treaty rights had been violated, requested that the Commission
.0

send a deputation to investigate the events connected with the
war. 32

General Hazen, responsible for the southern Indians and

acutely aware that the eight or ten thousand Indians under his
care, were tribes "who of all those upon the Plains have been
least affected by contact with the white man," wrote to invite the
Commicsion to send one of their members to visit Fort Cobb in
Indian Territory, "to study and learn the condition and wants of
these people." 33

Vincent Colyer, secretary of the Commission,

31 New York Times, May 22, 1868.
32 Bishop Henry B. Whipple to the United States Indian Commission,
December 8, 1868, an extract of this letter was published and
circulated by the Commission.

33 Brevet Major General W.B. Hazen to United States Indian
Commis3ion, November 10, 1868.
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visited the Apaches.
reported that the

In total sympathy with the Indians he

Apac}ws

had ahTays been at peace with the

Uni ted states until a w,.r of extermination began to be waged
against them.

He argue(l that the Apaches had fared well when

placed on reservations in 1859, and that if they were again
located on a reservation they would make good progress.

The

Indians, he claimed, were begging for peace, and helping them
towards civilization would cost less than the three or four
million dollars that had been spent on the policy of extermination. 34
Colyer was ignorant of the complexities of Apache culture; his
rosy adulation of the Indians infuriated the whole of New Mexico.
But his belief in a pea.ceful approach to Indians was beginning
to gain support in America.

35

Despite the many contradictory opinions represented in
Congress this slow movement towards a desire for peace was
reflected in the creation of the Board of Indian Commissioners
in 1869.

Formed partly in an attempt to increase oo-operation

between Indian administrators and the public, and also to offer
suggestions on Indian policy in general, the Board was to consist
of nine philanthropists serving as unpaid advisors to the Indian
Bureau.

Born out of a controversy between the Senate and the

House (whereby two mtllion dollars had been appropriated for the
Indian Appropriation Bill but the House refused to vote specific

34

Vincent Colyer, Peace with the Apaches of New Mexico and .
Arizona, Washington: G.P.O., 1812.

35 For analyses of the growth of a programme of reform among
humanitarians see, Fritz, OPe cit., pp.34-86, and Robert
Mardock, 'The Reformers and the American Indian, Columbia, Mo.~
Univ. of Missouri Press, 1911.
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sums to fulfil individual treaties) the Board provided a
temporary answer to the question of allocating Indian treaty
money, for it was to be made responsible for distributing these
funds.

The nine men apPointed) William \..jelsh, George H. stewart,

William E. Dodge, Nathan liishop, Edward S. Tobey, Felix R. Brunot,
John V. Farwell, Henry S. Lane, and Robert Campbell, were all
esteemed religious, civic or philanthropic figures but none had
any practical experience ,·Ii th Indians.

In their first report

they asserted, "Tn its moral and political, as well as economic
aspects, the Indian question is one of the gravest importance."
Committing themselves to reaching their conclusions about the
Indian through inspection and investigation rather than through
theorizing, they nevertheless indicated their outlook when, in .
their first report, they disparaged the record of the whites in
dealing with the Indian.

They were convinced that the example

offered by the Santee Sioux could be repeated amongst all the
tribes and that tithe Indian, as a race, can be induced to work,
is susceptible of civilization, and presents a most inviting
6
field for the introduction of Christianity.,,3
Early in 1869 President Grant also showed his inclination
towards a peaceful policy for the Indian.

In January 1861 Grant

had received a long report from Colonel E.S. Parker, an

~

officer and also a Seneca Indian, who in offering his solution for
the 'Indian problem' suggested that the Indians should be placed

36 Report of the ~oard of Indian Commissions, hereafter cited as
Report of B.I.C., 1869, p.9.
The Santee Sioux was the band
of Indians which had taken part in the Minnesota massacre ot
1862; the advance they made towards civilization in eight
years was seen as proof of the possibility of civilizing all Indians.
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,under territorial government, having first been concentrated
in one or more areas.

In such a way Parker believed that not

only could they be controlled, but plans for their improvement
and civilization be more easily carried out and a better field
offered for philanthropic and Christian instruction.

Informing

Grant that such a system had been suggested before but never
successfully executed he asserted, itA renewal of the attempt,
with proper aids, it seems to me cannot fail of success. tt37
In 1869 Grant appointed Parker as his Commissioner of Indian
Affairs.

A few days after the President was elected, but

before he took office, he had received two deputations of Quakers
requesting him to pursue a peaceful policy towards the Indians.
At the beginning of his administration Grant dismissed all
superintendents and agents on the reservations; he appointed
Army officers to fill all the available posts but he assigned the
Northern and Central ::5uperintendencies to the Hicksi te and
Orthodox Friends respectively.

On February 15, 1869, Parker

wrote to the two denominations of Friends asking them to submit
lists of Quakers qualified to be appointed as agents and superintendents in those regions, and in his first annual message to
Congress Grant stated: 38
ttl have attempted a new policy towards these.
wards of the nation.
The SOCiety of Friends
is well known for having lived in peace with
the Indians • • • They are also known for their

37 E.S. Parker to U.S. Grant, January 24, 1867, document accompanying the Investi,~ation into the. Hassacre at Fort Phil
Kearny, Ope ci~.

38 Rayner W. 'Kelsey, Friends and the Indians, Philadelphia,
Assoc. Exec. Committee of Friends on Indian Affairs, 1917,
pp.167-168.
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opposition to any strife, violence and war,
anu are generally noted for their strict
integrity and fair dealings.
These
considerations induced me to give the management of a few -ceservations of Indians to them
and to throw the burden of the selection of
agents upon the Society itself.
The results
have proven mor,t sa t isfactory. ,,39
In July 1870

Congress, angry about Grant's enfringement on its

executive domain and jealous about the loss of its vast field
of political patronage, prohibited the holding of all civil
offices by Army officers.

Grant, urged by the Board of Indian

Commissioners, instead of returning the agency appointments to
the gift of

Congres~,

invited the participation-of other

missionary societies and boards. 40

What had begun as an

experiment thus became established Indian policy; the churches,
with the financial support of the government, became active in
attempting to educate and civilize the Indian.
The government was now openly committed to establishing
peace with the Indian tribes and to finding some place for them
within American society.

The question of who should hold

authority over the Indians was one that was hotly debated during
this period and it reflected the arnbivalence of American relations
with the Indians.

In 1849, ,..,hen Congress created the Department

of the Interior, the Bureau of Indian Affairs had been transferred
from the War Department and incorporated in the new Interior
Department.

But the War Department was responsible for dealing

with the hostile tribes, and many people, both in and outside the

39 James D. Richardson, A Compilation of the Hessages and Papers
of the Presidents, Washington: G.P.O., 1896-99, VII,

40 16 stat. L., p.)19.

p.38.
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Army, felt that it was n,ore logical and efficient for the Har
Department to assume total responsibility for Indians on the
reservations as well as those at war.

Amy

officers, and

Sherman in particular, pressed continually for such a transfer.
Public opinion wavered, being strongly influenced by developments in Indian affairs, as well as by sectional affiliations,
and the Bureau itself remained determined to stay 1"ri thin the
Department of the Interior.

In his 1868 report the Commissioner

detailed eleven arguments as to \-,hy this was essential to the
peace, morals and advn.ncernent of the Indians. 41

In Congress

not only was there varying opinion but frequently the question was considered on strictly partisan lines. 42
However, although there was wide disagreement over who
should administer Indian affairs and how, both Houses were
unanimously in favour of peace. James Michael Cavanaugh, a delegate from
Montana, who represented a popula.tion that lived in the midst
of 13,903 Indians, was highly critical of the conciliatory
methods of Grant's administration and endorsed the aggressive
action of Colonel Baker in his attack on a Piegan village.

He

scorned "the humanitarian sentiment in the land which is popularly
expressed b.Y gentlemen who are remarkably eloquent on subjects
which they know nothing about. It 43

Yet, anxious to preserve peace,

41 Report of C.I.A., 1868, pp.7-22.
42 Loring B. Priest, UncJe~amts Stepchildren, New Brunswick; Rutger's
Univ. Press, 1942, p.21, 'Only a complete disregard for Indian
welfare enabled the transfer proposal, championed by RepUblicans
in the late sixties, to become a. rallying point for Democrats a
few years later. Yet House Hepublicans who voted for transfer
by 105-12 in 1868, oppof3ed transfer by 102-9 ten years later,
while Democrats who opposed chnnee by 21 to 11 supported it by
121 to 13 in 1878.
Of six Representatives and five Senators
who voted on transfer measures throughout this period, but a
single Representative and a single Senator were consistent.
43

Congressional Record, 41 Cong., 2 Sess., Vol. II, p.1590,
February 28, 1870.
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he was active in his support of the Indian Appropriation Bill
which would enable the United States to fulfil its treaty
obligations.

His

pO~3ition was

typical of that of many Congress-

men who, feeling no sympClthy for the Indian, were nevertheless
anxious to keep him peaceable.
'fhe aggressiveness of the frontier settlements to the Indians,
their demands for troops and announcements of imminent wars, did
not always stem from fear of Indian raids.

Far from the lines

of communication and trade, one of their best markets was the
United States Army.

Sherman was cynically aware that this was

often the real source of pressure to call more troops to the west.

44

However, such settlements were not anxious to promote an Indian war,
merely to retain the presence of the troops.

Peace with the

Indian waS for them not only a guarantee of safety, but also of
greater prosperity.

Once it became clear that they could

benefit by making contracts with the government to supply the
Indians rather than the Army, these groups became aotive supporters of the new policy.
By 1870 i t

~vas

widely believeJ that the only way peaoe

could be achieved with the Indians was by confining them to
reservations, thus preventing wars by keeping them separate from
the pioneering whites.

The idea of oonoentrating Indians on

reservations and then supporting them there until they oould be
induced to work for themselves, had been carried out for the
first time in California, in

44

Athearn,

45

Report of C.I.A.,

OPe

1853. 45

oit., p.8S.

1858, p.9.

Even at

s~oh

an early da.te
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the problems accompanying such a procedure quickly emerged.
After only six years the Indians were again surrounded by
whites.

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs suggested that

they should be moved to a new reservation, to keep them isolated
from the whites and thus, "to secure our own citizens from
annoyance. ,,46

Despite the problems inherent in attempting to

isolate the Indians on their own separate reservations the
idea still had great appeal to Americans in 1870.
reservation

off~red

The

an apparent solution to the "Indian

Problem" while perpetuating the Indian's segregation:
reflected Americans' ambivalence about the Indian.

it
Supported

strongly by General Sherman, by the land hungry settlers, and
even by members of the Peace Commission, the reservation became
an established feature of American Indian Policy.
The reservation was an alternative to the old policy of
removal.

When tribes of Indians could no longer be moved west

to make way for the spread of Americans, the idea of concentrating
them in segregated pockets developed.
plan was similar to that of removal:

In essence the reservation
it kept Indians and whites

segregated; it freed large areas of land for settlement; it paid
tribute to the idea that Indians could be civilized more quickly
when isolated from the corrupting influences of white frontiersmen.
One of the main differences was that when Indians were removed in
the early nineteenth century, they remained autonomous and
responsible for their own affairs, but when placed on reservations
they were forced into dependence on the federal government.

46 Ibid., 1859, p.4.
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As the placing of Indians on reservations frequently
involved dislocating them from their accustomed economic base,
the idea of teaching the Indians to be self-supporting came
to be closely associated with the idea of confining them on
reservations.

The Plains tribes were totally dependent on

the buffalo; not only would life on a reservation prevent them
from following the herds, but the numbers of buffalo were fast
decreasing.

Even tribes such as the Omaha, in the eastern

Plains, who cultivated some crops and were only partially
dependent on the buffalo, and the Nez Perce in the west, who
also relied on berries and roots they collected, when placed on
reservations were forced to adopt a radically different lifestyle.

Congress was aware that such tribes would be temporarily

incapable of supporting themselves, and in 1869 they voted that
two million dollars be allowed for this purpose.

However, it

was generally believed that if offered enough encouragement the
Indian would adapt to his new life and soon cease to be dependent
on the government.
Ironically, it was often those who had least faith in the
Indian's ability to become civilized who '-Iere the most insistent
that they should'be confined on reservations.

Caught in a

hopeless logical contradiction Congressmen such as Senator
\..;illiam M. stewart from Nevada, ,.,ere anxious to preserve peace,
and so against all their deepest instincts supported the reservation policy and voted for the appropriations to finance it.
Senator stewart feared and hated the Apaches.
worst human beings on earth.

"They are the

They have exterminated all the

northern portion of New Mexico," but he agreed to support

arrr
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efforts to tame them while at the same 'time reminding Congress
that despite the success of the church missions in California,
they had been unable to deal with the Apaches.
"The church did civilize and did a good work with
the }lission Indians in California; but it failed
with the Apaches; the settlers have failed and
the army has failed • .• • Now I should like to
see the Quakers try their hand on the Apaches.
I shall vote for this ~uaker appropriation. • • •
The plain policy is this: put them on small
reservatio~s; put them on reservations that are
sufficient to support them; teach them to labor;
show them that the strong arm of the government
is over them."41
For men such as stewart the reservation appeared to offer some
sort of peaceful alternative to open war with the Indian.
Francis Walker, the iJew England educator, economist and
statistician, who was to act as Grant's Commissioner of Indian
Affairs in 1872, confronted the Indian problem practically when
he said:
"T'ne Indian question naturally divides itself into
two: what shall be done with the Indian as an
obstacle to national progress?
What shall be
done with him when, and so far as he ceases to
obstruct the p.~tension of the railways and
settlements. ,,4
Although, in 1870

agreement on the idea of reservations was

widespread, opinions

a~

to what should happen to the Indian once

on the reservation varied widely.
Commissioner Lewis V. Bogy
eventually die out.

believed that the tribes would

Writing to the Secretary of the Interior

in 1861 to suggest that all Indians should be settled on
reservations he asserted:

41 41 Cong., 2 Sess., Vol. II, p.4005, 4084, 4085, June 4, 1810.
Senator stewart was later to become a keen supporter of the
allotment of Indian lands.
48 Francis 'oJalker, The Indian
& Co., 1874, p.17.

~'uestion,

Boston: James R. Osgood
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"It is of little consequence to this government
if a few hundreu thousand dollars, more or less,
per annum be expended, provided these people
are kept quiet, ~nd, at the same time, means
of subsistence UP. furnished to them to support
themselves for the few years, whiqh. in all
probabili ty they 'Hill yet exist." 49
Belief that Indians were a dying race was widespread at this time.
Although each year their numbers diminished, the belief often
expressed some form of wishful thinking.

50

If the Indian really

was destined to vanish before the advance of civilization, then
the whites had only to offer some temporary solution for his
final years.

Most administrators were however more realistic

than BOgy.
Francis Walker also strongly supported the reservation
system, not only as a way of secluding the Indian from the white
but also to make it possible "to suppress and punish violence
without exposing the settlements to the horrors of massacre.""

51

Showing a depth of thinking often lacking in his contemporaries,
Walker \'I"ent on to consider what would happen to the Indian once
on the reservation.

He envisaged the reservation as a type of

reform school where the Indians would be forced to learn habits
of industry and sobriety while in the meantime being actively
excluded from white SOCiety:

49 Lewis V. Eogy to the Secretary of the Interior, Januar,r 2),
1867, in papers accompanying the Investigation into the
massacre at Fort Phil Kearny, OPe cit.

50 The census figures for the Indians at this time are ver.y
inaccurate, it seems clear that their numbers were diminishing
but it is hard to know the extent. of the decrease.

51

Walker, Ope cit.,

p.44.
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"The Indians should not be allowed to
abandon their tribal relations, and leave
their reservations to mingle with the I,oThi tes,
except upon express authority of law."52
He believed that due to their restive nature, Indians would
certainly be tempted to leave their reservations, but if
allowed to do so they would inevitably form ItIndian gypsycamps allover the frontier states, to be sores upon the body
politic."

Walker thus stressed the importance of training

and discipline.

He did not feel that Indians could be assimilated

gradually, and opposed any policy which involved "hastening the
time when all these tribes shall be resolved into the body of
our citizenship, without seclusion and without restraint, letting
such as will go to the dogs."

Walker emphasized that in order .

to help the Indian progress from the hunter to the agricultural
state the United states should be liberal and generous in
providing instruction and equipment.

However, despite his rigid

scheme offering a way of reforming the life and manners of the
Indians, and his assertion that if his policy of seclusion was
not followed the Indians would fall into inevitable poverty and
extinction, he was unable to provide a certain answer as to
what would be the fate of the Indian if his policy was put into
practice.

He could not project what the Indian's role in

American society wouJ.d be, but suggested that although the numbers
might decline there was "a possibility that the Indian may bear
restriction as well as the Negro has borne emancipation. II

'3

General Sherman was also an active supporter of the reservation
policy.

For Sherman the reservation was a means of defence; a

52 Ibid., p.77.
53 Ibid., p.97.

,. /

l

The: diminishing range.of the: bison. SimplifieJ from :J nl l p in .. The ,\merican
Bison, Living lnd Extinct .. by I. A. Allt n; Mcmoirs. MW(lIm oj Comparutiv~
Zoology. Vol. 'h No. 10, Harvard University Press, 18,6.
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way to avoid a fullscale Indian war by ensuring that the army
only had to fight small band.s of hostiles and not full Indian
tribes.

Sherman conceived of the Indian problem strictly in

terms of national expansion; he saw his task as being to protect
the trails which allowed the opening up of settlement.

He

thought of the Indian as doomed, and although harsh in his
judgement, he understood the ferocity with which he would fight.
Sherman wrote to his brother, "The Indian agents over on the
Missouri tell him to come over here for hunting, and from here
. he is turned to some other quarter, and so the poor devil
naturally wriggles. against his doom.,,54

Sherman did not

harbour illusions of a total peace, he believed there would
be "a sort of predatory war for years," but was convinced that
the quicker expansion progressed, and in particular the sooner
the railroads were built, the easier the task of crushing Indian
attacks would be.

Sherman did not consider in detail what

would happen to the Indian once on the reservation;

he was

concerned that the government should fulfil its side of Indian
treaties and provide food and clothing so that the Indians would
stay on the

re~ervation,

but he did not formulate a programme for

Indian advancement or envisage the future role of Indians in
America.

Relying on the impact of settlement and the increasing

density of the white population to ensure peace, Sherman looked
vaguely to the day when the Cheyennes, Arapahoes, and Kiowas would
be self-supporting like the Cherokees and Choctaws.

How and when

such a day would come was not Sherman's main concern. 55

54

Athearn,

55

Ibid., p.274.

OPe

cit., p.67.
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The apparent unanimity of opinion reached by 1870, which
dem~~ded

peace with the Indian

~~d

his confinement on reservations,

was sustained by a variety of viewpoints that were not always
comple:nentary.

The di vergen t

~r>::-specti ves

of Bo[JY, \oJalker and

Sherman finely illustrate how, despite their differing preoccupations, all three men were able to support the new policy
of placing Indians on reservations and offering them government
support.

However, when the problem of considering the Indians'

future arose the basis of their agreement disappeared, for they
viewed the question from differing perspectives.

Bogy saw the

Indian as dying out; Sherman looked in a vague way to his eventual
civilization (although whether this would mean he would be absorbed
or remain separate is' not clear); and '~-alker offered a strict
proeramme of reform and seeregation.
lar~er

Thus, in considering the

question of the Indians' future place in American society,

not only was there disagreement between the three men, but also
a high degree of evasion and confusion.

In the following three

decades when Americans would be forced to face the problem of
the Indians' situation practically, similar contradictions and
confusions would be echoed and recapitulated.
In Congress support for the new Indian policy also rested
on a foundation of very differing views and intereats.

Senator

Thomas W. Tipton of Nebraska wanted peace, but he had no interest
in civilizing the Indian:
"I sa.y, honestly keep your treaties with them;
but when the time comes to lavish and give away
the funis of this nation, give them away to
stay the tide of blood on ggr frontier from
other savages than these."

56

CongreSSional Record,
June 2, 1870.

41

Cong.,

2 Sess.,

Vol. V,

p.40B2,
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Senator John Sherman of Ohio agreed, feeling that paying any
money beyond the treaty s tiII1!lations was extravagant, even
if it did help the IndLm::l towa.rds civilization.
Lot

}j.

Norrill of

~laine

57

Senator

pre:;nnted figures indicating that in

seven years the United St8 bw had spent an aggregate of
¢140,000,000 on the Army stationed in the west, which was
"engaged in no higher service than the hunt of broken and

.

fugitive bands of Indians on the Great Plains."

58

Morrill used

these figures to encourage Congress to appropriate money to
fulfil its peace treaty obligations, and it is clear that many
Senators supported the policy for purely economic reasons in
the belief that it was cheaper to feed than to fight the Indians.
Many also supported the Peace Policy in a segregationist spirit,
hoping that once the Indians were on the reservations they could
be kept under control and separate from the whites.

There was

also a group of Congressmen who embraced the idea of civilizing
the Indian yet who, like Senator Fernando Wood of New York,
had a more theoretical than practical notion of what this involved:
"I say, teach the Indians their duty to the
government; do 'vi th them as you are now
proposing to do to the freedmen pf the South.
Educate them and their children; civilize them;
make them citizens; make them useful; make them
59
humane • • • let us try this new method of
pacification, of education, ot: moral culture. ft ·

57

:8

~

Both Senators were against an amendment that would help t:oster
the 'Quaker experiment' and provide for the purchase of wagons,
teams tools, agricultural implements, live stock, seeds and so
forth, and for the erection of houses for the Indians in the
northern superintendency, to be distributed among the different
tribes at the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, the
sum of ~~O,OOO.
Congressional Record, 41 Cong., 2 Sess. Vol. VII
448 ,
June 2, 1870.
'
t p.

59 Ibid., Vol. II, p.l602, February 28, 1870.
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Opinions in the House also differed widely, although at
this time debates about Indian policy and appropriations focused
on the political que:, t10n of House authority.
treaty making powers of the

~)enate,

Jealous of the

the House in 1868 refused to

appropriate the large swns necessary for fulfilment of treaties
negotiated by the Indian Peace Corunission, until it was consulted
regarding their provisions.

In 1869 the dispute continued, and

by 1870 it was clear that some radical change had to be undertaken,
the House still being unwilling to appropriate money for treaties
it had no voice in determining.

So in that year an amendment

was added to the Indian Appropriation Act which abolished treatymaking with the tribes and established them as the wards of the
&overnment.

wbile it is unlikely, without the political quarrel

which led to this move, that such a step would otherwise have
been taken then, nevertheless since 1865 the whole treaty system
had been under fierce criticism from people interested to protect
the Indian and also from those concerned for the rights and safety
of the whites.
The action of Congress in designating the Indians as wards of
the federal government was part of a broad attempt to establish a
viable relationship with the tribes and to incorporate them into
American society.

TIle new status of the Indian was consonant

the new Indian policy.

wi~h

Although in practical terms there was no

immediate change, agreements (rather than treaties) continuing to
be made with the tribes a.nd ratified by both Houses of Congress,
the legal and psychological frame\-Iork now existed in which the
Indian could be treated as a ward and individual.

The thrust

of the developing educational policy was aimed at the individual
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Indian and not the t-ribe; in 1875 the Homestead Act was extended
to include Indians; 8.Tld the Allotment Policy, ,.,hich aimed at
establishing individual Indi:J.ns on their own tract of land, was
to gain increasing support amongst whites during this period.
The Indians' new status as \oIarls of the nation reflected more
than the jealousies of the House of Representatives, it also
pointed to the basic premises that lay behind the new Indian
pol~cy

which aimed initially at achieving peace with the Indians,

yet recognized the increasing weakness and dependence of the
tribes.

While through habit and tradition the government

con~inued

to deal with the Indians as tribes, from 1870 on they were
legally recognized as a group of separate

individu~ls

and their

tribal relations came to be increasingly ignored and disparaged.
Yet the status of the Indian was ambiguous and the attitude
of many America.ns to the Indians remained ambivalent.

Francis

vlalker's analysis of the Indian problem, although often harshly
expressed, was in its logic correct.
Indian question did divide in two.

In historical terms the
By 1870 there could be a

degree of unanimity in answering the first part, tt\vbat shall be
done with the Indian as an obstacle to national progress?"

The

majority of Americans could support a policy which strove fOr
peace and sought to concentrate and confine the Indians.

But

the second part of the question, "Hhat shall be done with the
Indian when, and so far as, he ceases to oppose or obstruct the
extension of railways and settlements?" touched broader and more
·
60
1 ong t erm ques t 10ns.

60 Walker,

OPe

Cit., p.17.
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During the latter part of the 1860's Americans were forced
to confront the Indi:m

eU;

i.1.

threat to westward expansion; by

1870 a new peaceful policy had been inaugurated and the idea
of educating and civilizing the Indian was accepted, tentatively
if not universally. 61

However, this new Indian policy, formulated

primarily to safeguard peace, incorporated many contradictions
when viewed as a basis for Indian civilization.
government intended to move immediately from

Firstly, the

mi~itarily

crushing

the Indians to civilizing and educating them in white culture.
Apart from the very real administrative complications, made
obvious in the disputes over \vho should be responsible for Indian
affairs, this involved the Indians in a psychological dislocation
that few officials seem to have considered.

Regarding the

Indian's civilization as necessary, Americans did not show concern
that the wars fought against the Indians might have retarded the
latter's acceptance of white civilization.

Viewing the question

in logical terms they saw the Indian as destined to surrender
before American advances, and regarded his acceptance of white
ways as representing the only

po~sible

means for his survival.

Crazy Horse, tbe greatest military leader of the Sioux Confederation, was suspected of planning an outbreak in 1877 and wh~n
arrested by a group of forty-three policemen was bayoneted
in the scuffle that followed.

He spoke to his Agent shortly

before he died and his words conveyed the p!3.thos and misery of
the Sioux in their new situation:

61 Report of the C. LA., 1868, pp.1-6; Report of :B.I.C.,
1869, p.9.
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"I was not hostile to the white men.
Sometimes my yotmg men would attack the
Indians who \~8re their enemies and took
their ponies.
They did it in return.
\ve had buffalo for food, and their hides
for clothing ~mcl for our teepees.
We
preferred hunting to a life of idleness on
the reservation, where we were driven
against our will.
At times we did not get
enough to eat, and we were not allowed to
leave the reservation to hunt.
''ie preferred
our own way of living. 116 2
Secondly, despite the warning of the Peace Commission that
the majority of Indians were beyond the agricultural line, it
became accepted policy to encourage all Indians in agricultural
pursui ts as a way of making them self-supporting. 6)
Thirdly, while all agreed that the Indian should be educated
to make him peaceful, the question of where such education should
lead was more complicated.

'Gducation', which was almost a

by-word in discussion of Indian affairs in the late 1860's,
became the focus of heated debates in the following two decades.
'The autonomy of the two races and the frequency of wars had
meant that Indian-white relations had been based essentially
on confrontation.

While the Indian's independence and

autono~

had been gradually declining, the radical change in their
circumstances in the 1870's meant that new issues had to be
faced and new questions answered, and the details of what was
meant by Indian education had to be outlined.

62 J. Lee Humphreville, Twenty Years AmonR our Hostile Indians,
New York: Hunter & Co., 1899.

6) See chapter 2 for an examination of ideological reasons for the
encouragement of agriculture.
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Finally, the traditional idea of segregating the Indians
from the white population had b<;en perpetuated in the new
policy.

Some Americanu, like Commissioner :Bogy, foresaw the

disappearance of the Intlhtn race.

Others, like Francis Walker,

believed Indians should b8 kept strictly separate so they could
be educated, but the impo,;si l.Jili ty of maintaining this segregation soon became clear.

~bny

then began to demand that the

Indian be abso£bed into American society.

But, while this

seeilled a logical conclusion, there was widespread ambivalence
on the question of Indian assimilation.

The creation of

the reservations reflected this ambivalence.

Est'ablished

oetensibly as a method of dealing with warring tribes,
they were meant at the sawe time to offer a place where Indians,
could learn a new means of self-support.

However, Indians were

no longer viewed as separate nations; they were wards of the
United States government.

\Vhile at one level they had become

a part of the United States by becoming wards (and by being
offered civilization), at another level they remained separate
by bein5 given reservations.

The isolation of Indians on

reservations reflected the uncertainty surrounding the question
of their place in American society.

The Indian Peace CommiAsion

had confronted the issue unequivocally and accepted that Amerioans
would not tolerate Indians beine integrated directly into American
life.

Segregating Indians on reservations while simultaneously

educating them provided a type of half-way solution that was to
have many ramifications in the following decades.
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An essential element of the new Indian policy was the

projected schooling programme.

Although attracting keen interest

in the last quarter of the nineteenth century this scheme was not
original, for plans to educate and civilize the Indians dated back
to the days of the first colonies.

Indeed the propagation of the

gospel amongst the natives one of the avowed intentions of the
founders of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, and formally written into
their charter.

64

Efforts to help the Indian at this time and

during the eighteenth century were always linked to the idea of
Christianizing him. 65
factors.

They were strongly influenced by two important

First, there were large areas of sparsely populated land

lying west of the colonies into which the Indians could withdraw or
be driven, so that it was necessary always to persuade the Indians
of the advantages to be gained in civilization.

Second, and more

importantly, the Indian tribes were still strong and could be a
formi da bl e

"I"~ t ary f oe. 66

m~

];1...
~en

"
wh en peace f u 1 th ey were i mpress~ve

social units capable of negotiating in their own interests.

For

the colonies, and later the young nation, it was important to
attempt to ensure the peaceful disposition of the Indians, not only
for the safety of the settlers but to prevent the tribes allying
with the English.

67

64 Alice C. Fletcher, Indian Education and Civilization, Washington,
1888, 48 Cong., 2 sess., Senate Exec. Doc. No. 95, p.39.

65 Ibid., p.48.
66 In King Philip's War, 1675-76, over a thousand whites were
killed, several settlements were wiped out and the military
strength of the colonies was seriously challenged.

61 Fletcher, opo. cit., p.162, "The first treaty agreement providing
for any form of education was made December 2, 1794, with the
Oneida, Tuscarona and Stockbridge Indians, who had faithfully
adhered to the United States during the Revolution.
For three
years one or two persons were to be employed to instruct in the
arts of the miller and sawyer."
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After the \·iar of 1812, f(:car of the Indians t allying with
the English disappeared, so the Indians were no longer seen as
so powerful a threat.

ll()\fev~r,

the religious revival that

occurred in the second decade of the nineteenth century,
resulting in the formation of several missionary associations,
meant that a new intere3t was shown in civilizing the Indians.
On January 22, 1818, the House Committee on Indian Affairs
reported:
"We are induced to believe that nothing which it
is in the power of Government to do would have
a more dir.ect tendency to produce this desirable
object civilization than the establishment of
schools at convenient and safe places amongst
those tribes friendly to us • • • In the present
state of our country one of two things seems to
be necessary.
Either that these sons of the
11
68
forest should be moralized or exterminated • • •
On Harch ), 1819, Cone-ress provided %10,000 "for the purpose
of providine- against the further decline and final extinction
of the Indian tribes • • • and for introducing among them the
habits and arts of civilization."

69

A year later i t was

reported that none of this money had been expended and J. C.
Ca.lhoun, the Secretary of I·Jar, recommended that i

~

should be

paid to the societies already active amongst the Indians, so
they could use it.

Thus began the tradition of channeling

federal funds thrcugh missionary societies and organizations.
Although in 1825 it was reported that there were thirt7
eight schools in operation, these were almost exclusively among
the Five Civilized Tribes and the New York Indians, and these
were the tribes that had lived closest to the whites and imbibed

68 Ibid., pp.162-l63.
69 Ibid.
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continued to be most active among these tribes, but by the
late 1860's it was seen that education was needed not only by
the Indians who were

p~rti~lly

civilized, but by all the tribes,

and in particular the \vildest.

The desire for peaceful

relations with the Indians fostered an interest in their
education.

In 1868 the Board of Indian Commissioners reported

that many of the tribes had no schools and were without
religious instruction whatever. 71

~

Two years later Congress

. voted that a sum of $100,000 be spent "for the support of
industrial and other schools among the Indian tribes not
otherwise provided for. 1I72
The necessity of educating the Indian had, from the
ing, been seen as a way of advancing and helping him.

beginn~

American

culture was not only seen as superior, but also, by the nineteenth century, was regarded as offering the Indian a means of
escaping extinction.

In 1820 J. C. Calhoun recommended:

"'rhey should be taken under our guardian-ahip;
and our opinion, and not theirs, ought to
prevail in measures intended for their civilization and happiness.
A system less
rigorou~ rn~y protract, but cannot arrest their
fate. ,,7.;
However, by the late 1860's civilization for the Indian was
viewed as benefiting the ,.,hi te as much as the Indian.

While

the government turned to the religious societies, and suggestions

10 Ibid., p.165.
11

Report of B.I.C., 1868, p.2.

12

Gongressional Record, 41 Cong., 2 sess., Vol.V, June

p.4131.
73 Fletcher, Ope cit., pp.163-164.

4 1870,
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for civilizing the Indi:m were couched in the language of moral
betterment and salvation, it is clear that by this time
Americans 'vere more coneernecl with their own national expansion
than with the personal salvation of the Indian.

Civilization

was offered as a wrty of keepi.n,:j the Indians peaceful and of
making them more tolerable neighbours for the whites moving
into the west.

As support for their assimilation grew

education and civilization became even more imperative; the
Superintendent of Indian ::ichools was realistically to demand:
"In what condition shq,ll the Indian be absorbed into our life;
diseased, degraded and debaUChed, or enlightened and ennobled?" 14
If circumstances had altered the whites' attitude to Indian
education, they had also modified the Indians'.

While they

were still strong and surrounded by buffalo the Indian chiefs could
refuse to accept the white

TIFtn'

s civilization.

In 1867

Satanta of the Kiowa, at the Council of Hedicine Lodge, still
insisted that, "All the land south of the Arkansas belongs
to the Kiowas and Comanches • • • I love the land and the buffalo
and will not part ;"lith it."

He

rejected all offers' of educat-

ional help, "I don't W8.I1t any of the medicine lodges [schools and
ChurChes] within the country.
was.

I want the children raised as I

I have heard that you intend to settle us on a reservation

near the mounta.ins.
over the prairies.

I don't want to settle.

There I feel free and happy, but when we

settle down we grow pale and die.,,75

The Sioux chief, Red Cloud,

also had fought hard to defend his lands.

14

~eport

of the

I love to roam

::;up~rintende!"!t

Red Cloud was one of

of Indian Schools, 1884, p.4.-

15 -New York Times, November 20, 1867.
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the most powerful of the
that comIlli tted the

~i01LX

~'ett8rrnUl

chiefs; he had led the war pa.rty

massacre of December 1866, and had

forced the. wi thdr3.wql of several f'arrisons from the Bozeman
Trail.

He was to spend three decades continuing to fight for

his people through negotiation; a vivid illustra.tion of the
Indian's changed stand point can be seen in his speech at the
Cooper Institute in 1870.

Realizing the weakened and sad

situation of the Indian, Red Cloud, speaking to a packed
auditorium, asked for the listeners' help:
"My brothers and my friends who are before me
today, God Almighty has made us all, and He is
here to hear what I have to say to you today.
The Great Spirit made us both.
He gave us land,
and he gave you land.
You came here and we
received you as brothers.
When the Almighty made
you he made you all white and clothed you.
1{hen
He made us, He made us ,d th red skins and poor.
\·lhen you first came we ,..ere very many and you
were few.
You do not know who appears before
you to speak.
He is a representative of the
ori 0 inal American race, the first people on this
continent • • • • The Great Spirit made us poor
and ignorant.
He made you rich and wise and
skilful in things which we know nothing about.
The good father made you to eat tame game, and
us to eat wild. • • • You have children.
We,
too, have children, and we wish to bring them
up \..,ell.
\Ve ask you to help us do it." 76
By 1870 the situation of most Indians in America had changed
radically.
The social influences which had produced these changes,
and brought Indian and white into close competition and contact,
not only continued but accelerated during the last three decades
of the nineteenth century.

Between 1870 and 1900 the trans-

Hississippi west was transformed.

From being a sparsely populated,

allegedly barren region, it grew to become the major food

76 New York Times, June 17, 1870.

55
producing area of America, closely interlinked commercially and
economically with other sections of the nation.

One of the

striking features of this change was a rapid increase in population.
In three decades the first tier of trans-Mississippi states
(Minnesota to Louisiana) more than doubled in population, leaping
from 4,500,000 inhabitants to nearly 10,000,000.

In the second

tier of states (North Dakota to Texas) the increase was nearly
fivefold, 1,300,000 to 7,000,000. 77
Even in the 1860's the Great Plains had been regarded as
uninhabitable.

Horace Greeley, who made an overland trip in 1859,

regarded settlement as unlikely owing to the scarcity of trees and
water.

Sherman also did not foresee the blooming of the Great

American Desert, and even Abraham Lincoln believed it would take
at least a century to settle this last frontier.
However, a series of mechanical inventions and technical innovations were to make farming on the Plains not only viable but also
highly profitable.

The shortage of wood for fencing was solved by

the invention of barbed wire and the sod house came to replace the
wooden house on the Plains.

Water was a further

vital for any type of farming.
fall of only a few inches.

~oncern,

being

There were few streams and a rain-

The development of dry farming, whereby

farmers would harrow their fields after each rainfall

~o

prevent

evaporation of surface water and to conserve all available moisture,
although not always successful particularly in dry years, did allow
the opening of previously uncultivated regions. 78
'For the Indians the new attractiveness of the Plains to the
whites had far reaching effects.

Their ownership of land was

perpetually threatened, particularly in situations where the
government had not surveyed reservations and granted patents.
77

John F. Stover, American Railroads, Chicago:
Press, 1961, p.l02.

7B

Ray Allen Billington, Westward Expansion, New York:
Macmillan Co., 1949, pp.688-721.
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Even \. .hen they held secure legal rights they were constantly
pressured to sell portions of their reservations, and
frequently settlers would forcibly seize land. 79

Indians were

also being encouraged to farm, not only against all their
traditional inclinations and beliefs, but at a time 10lhen farming
on the Plains, where possible at all, was becoming a skilled
and expensive task.

Hany Congressmen, ",hile a.l'lXious for peace,

were unwillin6 to provide the necessary money to equip the
Indians to farm.

They were incapable of seeing the necessity

for large investments in farm implements for.the new type of dry.
80
f arm~ng.

One of the earliest results of white intrusion on the
Plains was the destruction of the vast buffalo herds which
were the basis of the Plains Indians' life.

To Indians the

buffalo 1·;ere not only their means of economic survival, providing
meat, clothinz, housing and even fuel, they were also strongly
associated with their spiritual life.

Regarding the buffalo

as a gift from the Great Spirit to the Indian people

J~

saw their destruction as an omen of doom for the Indian.
essence th<:!y ,. . ere correct, for the

nom:~.dic

tribes
In

hunting life of

these tribes was so utterly dependent on the buffalo that once
the herds had disappeared the Indhms ,{Quld become dependent on
federal aid and their own half-hearted attempts to farm.
Sherman saw the importance of the buffalo and regarded their
extermination as necessary if the Indians were ever to be
defeated; at one time he ironically suggested that huntsmen

79 Crow Creek Reservation,Dakota:

Action of the Indian Rights
Association regarding its recent occupation by White Settlers,

~hiladelphia,

80

1885.

Congressional Record, 41 Cong., 2 sess." Vol. V" June 4, 1870,

pp.4079-4086.
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should be invited from :':;urope and the East to speed the process
of destruction.

i'lith the completion of the transcontinental

railroad in 1869 the AWHic8.1'1 herd was split into two smaller
herds.

81

These rapidly depleted in size when, in 1871, a

leather tannery was established in Pennsylvania and thousands
of hides were transported there.

In just over a decade almost

all the buffalo had disappeared.

At the Wichita Indian

Agency in Indian Territory, the Agent reported that in 1876 the
Indians were able to make %70,400 through the sale of furs and
robes to the traders.

The following year the amount dropped to

$64,500, in 1878 to ~26,373 and in 1879, when supplies at the
Agency were exhausted and the Agent sent the Indians out to hunt,
they were unable to find any buffalo.

The northern herd

survived a little longer but by 1880 had also been totally
destroyed.

The tribes were nO\<1 not only confined on reservations

but there was no longer even the possibility of reverting to
their old life-style.

In 1888 the southern Indians, desperate

about the constant intrusion on to their land by whites and the
threat to open Indian Territory to white settlement, held a mass
council at Fort Gibson, which between two and three thousand
Indians attended.

Discussing the irreversibility of the

situation the Five Civilized 'fribes advised the Kiowa and
Comanche to meet the coming changes by education and adaptation
.
82
to the customs of the white people.
The spread of the railroad network to the west was the
main single factor that accelerated the development of this

81

Brown,

82

Grant Foreman, A History of Oklahoma, Norman: Univ. Oklahoma
PrelS, 1942, pp.197-l98, 230-235.

OPe

cit., pp.378-383.
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region a..'1d hastened the Indians' decline.

In 1870 the states

lying west of the I'iississippi had 12,000 miles of railroad; in
1900 the same states h3.d 87,000, the majority of this being
concentrated in the prairie, rather than the mountain and

83

coastal states.'

In an area where navigable rivers were

few, and many of these reduced to dry gulches for most of the
year, the railroad became the principal means of communication
Moving ahead of the frontier line it not only

and transport.

"boomed lt the towns through which it passed, it also encouraged
The railroads, despite both state and

new settlements.

federal aid, were mostly dependent on recovering their costs
in transportation fees and ran active campaigns to foster
settlement.

Owning vast land areas, in hundreds of small units

from Congressional land grants, the railroad owners were also
active in attempting to secure Indian lands.

In 1860 they had

been responsible for the clauses in the Indian treaties granting
railroads rights of passage through Indian territory.
During the 1870's, the railroad helped expand the cattle
industry that had been developing in Texas and the South.
As the buffalo disappeared the grasslands of the plains were
used for longhorn cattle, which could then be transported to
profitable eastern markets by rail.

Railroads were also

responsible for the development of the west as a commercial
rather than a subsistence farming region.
increased the demand for Indian lands.)
to provide for the

8) stover,

OPe

expa~ding

(This naturally
Food was sent by rail

cities in the east, and, in cities

cit., p.8)-84.
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on the fringes of the Plains, agriculturally dependent
industries quickly developed:

stockyards, packing

pl~~ts,

farm implement manufacturing.
In Dakota the railroad caused a "boom" from 1868-1873.

\vi th

the Sioux limited to their reservation settlers could gain from
the series of railroads built.

In 1868 the Illinois Central

Railroad reached Sioux City; in the following years branch lines
were built to Yankton and Sioux Falls.

While in the northeast

of the territory the Chicago and Northwestern reached Watertown
in 1873, the Northern Pacific reached Bismarck and the st. Paul
and Central Pacific reached Wahpeton. 84

Sherman, believing the Indian

problem would be partly solved once the Indians were hemmed in
by the white population and also if troops, supplies and stores
could be moved easily to areas where hostilities were threatened,
saw the railroad as

bein~

ultimately connected with Indian control.

In his final report to the Secretary of War in 1883 Sherman shows
that he regarded the Indian threat as over:
"The Arrny has been a large factor in producing
this result, but it is not the only one:
Immigration an,l the occupation by industrious
farmers and miners of lands vacated by the
aborigines have been lar;ely instrumental to
that end, but the railroad which used to
follow in the rear now goes forward with the
picket-line in the great battle of civilization
with barbarism, and has become the greater cause. nBS
But apart from all the individual aspects of the change that
took place in the west--the increased population, the growth
of a cattle and farming industry, the spread of the railroad
network--it was the overall change that was of most importance

84 Billington, Ope cit., p.1l3.

85

Athearn,

OPe

cit., p.344.
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to the Indian.

ne was now living in an area largely inhabited,

controlled and owned by whites.
The speedy and unimagined development of the west can be
seen reflected in Indian policy.

Until the 1860's it ,.as

thought that the Plains were uninhabitable by whites and could
be left to the Indians.

By the late 1860's it was agreed by

Sherman, members of the Peace Commission and the government
that American advance should continue and the Indians be
concentrated in either one or two separate regions.

As the

railroads pushed their way into every region in the west the
impossibility of implementing this idea became clear, and the
practice of maintaining numerous smaller reservations became
accepted.

But as it hecame obvious that it was impossible to

stop the intrusion of white settlers, the reservations were
increasingly broken up into individual allotments for the Indians
and the remainder opened for Hhite settlement.
\fuen the Indian tribes lost their economic and political
autonomy and were forced into dependence on the American government
it was at a time when the Unitel states itself was experiencing a
series of rapid a!1d intense poll tical and social changes, and in
particular in the areas ,.here the Indians were concentrated.
Although efforts to educate the Indian had an historical basis,
in 1870 such attempts ,.ere founded on an earnest desire for peace
and on the pressing urgency to find a way that Indian and white
could live alongside each other.

The expansion and development

of the west, which had originally prompted the need for Indian
schools, continued throughout the period during which the Indian
school system was being established.

It is within the context
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of such development th~t all questions concerning the Indian and
atter.lpts to educate him rmst be asked.

In 1870 no coherent

educ3.tional policy or practice had been \.,rorked out.

The

growth of an I!1dian school system was to be influenced by the
historical si tm.tion of the Indian ::md traditional attitudes
to him, pragmatic steps taken to ensure peace, and by the
broader social changes that occurred during the period.
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Chapter II
Education and the Indian
Part I

The Theoretical Foundations of Indian Education

For nineteenth century Americans the civilizing of the
Indians entailed that the tribes should abandon their traditional
habits, dress, beliefs and customs and adopt those that were
familiar to Americans.

In deliberating on how to bring about

such a radical transformation in the Indian, Americans were forced
to broach the thorny question of racial difference; to aSk not
only in what ways Indians were dissimilar to whites, but to
confront the problem of the essence and source of that difference.
Heirs to three centuries of

inves~igation,

and speculative thought·

about the Indian, those who formulated the educational progr,ammes
were strongly influenced by inherited theories and traditional
reasoning.
From the seventeenth century the defining characteristic of
the American Indians was seen to be their savagery.

The zsavagery

of the Indians was seen as contrasting strongly with the civilization of the settlers.

This initial distinction, stemming

from the European pre-conceptions of the early English colonists
and their plans for civilizing the --natives, was to survive and
be elaborated upon in the following centuries. l

1

Roy Harvey Pearce, The Savages of America, Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Press, 1953, pp.55-72; Winthrop Jordan, White over
Black, Chapel Hill: Univ. of Nth. Carolina Press, 1968,
pp.26-28, Jordan stress that while savagery was also an
important quality of Africans, "the importance of the Begroe's
savagery was muted by the Negroes colour."
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The discovery that the New World was already populated
prompted immediate and continuing interest in Europe and later
in America.

Widespread investigation of the Indian sprang not

merely from detached scientific interest y but from a determination to ascertain the Indian's origins and character and thus
his relationship to whites.

2

Franklin, Washington and Jefferson

all assembled lists and categories of Indian vocabulary.
Jefferson was actively committed to discovering not only the
truth of the Indian's origin, but also in making an evaluation
of his capacities.

Comte de Buffon, the French natural scientist,

declared that the natives of America were smaller and weaker than
those of Europe and also inferior, but Jefferson dismis8ed
Buffon's statements as "tales as reliable as those of Aesop,"
and asserted that Indians were "formed in mind, as well as body,
on the same module with 'Homo Sapiens Europeans'."

3

Jefferson's assertion sprang not only from the urge to
defend America against European aspersions, but also from a
profound belief in the doctrine of equality.

Deapi te numerous

investigations conclusive proof of the equality of races had
not been found, and Jefferson looked to scientists to provide
4
the evidence.
In 1787 his belief was to receive the scientific
backing of the Reverend Stanhope Smith, professor of moral philosophy at Princeton.

Smith published his Essay on the Causes of

the Variety of Complexion and Figure in the

Human

~pecies,

which

2 Jordan, op, cit., pp.89-90, The fact that the Indian came to
be closely associated with the physical enVironment, and his
conquest came to represent the conquest of America, has been
noted by many historians.
3 Buffon argued that all species degenerated, in the New World.
Jefferson thus had a vested interest in defending the Indian.
4

William Stanton, The LeopU'd' s Spots, Chicago:
Press, 1960, p.).

Univ. of Chicago
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offered scientific support to the Jeffersonian belief in equality,
and argued strongly for the unity of the human

specie~.

He

provined as his main evidence the fact that members of different
races could interbreed while it was known that the laws of
nature did not allow for interbreeding between species. 5
Ascribing the obvious differences in men to the effects of the
environment,Smith refused to confront the problem of how such
effects had become hereditary.

However, support for the doctrine

of equality was so widespread that Smith's theory did not instantly
provoke radical contradictions.
~or

Jefferson, the obvious differences between the Indian

and the white man could be explained by the nature at their
separate societies.

He argued, "the proofs of genius given by . -

the Indians of North America place them on a level with whites
in the same uncultivated state. II

Jefferson believed that if

the Indians could be persuaded to abandon their hunting life
they could readily, and to their own advantage, be absorbed into
American SOCiety.

Acclaiming the nobility at the Indian he

openly expressed the wish that eventually the two races would
mix with each other.

He was also very admiring of many qualities

of savage life, yet for him American society was supreme.
ogi~ally

was not.

the Indian was equal to the Americans, but

:8iol-

soci~lly

he

6

Running parallel to the Jeffersonian tradi tioD, which •
regarded the Indian as equal, was a contradictory view whiCh

5 stanton, OPe cit., p.3, uLinnaeus had in 1135 classified all
the races of man as one epecies of the animal kingdom."
6

Pearce,

Ope

Cit., pp.55-l63.
-

'.
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held that the Indian was inherently inferior to the white and
that whatever effort was made to elevate him he would always
inevitably fall back to his ascribed position.

In the seven-

teenth century this view was articulated in religious language.
Cotton Mather and other
minions.

PUrit~ns

saw the Indians as the devil's

The strangeness of Indian ceremonials and religious

practice was seen as proof of their devil-worship.

To the

Puritans of this period the Indians were incapable of redemption,
for they were already damned by God.

Although, in the eighteenth

century, Protestant Christian doctrine again shifted to embrace
the Indian, the essence of this view continued to be expressed
in secular terms, and in the nineteenth century was given strong
scientific support.
The first major attack on the doctrine of the unity of the
species came in 1839 from Samuel George Morton's Crania Americana.
Through an examination of hundreds of American skulls Morton
came to the conclusion that the Indian nations in America
represented one race.

Demonstrating that different races dis-

played different head shapes and cranial capacities,Morton evaded
the question of whether varieties of men belonged to different
species.

He never equated cranial capacity with intelligence,

but he left the way open for such questions to be asked.
An American school of science developed that was concerned

specifically with the problem of race.

The majority scientific

opinion came to support a theory of the diverse origins ot races.
Josiah Clark :Nott, Ephraim G. Squier, George R. Gliddon and
Louis Agassiz, same of the leading men of science of the daT,
presented and supported a theory of original diversity and were
attacked by the Church and or1;hodox Christians for undercutting
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one of the main doctrines of Christian theology.1

Al though the

work of the American school was to be superseded by the work of
Darwin, support for a view which presented Indians and Negroes
as fundamentally distinct from whites, and by implication
inferior, survived in popular circles if not in those of sCience. 8
It was not only on the western frontier that Indians were
declared inferior.

For Oliver Wendell Holmes the Indian was,

"a half-filled outline of humanity, • • • a sketch in red crayon
of a rudimentary manhood."

Believing Indians to have been

placed in America only until the white man should arrive, he
looked upon all attempts to educate them as ridiculous, for they
would eventually die out. 9

Theodore Roosevelt, likewise, was
-

disparaging about efforts to civilize the Indian. . When Helen
Hunt Jackson's A Century of Dishonor was published, strongly
criticizing the government for having repeatedly broken treaties
with the Indians, Roosevelt dismissed the book as beneath criticism as history.

Not only did he dislike its sentimental tone

but he found fault with the government not for its duplicity but
rather its leniency, believing that resort should have been made
more frequently to military measures:
"I suppose I should be ashamed to say that I take
the Western view of the Indian.
I don't go so far
as to think that the only good Indians are the dead
Indians, but I believe nine out of every ten are,

1 For religious reasons the South regarded these opinions as

infidel and therefore did not employ them for political purposes.

8

Agassiz, his whole life, supported the theories of the American
school and denied Darwin's theory of evolution.

9 Brainerd, (ed.), The New England Social Orations, New York,
1901, Vol. I, p.298, quoted in Thomas F. Gossett, Race the
History of an Idea in America, Dallas: 5th. Methodist Univ.
Press, 1963, p.243.
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and I shouldn't inquire too closely into the
case of the tenth.
The most vicious cowboy
has more moral principle than the average
Indian. ,,10
Frequently, those Americans who felt themselves most knowledgeable and qualified to write about the Indian were army
officers.

Spending years in the west, and thus picking up

impressive displays of information, they offered themselves as
experts not only on Indian fighting, but on Indian habits,
customs and aptitudes. 11

Their accounts of Indian life were

often interspersed with pronouncements about the impossibility
of ever civilizing ·the Indian.

One captain asserted:

"His intellectual gifts are limited • • •
He might be brought up in the midst of civilized
surroundings and educated, but at the.first opportunity
he will relapse into his original barbarism • •• .
other savage races, when brought within the environment of civilization, have afforded brilliant
instances of individual effort, but the Indian
never.
There is no instance in the four hundred
years of American history of an Indian who attai~~d
greatness through the channels of civilization."
Such accounts were usually illustrated and substantiated with
concrete examples and anecdotes, denigrating the potential of the
Indian in an in! ormed tone.
official policy, with its commitment to civilizing the
Indian, appeared to suggest the triumph of the view that the
Indian was not

es~entially

different from the white man, and

that his assimilation would be a fast and easy task once he had
been persuaded to abandon his traditional life-style.

However,

as has been suggested in chapter one, the goal of this policy

10

Theoaore Roosevelt, The Winning of the
96, Vol. I, pp.334-335.

We~t,

New York 1889-

Capt. J. Lee Humphreville, Twenty Years Among our Savage
Indians, New York; Hunter & Co. Pub., 18 99; Gol. Richard
Irving Dodge, Our Wild Indians, Hartford, uonn: A.j). Worthing
& Go., 1882: Capt. E. Butler, Our Indian Question, New York:
A.G. Sherwood and Co,. 1882.
12 Humphreville, OPe cit., pp.55-57.

11
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was more a product of the dictates of necessity than of probability.

There were many who ostensibly supported Indian

assimilation while simultaneously believing in the Indian's
inferiority.

Captain E. Butler, who won an army competition

for "the best essay on Indian Affairs," was a staunch defender
of government policy but regarded Indians as degraded and
inferior in all aspects of life:
"The condition of the Red Men of the North
American continent, when they were first met by
their white brothers, was as low as that of any
race of which history has preserved a record.
In intellectual development they were but one
remove above the wild animals they hunted.
They
had no SCience, no art worthy of the name.
They
had no industry, no manufactures."
Examining their morality, agriculture, religion, law and methods
and reasons for

warfa~e,

in his essay, uur Indian Question,

Butler launched a full-scale attack on the Indians and their
SOCiety.

But, paradoxically, Butler also envisaged Indian

assimilation for, he said, "No plan for the civilization of the
Indians can be ultimately successful that does not contemplate
their absorption into the general body of citizens."l,
Butler, the Indian problem would be
group were eliminated.

solve~

For

if the Indians as a

Concerned with the practical !mplement-

ation of such a plan, he did not consider the fundamental contradiction apparent in trying to assimilate a group of people believed
to be inferior.
The desire to find a practical solution to the Indian problem
was not the only reason which compelled many Americans to voice
support for Indian education and assimilation.

A belief in the

inferiority of Indian society, and even the individual Indian,

13

Butler,

OPe

cit., p.45.
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could be held concurrently with a conviction that Indians also
14
Asserting
had certain rights that should be protected.
that the only way these rights could be protected was by the .
Indians becoming incorporated in American society, men such as
Jonathan Baxter Harrison, a

m~mberof

the Indian Rights Association

who was active as an Agency inspector, worked to better the
situation of the Indian while believing that, "the Indians as
a race are, of course, far inferior to white men in intellectual
cR.pacity."15
In the nineteenth century, those Americans who insisted
that Indians were essentially equal to whites continued, in the
Jeffersonian tradition, to explain the obvious differences between
the two peoples in terms of their respective societies.

The

society of America represented civilization and that of the
Indians savagery.

However, by this time, the inherent savager,y

of Indian society was explained and elaborated in a variety or
different ways.
Henry Rowe Schoolcraft (1793-1864), an Agent to the
Chippewas who married a half-Indian girl, examined the

~s

and

legends of the Indians as a means of explaining their character.
He spent years with the Indians and was profoundly interested in
tho nature of their society, but he was convinced that a life
based on hunting was barbarous and only if the Indian adopted an
16
Schoolagrarian life could he eventually become Civilized.

14 Richard Henry Pratt, Battlefield & ClassrOOM. New Havenl
Yale Univ. Press, 1964, p.6; Dodge, OPe cit., p.6~9; ~
York DailY Tribune, June 16, 1881.
15

J~nathan Baxter Harrison, The Latest Studies on Indian
Reservations, Philadelphia: Indian Rights Association, 1887. p.1S.

16 Pearce, OPe cit., p.128.
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craft measured civilization on an evolutionary scale that
progressed from the hunter to the herder stage to agriculture.
Such a progression was seen by many as natural and logical.
General Nelson Miles, an Army officer deeply concerned with the
Indian problem, offered a popular version of this social evolutionary theory:
"The history of men of nearly every race that has
advanced from barbarism to civilization has been
through the stages of the hunter, the herdsman,
the agriculturist, and finally reaching thgse of
commerce, mechanics and the higher arts. "II
Even Carl Schurz, when describing the educational goals that he
felt it was reasonable to expect the Indian to achieve, indicated
an endorsement of this theory, "of course we cannot expect that
they will immediately become statesmen of philosophers, but theT
can be made farmers or herdsmen."

The belief that the Indian

should pass through the series of stages leading to civilization
was widely subscribed to.

It was one of the reasons that there

was such general support for inducing

~

Indians to farm.

Indian society was often seen as inferior because it was
incapable of change.
League of the Iroquois.

In 1851 Lewis Henry Morgan published

1e!

Studying Iroquois rituals and ceremonies,

their kinship patterns and type of government, he came to an
appreciation of the complexities of their SOCiety.

He developed

an evolutionary explanation for the way that social institutions
develop, arguing that forms of government evolve from the
monarchical to the oligarchical and then to the democratic, and
concluded that the Iroquois had only reached the second stage.
Morgan thus gave a scientific rationale to the widely held belief
that Indian society was not only ir1erior to that of Americans

17

Nelson A. Miles, "The Indian Problem, II North American Review,
CXXVII, April 1879, pp.)04-)14.
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but was also more backward, representing (amongst one of the most
developed tribes) a stage through which Europeans had long ago
passed.

But, more importantly, N.organ concluded by expressing

doubt as to whether the Iroquois would ever have attained the
democratic state, for, he asserted, "there was a fatal deficiency
in Indian society, in the non-existence of a progressive spirit."

18

Frequently, the adaptations and adjustments that had occured
amongst the tribes, particularly those of the Plains, were ignored,
and their inability to change or advance was given as an excuse
for expunging Indian societies.

Superintendent of Indian schools,

I

John H. Oberly, informed members of the Lake Mohonk Conference
that Indian society represented a stagnant social condition fateful to all aspects of civilization:
"It is not progressive and it is not conservative,
it is motionless--a pond of impure water with no
inlet or outlet • • • it is a condition of stagnation in which civilization cannot survive.,,19
~he

belief

that Indian societies were static

was not consistent

with any theory of social evolution, put it provided justification for ignoring all aspects of traditional Indian life.
Oberly described the Indian child as "a twig bent out of

th~

perpendicular," but he believed that the child could be "straight~
ened" and thus "rise superior to the conditions under which he
lived," if he could be persuaded to discard his past, . "abandon
the

re~igion

of his fathers and accept a new faith," and "cast

off the social conditions of his people and accept those of another
people."

18

~earce,

Ope Cit., p.132.

19 Proceedings of the Lake Mohonk Conference, (hereafter Mohonk),
J.88:>, p.~A.
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In the late nineteenth century the majority of Americans
who were interested in the plight of the Indian were also active
Christians, and believed in the equality of the Indian, holding
that God had "made of one blood all nations of men. II

However,

while Christianity persuaded them of the Indian's biological and
spiritual equality it also could be used to convince them of the
inferiority of Indian society.20

Bishop Hare, an .J!.'pisco-pa.lian

who moved to Minnesota from Philadelphia in the 1860's on
account of his wife's health, soon became interested in the
Indians there.

Seeing that the local churches were more inter-

ested in exterminating than protecting them he began work to help
them and when he returned to the
advocate.

Ea~t

continued to be their

But Hare saw the Indians as essentially "heathen men;"

Unable to detach himself from his American values he was anxious
to bring them to Christ but was horrified and disgusted by their
own religion; describing their dance to celebrate July 4th he is
appalled:
"There they stood before the hotel almost naked,
and so bedaubed with paint and set off with
feathers that they were frightful to look on.
After a given signal they begin their dance.
They pound the earth with their feet, they
crouched to the ground, they leaped and sang
and whooped and yelled, occasionally firing their
guns into the air until I was sickened at the
indecent sight."2l
The majority of Americans of this period would probably have
shared Hare's response, instinctively deSignating the Indians as
savage, and such feelings could be justified in Christian terms.

20

In Salvation & the Savage, Berkhofer argues that the values
of the missionaries in the eighteenth century coincided with
thoBe of American society; this continued to be true in the
nineteenth century.

21 M.A. deWo1fe Howe, Life & Labors of Bishop Hare, New york:
Sturgis & Walton, 1911, pp.15-16.
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Albert L. Riggs, a Presbyterian minister who spent forty-two
years with the Sioux, wrote a.small pamphlet entitled,
Does the Indian Worshiu?

l~amining

~

the Sioux religious beliefs

and ceremonies he asserts that they have few prayers but many

dances and songs, that much of their worship is based on fear,
that they have no concept of s1n and that their feasts and giveaways lead to gluttony and waste.

He concludes that, "the

Indian is eminently religious; he has noble aspirations and a
spiritual interpretation of the universe," but, "he has entirely
departed from the worship of the One Great God and Father," and
that, "they who represent him as a simple-hearted child ot God,
already more perfect than Christianity can make him, utter that
which is untrue and highly mischievous. ,,22

Riggs was rei ter- ..

ating the traditional view of the Indian as savage; this savagery
was not noble but neither was it innate to the Indian.

Being

the product of the Indian's religious beliefs it would readily
disappear if these were displaced by Christian faith.
Blame for the Indian's "retarded" social state was frequently
attributed to white society.

B,y constantly removing the tribes,

by forcing them to abandon their sedentary or agricultural
leanings and thus compelling them to hunt, by excluding them
from white SOCiety and contacts except the

CO~lpt

influence

of the frontiersmen, and by constantly breaking treaties and
waging wars Americans had forced Indian SOCieties into their
present degraded state.

Those who supported this view regarded

the Indian as an innocent victim and thought the best way to

22

Alfred A. Riggs, What does the Indian Worship?, Nebraska,
santee Normal Training School Press, n.d., pp.1-6.
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assuage American wrongs was to incorporate him into American
society as quickly as possible.

liThe problem does not lie

with the Indian as a physical, intellectual or moral being.
The difficulty is not in the Indian

• it began when we left

the Indian outside our institutions and the protection of our
laws; with no opportunities as a man and no protection as a
citizen,,,23

Professor C.C. Painter told the Lake Mohonk

Conference.

The Indian Race Commission had argued the same

point, and many Christian Agents and teachers in the field also
. believed it to be true.

Helen Hunt Jackson's A Centuxy of

Dishonor and Ramona, and George Truman Kercharal's Lorin Moorach
and Other Stories, helped propagate this view, offering the public
numerous vivid examples of how the Indian had been wronged. 24
Although explanations as to why the Indian had not achieved
the civilization of Americans were often diverse, Indian society
was generally seen to lie at the root of the problem.

Those

concerned to civilize the Indian did not, like Morgan, ask if left
for several more centuries the Indians would have achieved the
standard of the whites, but chose instead to view the problem
in strictly pragmatic terms.

Holding Indian society responsible

for the Indians' savagery, they hoped to save the Indian by freeins him from his Indian and savage background.

Indians them-

selves were forced to see civilization in these terms; white
education was not to be an addition to their Indian past but
rather its obliteration.

2,
24

Mohonk,

One Indian student from Carlisle,

1885, p.ll, speech of Professor C. C. Painter.

These works were praised and recommended by both Bishop
Whipple and Herbert Welsh.
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the first Eastern training school, when questioned by members of
the Lake Mohonk Conference asserted, "I believe in education
because I

it will kill the Indian that is in me and
')5
leave the man and citizen. ,,'be~i.eve

The Indian, when liv.ing a tribal life

was not, as an indiv-

idual, regarded as being innately different from the white, but
rather as radically separate, a savage.

In 1890, when reformers

and friends of the Indian were optimistic about the Indian's
progress towards civilization and proud of the results already
. achieved, they were suddenly shaken by the outb+eak of the Indian
ghost dances.

Cropping up on reservations allover the United

states and not merely confined to one area or even one tribe, the
ghost. dances were symptoms of~tavistic movement which looked
to the resurgence of the Indian people.

Acting on the prop-

hesies of an Indian messiah the Indians danced for days at a
time, believing that if they did so the buffalo and the dead
Indians would return and the Indians would again be pre-eminent.
Officials were fearful of some general Indian outbreak; the
was called in to several reservations.

~

At Pine Ridge, South

Dakota, the troops were nervous and opened fire; five hundred
Indians were killed at what became known as the Battle of Wounded
Knee.

26

This was the only place that there was an open clash

with the military, but the wild danCing of the Indians and the
message of the messiah reminded whites of what they saw as the
true nature of savagery.

Once again the dichotomy that had been

drawn between the two states was highlighted.

25

In 1891 Merrill

Mohonk, 1891, p.l04.

26 B.!.A., R.G75, Special Cases, The Ghost Dances.
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E. Gates, President of both Amherst College, Massachusetts, and
the Lake :Mohonk Conference, was to recapitulate in bold terms
the traditional belief in the separateness and incomprehensibility
of the Indian when in his savage state in his own society.
"I think that the Dakota disaster shows that we
shall not need to have taught us again the lesson
of the difference between savagery and civilization.
As we watched the progress of the disasters
that began these disorders, as the reports of eyewitnesses came to us, we saw the eVidences of that
peculiar narrowness in the field of Vision that
must attend upon savagery • • • we saw that for
one brought up in the atmosphere of Christian
civilization to enter the consciousness of the
savage at such a time is almost as impossible as
it is for us to get behind the great, blue, limpid
eyes of the ox as he chews his. cud in the pasture,
and know how the world looks to him. ,,21
Savagery and Indian society estranged the Indian from the
white but did not preclude his absorption into American SOCiety.
Once rid of his heathen past and offered the benefits of a white
education it was argued that the Indian would naturally become
civilized.

American educators, churchmen, and missionaries in

particular, espoused the view that Indians could readily be
assimilated if offered the necessary encouragement and help.
To refute the assertions of those who described the Indian
as inherently ineducable they proudly pointed to cases where
Indians had proved they could be civilized.

The Santee SioUX,

who were farming successfully in South Dakota; the Flandreau
colony, which had broken all tribal relations and established
itself as an agricultural community independent of the government;
the Carlisle school, where the first pupils had been originally
prisoners, who Captain Pratt had "tamed and educated"; and the
Five Civilized Tribes living in Indian Territor,r, who not only
had their own written constitution but ran their own system of

21 Mohonk, 1891,

p.e.
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schools--T.A. Bland, inspecting the Cherokee schools in 1886
was to report to the Indian Office, "There is not in the Cherokee
Nation an Indian man, woman, boy or girl, of sound mind, fifteen
years of age or over, who cannot read and write. ,,28
However, in the late nineteenth century, the majority of
Indians were very obviously not civilized in terms most Americans
could appreciate.

The enthusiasm and assertiveness of the

friends of the Indian did not eliminate the fact that beneath
discussions of the causes of Indian savagery and the best way to
promote Indian civilization, the traditional question of the inherent nature of the Indian continued to be debated.
Support for the civilizing of the Indian
uongress in the late 1870's and 1880's.

~ew

markedly in

Increasingly large

s~

were appropriated for educational purposes, but there were still
many who doubted the efficacy of any attempt to elevate "a
29
barbarous race."
The most belligerent opponent of Indian
education was Senator Preston B. Plumb from Kansas.

Plumb saw

the Indian as inherently inferior and attempted to obstruct all
efforts to fund Indian schools.

Believing that it was not only

undesirable but also impossible to educate Indians he regarded
all schooling efforts as both wasteful and ludicrous.

Plumb

28

Report of C.I.A., 1886, p.LXXIII.

29

Annual appropriations made by the Government for the support
of Indian schools.

1811
1818
1819
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885

¢20,000
30,000
60,000
75,000
75,000
135,000
487,200
675,200
992,800

1886
1887
1888
188 9
1890
1891

lij92
1893

1894

¢1,100,065
1,211,415
1,179,916
1,348,015
1, ;64,568
1,842,770
2,291,650
2,315,612
2,243,497

1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900

-

¢2,060,695
2,056,515
2,511,265
2,63].,171
2,638,390
2,936,080
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thought Indians should be taught "pastoral things and the lower.
walks of agriculture • • • something he is qualified to do."
During the debate on the Dawes bill when it was noted that
schools promised to the Sioux, for as many children who would
attend, had never been built, Plumb asserted, "The A:rmy of the
United States would not have been sufficient to have compelled
the children of the Sioux Indians to have attended these school
houses if they had been erected, which fortunately they were not. ,,3 0
Arguing that the Indians would be incapable of learning anything
at the schools, which they themselves would realize, he said it
would be impossible to imagine them making the journey to and from
the school house, unless it was to secure food and clothing.
Plumb's provocative speeches during the Dawes debate called·
forth a direct attack on the Senator by Elaine Goodale, who
sought to correct the unfavourable impression given of the Indian.
Refusing to cite the usual examples which offered proof of the
Indian's educability, 1liss Goodale, who was strongly committed
to civilizing the Indian, made an open appeal to the tradition
which regarded the Indian as equal to the white, and essentially
the same in abilities and aspirations.

"A practical acquaintance with the subject, while
it affords a conclusive answer to these surmises,
is not even necessary.
One needs only a little
unfashionable faith in human nature to a~preciate
the longing to rise, the impulse towards better
things, which show in the breast of the poorest
and most igoyrant of God's creatures created in
his image. ;,)
The controversy between Senator Plumb and Elaine Goodale well
illustrates the theoretical bias that continued prominent in
arguments and discussions concerning the Indian, both between

30 Elaine Goodale, The Senator and the School House, Philadelphia: Indian
Ri~ts

AsSOCiation, p.l" reprinted from the New York
Independent, March 4, 1~86.

31 . Ibid.
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those who saw themselves as opponents and those who felt they
were united by their concern for the Indian.
A large sector of the American public, most notably in the
West, remained actively host.ile to any effort to help the "red
man."

Reformers, extravagant in their claims for the Indian and

living far from all the reaervatlons, frequently :torgot that they
had to contend with those who held an opposing view.

Alice C.

Fletcher, an anthropologist who had worked among the Omaha to
allot

t~eir

land and was familiar with many of the tribes, was

anxious to remind the friends of the Indian that despite the
passage of the Dawes bill many hurdles still lay in the Indian's
path:
"There is no gainsaying that a general prejudice
exists as to the Indian'S capacity to be worth
anything in a county • • • There is a general
resenting of anything like equality.
This is
nothing new • • • This deep-rooted pro judice is
a very important factor.
It is, and it has been
crushing in its effects upon the Indian.
For
settlers the Indian represents the primitive
conditions and is remanded to oblivion with them.
The feeling of race prejudice, and it has been
bred in the Indian too, by hard experience, is
a very serious difficulty.
No law will touch it;
no executive work will reach it; no fiat will
remove it; and no-one who would help the Indian
should ignore it.,,32
Indifference, dislike, active hatred, and belief in the Indian's
inferiority drew on as strong a tradition of thought and action
as did the reformers' insistence on the Indian's equality.
The friends of the Indian were active in their hostility to
this view of the Indian as innately inferior and beyond the pale
of civilization.

They were united, both in their condemnation of

Indian society and belief that it was the main impediment in the

32 Alice C. Fletcher to Albert K. Smiley, sept. 23, 1881, in
Mohonk, 1886, p.15.
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way of civilizing the Indian, and in their faith that education
could elevate and civilize the Indian.

Their consistent and

unfailing opposition to all suggestions that the Indian might
be inferior may have overshadowed the variety in their .
thought and proposals concerning the best way to educate the
Indian.

However, despite this variety, it remains true that

they were united in their view that it was possible to • civilize'
the Indian, and in their opinion of the programme necessary to
accomplish this end.
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Chapter II
Education and the Indian
Part II

The Church
SysteT!!

\~rOI\[J3 ,Hid

the GroHth of an Indian 3chool

All who looked to the clvilizing of the Indian believed that
some type of formal schooling was necessary to accomplish this
end.

The purpose of such schooling was to bridge the gap between

sav<tgery and civilization:

to make it possible for the Indian to

move from Indian society into American society.33

In the nineteenth

century there was wide spread agreement on the type of educational
programme that was necessary.

But there was, as has been shown,

much difference of opinion concerning the nature of Indian society.
wnile that society was always designated as savage, the different
explanations for its savagery were to influence directly educational
theories and proposals, and were also to be reflected in the
arguments that developed over the most efficient way of schooling
the Indian.
However, d'?spite the importance of these different opinions
to the dAvelopment of the Indian school system, there was a striking and important coherence to the overall growth of Indian
education.

During the 1870's a broad programme for the civilizing

of the Indian evolved ,:,hich was founded not only on past developments in Indian schooling 1.nil the qudden urgent need to educate
the Indians, but on traditional theories concerning the Indian which
pin-pointed "native society as the fundamental enemy."
their disagreements

~overnment

Despite

officials, missionaries and philan-

thropists came to support a programme 'that was cohesive in its aims

33

The enphasi3 that was placed on fo-~al education and the
school is pxamined in greater detpil in chapter VII.
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if rather haphazard in its organization.

Regardin;; schools

and the formal education of the cnildren as bein5 of dominant
importance, they also asserted that the influence of Christian
teaching and an agricultural life '. ;ere essen tial to the civilizing of the

Indi~,

race.

And theSnglish languagoe was also regarded

as being vital, although there was disagreement as to the best
way of teaching this to the Indian.
With the buffalo fast

dis~ppearing

and the Indians already

occupying large tr.::lcts of land in the 'viest, it was perhaps
natural that farming was frequently suggested as a means of
rendering the Indian both self-supporting and civilized.
General Crook demonstrated at San Carlos that even the wildest
tribes could, when encouraged, farm successfully, and further
proofs of this fact were always greeted enthusiastica11y.34
However, farming was treated as an activity that would bring more
than economic benefits.

Already regarded as an edifying occup-

ation that was closely associated with the true spirit of
American democracy, farc1ing, for the Indian, was seen to have an
added value.

Agricultural work, it was believed, would elevate

the Indian not only p.conomically but also spiritually and intellIn 1885 the Commissioner of Indian Affairs wrote

ectually.
confidently:

lilt requires no seer to foretell or foresee the
civilization of the Indian race as a result
naturally deductible from a knowledge and pl.·actice,
upon their part, of the art of Bg;-iclllture; for
the history of agriculture. ~~ong all people and
in all countries ~ .!nt1ma tely connects it with the 35
highest intellectual and moral development of man."

34

John G. Bourke, On the Bo.rdor wj th Crook, New York: J.J.
Little & Co., 1891, pp.457-463; Re·.o~+' of C&X.A., 1880,
p.8).

35

Report of C.I.A., 1881, p.l.
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But the relationship between agriculture and farming was
not mystical; it involvpJ llJore than the elevation of the Indian
to a higher level on
life, it was

tllf!

beli~ved,

deemeJ essential to

13111ler of civilization.

'10111,i

Agricultural

pnforce the values And habits

civili~\1,t,i'm.

Indians were frequently

criticized for their Teluetdncp. to work.

(Among many tribes

it was thought degrading for the men to perform manual work.)
Americans believecl t:hat I;he ris-ours of an agricultural life
would, by necessity, pllsh the Indians closer tt} Civilization.3 6
. The 3ecretary of the Interior, Carl Schurz, argueQ against allowing Indians to be herdsmen, for this would not force all members
of the tribe to work. 37

On one reservation in South Dakota the

Indians lost all their crops four years running, either because,
of grasshoppers or because of scorching drought.

:Sut the Agent

continued to encourag'e them to go on planting, asserting that
even if they reaped no benefits at least they were gaining
knowledge

~f

what it was to work.

Farming, it was believed, would also give the Indian a sense
of ownership and private property.

From the

IB70's on it was

government policy slowly to break up tribal lands and settle
each Indian family on its own individual plot.

In 1887 the

Dawes Act was passed which provided that ,,,hen a tribe I s lands
were allotted in severalty, the Indians would become citizens

36 Herding and ranching weTe attempted on several reservations-Crow Creek, Pine Ridge, KiOwa, Comanche, Mescalero--but
always at the suggestion of the agent.

37 In 1882 the Commissioner announced that this side of Indian
education was going to be given increasing attention, and
reported that at 57 schools 1,245 acres were already under
cultivation.
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and the remaining lands would be sold for settlement.

The

communal tendencies of tribal life were regarded as incompatible
with civilized life:
" The Indian must be imbued with the exalting
egotism of American civilization, so that he
will say "I" instead of "we," and "This is mine,"
instead of "This is ours."
But if he will not
learn • • • the Government must then, in duty to
the public, compel the Indian to come out of his
isolation into the civilized way that he does
not desire to enter--into citizenship--into
assimilation with the masses of the Republic. n38
The extraordinary faith that was placed in agriculture
as a civilizing agent for the Indian is well illustrated when
it is remembered that many tribes were located beyond the one
hundredth meridian, in an area of limited rainfall.

The

Indian Peace Commission of 1867 had reported that it would be
impossible for such tribes to farm, owing to the unfavourable
climate in their localities.

But despite the pleas of Agents,

who would often report on the repeated failure of Indian crops,
belief that the Indians could be transformed into an agricultural
people remained strong, and each year the Commissioner would
report the advance made in Indian civilization by listing the
increases in the amounts of crops grown.
Farming, it was argued, would not only elevate the Indian
frem savagery but it would force him to remain in one place,
and so schools and churches could be established.

Ironically,

although it was offiCial policy that most Indians would become
farmers, little practical agricultural education was offered to
the children.

38

Many of the\:boarding manual labour schools had

Report of C.I.A., 1883. p.2.
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small gardens and farms.

The children would spend half their

time studying and the other half learning farming skills and
trades; but this was not the general situation and the majority
of Indians wwuld receive little or no agricultural instruction.
After 1887, when it became urgent that the Indian should
rapidly become a successful farmer, the agricultural teaching in
the schools came to be strongly criticized.

Mr. Lyon of the

Lake Mohonk Conference said:
"There are good teachers for the schools, but very
few to teach farming.
The Indian needs to be
taught how to use a plough and a shovel and an axe.
He can not get a living off the land without this
instruction.
The only solution of that difficulty
is to get farmers for instructors."39
The Eastern schools also began to be criticized for teaching the
Indians to farm in conditions that were not similar to those on
their western reservations.
While practical education for children in the schools was
often inadequate, there was also never any comprehensive plan
for agricultural education among the adult Indians, who were
nevertheless urged to take their lands in severalty.

The white

farmer and stockman were present at most agenCies, but rarely in
sufficient numbers to supply regular help.40

Indians and Agents

would frequently request further aid; one Agent reported:
"Unless Indians are so located that the farmer can
be amongst them all the time but little can or will
be accomplished, as during his absence, which may
be for two or three weeks, an Indian breaking an
implement becomes discouraged and awaits his return. n4l

39

Mohonk, 1891, p.68.

40 Mohonk, 1885, p.29, it was suggested that more farmers were
needed, "perhaps one farmer to every one hundred families
would answer. II
41

Heport of C.I.A., 1890, p.59, 142.

In 1887, when the Dawes bill was passed, there were only 241
government employees on the reservations who were listed as
fanners.

Thirteen ye,ln later in 1900, there were 320,

expected to minister to the needs of 185,790 Indians. 42
Despite the dearth of agricultural training offered to
the Indian there were few Americans who did not support the
proposal that Indians should become farmers.

Those, who like

Schoolcraft, regarded the Indian's life as a hunter as both the
reflection and cause of his savagery, saw agriculture as essential to his elevation; educators, like Oberly, who regarded
Indian society as incapable of change, applauded the severance
from the past customs that farming necessitated; and the mission
group in particular encouraged and enforced the regular, hard
working and settled life necessary to successful farming.
However, while traditional theoretical arguments supported
the view that the Indian could best be coaxed towards civilization
through agriculture, pragmatic reasoning also suggested that if
the Indian could be persuaded to farm, and given legal title to
his land, he would be in less danger of losing his single material
asset.

The philanthropists and humanitarians of the 1880' s who

supported the Dawes Bill saw it as a means of protecting the
Indian in his ownership of the land.

While they employed the

traditional language and arguments to explain the civilizing
influence of private ownership and agriculture, they nevertheless
were forced to confront the fact that the strong social and

42

statistics compiled by Miss Gwen -Williams in Employees
seetion of the Indian Office, cited in, D.S. Otis, The
Dawes Act and the Allotment of Indian Lands, Norman: Univ.
of Oklahoma Press, 1973, p.79.
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economic forces of westward expansion were not conducive to
allowing the Indians to
uncultivated land.

r~tain

large tracts of unused and

Their emphasis on farming therefore sprang

from two separate but complemp.ntary sources.

Anxious to

civilize the Indian in the qll.tckest way they nevertheless
were, if sometimes unwittingly, accommodating their proposals
to contemporary historical events.

In 1887 Senator Dawes was

to remind members of the Lake Mohonk Conference, who were
discussing the importance of abolishing the reservation to aid
the Indian in civilization, that "something stronger than the
Mohonk Conference has dissolved the reservation system.

The

greed of these people for the land has made it utterly impossible
to preserve it for the Indian ••.43
For the Indian, farming was seen as an obvious occupation
for both practical and

ideologi~al

reasons.

The lack of finan-

cia1 and instructional help offered by the government can, in
part, be explained by the idealism of the reformers, who believed
that once the Indians were established on their own land, and
freed from their fear of intrusion by whites, they would readily
turn to farming.

However, the neglect of the adult population

can also be explained by the fact that it was generally believed
that hope for the civilization of the Indian lay not with the
older Indians but with the children.
It was hoped that the adult Indians would become selfsupporting, and thus relieve the government financially, but it
was felt they were too imbued with their traditional savage ways
to be able to advance very far.

43 Mohonk, 1887, p.68.

The parents and older Indians
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were seen largely as a hinderance to the civilizing process;
teaching the children savage customs, and often hostile to
their attendance at school, their influence was regarded as
destructive and retrograde.

The more thoroughly the influence

of the adult Indians could be quashed the quicker the children
could be civilized.

One of the main reasons that boarding

schools became the favoured method of schooling during this
period was that they offered a way of keeping the child
secluded from Indian society.
subject of constant debate.

The boarding schools were the
Many who supported them as the

most efficient way of bringing civilization to the Indian
believed that Indian society was incapable of change.

The

Indian could only be helped if removed from his background.
Superintendent for Indian schools John Oberly, who described
the state of Indian society as "stagnant," also spoke out
strongly against the day schools on the reservation.
"It may be said, unwelcome
the many people interested
Indian education, that the
of Indian children has, so
but little good fruit. "44

as it must be to
in the subject of
day-school education
far, brought forth

If Indian society was unable to accommodate change it was pointless to hope that the child might introduce civilization to his
parents.

Rather he must be protected from savage influence,

and in that way, it was hoped, Indian civilization might be
achieved in a single generation.
Inevitably, Indian children adopted American habits more
readily when removed from their homes.

The government hoped

44 John Oberly, Report of the Superintendent of Indian Schools,
in Report of C.I.A., 1885, p.lll.
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to exploit their greater impressionability but failed to
acknowledge the implications of their continued membership of
Indian society.

Thus

wh~n

returned students resumed their

former Indian customs, officials were at once angry and puzzled.
Unable to see any value in Indian society themselves they were
incapable of comprehending the Indian's reversion; Carl Schurz
argued strongly for sending Indians to the Eastern schools
asserting, "there is no danger that if taught what life is at
these places th3.t he will relapse into barbarism.,,45
It was generally believed not only that Indian society was
inferior to that of the whites but also that any attempt to
accommodate Indian ways compromised the "cause" of civilization.
unly Dr. T.A. Bland and the National Indian Defense Association
argued that there might be some value in the Indian's tribal
. t y. 46

SOC1e

Through the columns of Council Fire Bland and his

followers not only defended the right of the Indian to maintain
his own social organization, but also openly attacked the work
of Captain Pratt at Carlisle and fought against the passage of
the Dawes Bill.47

Bland's efforts, spurned and criticized

b.1

the other reformers, caused only an element of minor disruption
to the united campaign of the reformers and had no effect on
Congressional legislation.

His opinions were not shared by

45

New York Daily Tribune, March 16, 1881.

46

Thomas A. Bland, The Indian - What Shall we do with Him?
Washington D.C., 1887.

47

Council Fire, Feb. 1887; Morning star, Feb. 1887.
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anyone in the Indian Service either in Washington or working in
the field. 48
Not only did government officials not respect Indian society
but, in demeaning it, they failed to recognize its strength.
They came to see the answer to the Indian problem in functional
terms:

if laws could be passed to protect the Indian and grant

him citizenship and if an adequate system of schooling could be
established, then the Indian would necessarily become civilized.
By ignoring Indian culture it was possible for the government to

concentrate all its hopes on educating the children; setbacks
and disappointments were identified either as evidence of the
reassertion of savagery, or as indications of the inadequacy of
the system.

Thus in 1888 Lyman Abbott, critical of the govern-

ment school system, could assert, "an adequate, continuous,
systematic education

of fifty thousand pupils for less than

half a century would solve the Indian problem.,,49
The religious teachers and missionaries did not find it as
easy to ignore the adult Indians.

Although no more respectful

of Indian society they were anxious to convert all Indians.
While the

maj~r

aim of the churches was thus slightly different

from that of the government, Christianity

its~lf

was generally

regarded as a vital force in the process of civilization and
education.

The Reverend Chas. W. Shelton expressed a

co~on

belief

when he explained that it was the Indian's superstitions that

48

~ulia B. McGillycuddy, McGillycuddy Agent, Stanford, Cal.:
Stanford Univ. Press, 1940, pp.222-228.
At Pine Ridge
Bland was actually expelled from the reservation by the agent,
for supposedly inciting the Indians to rebellion.

49

Mohonk, 1888, p.13.
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held him back from progress:
"Before you can do anything in the way of
education, you have got to give him a new God,
The solving of
a new hope ami a new heaven.
the educational problem is not in Washington,
it is not in the hands of our legislators, it
is in the hands and the hearts of our Christian
churches. ,,50
Not only were the Indian':) own forms of worship actively discouraged and his ceremonies and rites frowned on, but in 1883
a Code of Religious Offenses was drawn up outlawing some of the
Indians' religious practices which were regarded as barbaric.
President Grant turned to the Quakers, and then the other
denominations, not only for their record for honesty and fair
treatment of the Indians, but in the belief that Christian values
were also the key to a civilized life. 5l

The equation drawn

between civilization and Christianity was to be frequently
reiterated; the Reverend Dr. Lyman Abbott, editor of the
Christian Union, once made the association of the two bluntly
explicit:
"But Christianity is not merely a thing of churches
and school houses.
The post-office is a Christianizing institutioIl; the railroad with all its
corruption is a Christianizing power, and will do
more to teach the people punctuality than the
schoolmaster or teacher can."52
Even when the teaching methods of some of the miSSion schools were
being strongly criticized by officials in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, the importance of Christian teaching was never denied.
Between 1870 and 1900 Americans involved in Indian affairs
succeeded in evolving a broad educational programme which relied
heavily on formal schooling but which also depended on the
beneficial influences of Christianity and agricultural life.

50 Mohonk, 1881, p.32.
51

Richardson, )p •.cit., Vol. VII, pp.l09- l 10.

52

Mohonk, 1885, p.52.
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Although, as has been demonstrated, there was much difference
of opinion, the dissimilarities in the views of Indian
educators were partially obscured by the fact that not only
were they united in their belief that the Indian was equal to
whites and that Indian society was at the root of his savagery,
but as a group they almost unanimously supported the passage of
the Dawes Bill as a practical solution to the Indian problem.
Dr. Gates, President of Rutgers College in New Jersey, observed
at the Lake Mohonk Conference, after Senator Henry Dawes had
elaborated on his bill:
"To me one of the most encouraging features of this
conference • • • is the fact of the coming together
of minds that several years ago differed widely on
these matters.
It seems to me this Dawes Bill
furnishes a solution of this thing.,,53
The different explanations for the savagery of the Indian
(already delineated and categorized) were not mutually exclusive;

in fact it was the complementary nature of the various theories
that allowed for the unity of the friends of the Indian in their
efforts for Indian reform.

However, the essence of the

differences that did exist in their thinking is well revealed
in the discussions that took place on the methods of Indian
schooling.
It is perhaps ironic that Captain Richard Henry Pratt,
founder of the first Indian training school and frequently
considered as the father of Indian education, should have disagreed with the other 'friends of the Indian' on the crucial
question of allotment. (Which involved the breaking up of the
tribal lands into units of 160 acres which would be allotted to
the individual tribesmen, and then the remainder would be sold
to the whites).

53 Mohonk,1886,

-

Pratt believed that it was the tribes'

p. il 6.
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exclusion from the adv::mt:L,;;es of American society that was the
main cause of their 3aV':lgery.
same as the immigrant

groll ps

society, he advocate,l that
the

'"ho were being absorbed into American

':lv~y

Amet'ican popul::ttionlll'l

relations or protect

Considering Indians to be the

r!l,W

should be absorbed directly into
any attempt to sustain tribal

th(l r.eA'.~ rva tion

communi ties as working

against their civilization: "our civilization should absorb them
and not they our civilization and continue as separate tribes and
peoples.,,54

He suggested that if it was inevitable that they

occupy land in severalty, "the distribution of their land should
be in alternate sections with the white man; that is, there should
be an Indian and a white man \and an Indian and a white man, or
better still, two or three white men between each two

Indians.It~5

While all reformers wanted to break up tribal relations
Pratt was more extreme.

Regarding the Indian as undeniably equal

to the white man he opposed any measure to "corset" or "protect"
him; he even sugg'ested that it might be to the Indian's advantage
to lose his land, for then he would be forced to ,-rork and struggle
in

~merican

a,~'ainst

society as all other groups.

Pratt was violently

reservation schools seeing them as segregationist and

detrimental to the cause of Indian civilization in preventing
Indian children from competing with "the brain and muscle of the
other youth of the land.,,5

6

Pratt argued bluntly that to civilize an Indian he should

Richard Henry Pratt, "A "'fay Out," in Mohonk, 1891, pp.60-6l;
Richard Henry Pratt, B'tttlefield and Classroom: Four Decades
with the American Indian, 1867-1904, New Raven: Yale Univ.
Press, 1964, pp.7-8, 33, 99-100, 120-121.
55

Mohonk, 1891, pp.64-65.

56

Ibid., pp.65, 67.
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be placed in the middle of civilization, and to keep him civilized
he should be kept there.

From the early 1810's the government

had supported boarding education, as a means of separating the
children from their savage background and ensuring their attendance at school despite the irregular and wandering habits of the
parents.

After 1819, and the founding of Carlisle, a system of

off-reservation schools was developed.
such schools.

By 1900 there were 25

51

These boarding schools reflected the aims of
government educational policy; they allowed for concentration of
the educational effort on the children, total disregard of Indian
society and a rigorous training in hard work and discipline.
However, although they increased in number and were consistently
supported by the Indian Office, they also came to be bitterly
criticized.

Not only did the Indians resent their children

being sent away, but when, under the strain of the new environment,
many of them died the parents began to refuse to consent to other
children being sent, and many whites supported them, believing it
58
immoral to remove children against the parents' wi11.
The
training in farming was also criticized as inappropriate, for
conditions in the East were not similar to those on the western
reservations and thus Indians were not being trained for the
situation they would be facing.

Likewise the missiOnaries,

who sought to develop thriving Christian ccmmunities, often
questioned the wisdom of removing children from their homes
believing they could be best educated in the midst of their own

51

Report of C.I.A., 1873, pp.8,9.

58 This view was not shared by officials in the B.I.A.
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people.

Stephen Riggs, of the Dakota Mission, was adamant

in his belief that the type of education given by the offreservation boarding schools was not only very expensive but
did not achieve its desired end. 59

Although the 3ureau of

Indian Affairs remained strongly committed to the system of
off-reservation schools, the degree of their efficiency in
nuturing Indian civilization never ceased to be debated, and
the returned students were examined constantly to see if they
had lapsed into "barbarism" or "returned to the blanket."
Linked to the development of the boarding schools and
sustained by the same arguments was the growing insistence that
all teaching should be conducted in English.

The Bureau,

determined that the Indian should be Americanized as rapidly
as possible, saw the Indian language as the main impediment to
his advancement for it kept him from absorption into American .
60
SOCiety.
The suppression of Indian languages was advocated
for ostensibly practical reasons, but also, these languages were
seen as another symptom of the Indians' savagery.

It was

frequently argued that Indian languages were primitive, less
developed than English, and offered no way of expreSSing abstract
ideas.

An

Army

officer, substantiating this view argued:

"A high authority on Indian matters states the
curious fact that it is generally the most
debased in morals and the lowest in intellectual
capaCity, who obtain most readily some little
knowledge of the Indian tongue orally.,,61

59 stephen R. Riggs, Tah-Koo Wah-Kant or The Gospel among the
Dakota, Boston,-eong. Sabbath School and pUblishing Ho.,
1869, pp.407-408.

60 Report of C.I.A., 1887. pp.18-24.
61

Capt. E. Butler, Our Indian Question,

OPe

cit. P.43.
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Teaching which was conducted in one of the Indian languages
came under increasing criticism, and in 1886 the Bureau of
Indian Affairs ordered that all schools receiving any government funds should instruct only in the English language.

62

The missionary groups, who had spent two generations developing
methods that would allow the Indians to learn to read and
write in their own language before they progressed to English,
refused to change their methods.

Within the ranks of Indian

reformers the use of the English language in teaching was
probably the subject that fermented the most disagreement.
Opinions about both boarding schools and the use of
English were generally justified in practical terms, both sides
arguing that their methods were more effective.

However, the

two sides reflected varying attitudes to Indian SOCiety.

The

off-reservation boarding school, seen as a way of uprooting
children from their background and removing them from the
savage influence of their parents, was supported not only by
those who, like Pratt, believed that the Indian should be
thoroughly absorbed in American culture, but also by such
educators as Superintendant Oberly who sawall hope of changing
Indian society as futile.

Intent on severing the Indian from

his background, these groups naturally advocated the exclusive
use of English.
situated

~

Significantly, it was the educators already

the reservations, in particular the miSSionaries,

who, although anxious to extinguish Indian culture, nevertheless
developed a dim awareness of the importance of the community and

62

Report of C.I.A., 1887, pp.xx-xxii.
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the founder and principal, not o!11y keClt track of the returned
stuQ~nts

but used the information he could gain of their home

life to ulan the teaching s.111abt:.s at naffinton.
resArvation, isolated fro;n other

to',Yns,

Because ori the

"the (ler.and is not so

r.uch for a worl:r:lan thorouGhly skilled in one trade, as for one
who can instruct or assist them in several branch8s of artisanship," Armstrong arranged their technical teaching "so as to
include for each Indian, instruction in the blacksmith's, wheelwright's and carpenter's trades.,,24
Perhaps the different problems associated with the education
of the two races is best illustrated by the criticisms that were
directed against Hampton.
increasingly

reluct~~t

On the reservations the Indians became

to send their children away, but the agents

a1so frequently condemned the schools like Hampton for educating
the children to hic:;her standard3 of living and expectation than
could ever be achieved on the reserration.

However, amongst blacks,

when Hampton was criticized it was because of the practical training
it gave, which many saw as a means of deliberately holding the exslaves in the poorer levels of society.
was

criticized not

'c~cau::>\~

This type of training

it did not eqUip young" blacks to earn

their living, but bt<cause it ·ilctated the type of living they could
earn.
\'1hatever the similarities in the plans to educate negroes
and Indians, the most crucial factor was the different attitudes
of the two races.

Resistant and hostile, even when aware of

their need for schooling, Indians were reluctant to embrace the
"advantages" that education might bring.

24

Whereas negroes during

Samuel Chapman Armstrong, Hampton Report, Hampton, Va.:
Normal School Printing uffice, 1889.
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the nineteenth century probably had a greater faith in the equalizing power of education tItan any other group, and believed in the
democratic promise of

i{~

pU1Jl

Republicans after 1377,

th~y

ional rights, both in the

Abandoned by the Radical

~1chooling.

80ntinued to fight for their educat-

Nor·tll

anri the South.

Although the

demand \vas sometimes for int..?fsrated a...l1d sometimes for separate
schools, to

giv(~

both black children and teachers a fair chance,

the main and consistent aim was equality.25
If the freedom of the negro brought with it access to learning
and education for the first time, this
his release from slavery.

'HaS

not only a result of

'1'he period after the Civil War saw

a growth in the number of schools everywhere in the United States.
Schools were seen not only as a way to elevate the negro, but also
as a means of reconstructing the South; they could help not only
the adult 1.'7orker but also the children of the poor.

Everywhere

in white American society, a redefinition of who should be in
school ",as taking; place.

The Indian and the negro were not the

only groups which suddenly, after the Civil War, found themselves
in American schools.

The immigrant, newly arrived and often

still the citizen of another country, was hustled into school to
receive an American education.
There had always been

conce~

over the immigrant's ability to

assimilate and adopt the Anglo-Saxon, Protestant values of mainstream America.

In Pennsylvania, Benjamin Franklin had been

distresr,ed by the growing powf!r and influence of the German
population; in New England

25

~~ny

had been fearful of the arrival

Eve 'l'hurston, "Ethiopia Unshackled: A Brief History of the
Education of Negro Children in New York ,,}tty," Bulletin of
New York Public Library, 69, April 1965, pp.2ll-2;1.
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of Roman Catholics.

However, the ideal of equality for the

foreign born had be2n and remained a vital part of the
tradition.
would, it

~~erican

Living in America and experiencing American ways
','[3.3

generCllly accepted, bring about the newcomer's

Americaniz"ltion.

':/i th the develoTlment of the common school a

new element was added to the democratizing process.
nineteenth

As the

developed, increasing faith was placed in the

centu~J

school; its importance as an Americanizing influence gre" until
it was seen as the most vital institution in the inunigrant's
introduction to America.

By

the early twentieth century the

role of the school in helping immigrants to gain the skills
necessary for achieving success, and in offering them lessons in
American values, was well established.

Anxiety at the number

of newcomers, their alien ways and their questionable loyalty
"liorld 'Jar I brought an outbreak of panic about

was never absent.

the hyphenated Americans,and a Division of Immigrant

~ucation

within

the Bureau of Sducation was creat2d to introduce formal Americanization progranrnes.
been

activel~r
;~ative

But even before this time the schools had

involved in Anericanization.

born Americans were anxious that the newcomers should

be Nnericanized, as much from fear as from a desire to extend the
promise of
the Zast

.~erica

~opean

to all.

Certain

i~~igrant

groups--most notably

Jews--welcomed the educational opportunities

offered to them; they sent their children to school and were
fervent in their praise of the institution.

26

And for some the

promise was not a false one; when measured statistically, those
who attended school longest had, by the second genaration, achieved

26

Timothy L. Smith, "Immigrant Social Aspirations and American
Education," American Quarterly, 21, Fall 1969, pp.523-543.
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a higher occupational status than those who had. entered the
work force earli8r. 27
about the school.

A

But not all im.';Jigrants were enthusiastic
(i,:>:; i r'c~

represent the total r'?pL:.'] j

>1

to flucceed in America did not always

r,ion of a European past.

immigrants were reluctant to abandon the religion, values and
behaviour of their forei G,} fdrAfathers, and ret,;arden the school as
an intrusive and threatening institution.

The Italians, in

IJarticuJar, feared that the school would indoctrinate their
c'rtildren with alien ideas which rlOuld
of f2.rnily life.

wea~cen

the very foundations

They saw no necessity for anything more than a

very limited amount of formal education and were openly hostile
to American compulsory education laws.

For Italians, as for

Indians, the school representecl a threat to traditional patterns
of education and even to the survival of their culture.

28

Certain Al'Tlerican attitudes and practices conflicted sharply
with those of different immigrant groups.

Native Protestant

prohibitionists wanted to close all saloons on a Sunday and sta.mp
out the evil oi drink at its source; to them the "bier keller"
was offensively un-American.

But to Gennan working men it

t.he centre of social Hi':; on their one day off. '29

VTas

As the

27

Thernstrom, "Immigrants and Wasps: Zthnic Differences
in Occupational Mobility ill Boston, 1890-1940," in Stephen
Thernstrom and Robert Sennett ~eds.), Nineteenth Century
Cities: r~ssa:rs in the New Urban History, New Haven: Yale Univ.
Press, 1969, pp.l?5-l6~.

28

Leonard Covello, The Social "BackgrOlmd of the Italo-American
School Child,Leiden: :. J. Brill, 1967, pp.261-263, 286-290.

Step~

29 Joseph Gusfield, Symbolic Crusade: Status Politics and
the American Temnerance ftlovement, Urbana, Ill.: Univ. of
Illinois Press, 19bo. PF.13-~, chapter ziio
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different groups fought to defend elements of their traditional
life style in America, so the battle lines
schools.

exten~ed

to the

The education being offered was not neutral; it aimed

at assimilating the immigrant, and often that which was deemed to
be incompatible with assimilation by the native stock was valued
and

cl~~g

to by the immigTant groups.

Immigrants, like India.'1s, were not part of the Arnerica..."1
mainstream.

'l'heir language was often foreign, and their memories

and traditions were alien.

Finding themselves in a new country,

they sought to preserve their traditional national and cultural
heritages; they refused to adopt wholesale all the attributes and
values of America.

Yet they also did not engage in a total

rejection of American society.

Immigrants differed markedly

from Indians in two important ways.

Firstly, they had chosen

to come to America; however rosy the past they left behind something had compelled them to leave it for America.

Secondly, they

played an important economic role in America; even when isolated
and exploited they were essential to the American economy, and
thus in one important re8pect were already integrated into American
society.

These b.,o facts I'Jc>ant that immigrants were not totally

negative towards life in America.

If things were so much better

in the home country they could always return, as indeed a small
proportion did.

Unlike the lndians they were able to weigh the

advantages of life in

~erica

against life somewhere else, and the

majority who remained (notWithstanding their mixed feelings) found
the former preferable.

Not only were they concerned more with the

present than with the glories of their past, but, as productive
members of American SOCiety, they were in a position to fight
politically for the things they valued most.
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strictly speaking, a comparison between Indians and
immigrants in l'unerica
ences between the

m.lf~'ht

not seem ver.f fruitful, the differ-

two t,T':Jlln3 b'~iTIb

'Partly due to the succ i~~;91'! h i
immigrants.

When

r-9nl':.·r1b'~ri.ng

who have "trailed behInd"

lll'

'3'I,~d

the

so obYious.

nut this is

by the vast r.lajori ty of
few grou-ps and nationalities

"failed" or "not yet succeeded,"

the comparison becomes more real.

Also, when it is noted that

the immigrantD, on arrival, were often determined to preserve
elements of their culture the comparison again has more meaning •
. The task being attempted on the reservation and in the public
schools was essentially the same:
group.

the Americanization of an alien

The values to be inculcated were, in essence, those of

the dominant Anglo-Saxon culture, and there can be little doubt.
that for English speaking, Protestant children, the experience was
a smooth one.

3ut on occasions individual groups would question

the consensus on which public education was based.

The lack of

religious freedom for Catholics and Jews, the need for the immigrant child to learn his native tongue--these were questions that
the immigrants forced on the American schools.

Significantly,

the issues of religion and language were also important in the
Indian schools; they were two of the cornerstones of the Americanization plan.

In challenging the authorities on these issues the

immigrants not only succeeded in highlighting the tenets of
Americanization, but also in claiming some limited influence over
the education of their children.
Anti-lJatholicism was so endemic to America that the religious
instruction given in the common school was called non-sectarian
despita the fact that it was unacceptable to the Catholics.

The
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King James Bible, which was supposed to "speak for itself," could
hardly be considered non-sectarian by Catholics. 30

They withdrew

their children,boycotted the schools and attempted to win justice
for their cause in the courts.

;.'rn.en this failed they began to

' h ~h
' own edUCR t'lona l 'lns t'~
es t a bl lS,
"elr
llJU t'lons. 31

"'hen Catholics

became numerous enough to press for a share of the funds for their
own parochial schools, American ?rotestants fought back and talked
of the necessity of keeping the schools out of politics.

However,

by remaining loyal to their religious convictiuns, with the help
of powerful local leaders as well as proportional increases in the
Catholic population, Catholics did succeed in expanding their own
school system and in modifying the teaching in the public schools.

32

The fight the American Catholics had to put up to defend their
religious rights and gain recognition for their institutions makes
the attack on Indian religions more comprehensible.
ism was

anti-&~erican

If Catho1ic-

and a threat to democratic institutions, then

clearly the religious beliefs of Indian tribes, designated always
as pagan, was at once threatening and terrifying.

That Americans

tried to stamp out Indian religions is understandable, what is
more surprising is that Catholics were, for a brief period,
allO\ved to participate in "civilizing" the Indians.

Although

originally excluded from the Peace rolicy, the Catholic Church in
America worked to gain a share in the missionary work among the

30

Ray Billington, The Protestant Crusade, 1800-1860: A Study
of the Crie)"ins of American ~Jativism, }Tew York: 1,:acmil1an, 1938,
Chapters VI and XIV.

31

David 3. Tyack, "Catholic Power, Black Power and The Schools,"
Educational Forun, 32, November 1967, pp.27-29.

32 Ibid.; John Higham, Strangers in the land: Patterns of American
Nativism, 1860-1925, New York: Atlvmeum, 1966, pp.28-29.
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Indians, and quickly

exc~~d~o

all other groups in the amount of

77

money that it spent.))
The Catholics cnti'l'e·lthe field of Indian education in the
lOGO's, after p12::lditlt;;' tll'lt
C~

the reservation.

1:1

r~ligious

liberty should be allowed

I,"? l'2striction3 allowing oilly one

denomination on each reser'Jq t ion were removed, and the Catholics
soon became the most

succ(~8~ful

bidders for Indian school contracts.

But their work quickly fell und.er heavy criticism.
Jef~erson

When Thomas

Morgan, (an ex-Baptist minister) became Commissioner of

Indian Affairs in 1889, he criticized the Catholic boarding schools
for giving too much religious instruction.

He was also quick to

condemn the high percentage of foreign teachers who were unable
to teach the Indian pupils English.

At this time many of the

Protestant groups were finding themselves unable to compete with,
the powerful Catholic lobby to win

government funds; they

therefore began to argue againnt sectarian schools.

In 1892

the presbyterians declared tllat sectarian schools were contrary
to the American prinCipal of "t:le separation of church and state,"
and

th~y

churches.

were ,sllFPorted tn this 'flew by the other Protestant

34

Thus the end to i3'oVe:!:'IlI1lent support of sectarian

Indian schools in 1901, was also a deliberate blow against the
Catholic church.
Religion was the most contentious facet of

imrni~~t

culture,

for to native Protestants, Catholicism was co-terminous with a
host of un-America,n qual i ties.

In Boston the protestant poptU-

ation, declining in power, w'lived all hostility to female franchise

33 Henry Fritz, The Movement for Indian Assimilation, 1860-1890,
Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 1963, Chapter lV.

34 Report of C.I.A., 189?, p.l78 •
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when election of a

"'15
t:1reatened. -

Pr~test3.nt

Jor.1inated school board seemed

'rae change in the Arnerican population brought

'.7i th it an uns"tsiness on the part of more established groups
who saw their countr,f
immig-rants stroye to

their countrymen changi.ng.

~nd

r:Hk,~

Am~ricR

The

more acces8i ble to them,

and the native-Jorn fought to r"?sist these changes.

Religion

was one emotive issue, the English l:mguage was another.
In Indian schools, use of the tribes' own language began
to be criticized in the 1880 1 s, ani was eventually banned in all
goverTh~ent-supported

schools.

'l'he superiority of the English

language, and its importance as an instrument of aSSimilation,
The Indians I

were seen as sufficient reasons for this move.

natural attachment to this living link with his past was seen
But immigrant·

as at best unimportant, and at worst, dangerous.

parents were also often dismayed to watch their children losing,
or never learning, the lanf,Uage of their ancestors.

For the

Jews, Hebrew had a religious as '.'10311 as cultural significance.
~'or

other groups, oft0n livin5" in city Ghettoes or western

villages, language repreRented a link with their
bond with their countrymen in A:'1eric2.
nationality settled in sufficient
active steps to

~reserve

nR~bers

their language.

ho~eland

and a

\fnen groups of the same
they were able to take
In

st.

Iloms, in 1864,

Germans persuaded the "lchool board to introduce German into
elementary schools.

Ten years later this practice was staunchly

defended by the t)uperintendent of Schools, William rll. Harris.
However, later school leaders saw a conflict between the German
minority's desire to retain its "family ties with the old stock,"

35 Lois Bannister Merk, "Boston's Historic Public School CrisiS,"
New England ~uarterly,

31, June 1958, pp.17 2- 1 99.
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and their determination to

b':~Gome

lu"l1ericans, so in 1888 the

teaching of Ge:::-r:lan in 81o.mentary schools was abolished. 36
German settlers in olh"!!.'
ha~Tin6

,~td.t'?8

and towns were successful in

Gerr.-.a..""l intro:1u'.:,:,,1 to tile curriGulu..rn, and other SToups

toc--Polish, Itali.an,

Cz,d·:b,

::')Twezian a..."1d French--waged success-

f1.11 campaigns for their chll,iren to be taught the laIlb"Uage of
their ancestors. "37

the instruction of school children in

;~ut

foreign tongues arolls8d strong' apposition.

In the late 1880's,

at the very time that iillgli3h was being made compulsory in Indian
school~,

there was also a concerted drive in American cities and

states to rid the elementary schools of foreign language teaching.

~ne main argument in both cases was the need to Americanize. 38
It is difficult to ascertain just how much the sudden

rnultiplic~

ation of the number of languages spoken by Americans helped
sharpen criticism of Indian languages, but it certainly drew
attention to the subject and also fostered the elaboration of
sophistic~ted

argwnents supporting the

~glish

language.

There are always certain dangers accompanying the use of such
a blanket term as "immigl'nnt ", which refers to numerous groups who
differed as widely from

f~ach oth,~r

as from native AMericans.

the term has an important use in designating a group of people,
newly arrived in America,

poss~s8ing

foreign ha'oits, traditions

and frequently language, and who therefore were not the same as
the old-stock Americans.

These differences Vlere both a threat

David B. Tyack, The One Best System, Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1974, p.lO?

37 Ibid., pp.l08-103.
38

Joshua Fishman, Language loyalty in the United States,
The Hague: Mouton, 19bb, p.236.

Yet
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and a challenge to Americans who generally welcomed the immigrants
but sought to Americanize them.
Despite the variety in the immigrants' past--some were from
rural peasant backgrounds, others from cities or urban settlements;
some were educated and cultured, others totally illiterate--not one
was being asked to make as extreme an adjustment as that demanded
of the Indian.

Indian culture was non-literate; many of the

tribes lived by hunting and were unprepared for the sedentar,r let
alone agricultural life that was being forced on them.

Neverthe-

less, the immigrants did not fit into American SOCiety; they
demanded a pluralist system.

And where they succeeded in gaining

certain concessions it was always after, having been engulfed by
the system, they fought for their rights within it.

Whatever

else was working against the Indians, the fact that they never
became a part of American society meant that they were forever
resisting its force and dictates, but always from the outside.
If the schooling of the Indian and the schooling of the
immigrant were, in the long term, to lead to very different
results, they were often viewed in comparable terms.

The problem

of elevating and educating the immigrant appeared, to contemporary
Americans, to be as onerous a task as that of performing the
same
,
servi~e

for the Indians.

The vices and weaknesses attributed to

the two groups were similar.

The Boston School Committee

described its task as being to:
"take children at random from a great city,
undisciplined, uninstructed, often with inveterate
forwardness and obstinacy, and with the inherited
stupidity of centuries of ignorant ancestors; to
form them from animals into intellectual beings • • •
giving to many their first impression of what is
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wise, what is tru'<', -,vhat is lovely, and what is.
pure; and not ,,,,;,.:>1,,,,. th~ir first im'!,)ressions,
but waat m:.ly TII)'l.'~ibly be their only imuressions. ,,39
The Juxeau of I:1c.iar'l Af t' 1 i r:; iFlight hav2 given an identical
<'l escri l)tion of the t:l~~C

f'J\; ill,';

Americans L,l t am b i ',11 ' :n t

tile Indian Rchools.
11 1)011t

both the Inrlians and the

"new immigrants", but i>"">?l',lllf they looked o!ltimistically to
the school to e :':"1'1 ic;{ te or at leClst dilute their inadequacies. 40
uarnessing the traditiona1 democratic rhetoric, professional
educators and

r~formers b'~liev€ll

that in opening the schools to

the aliens they werA offering th'?m the benefits of American
society.

Yet, although couchad in democratic terms, the extension

of education to previously excluded groups was not entirely
altruistic.
on

iw~igrant

The education "offered" \vas in fact often forced
and Indian children alike.

Compulsory schooling

laws became more and more common, and the purpose was as much one
of social control as the extension of opportunity.

More ironically,

the groups who were now bein;- forced into the schools had little
or no control over thp. 3chooling received.
pop'Jlar ",ducation honouT"'l

,):1';

Although universal

orvions tenet of derlocracy, boasting

()f nrovi.-Hng educ,'lti.oJ:'l'i. '?rpl,l1Hy, i t totally ienorerl another, that
of 'lllowing democratic participation in the running of the schools.
schooling in America had traditionally been a local affair;
the rural district or community school was a part of the community
that

sponsore~

it.

Farli lies who sent their children there not

39 Quoted in Michael B.

K~tz, Class, Bureaucracy, and Schools,
!(ew York: Praee-er, 1971, p.40.

40

This was no longer true Ilfter the first decade of the
twentieth .century, when the "melting-pot" theory began to
lose credibility and the efficiency of the school in bringing
about assimilation bp.gan to be questioned.
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only knew each other but len Rocial and
touched and were interdependent. 4l

econo~ic

lives that

If the teacher waR found

to be inefficient or unacceptable to the people then he would
quickly be got rid of; or if he taught .qny subject the cO!'1TlT1mi ty
d i<1 not endorse he would bo;; Cjuic1.cly corrected •..1?'-

As total '!J0wer

rested with the nlral community the teacher had no profeRsional
independence.
of the

The standard of education rarely rose above that

su-~ounding

population, but however else they failed, the

schools did have the advantage of baing responsive to the needs of
the local people.
Rural education was to follow this pattern until towards the
end of the nineteenth century.

Then, largely as a product of the

progressive spirit, the rural schools began to be attacked for,
their low standards, haphazard methods and local control.

The

National Education Association appointed a COMmittee of twelve,
in 1890, to make recom."'lendations for the schools 1 improvement.
The Committee, like ~11wood Patterson Cubberley a few years later,
was to diagnose one of the main weaknesses of the rural schools
as being their relationship with the local c0li1P1unity.A3

The

nt=l.rrm'.' horizonf:; and ignorqnce of rural p'?o-ple ".'a:::: declared the
ban~

of the schools.

"It is the lack of captains and. colonels

of larger grasp ann inSight," wrote Cubberley, "that is today

41 ulifton Johnson, Old Time Schools and School Books, New York:
Dover, 1963 (original publishing date 1904), p.l02; 3verett
Dick, The Sod-House Frontier, New York: D. Appleton-Century,
1937, Chapter VI.

42 Marion Kirkpatrick, The Hural School From Within, Philadelphia:
Lippincott, 1917, pp.39-40.

43 Committee of Twelve on Rural Schools, National Educational

AsSOCiation, "Report," in Report of Commisioner of Education,
1896-1897, Washington D.C.: G.P.O., 1898, Vol. I, pp.820-822.
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the greatest single weakness of our rural and village educational
army. ,,44

And his opinion was endorsed by educators throughout

the nation.

The rural people themselves were being blamed for

the low educational standard of their children.
Reservation schools were also rural schools, with all the
problems of isolation and a scattered population.

But the Indian

schools were run in a totally different way, with all authority
deriving from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and its agent in the
field.

However, if suspicion and fear of the Indian's savagery

could for an instant have been overlooked to allow the tribes a
hand in the running of their own schools, it is clear that the
developing trend in American education was also against this.
Not only were Indians not regarded as fit to control their own
schools, but rural Americans were being found lacking too.
Despite the so-called democratization of American education, when
thousands of Americans began to enter the school system for the
first time, there was also a contradictory autocratic element that
was simultaneously not only excluding these newcomers from power,
but also attempting to shut out those who have previously had the
means and experience of control.
In essence, the reason for excluding both Indians and rural
Americans from power was the same and was associated with a type
of racialism.

As the lands of the middle west filled up °it was

European immigrants not native Americans who were now the proverbial
yeoman farmers.

It was suggested that they lacked the knowledge

and experience of popular government, and that they were ill

44 Ellwood P. Cubberley, Rural Life and Education: A Study of
the Rural-School Problem as a Phase of the Rural-Life Problem,
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1914, pp.113, 306-307.
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prepared to Americanize their children. 45

Their cultural inferior-

ity was stressed, and was frequently linked to their national
origin, which often blurred into a racial category.

It was for

these reasons that they were to be "relieved" of the control of
the local schools.
Developing in the 1880's there was in America a movement to
make the schools better organized, more efficient and increasingly
uniform.

The impulse for this came both from men within the already

existing bureaucratic structures, and from powerful men in expanding
communities who feared the loss of power to a group whose educational
interests might not ebho their own.

In 1886 the Commissioner of

Education made an open attack on the neighbourhood plan "in which
as many families as can conveniently be sent to one school, have
their own officers and school-house, and tax their property for the
education of their children."

He denounced it as wastefUl and

intrinsically unfair, which indeed was often true, but he did not
weigh the advantages of the traditional American school against
those of a more efficient and national institution. 46
The nineteenth century was an age of institutions.

Before

the Civil War Americans had begun to construct and support institutions for the criminal, the poor, the homeless and the delinquent,
in the hope of bringing order into the lives of the deviant and
harmony to society.

After the Civil War, as David Rothman notes,

the ''Widening'' diversities in America made reformers despair of
establishing "traditional social arrangements," but also "heightened
the attractions of a custodial operation."

Past history by now

45 Ibi.d., chaps.ii-ivJ Tyack, Ope cit., pp.2l-21.

46 Report of Commissioner of Education, 1886-1887, p.173.
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had not only made isolation and restriction a precedent, but had
provided an ideology that sanctioned such treatment of deviants. 41
In some respects the method of dealing with Indians was justified
by the same arguments

m~ed

to support "the asylum".

Separated

from American-societ.y and subjected to both regulations and a
course of instruction in civilization, they were in one sense the
supreme deviants.

The development of public education can also

be considered in similar terms, even if its period of most extensive
development was after the heyday of the insane asylum and criminal
penitentiary.

•

As Rothman asserts, the monument was not born of

desperation, but rather of hope. 48

The optimism and assurance

that had accompanied the growth of the asylum in the early nineteenth century was expressed in a new form by late nineteenth .
century educators.

If the reformers of the thirties had seen

criminal or degraded behaviour as a product of an undisciplined
and deprived childhood, and had founded various types of asylums
in which to incarcerate and reform the offender, reformers of the

late nineteenth century hoped to take command of the potential
deviant before he was corrupted, and bring order and discipline
into his life at school. 49

The school was the prime reforming

institution of this period; the Indian had been isolated on the
reservation and the school was the active ingredient that would
bring about his reform.
Accompanying the drive to create institutions that would help
harmonize individuals and their SOCiety, was a complementary

47

David J. Rothman, The Discovery of the Asylum: Social Order
and Disorder in the New Republic, Boston: Little, Bro.Wll, 1971,
pp.xiii, 285-286.

48 Ibid., p.13l.
49 Ibid., pp.64- 65.
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belief that there was one ideal way in which this could be done.
The attempt to develop this ideal, in the case of public schooling,
has been called by David Tyack the search for "the one best
It represented an attempt to supply the type of schooling

system."

that was a social and economic necessity in America.

The system

would be not only logical, uniform and efficient but also comprehensive, channelling the child from the primary grade to university
level. 50
As the emphasis in educational thought shifted from the
individual, and his social and educational redemption, to the system
and its perfection, so a change took place in educational ideology.51
The perfected system would of course ensure the proper education
of the individual, but slowly its task began to be viewed as total.
No longer was the school merely providing skills complementary to
the child's life outside, it was providing a total environment that
protected the child from that life outside.

In the 1830's and 40's

a man's childhood experiences were invariably blamed for his later
criminality or decadence.

In the 1880's the widespread nature

of social problems suggested a total breakdown in patterns of
family life.

The school was thus to be not an addition but a

substitute for the absent or inadequate family.

Where the village

community and family had previously given lessons in disCipline,
honesty and morality, the school would now be the provider.
With the shift in educational ideology came changes in the
curriculum.

The school had not only to perform its old task of

teaching the three R's more effectively, it had also a new, broader
task.

Instruction in moral behaviour had

50

Tyack, Ope cit., pp.28-29.

51

Wiebe,

op-cit., p.l54.

alway~

found a place in
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the common school and had been generally accepted as part of a
child's training.

The mor.al teaching of the home was reaffirmed

in the lessons at school.

'l'his practice was to continue, only

now, as the children being sent to school were not always versed
in religious teaching, the whole task fell on the teacher.

The

Bible was "prescribed daily reading" in Massachusetts and the
District of Columbia, was explicitly legalized in Florida, Georgia,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas and Mississippi, and was allowed reading in
Pennsylvania and Rhode Island.

But, if Protestant Christian

instruction continued to be the foundation of moral instruction,
by the 1870's the teaching of social and civic duties had also
found a place in the curriculum. 52

Fear that the American

political experiment might be threatened by the people themselves
was not new, but the plea that citizenship and patriotism could be
taught in the schools was a development of the post Civil War
period.

State school laws were drawn up providing for instruction

in social and civic duties, and the best method for teaching patriotism and instructing pupils in the Constitution were discussed.
It Was suggested by the Commissioner of Education that "the State
demands kinetic, not potential energy.

This sentiment is shown

in the singing of patriotic songs, the increased publication of
patriotiC literature, and the hoisting of the flag upon the schoolhouses of the State."

The teaching of patriotism, if new, was

not undertaken half-heartedly.

That Indian pupils were daily

learning their lessons under the American Flag and singing in
hesitant English stirring patriotic songs, may not appear as

52 Report of Commissioner of Education, 1880, p.xxxv.
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Round Head -a prominent Indian on the Crow Creek Reservation- ready
to lead the people in the July 4th celebration, 1888. (The horse is
dressed as a buffalo).
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incongruous when it is noted that similar practices were being
observed throughout the nation.

Patriotism had become another

moral virtue to be actively encouraged until it permeated the
whole school. 53
It was feared that the social environment in America no
longer provided children with an adequate moral training, and the
school was looked to to fill the gap.

In the same way, on Indian

reservations the school was meant to counteract the savagery of
camp life.

In city and reservation schools active training was

given in citizenship, but other means were also employed to the
same end.

One of

~hese

was industrial training.

Introduced into

America at the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition, industrial training was supposed to marry the training of the mind with the training
of the hand by teaching pupils the fundamental principles and basiC
skills of manual work, rather than an individual trade, thus
preparing them realistically for life in an industrial society.54
The claims made for industrial education were broad and varied,
but it had a specific applicability to select groups within the
society. 55

Joseph Lee, a prominent philanthropist and member of

the Boston School Committee, noted "how invariably the men who
take up the subject of what can be done for a given class of
people--whether they be the blind, the deaf mutes, deformed children
or youthful criminals; or whether they are the boys of a particular
parish or club, or whether they are a whole race, like the negroes

53

Report of Commissioner of Education, 1888-1889, pp.589-59 0 •

54

Lawrence A. Cremin, The Transformation of the School, New
York: Knopf, 1961, pp.23-32.

55

Report of Comm. of Ed., 1888-1889, p.418; George H. Martin,
The Evolution of Massachusetts Public School System, New York:
P. Appleton and Co., 1904, pp.258-259.
For a summary of the
goals linked to manual training, cf. Board of Education Report,
Washington D.C.: G.P.O., 1886-1881, pp.182-193.
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or the jews--are at the present time including industrial training
among the things they find themselves called upon to provide."
Indeed, for any group that represented an educational or social
problem at this time, indu:i trial training was offered as a solution.

56

With the Indian, as with the black, it was regarded as a means of
training for a trade.
Frequently, the philosophy behind manual training was lost
sight of, particularly when, as in the case of the Indian, there
was more concern to supply the pupil with immediate technical
skills, than to give him the foundations for a life-time of work
with his hands.

Nicholas Murray Butler, a prominent figure in

education, and at different times Professor of Philosophy at
Columbia and President of both Barnard and Teachers College. was
concerned at the amount of confusion between technical and industrial
or manual training.

"Technical education," he explained, "is a

training in a particular trade or industry with a view to fitting
the pupil to pursue it as the means of gaining his livelihood • • •
It takes for granted a general education and builds upon it as a
foundation.

Industrial education, on the other hand, is the

foundation itself.

It is the general and common training which

underlies all instruction in particular techniques.

It relies

for its justification upon the nature of the human mind, its powers
and capacities. tlS1
With Indians the concentration on the more immediate advantages
of training is perhaps understandable, but generally in America
at this time there was a tendency to educate people pragmatically:

56 Proceedings of the Education Institute, 1885, pp.62-6 3.
57

Nicholas Murray Butler, The Argument for 1~nual Training,
New York and Chicago: E. L. Kellog, 1888, pp.375-37 6 .
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to give them skills they could use immediately and specifically.
The ethical overtones of education had not disappeared, but they
were being overshadowed by a concern for the cash value of
schooling. 58

If this pragmatically economic bias in American

schooling was new, it nevertheless pointed to a developing trend.
The training given in both the moral and economic fields was
becoming very specific.

Patriotism was taught openly and system-

atically; lessons were given on the Constitution and efforts were
made to encourage a healthy nationalism.

Likewise, manual skills

were now included in the curriculum and as often as not were taught
for

~heir

pragmatic usefulness as much as for their broad educational

value.
The elementary school curriculum, which on the reservation,
was broadening to include music, drawing and singing, gardening
and agriculture instruction for the boys, and sewing and cooking
and laundry for the girls, was also expanding in American public
schools.

The Commissioner of Education in 1880 could report

"remarkable uniformity in the conduct of elementary instruction"
with the general syllabus including "reading, writing, English
language, arithmetiC, geography, history and Constitution of the
United states, grammar and composition, physics or physiology,
musiC, drawing, and oral or object lessons.,,59

Changes in the

curriculum which were being carried out everywhere, were accompanied
by a new uniformity.

If more subjects were now being taught,

pupils were also receiving similar instruction everywhere.

58

Wiebe, Ope cit., p.153.

59

Report of Commissioner of Education, 1880, p.lxxxiv.
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This trend towards unifonnity was clearly part of the attempt
to achieve a universal curriculum, outlined of course by the
teaching profession and :introduced into all American schools.
Although no scientific procp.dure for curriculum making was evolved
until the 1920's, within sw,h bodies at the National Education
Association efforts were alrAady being made in this direction.
In 1816 a report was drawn up outlining the best programme of
studies for common schools, and there were frequent debates on the
new subjects being introduced into the curriculum. 60
One of the major justifications for the broadening of the
curriculum was the bookish nature of traditional school studies.
It was not only in the Indian schools that the subjects taught were
increasingly regarded as being far from the child's own

experie~ce

and thus irrelevant, but from educators throughout the country
there was criticism of the academic bias of teaching.

Innuenced

by the new child-centred approach and the ideas of Pestalozzi,
Herbert and Froebel, American educators attempted both to reform
the curriculum and to make it unifonn; two National Education
Association committees met in 1893 and 1899 to report on the best
ways of achieving standardization.

61

Yet, as bas been noted above,

educators' dictation of the curriculum was not always greeted
enthusiastically by all parents.

Many wanted a voice in their

child's education, they questioned the value of transmitting the
The neat plans of the educators were foiled;

dominant cul ture.

as one scholar remarks, "one man's participatory democracy was
another'S chaos."

60

62

Edgar B. Wesley, N.E.A •• The First Hundred Years: The Building
of the Teaching Profession, New York: Harper and Brothers,
1951, pp.111-113.

61 Freeman Butts and Lawrence Cremin, A History of Education in
American Culture, Ne~ York: Henry Holt and Co., 1952, pp.399-401.
62

'l'yacIk,

0,.'

oit.~ .p:19 •.
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The pluralistic nature of American society in the decades
leading up to 1900 not only presented some of the major educational
problems, but also hindered the educational leaders from introducing
the answere they thought correct.

If the majority accepted the

predominantly Anglo-Saxon culture of America, some groups resisted
and fought to have their children educated according to their own
standards.

Eventually, even those who resisted failed in their

major objective.

Despite the continued life of school boards,

elected by the local community, the control and direction of the
schools did fall into the hands of the professionals and became
increasingly standardized and bureaucratized. 63
But the resistance of those groups who saw the public school
as hostile to their needs and culture was important.

Ellwood

Patterson Cubberley was to lament that "Jose Cardoza, Francesco
Bertolini and Peter Petarovitch are elected as school directors."
He regarded this as being "of course educative to these newcomers,
though a little hard on local government.,,64

Cubberley was

concerned with keeping the educational system running smoothly;
he opposed any adjustment that meant altering the schooling programme
to accommodate the immigrants' demands.

But playing an active part

in school affairs was important for the immigrants.

Firstly, it

introduced them to the American system and taught them how to
fight from within it.

Secondly, it gave them a sense of their

identity as an ethnic or religious group.

Whether this was good

or bad is, of course, a matter for debate, but it is undeniable

The fact that American schools became standardized at this
time is agreed to by all scholars.
However, opinions vary
as to the benefits and disadvantages resulting from standardization.
64

Cubberley,

OPe

cit., pp.10-11.
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that for several immigrant groups within the United States, a
common sense of identity helped unite them and provide them with
the solidarity to organize to combat the dictates of the dominant
group over the question of their children's schooling.

Such

involvement was important, not only to the immigrants, but to
the way in which the st.andardization and systemization, to which
American educators were committed, could proceed.
The immigrants, in organizing to protect their own interests,
were acting on one of the basic tenets of American democracy.
But in their resistance they were battling against both the
educational establishment and the majority of native Americana who
endorsed the public school and saw it as necessary to the wellbeing of the nation.

The activities of these minority groups -

has been described by David Tyack as "the biggest practical
challenge to school reformers in their quest for the one best
system. n6 5
anc~

And a comparison with the weakness of Indian resist-

illustrates the importance of their challenge.
The participation of American citizens, whether well-

established or recently naturalized, in the running of their own
schools was a characteristic of American society.

(It is seen

by Lawrence Cremin as one of the defining characteristics.)

But

it was a characteristic which was totally lacking on the reservation.

Indians were never able to choose or dismiss the teacher,

influence the subjects on the syllabus, or have any voice in the
running of the school.

Their political impotence contributed to

this; they had no experience of popular government, neither did
they have any means of defining their real wants and fighting or
organizing to achieve them.

65 Tyack, Ope cit., p.78.

Indian resistance was passive.
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They kept their children from school, they hid them from the
police, and when they were not being starved into submission, they
defied the compulsory schooling law in every way possible.

The

behaviour of many immigrants was similar, but those who did resist
challenged the system for everyone and prevented the smooth implementation of the educators' plan.
On the reservation, in the absence of any effective resistance,
the restructuring of the system could take place unimpaired.

The

Indian Bureau already provided a hierarchical administrative
structure to co-ordinate and standardize the system.

Thomas

Jefferson Morgan, who became Commissioner in 1889, was determined
to make the schools efficient and part of a coherent system.

He

envisaged that the Indian schools would parallel the development
of the public schools in the states.

But the peculiar nature of

reservation society and the special qualities of
meant that this did not happen.

reservation~schoo1s

The Indian school system did

become standardized, but it retained its qualitative and organizational
separateness.

(The system is examined below in chapter VII).

However, increasingly Indian education came to be associated
with general educational problems.

Indian schools were discussed

at the National Education Association; one member was to comment
that it was "because the Indian problem is so much the problem of
educating the white man and lifting him out of his barbarism that
it is so discouraging."

But while there was a growing tendency

to regard Indian education as part of the broad and general field
of education, many continued to be aware of the Indian's special
situation; in recognition of this fact the National Education
Association created a Department of Indian Education in 1899, where
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the Indian's special problems could be examined in their own
. ht • 66
rlg
The new authority claimed over the local school by professional educators and bureaucrats in state capitols was of course
resisted by the local communities, who were anxious to protect
their own "little red school house," but by the early twentieth
century the old-time local school was fast disappearing.6 1
However, in white communities belief in the school and the power
of education did not fade.

The school, no longer an integral

. part of the communi ty, was regarded by aspiring Americans as
"the one public institution that might personally connect them
with a wider world."

To education was attributed almost mystic

powers, because it offered a way of entering the broader society.68
As the average American's power over the s7hool was undermined,
his faith in its purpose and efficacy was not weakened.

Yet with

Indians, the progressive systematization of the schools could
only succeed in further alienating them.

Never espousing the

American faith in education anyway, they were far from understanding the integrated system of schooling. that was being developed
for them in the 1890's.
Whatever their intrinsic differences, by the 1890's the
In~ian

schools superficially resembled other American schools,

with their mixed curricula, graded classes, and increasing standardization.

But ironically, despite their rural setting, in their

organization the Indian schools displayed certain qualities more
typical of urban than of rural schools.

Like many of the City

66

Wesley, Ope cit., p.291.

61

Michael B. Katz, Class, Bureaucracy, and Schools, New York:
Praeger, 1911, p.xix--the author argues that "by 1880 American
education had acquired its fundamental structural characteristics."

68 1ff.M~ o1'.oi t., pp .. 155-i51.
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A typical log cabin day school - the Porcupine Tails Day School, Pine
Ridge Reservation, 1890.
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schools of this period, the Indian school system was organized
with the specific purpose of socializing an alien group.

Thoroughly

centralized and co-ordinated as it was, by the end of the century
it had achieved a level of bureaucratic independence which must
have appeared enviable to refonners attempting to "deal with" the
urban school systems.
But, even if organized differently from other rural schools
in America, the reservation schools experienced the same problems
with their teaching staff.

Although increasing emphasis was

being placed on training teachers, and from 1870 the number of
normal or training schools was m11shrooming, very few of the trained
teachers went to the country; isolation, poor pay and lack of
opportunity for advancement kept the professional teacher in the
city.

Conversely, the rural teacher rarely sought training, for

not only was it expensive, but the average professional life
expectancy for a country teacher was three years.

Thus the

amateur teacher, who stayed only a few years and was paid only
for the months that she taught, was not a unique feature of the
reservation school but common to all rural America.

The staff

of the reservation boarding schools were often in a privileged
position for they had a job often for ten or even twelve months
of the year, when the normal teaching year could be as short as
five months. 69

Although salaries were not high at Indian schools

they could sometimes exceed those of the ordinary rural schools.
In Dakota, the average monthly salary of a male school teacher
in a public school decreased by ¢2e.30 a month between 1811 and
1880, and that of a female teacher by ¢lO.IO a month.

69 Wesley,

OPe

cit., p.82.

The
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salaries of day school teachers at Indian reservation schools in
Dakota were not uniform, but they did not decrease during this
period and could rise as high as $600 a year. 70
Although the Indian school system was both different and
separate from the American system of public schools, it developed
at a time when the common school in the United States was being
"transformed".

The Indian schools, in their embryonic form,

were to be strongly influenced by changes in methods and theory
taking place in American education •

However, the Indian school,

. although hardly an innovatory institution, pre-empted the public
school in one important way_

Indian schools had always been

viewed as instruments of Americanization.

In the late nineteenth

century the idea that the public school could, and should, be
used an an instrument of Americanization, gained growing acceptance_
The task of Americanizing, which had always been so fundamental to
the Indian school, was to become one of the principal tasks of
the American public school.

70

Report of Counnissioner of Education, 1880, pp.356-357;
Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1885, pp.64-65,
86-87, 96-97, 104-105, 110-111.
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Chapter IV
Profiles of Six Indian Reservations
;Uthough Indian policy was formulated in Washington and then
impleme~ted

nationally, the people it affected were spread over

almost all the states and territories lying west of the Mississippi
and in the nineteenth century they had no concept of themselves
as a united group.
Dakota, Winnebago:

In their own eyes they were Kiowa, Omaha,
to Americans they were all Indians.

In

order to gain an accurate impression of the workings of Indian
policy, when put into effect on the reservation, it is necessary
to examine some of the Indian tribes individually.

A tribe's

response to the United states' educational programme was influenced
by many different factors:

their past history and relations with

whites; their economic and social patterns; their cultural values
and traditions; the quality of their land and geographic position;
their past experience on the reservation, and the officials or
personnel who were administering the programme.

This last factor

was of particular importance for, as the programme was instituted
to effect a change in the Indian, the approach of the local
officials, and the methods they used to bring about this change,
represented the Indians' real confrontation with government purpose."
A group of reservations has been selected to examine the
workings of government educational policy:

the Kiowa and Comanche

in Indian Terri tory; the Mescalero Apache in New

}.~exico;

the Omaha,

the Winnebago and the Santee in Nebraska, the Crow Creek and the
Lower Brule in Dakota Territory (from 1889 South Dakota).
these reservations neither embrace the full range of Indian

While
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cultures in all their variety, nor the total extent of attempts
to change those culturefl, it is hoped that their examination will
give an indication of the scope and diversity of the effort to
educate the Indian b·t bB~ in the last three decades of the nineteenth century.
Selection of
factors.

th~

reservations was influenced by a number of

Firstly, the exintence of a school or some educational

activity during at least the majority of the thirty years under
consideration.

The Navaho, for example, received very little

educational attention until the very late nineteenth century and
so, necessarily, were excluded.

However, in order to correct a

bias towards those tribes which had schools available to them
almost continuously, the Mescalero Apache resel:vation has been
included as here educational work was always spasmodic.
Secondly, the importance of the different tribes or bands in
terms of the national experiment in Indian education.

The

Santee 3ioux came to be regarded as a model of "advancement" and
were seen as proof of the Indian's educability.

The Omaha were

one of the first tribes to be Gonsidered ready for allotment (the
division of the

re~ervation

land) and self-government.

into individually owned tracts of
The Indians at Crow Creek and Lower

Brule were closely associated with the Hampton Normal Training
Schocl in Virginia.

flore Indians from these two reservations than

from any others were sent to Hampton and their progress on returning to the reservation was watched with interest.

Because of

its special status each one of these reservations offers important
insights into government educational policy.

(There also exist
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important historical documents relating to these reservations
which are absent for the others).

However, the rather special

nature of these particular reservations is recognized.

For

this reason the Kiowa and Comanche, the Winnebago and the Mescalero
reservations have also been included for, although holding no
special significance for the Indian education experiment, they
represent more accurately general educational developments which
took place on reservations at this time.
Thirdly, the cultural and
different Indian tribes.

~istorical

background of the

The government was increasingly concerned

to educate all the Indians.

Therefore tribes like the

and

Kio~a

Comanche, which were essentially nomadic and warrior with almost
no history of contact with whites, have been selected as well as
a tribe like the Omaha, which was peaceable and virtually sedentary.
Fourthly, the migrations and upheavals experienced by the
tribes.

Some Indians had never moved from a particular area,

but the Santee Sioux and Winnebago tribes hRve been selected as
tribes that were forCibly removed from their traditional lands.
Fifthly, the geog-raphical

:'3i

tuation of a reservation.

This

was important becaune it deterMined the fertility and humidity of
the soil, which in turn determined its desirability to white
Americans.

And the geographical position of a reservation dictated

not only the amount of contact Indians would have with whites, but
also the degree of pressure there would be to seize their lands.
Local political factors also often influenced developments on a
reservation.

The Hescalero and Crow Creek reservations have

been selected as reservations which became heavily entangled in
local state politics.
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A thorough study of the different tribes will not be
attempted here.

Rather, each profile will provide a thumb-nail

sketch of a reservation by describing:characteristics of the

rese~ration;

any distinctive

a tribe's past history and

relations with the whites; the economic, religious and cultural
traditions of the tribe; the pattern of schooling and missionary
work; the judgement made by white officials of the progress of
each tribe; the extent of changes that occurred in the thirty
years under examination.

The Kiowa and Comanche Reservation, Indian Territory.
In 1810, despite having signed the Treaty of Medicine Lodge
with the United states (1861) and having promised peace, the
Kiowa and Comanche tribes in Indian Territory (the future Oklahoma),
remained both strong and defiant.

Refusing to remain on their

reservation they made constant raids into Texas, destroying
property, killing white people and carrying off captives.

They

scorned the school the agent had established and mocked the
neighbouring 'lichita tribe for their passi vi ty and poverty.

Their

fierce behaviour and nomadic habits had always discouraged the
attention of missionaries.

Apart from trading for ammunition and

guns they had had little contact with whites.

Having barred

Spanish expansion and impeded French trade in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, these warrior tribes of the southern plains
now held up settlement of what had become the south western region
of the United States.
However, by 1875 the wild Kiowa and Comanche tribes had been
subdued and confined.

In the last thirty years of the nineteenth
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cent~J

their numbers had dwindled:

the Kiowas dropped from

1,928 to 1,126 and the Comanches even more drastically from
1
The tribes slowly came to accept the existence
2,538 to 1,553.
of the government schools and by 1899 three hundred and twenty
four pupils were attending regularly.

2

i1hen the treaty of

1:edicine Lodge expired in 1897 the Indians fought against the
implementation of an agreement they had signed five years before,
which

allo~ed

the reservation to be thrown open, claiming that the

agreement had been secured unfairly.

However, in July 1901,

despite their protests, all unallotted land of the Kiowa and
Comanche reservaticn (except for two common tracts) was thrown
open to the public in a massive lottery witnesses by 30,000 people.
In a brief quarter century the warrior tribes of the Kiowa and
Comanche had been defeated and engulfed.
The Kiowa were not originally a southern tribe.

The

anthropologist James r:'ooney postUlates that they came from what
is now western Montana, via the Black Hills in South Dakota, and
that around the turn of the eighteenth century they acquired the
horse. 3_

The horse revolutionized the life and culture of all the

Plains Indian tribes.

It made buffalo hunting easy, mobilizing

the Indians and allowing them to follow the herds thus freeing them
from a difficult subsistence existence.

1

It converted them from

Report of C.I.A., 1869, p.462; Statistics of Indian Tribes,
Agencies and Schools, Washington D.C.; G.P.C., 1899, p.37.

2 Ibid., p.38.
3

James Mooney, Calendar History of the Kiowa Indians, Seventeenth annual report of the Bureau of American Ethnology,
Washington D.C.: G.P.C. 1898, pp.155-161.
Mooney's theory
is substantiated by the folk memories of Kiowa Indians, cf.
N. Scott Momaday, 'The ':lay to Rainy }~ountain, Albequerque:
Univ. of New Mexico Press, 1969.
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a poor, area-bound people to nomadic and fierce bands able to
raid

~ld

make war.

cuI ture of the Plains

'.lith

the acquisition of the horse the Indian

d.'?'1'~loped

and was to flourish for a century

(1775-1875).
The Kiowa were a typical Plains tribe depending on the
buffalo for food, clothing, utensils, housing and even fuel.
They did not practise pottery, basketry or weaving and they did
not engage in any agriculture.

Although raiding and hunting in

small bands the Kiowa lmited annually for their great tribal

•

ceremony, the Sun Dance •
tribes except the Comanche.

The dance was common to all the Plains

5

Combining a social festival with

a religious rite the Sun Dance began with a buffalo hunt, followed
by several days of dancing (without food, drink or sleep) in a
special medicine lodge constructed annually for the purpose.
Soldier societies, active only for this brief period during the
6
summer, maintained order at the ceremony.
The Comanche were similarly warlike and nomadic.

Probably

originally part of the Shoshone tribe, the Comanches, like the
Kiowa, migrated South and by the early eighteenth century had

4 Clark Wissler, North American Indians of the Plains, New York:
1927; Frank Gilbert Roe, The Indian and the Horse, Norman,
Oklahoma: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1955; Mildred P. Mayhall,
The Kiowas, Norman, Oklahoma: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1962.
Wissler and Roe both suggest that the horse acted as a catalyst
to develop traits already present in Indian cultures, but
1myhall claims that the horse lifted the Indian far beyond his
old life.

5 Wissler defines the main characteristics of a Plains tribe as
being: the horse; the buffalo; use of the teepee; organization
in bands; soldier societies; the Sun Dance.
The Comanches
did not have the last two.
6

Mooney,

OPe

cit., pp.237, 242.
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already reached New 1,1exico and adopted a life of hunting and
raiding. 7

It has been estimated that in the early nineteenth

century the Comanches may have

n~~bered

as many as fifteen or

twenty thousand, but their numbers declined continuously from
the middle of the century.8
never united as a whole.

Hunting in small bands the tribe
The first time all the Comanches came

together, with the exception of one band, was in 1874 when, in
response to the prophecies of an Indian messiah, they united for
their first Sun Dance, which they based on the external forms of
that of the Kiowa.

Then, "protected " by the medicine of the

messiah, they united with the Kiowa, Arapaho and Cheyenne for the
battle of Adobe '.'lalls, only to be militarily defeated by a group
of buffalo hunters. 9

The failure of their messiah's powers left

the Indians spiritually disillusioned.
The Kiowa and Comanche had engaged in continuous warfare
against each other until about 1790 when they effected a lasting
alliance that was never broken, and which allowed them to make
constant raids into Texas without fear of attack from each other.

IO

These raids were important, not only in securing new horses for
the tribes and captives to swell their numbers, but in giving tlle
opportunity to young warriors to earn glory through brave deeds.
Both tribes were essentially hunter-warrior societies.

"\'Tarfare

and raiding became a style of life and war honours provided the

7 Ernest Wallace and E. Adamson Roebel, The Comanches, Lords of
the Southern Plains, Norman, Oklahoma: Univ. of Oklahoma Press,

1952,
8

p.6.

Ibid.,

~p.3l-32.

9 Ibid., pp.22, 325-328.
10 Mooney,

Ope

cit., p.163.
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Once on the

reservation the older chiefs constantly informed the agent that
they were unable to contcol the young men. ll

Even Kicking Bear,

a peaceful Kiowa chief ."ho cmcouraged his people lito follow the
white man's road" and
amongst his band,

invit.~d

explairF~,l

t!1e

~uaker

missionary Battey to live

to Ba t te,f that he had been forced to

lead a raiding party into 'l'exas in order to boost his reputation
12
and maintain his authority in the tribe.
1n the early 1870'[:'1, when the government was committed to
the Peace Policy of President Grant, the Kiowa and Comanche
continued to raid and rob.

In 1872 their agent, Lawrie Tatum,

reported that the 1ndians at Fort Sill had stolen 16,500 horses
and mules from Texas.

The

Co~~issioner

of Indian Affairs, clearly

embarrased at the extent of the depredations, distorted the figures
and reported that, "100 persons had been murdered and 1,000 horses
stolen by reservation Indians."

Tatum pursued an increasingly

tough policy; he withheld rations from Indians until they returned
their captives and refused to pay ransom money.13

In 1872

11

V{allace and Hoebel, OPe cit., pp.245-282. In their chapter
on warfare the authors see the warrior societies developing
not merely as a result of the acquisition of the horse.
They point ·out that concomitantly with the horse came "the
pressure of the whites on the eastern frontier, setting in
motion a chain reaction of tribal displacements that caused
group after group to fight fur a place under the western sun."

12

Thomas Battey, liThe J"ife and Adventures of a Quaker Among the
Indians, Boston: Lee and Shepard, 1875, p.122.

13

Lawrie Tatum, Our Hed 13rother:l and the Peace Policy of Ulyssee
S. Grant, Philadelphia, 1899, PP.145-148.
T.R. Fehrenbach, The Comanches: The Destruction of a People,
New York: Alfred Knopf, 1975, p.515.
Fehrenbach argues that
not only did the Comanche war ethos make meaningful diplomacy,
in white terms, impOSsible, but that the nineteenth century
humanitarians, through ignorance of Indian societies, were
unable to appreCiate the cruel and fallacious nature of the
Peace Policy.
He suggests that if a more forceful policy had
t:'·~., puX';med the Comanche won] d have understood its meaning.
He does not, ho-fli"l>:-'r, sugg.;:st any way of al taring the final outcome.
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General Sherman imprisoned two Kiowa chiefs, Satanta and Big
',ihen they were released a year later they immediately

Tree.

continued their raiding.

In 1874, when the tribes broke out in

open warfare, the ','lar Department authorized the army to pursue
and defeat the hostiles relentlessly.14
organized a vigorous campaign.

General Pope immedla"te1y

Slowly, exhausted and impoverished

by loss of stock and equipment, the bands of Kiowa, Comanche
Cheyenne came in.

.
,"

and '

In July 1875 the last band surrendered.

Their weapons were taken from them and their horses shot or sold.
A number of their chiefs were selected and sent to Fort Jlarion in
Florida as hostages.1 5

.'

Militarily defeated, disarmed and confined, 1815 marked the
end of Kiowa and Comanche independence.

The buffalo

disappear~d

so rapidly that hopes for a resurgence were impossible.

In 1819

the agent gave permission to the Indians to organize a hunt, but
they were unable to find a single buffalo.

The gigantic herd

had been systematically slaughtered for the commercial sale of
hides.

That winter the Indians were forced to eat their ponies.

16

Without the buffalo return to their old life style was impossible.
Not surprisingly a Kiowa medicine man who appeared in 1881, like
the famous '\)'ovoka who was welcomed by dozens of tribes in 1890,

14

James Haworth to Enoch Haag, June 1, 1874, B.I.A., R.G. 15,
L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.

15

Kicking Bird, the peaceful
select the Kiowa hostages.
Mexicans and also shielded
in the tribe.
When a few
died it was suspected that

Kiowa chief, was allowed to
He chose several captive
his friends, thus creating enemies
months later Kicking Bird suddenly
he might have been poisoned.

... , R..G 75 ,

16 Agent Hunt to C.I.A., September 9 , 1879 , B I A
L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.

.
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claimed to have the power to make the buf'falo return. 17
Life on the reservation spelt not only the end of their
military prowess and thA.

10:3S

of their economic base, but also

the abandonment of all raining and robbing.

There was now no

way for the young men to achieve honour and notoreity.

The old

chiefs retained much of their authority but there was no means for
. d • 18
any successors t 0 be recognlze

Officers of authority,

selected by the agent to enforce white rules and values, held
little prestige.

In 1879 the agent had to insist that all

vacancies in the Agency police force should be filled before the
Indians would be allowed to depart for their hunt. l9
The American system of justice was foreign to the Indians.
Previously, personal grievances within the tribe had been avenged
by the injured party.

It was not uncommon for a family to accept

one or more ponies as recompense for a murdered relative.

When

the Court of Indian Offences was established in 1886 in an attempt
to provide law on the reservations, the two head chiefs of the
Kiowa and Comanche, Lone Wolf and Quanah Parker, were appointed
as judges.

Their judgements Rnd sentences provide interesting

illustrations of the IndLms' forced adaptation to white society.

17

Alice l;Iarriot t, The Ten Grandmothers, Norman, Oklahoma:
Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1945, 1'1'.142-154.

18 If.ooney suggests that the Kiowa chief Dohasan, who died in
1866, claimed the respect of all the Kiowa, but that after
his death there was never any single chief who could command
the unquestioned allegiance of the whole tribe.
19

"Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent P.n. Hunt) in Report of C.I.A.,

1879, p1'.64- 69.
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For exanple, prison sent2nces

~ere

rarely given, for that would

have meant an Iniian would have free food without having to work. 20
The religious life of the Indians was also disrupted by their
being confined on the reservation.

In 1879 the Kiowa calendar

(a picture and diagramatic recorj kept by the Indians of important
events in the tribe1s history) reported that they were forced to
use the head of a horse rather than a buffalo in the ceremonial
rite of the Sun Dance. 21

Government officials grew increasingly

hostile to what they regarded as a pagan festival.

In 1890,

when the agent forbade the holding of a Sun Dance, the Indians
continued to prepare for the ceremony.

'hoops from Fort Sill

were finally called, and the Indians dispersed at the persuasion
of their peaceful chiefs, leaving behind the unf'inished medicin,e
lodge.

22

Gradually the religious habits of the Indians changed.

Barred from their traditional customs they did not readily embrace
The Comanches adopted peyote soon after arriving

Christianity.

on the reservation and its worship quickly spread to the Kiowa
and Wichitas.

(The payote cult had its roots in Indian culture

but it incorporated elements of Christian doctrine.

Its mi.me

carne from the peyote buttons the Indians ate in order to receive
visions) •

Between 1869 and 1878 the Agency was administered

by the Orthodox Friends who conducted services and encouraged
the Indians towards Christianity.

Later, in 18B3, after two

years missionary work, the Reverend J.B. Wicks of the Episcopal
Church established a church for the Wichita tribe, but the Kiowa

20

William T. Hagan, Indian Police and Judges: Experiments in
Acculturation and Control, New Haven: Yale Univ. Press,

1966, p.135.
21

Hooney,

22

Ibid., p.359.

Ope

cit., p.344, plate LXXV.
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and Comanche took little interest.

The

L~iscopal

church was

abandoned after a few years, but the Kethodists and later the
Presbyterians,

:Bapti~;b

and !.:!atholics soon entered the field.

However, the Indians continued to turn to peyote for their
2::1)

spiritual solace. '

1,'men told that they should farm the Indians complained that
they did not want their women to work in the fields.

On learning

that it was the men who were expected to labour the Indians were
:lndignan t.

1~ual

or household work was anathema to a warrior

and for the first few years any fields that were cultivated were
tended by the agency farmer and the Indian women.

24

The

unsuitability of much of the reservation land for agriculture
and the Indians' total lack of interest spurred several agents.·
into considering ranching or herding as an alternative. 25

In

1875 Colonel Mackenzie, the commanding officer at Fort Sill,
decided to sell the horses confiscated from the Indians and invest
the money in sheep and goats.

He hoped to convert the Indians to

a pastoral life like that of the Navaho.

However, the Kiowa and

Comanche disliked mutton, they had no tradition of spinning or
weaving, so the sheep were left untended.

An

effort was made by

several different agents to build up herds of cattle for the
But the Indians had no experience of tending cattle and

Irdians.

when government rations were delayed or ran out they ate their own
beefs.

The Indian Bureau continued to advocate farming.

In

OPe cit., p.219; Hugh D. Corwin,The Kiowa Indians,
Their History and Life Stories, Lawton, Oklahoma, 1958,
pp.181-219. Wallace and Roebel have noted that in the face
of strong government opposition Nooney fought to preserve
the peyote cult for the Indians as an aid to their psychological
integration.

23 Mooney,

Agent Hunt to C.I.A., August 1882, B.!.A., R.G. 75,
24 Kiowa Agency.
25 "Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent P.B. Hunt)·:'n Report of C.I.A.,
1 88 3, p.70.
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1879 the Kiowa and Conanch2 Agency was affiliated with the
'.7ichi ta Agency.

T..'1e Wicrli tag had always farMed, and with the

prospect of better land

m()r.~
?'

and take up agriculture.-o
reluctant.

In 1892 Uw

Comanches began to fence their fields
rIo wever , the majority remained

af\fm!;

rp.ported that most of the Indians,

the hiowas in particular, continued to show an aversion to
farming. 27
Much of the reservation was unused and with the growth of
the cattle industry in rrexas the Indian lands were valuable
property.

Cattlemen would often herd their cows onto the

reservation deliberately to gain free pasturage. 28

AI3

it was

impossible to police the whole reservation border or effectively
apprehend the offenders, the trespassing could not be stopped.
1~e

agent unofficially began to lease the lands, to bring some

profit to the Indians.

At first the Indians were reluctant to

accept the money, believing it was another means of depriving
them of their land.

Eventually, the scheme was agreed to by

Congress, but only as a temporary expedient while the Indians
learned to fal~.29
Gradually, as not only ranchers but also the tide of settlers
spread into Indian Territory, the Indians became increasingly
awnre of the American presence.

During the 1810's when white

settlement of the west was scattered the government was anxious

26

Ibid., p.71.

27

"Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent S. Day) in Report of C. 1. A. ,
1892, p.3 86 •

28

"Report of .ltiowa Ai;,cncy," (Agent J. Lee Hall) in Report of
C.I.A., 1886, pp.345-349.

29 Mooney, op. cit., pp.219-220.
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that the Indians should appreciate the size and strength of the
United States.

Frequently they invited delegations from the

tribes to Washington to

impre~~s

this fact upon them.

In 1872

a small group went from the Kiowa and Comanche reservation;
si€:;nificantly, t·wo years later ,.'.hen th":! Indian outbreak occurred,
only one of these chiefs, Lone Wolf, jOined the "'nostiles".
However, by the late 1880's all the Indians knew of the strength
and ubiquity of the Americans.

Alarmed at the encroachment of

cattle, settlers, railroads and towns and the threat of imminent,
enforced allotment, the Kiowa and Comanche joined the Intertribal
Council organized by the Cherokee to discuss these problems.
The Five Civilized Tribes suggested that it was essential for the
Indians to adopt civilized ways and to work to protect their
rights. 30
Throughout this period of shock and change the government
made efforts to educate the Indian children.

Aware that their

ovm traditions were dying the Indians showed less and less

resistance to the schools.

In the winter of 1891 one of the boys

in the government boarding school at the Agency was beaten by the
teacher.

As a result he and two friends ran away and attempted

to reach their homes thirty miles off, but
on the way.

~ere

frozen to death

The Indians were furious and the agent, fearing an

outbreak, called the troops from E'ort Sill.

However there was

no resort to a show of arms and the agent reported, their behaviour
"speaks well for the Kiowa Indians and &he children' s

deat~

seems to have left no prejudice against the school.,,31

The

'\::~"'ort ~f

Kiowa A«.ency," (Agent D. Adams) in Report of
C.r.i\. .• "991, p.316.
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on the way.
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Grant Foreman, A History of' Olr..lahoma, Norman: Univ. of'
Oklahoma Press, 1942, pp.197-198, 230-235.

31

"Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agt;nt D. Adams) in Report of'

C.T.A., 1891, p.31b.
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to afford much

encoura~ernent.n36

The name Apache applie!3 to eight or more tribes, all closely
relat8(1 in speech an,l pr'obablJ springing from a single group.
I-ihen the Spanish arrivod i.n

ihHv

Nexico these Indians were already

there, probably pushed Lnto the harsh country by fiercer tribes,
and alre8.-dy well adapted to the tough desert life. 37

Acquiring

both fire arms and horses from the Spanish they took to a life
of hunting and raiding.

They continued to collect the nuts,

berries, fruits and seeds of the area, but slowly became more
nomadic.

By 1800 Most of their raids were directed towards

robbing rather than killing, but they had become essential to the
fabric of Apache life.

38

The Mescalero inhabited the mountains of southeast New
JVlexico.

Travelling long distances in search of the mescal

plant, which was their staple food, they moved between the hieh
lands and the open country.

Less troublesome than the Apaches

of Arizona they nevertheless depended on war and raiding for their
system of social honours, and lived in small bands of twenty or
thirty, based on the extended family.39

Believing in the Mountain

"Report of Hescalero Agency," (Agent V.E. Stottler) in
Report of C.I.A. 1898, p.20S.
37

For discussions of the Apache migration see, l';dward Twitchell
Hall, Jr., "Recent Clues to Athapascan Pre-History in the
Southwest," American Anthropolo~ist, Vol. XLVI, January Narch, 1944, pp.98-l05 and l"rederick \{ebb Hodge, "The Early
Navaho and Apache," American Anthropologist, Vol. VIII, July
1895, pp.232-240.

38

Edward H. Spicer, Cycles of Conguest: The Impact of Spain,
!-lexico, and The United Stat.es on the Indians of the Southwest,

1533-1960, pp.176-180.

39 N.E. Opler, An Analysis ('If HesC'llero 'lnd Chiricahua Apache
Social Or>!'anization in the Lip"ht of their S stem of Relationshi ,
Chicago: Dept. of Anthropology, 193
edition distributed
by the Univ. of Chicago Libraries),
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Spiri ts, \vho could help an Indian in times of distress, and also
in b,o benevolent deiti.:19, i:ha i1escalero placed much emphasis
on ceremonials, a.nel bali ,'~v,~d in an afterlife of happiness in a
cou..l'ltry 8eneath
From the time

, I ~{)
e'Jrt:l.
fJpw i1exino

bAcame part of the United states

rela tions with the Apache ,,,ere stormy and uncertain.

Peace

tre"".ties were signed, :'l.nd broken by both sides, and as the
settlers moved westward across the land every Indian attack
increased the rage and hatred of the Americans.

A United States

army officer, Lieutenant A. G. Hennissee, was to report, "I
reg'1rd the Apaches as the

wor~~t

Indians in the country, It and his

opinion was endorsed by many others.

41

In 1862 the Hescalero were defeated by Kit Carson.

Exhausted

and starving Chief Cadete surrendered his band.
'tyou are stronger than we.
vie have fought you so
long as we had rifles and powder; but your weapons
are better than ours • • • give us weapons and turn
us loose and we will fight you again; but we are
worn out; \Ve r18.ve no more heart; we have no provisions,
no means to live; your troops are everywhere; our
springs and \..raterholes are either occupied or overlooked by your youn;:.;' 'TIen.
You have driven us from
Ollr last and [Jest stronghold and we have no more
heart.
Do.d tll us as may seem good to you, but do
not forget He are men and braves.,·42

40

Harry Hoijer, Chiricahua and Nescalero Texts, Chicago:
Univ. of Chicago Pres8, 1938, pp.5-14, 58-70; N.E. Opler,
"Reaction to Death," Southwestern Journal of Anthropology,
Winter, 1946, Vol. II, pp.h60-461.

41

"Report of Lieutenant J\.G. Hennissee," in Report of C.I.A.,
1870, p.624.

42

John C. Cremony, Life I1monR: the Apaches, San Francisco and
New York: Tucson, Arizona Silhouettes. 1951 (orig. pub.
date 1868) p.201.
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Herded onto -the Bosque Redondo reservation, the l'Iescalero were
compelle1 to fQrm.

Not only did their crops constantly fail

but 9,000 ::"l.v"l.ho, the

:~escaleros'

tr.qditiona.l enemy, were forced

Con(U tions at Bosque Hedondo became so bad that

to join th '''em.

a co:nraissio!'} was set up to PLl.mine the situation.

'l"ne inadequate

ration SUI)plies, repeated crop failures and ra'llpaging diseases
had reduced the Indians to desperation.
1866, without the officials knowing,
Redondo

~led

One November night in

eve~

Apache on the Bosque

from the reservl.tion. 43

For seven years they rer.lained scattered throughout New
Nexico u.l'ltil, in May 1873, a reservation was created for them by
executive order. 44

Hmlever, besides the problem of their

adapta tion to "civilized life," they were plagued by a series 'of
difficulties.
The reservation re:nained unsurveyed until 1883.

Squatters

moved onto tl1e i;esc3.lero la'1os, not only crowding the Indians but
also providing a source of whiskey 2.nd ganbling. 4S

The agent

had trouble in protecting the Indians from these baser elements
and in

st'J~'!1in3'

the latt'?r from forcible ejecting the squatters.

'By the time the reserv,Ottinn was surveyed there W'lg already one
white town within its limits.

'But, although the Indians came

into close contact ,vi th frontier life, the reservation still
remained extremely isolated.

In 1880 the agent took a delegation

of fifty Indi,'lns to visit Srmta Fe and reported, "this is the

43

Reuort of C.I.A., 1866, p.149.

44

Kappler,

4S

Report of C.I.A., 1883, p.116.

OPe

cit., Vol. II, p.870.
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first time the I,escalero have h'3.d an opportunity to see anything
of civilization.,,4 6
Al though the I"'1,ii;-ms were
the reservation

was

~J'1conrctGed

to farm, the land of

better 2.d;:q)ted to stock ra.ising.

their interest in c'lttle

't''1i~i::g

In 1889

had increased, but much of the

grass had been eaten by tho1.ls8.nis of trespassing cattle which
had been herded onto the reservation. 47
sug~ested

In 1892 Agent Rhodes

that as much of the Grass had been "eaten out" the

Indians should be encouraged to breed horses instead, but this
experiment although adopted was very short-lived.
While there were constant reports from settlers that the
Indians were raiding, which often even the agent denied, the
Indians themselves suffered continually at the hands of the whites.
Their horses were stolen, their meagre crops destroyed by trespassing cattle and their camps invaded by marauding whites who
would frequently kill as well as rob.
were forced to flee to the

mo~~tains.48

Sometimes the Indians
In 1882 the reservation

was invaded by gold prospectors; when they made a strike the
miner31 lands '. . ere given to the miners and the Indians were awarded
a replacement strip on the opposite side of the reservat!on. 49

46

"Report of Hescalero lte'ency," (Agent W.H.H. Llewellyn) in
Report of C.I.A., 188), p.116; "Report of 1-1escalero Agency,"
(Agent Frederick C. Godfroy) in Report of C.I.A., 1876, p.106;
"Report of Nescalero Agency," (Ae-ent H.H.H. Llewellyn) in
Report of C.I.A., 1881, p.194.

47

"Report of f·1escalero Agency," (Agent Fletcher J. Cowart) in
Report of C.I.A., 1889, p.254.

48

"Report of Nesca1eI'o Agency," (Agent \oJilliam Crothers) in
Report of C.I.A., 1875, pp.329-330; "Report of Mescalero
Agency," (Agent Frederick Godfroy) in Report of C.I.A.,
1877, p.154.

49

Report of C.I.A., 1882, p.lxvii.
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In countless ways the Indians hecame the victims of frontier
society ',.;he"e, as one agRnt
were

rf~ports,

"the civil au thori ties

almost powerless to prot8ct life and property," and

frequently the offices of

Ulf>

Indian Bureau were also controlled

by corrupt frontier groups.
Life in New Nexico was dominated by the Santa Fe Ring.
Originally formed to control the allocation of land, the ring
spre8.d to other enterprises au new opportunities for profit
developed, a....'1d soon secured a grip on Indian affairs.

''/ben

martial law, under General Carleton, ended in New Hexico, there
was a chance for the ring to resume control of the Indian Bureau.
The cries of alarm and despondency ended and the official
correspondence of the Superintendent of Indian Affairs was filled
with applications for appointments to Indian agencies as New
Nexicans saw the change of f,Towing rich through Indian contracts.
By 1865 much of the economy of lJew Hexico was based on the
expenditures of the federal 3"overnment for army and Indian supplies,
and those administering Indian affairs could always receive a "cut"
at the expense of the Indians. 50
On the Hescalero reserv8.tion affairs i.ere controlled by the
two traders, Najar L.G. Nurphy ::md Captain Emil Fritz.

They

succeeded in duping Superinter:dent Nathaniel Pope into believing
that peace with the Indians harl been achieved through their' good
management.

51

'rhey then deliborately falsified the numbers of

50 Howar,l Lamar, The Far

SOllthw~st,

1846- 1912, New Haven:

Yale Univ. Press, 1966, pp.132-134.

51

"Report of New Nexico :)u perin tendency, tt (Superintendent
Nathaniel Pope) in Report of C.I.A., 1872, p.371.
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reserv~tion,

InJians on the
more

,.

SUpp.l18S.

52

',,11en

the

visi ted the agency in lilT J,

r~eatly

nelN

exagerating them, to justify

Superintendent for New Nexico

Ii·~ was

horrified to find that the

tr-:1ders \-Tere totally in t:::ontr()l, :lnd that the agent had no business,
"except to ;.jpprove VO,lr;n~["'1
agents ",ho attempted to

iF-de

t'i~)tI;

l.l1l'~

for him by these men. ,,53

Those

ring were obstructed and rarely

remained long on the reservCl.tion, for eX.<UJlple Agent Crothers was
brought to court on a trumped up charge in 1875 and although
cleared by a cong-ressional investigator he soon resigned. 54
\·lhen the Lincoln County war erupted, between two factions who
were attempting to gain economic and political control of the
region, the Indians were further neglected and many left the
reservation.

So, when the Apache chief Victorio took to the

warpath, he was joined by many Apaches including some from the
f'lescalero reservation. 55

In 1880 the army devised a secret

scheme to bring all the peaceful Indians in so that they could
disarm them.

They enlisted the help of the l1escalero agent, who

was not told that the Indians would be disarmed.

Agent Russell

was furious and informed Colonel Hatch, "If the Indians had mown
this, they would not h;we been here.

They relied upon me as their

friend and came j.n cheerfully ;md promptly ,.,hen I told them to.

52

"Report of Mescalero Agency," (Agent A.J. Curtis) in Report
of C.I.A., 1872, p.401.

53

"Reoort of New Nexico Superin tendency, It (Superintendent Levi
E. Dudley) in Report of C.I.A., 181), p.26).

54

Report of C.I.A., 1875, pp.38-39.

55

Sonnichson,

OPe

cit., pp.161+-172.
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They had no reason to expect anything of this kind, and I will not
be a party to such a
prompted by the

deception.~

'.I f ttle troops many of the Indians tried

presenc~

r; r;

to flee and were fir8d
disarmed, ,. .ere forcpd

I)n.-

to r';lllain

unable to plant their crop:..;.
::tgainst the will of the

Amid the confusion and panic

The majority, dismOlmted and
close to the f'l.gency and were
'Elle

troops remained for nine months,

ac~ent.

Amiast all the disruptions at the Mescalero Agency it was
government policy to try to "civilize" the In<lians.

Reports of

the children's educational pro,'5TeSS were never enthusiastic and
often contradictory.

In

1874 Agent Crothers reported that it

was pointless to think of opening a school until the boundaries
of the reservation were established.
successor had

or~~nized

~nree

years later his

a small school in a room at the Agency

and in 1878 reported that, "the school, taking into consideration
the unsettled state of affairs, has been prosperous and gratifying
in the extreme."

But just two years later Agent Russell w?.s

discouraged by the lack of interest in the school. 51
In 18)52 the first r::escalero were sent away to a boarding
school at

Albuquerc~ue,

and tHO years later a boarding school was

established on the reservation.

Hm"ever, progress was slow.

"It is," General Pope reported in 1881, "idle to talk of civilizing
the }iescalero Apaches.

They are savages pure and simple, and in

the C?untry they occupy, with the inducements to raid and the present
management of the tribe, it is \{Orse than childish to believe that

56 "Report of Hescalero :)uperintendency," (Aeent Samuel
Russell) in Report of C.I.A., 1880, p.130.

51

Ibid., p~131.

A.
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.
" or ever
tney
are .De1.ng

"11 be rec 1"
;:l.1.T!le d • »58

'V1.

The Christian churches
the j·jesc"!.lero °
see~p.d

has

"to be a

b~~n

l~ade

In 1856 the
fi~,e

ve-:.:y little effort to convert

a.:;;~nt

field foC'

done since I have been

in the conduct of the school."

3.sserted that the reservation

;,i~sionqry

~ere

work •

though none

except such as is involved

111 though

the Catholics did

attempt to 'dark with the Hesc'llero their efforts vere very shortlived.

Nissionary activity

H~ich

was generally so closely

associated ;"i th the American "civilizing" prog1'amrne, ,00as almost
entirely lacking on the Hescalero °reserva tiona 59
In 1900 the Eescalero '..ras one of the many Indian tribes,
scattered throughout the \-lest, which was managing to eke out a
living on a reservation, but which did not embrace with any
enthusiasm the civilization of the "\fui te Eyes," as the Apaches
called the ;\ne:dcans.
defi~mt

At the Bosque Redondo reservation the

Hesc?,lero chief, Cadete, had explained his hostility to

American civilization to Captain John Cremony:
"You desire our children to learn from books, and
say, that because you have done so, you are able
to huild all those big houses, and sail over the
sea, and talk with E'c'l.ch other at any distance, and
do r:-::my ,o1onderful t~ings; now, let me tell you what
we think.
You begin when you are little to work
harJ, and ,yOrk until you are men in order to begin
fresh \-lork.
You S'ly that you work hard in order
to learn how to work well.
After you get to be
men, then you say, the labor of life coa~ences;
then too, you build big houses, big ships, big
town, and everything else in proportion.
Then,
after you have got them all you die and leave
them behind.
Now, we call that slavery.
You are
slaves from the time you begin to talk until you
die; but we are free as air, we never work, but the

58

59

"Report of General John Pope," in Report of Secretary of
~,

1881, p.118.

"Report of Nescalero Agency," (Agent Fletcher J. Cowart) in
Report 0: C.I.A., 1886, p.20l.
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}lexicans 'lw1 others ,vork for us.
Our wants are
few and easily supplied.
The river, the "Hood,
and plain yipld ::>Jl that ,.e require, and ,,,e will
not be s1:::ve8; nor' \"il1 '."re sent O'..l1' children to
your schools ~ Tlherf~ they only learn to become like
yourselves. tltJO
By

1900 the "i tuation

there is nothing to

I)

f

til" . ie:1calero

8ug~e:l

t

th~

Indi8.-Yls had altered, but

t they looked on American society

with any more favourable eyes.

The Omaha Heservation, Nehraska.
The Omaha Indians had inhabited the state of Nebraska since
the time the white man arrived on the continent.

Although some

of their legends informed them that they had moved from the East,
where they had lived near a great body of water, they had not

b~en

removed forcibly by the whites and they had never fought a war with
the United States.

61

In 1870 the Omaha had been in contact with the whites for
approximately two centuries.

Trading with the French and later

the English the tribe had learnt the profit to be gained from
.

hunting an d t rapplng.

62

Living in villages, in houses made of

earth and timber, they grew corn, squash, melons and beans. 6)
Twice a year they abandoned their homes to follow the buffalo in
a

co~~unal

hunt, which not only provided them with food and clothes

but also broue-ht

la.r~e

profits throue-h the trading of hides.

60

John C. Cremony, "The Ap r1.Che Race," Overl'3.nd l.'1onthly,
Vol. I, September 1868, p.207.

61

Alice C. "!<'letcher and F'r',.ncis La Plesche, The Omaha Tribe,
Washington D.C.: G.P.O., 1911, p.)3.

62

Ibid., p.614.

6)

Clark ;";issler, The Ind Vms of the United States, New York:
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 191+0, p.178.
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Persuing the buffalo on 11OI'seback they temporarily lived in
teepees which w,=,-:e rea,Hly t[";msportable.
The Omahas \·;ere

nnt;

\,,3.rrior people.

.1.

org:J,nize themselves foc rl"d>nce they did not
of aggression.

p~ople

t;110

p~~rticipate

in wars

'H!cond.'1ry; its true function was

"'.I;ar ',n:.>

protective--to !-}lard

Although able to

from outside enemies. 1t64

Religion

influenced .'111 aspects of their life; they believed in a mysterious
life power that permeated all natural forms and forces and all
Thus even their tribal organiz-

phases of man's conAcious life.

ation, and the rites attending their buffalo hunt, had important
. . t ua1 Slgnl
. . f'lcance. 65
splrl

However, the quest for game for

profit had introduced new motives not consistent with traditional
Omaha ideas and customs, and had altered the people's ancient
wbile contact with white society had already

mode of life.

forced chan,'?,'e on the O!"1ahas, the events of the h.st three decades
of the nineteenth century were to foster even more dramatic changes.

1854 the Omahas siV:ed a treaty with the United states

In

agreein~::

10 C3. te

to surrender

lar~~e

on a re ~vrv·1. tion () f:'

. 66

The treaty

NisSOUTl.

to individuals.

In

areas of their hunting grounds and
1,1.+2,

3h5 ar::l"es on the banks of the

~ti:nl1at~~d

thr-lt the la.Ild \·Tould be allotted

1872 the reservation was su:rveyed and ten years

later, by an Act of Congress, the Indians were a.rarded their h.nds
in severalty.

67

64 Fletcher and La Flesche,

65

Ibid.,

u.s.

ei t., p.211.

pp.134-143, 595-()lO.

66 U.s. stat.
67

OPe

L. , Vol.

X, p.1043.

Stat. L. , Vol. XXII,

p.341.
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To begin 14i th, the Omaha IS locatj_on on a reservation made
little difference to their lives.
their aT'J-'1ual hlL.'1t
ne'.

agricultur~l

~.nd

'l:ney continued to

eo out on

far:ned their fielcls, increctsingly adopting

P1ethods l""rnt froiT: the mission8.ries.

But as

ti1e buff2lo decreased in nuraber the Indians were forced to become
more and more dependent on their farm produce.

They grew larger

amounts of maize and wheat and began to raise small numbers of
pigs a.'1d cattle.

But slowly they became poor.

They never

received ration8 from the goverrunent but as their situation worsened
they turned to their old ceremonial rites.
~ney

WaS

revived the ceremony of Anointing the Pole.

The Pole

a sacred object which, according to legend, had been given to

the tribe as a symbol of their unity.

It represented both the

authority by which the tribe was governed (whioh had been granted
by supernatural powers) and also the men of the tribe as defenders
and providers of the home.

Associated Hith a system of complicated

mythology it was respected and feared by all the Omaha and was the
central object in a complicated ritual that was performed
annually.

68

The loss of the buff8_1o wa.s felt by the tribe for more than
economio reasons, for the herds were important to the Omahas'
social patterns and relie-iolls ceremonies.

Because of the loss

of the buffalo the tribe, one year, invested in thirty head of
cattle as a substitute to serve in the Anointing the Pole ceremony_
The ceremony was performed three times before the Omaha despaired

68 The Pole is now in the Peabody Nuseum of Harvard University.
The mysteries surrounding it meant that until September 1888
La Flesche and Fletcher were unable to discover the legend

associated with it; the Pole commanded so much fear and respect
none of the Omaha was prepared to talk about it.
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of its

po~er to help.6 9

peaceful and sedentary r:31,U,;;, !3,nd their knowledge of agriculture
meant that government

CJrfi~j'll,3

changes that were beinG

~'l)rn.~d

civilizing as a more or

les~-l

fre~'_lently

on

were oblivious to the

the tribe al'ld ree;arded their

straight forward task.

'rhe Omahas had smmd agricultural knowledge, deapi te the
fact that, until the first J.iission was established for them by
the Presbyterians in 1845, they had never seen corn planted in
. rows or used a plough.

The Omaha for generations had grown

corn and squash in small garden patches on the borders of streams. 10
Because of their long standing familiarity ,ofi th agriculture, and
the fertility of the soil in Nebraska, the Omahas appeared to
respond well to the government's proeramme for encouraging farming
among the Indians.

Traditionally, agricultural work had been

carried out by ':Tomen, al thoue;h ,.hen necessary the men did help.11
In 1872 the agent to the Omaha was able to report the farm "labor
having been performed almost exclasively by the men.,,1 2

In the

seventies consta::1t pro _;ress was reported also in "the Indians'
mana'5er1ent of~heir farm lvork.,,13

In 1870 only 506 acres of

ground were under cultivation; hienty seven years later 9,000

69

Fletcher and La Flesche,

OPe

cit., pp.2l7-260, 634-635.

10 Ibid., pp.2 69, 614, 626.
11

Alice C. Fletcher, L8.n(h:l in Severalty to Indians, Salem, 1885,
p.1.

12

ItReport of Omaha Agency," (Agent 'E. Painter) in Report of
C.I.A., 1878, p.603.

73

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent Jacob Vore) in Report of
C.I.A., 1878, p.~R7.
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acres were being cultivatecl. 74
The Omaha was one of the first tribes to have its lands
allotted (even by l8:,)!) U19re were only half a dozen tribes living
on their ovm patente(l inii vi dual plots). 75

So they were

frequently used as an exa.npl" of the benefits to be gained through
the official policy of !l11otrnBnt. 76

The tribe had also petitioned

Congress to ask to have its land granted in severalty.77

When

their kindred tribe, the Ponca, were forcibly removed to the dreaded
"hot country" (Indian Territory), an event which attracted the
sympathy of all America, the Omahas became anxious that their own
homes might be in danger.

On discovering that the land certificates

they held did not guarantee legal ownership they began an active
campaign to secure their land in severalty.

This action, although

only supported by part of the tribe, was seen as public proof of
the Omahas' progress towards "civilization" and taken as general
evidence of all Indians' desire to own their land. 78
However, it was among the Omaha that some of the early evidence
that the allotment policy

w~s

not a total success can be found.

In the early 1890's rumours began to be heard that the Omaha were
less hard working and thrifty than before; a secret document was
circulated in the House of Representatives that substantiated the
TUmour.

At the Lake Mohonk Conference Professor C.G. Painter

publicly denied that the Omaha were raising less gTain than before

74

Report of C.I.A., 1870, p.340; Report of C.I.A., 1897, p.502.

75

Mohonk, 1890, p.13.
Patents had at this time been granted to
the Sissetons in Dakota, the Chippewas on I,ake Superior and
two or three tribes on the west coast and in Indian Territory.

76

Fletcher,

77

Sen. Misc. Doc., No. 31, 47 Cong., 1st Sess.

78

Fletcher and La Flesehe, Ope cit., pp.635-641.

OPe

cit., p.13.
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when their land had bAen unallotted.
reported to the

Commi~'nio!ler

ean be noted, and in

received

fro~ annuiti0~'1

leasing thei r tri b81

that "little, if any, improvement

S0rne re~lp9cts

has been for the wor'3e."
t

1

am

obliged to say the change

explained that the money the Indians

He

that which they gained through

plu:1

};llV);]

But the Innians' agent

:md

inni vidual allotments, was "enough

to enable them to liv8 without exertion on their part.

AS

a

result the area of cultivation has decreased. 79
'fo

white officials the Omaha appeared to have a more cohesive

and "civilized" form of government than many other tribes.
Although their traditional cotmcil, which had been vested with all
tribal authority, had been disrupted and weakened since the tribe's
contact with white traders, nevertheless it was still a recogni.zable
power. 80

The agent superimposed government authority on this

traditional tribal institution.

Appointing the chiefs himself he

enlisted their help in governing the tribe. 8l

But as all counci1-

men were selected by the agent rather than chosen by the people,
there was no opportunity for any but the most "progressive" Indians
to share in the administration of power.

All authority was centred

not in the Indians but in the United States Indian agent, and the
government agents simultaneously exploited the traditional power
structure while seeking to end the Indians' tribal relations.
While it is clear that even before 1870 factions existed within
the tribe, they subsequently became a glaring feature of Omaha life.

79

Mohonk, 1891, pp.71-73; "Report of: Omaha Agency," (Agent
Robert H. Ashley) in Heport of C.I.A., 1892, p.306.

80

Fletcher and La Flesehe,

81

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent E. Painter) in Report of
C.I.A., 1812, p.604.

OPe

cit., pp.134-l96, 635.
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In 1889 a visitor from the

',\fomen'

s National Indian Association

noted, "Politically they are in a divided state, there are cliques
growing out of old family feuds. 82

The disruption of the

traditional power structure and the pressure exerted by government
officials meant that existing divisions within the tribe deepened
and became permanent.

During their early days on the reservation

one group formed a village, laid out roads, built houses and grew
the first wheat ever cultivated by the Omahas; this group became
known to the "conservative" members of the tribe as "the village
of the make believe white men. ,,8;

Discord within the tribe grew,

and although in the 1870's it was considered that the tribe was
capable of administering its own affairs, the rapid decline in
morale meant that by 1892 the agent was complaining that

altho~h

"nominally the Omahas are supposed not to be under the charge of
an agent" he spent more time working for them than for their
neighbouring tribe the Winnebagoes. 84
The Omaha tribe, despite their peaceful inclinations, did not
receive the uninterrupted attention of any miSSionary group.
Under Grant's Peace Policy the Omaha Agency was assigned to the
Friends, who administered the Agency briefly although the Presbyterians continued their missionary work.

The Presbyterians had

established their first permanent mission among the Omaha in 1845.
When the Indians moved to their reservation the Mission followed,
and in 1858 a large school was built which functioned for nearly
thirty years.

However, only a few of the Indians were attracted

82

Mohonk, 1889, p.lOS cf. speech of Mrs. A. S. Dunton; P. Richard
Metcalf, "Who Should Rule at Home?" Journal of.Amerioan History,
Vol. LXI, June '14 - March '75, pp.65l-66>

83

Fletcher and La Flesche,

84

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent Robert H. Ashley) in Report
of C.I.A., 1892, p.;o6.

OPe

cit., pp.631- 6 33.

The. Omaha School and seventy scholars, 1879.
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to Christianity; the majority continued to follow their traditional
..

re 1 l.gl.on.

85

"'They have

r1''V,'?T

been the subject of persistent

missionary labour,'! theil' <:i'nt reported in 1884, "and. as a
consequence • •

.

havi~ [,n1-"~

faith in the teaching of their

medicine man than in Gospel tl-:':;tchings.,,86

At the end of the

century there werA only fort.! five church members. 87
Although in terms of their tribal government, their adherence
to Christianity, and

th~ir

farming activities, it appeared to many

officials at the Bnd of .the century that the Omahas were not
fulfilling previous hopes for their advancement, and in many cases
were retrograding, they did show an increasing interest in their
schools.

In 1870 there was already one school on the reservation,

with seventy six pupils, and the agent planned to open two more·
"as the Omahas manifest great interest in the education of their
children. ,,88

r:lhe influence of the schools and the Indians

past trading traditions meant a large number spoke !!;nglish and
could read and write fluently.8 9

In 1897, out of a population

of one thousand one hundred and seventy, four hundred and twenty
five could read; there was Rmple accommodation in the school and
90
most of the children were attending.
In the face of numerous

85

Fletcher and La Flesche, op. cit., pp.631-633.

86

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent Geoffrey l'T. Wilkinson) in
Report of C.I.A., 1884, p.164.

87

"Report of Omaha Agency, ,! (Agent W.A. Mercer) in Report of
C.I.A., 1897, p.48b. At the present time the majority of
Omahas are not Christian.
Although they no longer adhere
to the traditional beliefs of the tribe the majority are
members of the Native AMerican Church.

88

'!Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent E. Painter) in Report of
C.I.A., 1870, pp.7l4-71G.

89 Ibid., p.717; "Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent Arthur FAiwards)
in Report of C.I.A., 1881,

pp.187-189~

90 R,!'!"Rort .of U.I.A., 1897, p.486.
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discouraging signs it was possible for Agent Ashley to remain
optimistic about government policy and to report, "I have no
doubt of the policy now pursued by the

in giving first

~epartment

importance to the ed11cation of the youth, and then in using all
available means in assisting allot tees who will go to work to
open uIl farms.,,9 1

The Winnebago Reservation, Nebraska.
In 1870 over two thirds of the Winnebago tribe lived on a
reservation north of the Omaha, on lands that had once belonged
to the Omaha tribe.

The ':1inne bago came from Wisconsin; when they

had come to Wisconsin is unknown and their legends

~,d

traditions

have no details of the migration, but they were probably the tribe
that constructed the curious earth mounds in that state.
treaties with the United

~tates

Signing

government in 1825 and 1832, they

had ceded most of their lands and moved to a small reservation.
In 1840 they relinquished all title to their old country east of
the Mississippi and moved to the territory of Iowa, although sorne
In 1846, 1853

of the tri b" rA;;Flined behinJ in their old lands.

and again in 185b, the majority of the tribe moved to a series of
different reservations in Einnesota, finally E'nding up on the Blue
Earth reservation.

They remained at Blue

Eart~

for six years, but

after the Indian outbreak of 1862 the whites in the area became
hostile to all Indians and demanded their removal.

In consequence

they were taken to Crow lireek reservation, South Dakota; but here
they suffered severely from hun6er and disease and so escaped
down the Missouri to the Omaha, who sold them a part of their

91

"Report of Omaha Agency," ~Agent Robert H. Ashley) in Report
of C.I.A., 1892, p.307.
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lands. 92

Thus the 'Ninnebago living in Nebraska in 1870 were

the remnants of a once powerful woodlands tribe who in the
course of forty Y·2ars had moved their habi ta t seven times.
At the ti!'1e of their reL"loval from 11:innesota it was reported
that the din..'18bago 'Here peaceably engaged in agriculture and that
the majority were thriving industrious farmers. 93

However,

these Indians were not exclusively farmers by tradition.

In

Wisconsin they had lived in permanent villages, in bark lodges,
and had gro\m corn, squash and beans.

Their contact with whites

since the seventeenth century meant that for a long time they had
used

~~opean

farm implements; they also fished and collected wild

fruits and berries.

But hunting had been their most important

means of subsistence, and provided the basis of their system of..
. 1 s t an d'~ng. 94

soc~a

In the early 1870's the

~'[in!1ebagoes

individual plots of land in Nebraska.

were allotted their own
However, allottees were

often ignorant of the fact that they had been given land; sometimes they would have been given an English name for this purpose
and so would be unahle to rgcognize themselves on the patent.
Alice C. Fletcber, an anthropologist who had been employed by the
government to allot the lands of the ','linnebago, arrived on the
reservation in 1888.

92

She made an effort to clarify past patents,

John Swanton, The Indian Tribes o~ North America, Smithsonian
Institution Bureau of Americ~'1 Ethnology, Bulletin 145,
Washington D.C.: G.P.O., 1952, pp.258-259i Edward E. liill,
"~,7innebago Agency," in Historical Sketches for Jurisdictional
and Subject Headin;;;s Used for the Letters Received by the
Orfice of Indian Affairs, 1824-1880, Washington D.C.: National
Archives, 1907, pp.1-5; Report of C.I.A., 1812, pp.414-415.

9} Report of C.I.A., 1872, p.4l4.
94

Paul Radin, "The Winnebago Tribe," in Thirty-Seventh Annual
Report of the Bureau of American 5:thnoloey, Washington D.C.:
G.P.O., 1923, pp.49-151.
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as well as to encourage as many Indians as possible to move away
from the bottom lands of the

J.~issouri

river (where firewood was

in good supply) to the more fertile western extremity of the
reservation.

However, the allotment of ".linnebago lands did not

encourage the Indians in farming.

Frequently their hay and crops

were destroyed by wandering cattle and many submitted to pressure
from whites to lease their land. 95

One agent expressed serious

doubts about the efficiency of allotting land in severalty to the
Winnebago.

He suggested that "splendid theories often prove

faulty in application and actual practice.

It seems to my mind

we are trying to erect a new superstructure without removing the
debris of the past."

His doubts were to be substantiated for in

1892 Agent Beck found that large areas of the reservation had been
leased by a big company, and plots were then being sub-let to
individual white farmers.

96

The ",'Iinnebago, like the Omaha, came

to be associated, even by reformers th~mselves (who had supported
the Dawes Act of 1887), with all the -problems associated with
allotment.

By the end of the century "nearly all the Winnebago

had their a110tmenis or at Ip.ast a portion of their land leased to
white settlers.,,97
Although the frequent migrations of the Winnebago split up the
tribe and destroyed its old economic base, the Indians maintained
their traditional religious practices.

They believed in a world

"people by an indefinite number of spirits who
existence in many ways."

l~ese

manifested

their

spirits had the power to bestow

all socio-economic ble8sings and could be appealed to through fasting

95 Alice

C. Fletcher to S.':ihitlesey, September 20, 1888, in
}:'ohonk, 1888, p.7; Mohonk, 1889, p.86; Hohon..1c, 1899, p.36.

96

91

Mohonk, 1895, pp.ll, ~4.
"Re,!>ort of Winnebago Agency," (Agent W.A. Mercer) in lle1)ort
of C.I.A., 1883, p.l05.
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and the offering of tobacco.
be given

t~eir

own Guardian

Individuals in a vision might also
3~irit.

AirL'lebago religion had been

closely i!1tertwined ;;ith everyday life.
warrior had to fast, and

someti~es

spirits as to the best strategy.
and a long life were frequently

would receive guidance from the
Ap~eals

mad,~

and feasts were common events. 98

Before going to war a

AS

for success,

hap~iness

to the spirits and ceremonies
the tribe was forced to

change socially and economically these ties were inevitably loosened,
b~,t

the religious ceremonies continued.

In 1883 the Winnebagoa!s)

agent reported, "these people are nearly all under the control of
their own religious teachers, there is little outward respect
shown the Sabbath, and dances, all more or less religious, are
frequent. u99

At the end of the century the Winnebagoes ' adherence

to their past customs was seen as a major impediment to the
"civilization" of the tribe.

The Superintendent for Indian

::}c11001s a.'rld many reformers believed that it was ridiculous to
send children back to such an environment, as their old life was
still so s t rong th ey would no t b e a bl e t 0

. t succumb'~ng. 100

res~s

Paul l{adin, the anthropoJ agist visited the tribe in the early
twentieth century and discovered thqt despite radical economic
and political disruption "the ideological superstructure of the
tribe, based on religion, ritual, music and mythology, was still

98 Paul Radin, liThe Hinnebago 'l'ribe,tI op.cit., pp.207-213.

Radin examines in detail not only the religious beliefs of
the Winnebago but the different types of ceremonials.

99

"Report of 1,1inne bago Agency," (Agent Geoffrey W. Wilkinson)
in Renort of C.I.A., 1883, p.l05.

100 Mohonk, 1897, p.27.
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St rong

and

.
was recel. vlng
ne;v

ernp

h aS1S.
.
,,101

'l'he w;mdering character of the Winnebagoes was constantly
noted by their agents.

Nebraska was not their traditional home

and they would make frequent visits to the .iinnebago in Wisconsin,
and also often take jobs off the reservation.

"They are prone

to leave their comfortable houses," reported Agent Wilkinson,
"and take their teepee and family and go on the railroad in the
summer, or to the timber in the winter, and work by the day. ,,102
often they would stay on the reservation during the crop season
and then seek other emplOyment • .,103
The experiment of "self-government 11 first attempted with the
Omaha was also tried in a more limited way with the

~Vinnebago,

although the latter remained under the agent's administration.
The experiment was intended to foster a knowledge of republican
government while Simultaneously breaking down the tribal relations,
ulti~ate

but the elected chiefs never held

authority.

The first

"election" was held in 1871, but the previous year the agent,
annoyed by the obstructiveness of the conservative chiefs, had
"thought it expedient to make an enUre change of the chiers."
He therefore "selected

ana

appointed to that station t\velve of
,

the most enterprising young men."-

101

102

Of~_

Although he retained ultimate

Paul Radin, "The Culture of the Winnebago as Described by
Themselves," International Journal of American Linguistics,
Memoir 2, Indiana Univ. Publications in Anthropology and
Linguistics, pp.l~2.
"Report of Winnebago Agency," (.Agent Geoffrey W. Wilkinson)
in Renort of C.I.A., 1082, pp.172-173.

103

"Report of ',7innebago Agency," (Agent Geoffrey W;.Vilkinson)
in Report of C.I.A., 1884, p.162.

104

"Report of Winnebago Agency," (Agent Howard ~.'Jhi te) in (eport
of C.I.A., 1870, p.705; "Report of '.linnebago Agency," Agent
Howard vVhite) in Renort of C.I.A., 1371, ~.866.
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authority the agent fplt th'lt he need.ed more financial power so
th3.t he could "persuade" the Indians to send their children to
'"nen in lC.l7!~-;1':v8n out of the twelve elected chiefs

school.

were "cons'ervatives" ",ho ;1.11 ~1Up(lorted traditional tribal customs
including the medicine

nc1nr:~fl,

tl1e agent complained that they used

their influence ae:::tinst the school, "and by the end of the term
it was difficult, and almost impossible, to get the children on
the school-house."

105

In terms of the

2-overnm~nt'

were fairly advanced.

s educational goals the WinYlebago

A large number in the tribe could speak

English, and in 1870 there ,,,ere already three day schools, dotted
between the nine

~iles

of Indian settlement, enrolling two

and forty of the children.
was common.

hun~ed

HmJever, opposition from the parents

The agent complained that they "consider ",hen a child

goes to school that they confer a favor on the whitp. man instead
of themselves," and after the construction of the iiinnebago boarding
school, as there was nOH sufficient school accommodation for all
the children, he sugb...~sted that compulsory education -should be
1 n6

enforced.--

By

1884 all the \v'innebago children were in school

rl.nd the Indian he8.dmen -,lerA apfH)j nted as inspectors to listen to
any grievances the ,:"In.rents

I;]i_~ht

have.

107

Al though some of the

children were sent away to the off-reRervation schools, the

~'iinnebago,

like all the Indian tribes, preferred them to be educated on the

.

reserva t l.on.

108

105

"Report of Hinneba30 Agency, It (A~ent Taylor Bradley) in·
Report of C.I.A., 1874, p.289.

106

"Report of lv'inneba,~o Agency," (Agent Edwards) in Report
of C.I.A., 1881, p.188.

107

"Report of ',/innebago Agency," (AGent Geoffrey \;,'. Wilkinson)
in Report of C.I.A., 1884, p.163.

108

"Report of '\vinneoago AGency, It (Agent H.A. Nerc,=r) in Report
of C.I.A., 1899, p.178.
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In Septc)-:-oer 1873 A;ent :IowarJ ~.~·hi te returned to the '..{innebago
Agency after an absence of two years.

He had been the Winnebago

a.;ent fro~ 1'%9 to HnJ 2.nd ".r;:to favollrably irfl)ressed with the
pro~:ress

they 112.d ;:an.e.

>:!.kini; compari sons

~.;i th

their si tU3. tion

seve:! yearc2'1r1ier ice noted. their. progreos in agriculture, the
t:\!~

discontinu"I,nce 0f rations,

imract made by the schools and the

work of the elected h~ad.!nen, p.ll of \.,hich he found very encouraging. 109
However, by the end of the century not only had the boarding
school been burnt to the

~ollnd,

hut also there were other less

accidental signs that the \'linnebcv;o were far from "civilization".
Leasing their 13.!lds to ""hi te farmers and

cattlem~m

the '>'linnebago

lived in poverty ;md idle!1ess ,and c1espi te a superficial veneer
of white "civilization", they clun2' to their tradition::!.l religion
and heliefs.
mytholo::y

~mrl

But nOv1 their traditional religion, rituals,
'nusic ,.,ere div.)rced from their immediate daily life;

there vIas a .:y"p between the dernanrls of their life on the reservation
and their

,sri~

It',{oatever

cre~'.tive

and inflexible attachment to th8ir old traditions.

cO:lcentr'ltetl on
rem8.ined. over

energy still existed in the tribe was feverishly

these 8.spects

"\)T.'

I

of

t:le past and very little

"1"1,Y new .• E'VP llJpm.<>n ts.

llO

The Sioux or D::tkota
The Sioux as a tribe are probably the best known Indians in
the United 3tates.

The word 'sioux' means 'enemies' in the

language of the Chippewa, hut the Indians called themselves 'Dakota'
meaning 'allies'.

109

Numbering aro1.llld 25,000 in the mid-eighteenth

nReport of ;"iinnebago A::;ency," (Agent Howard \1i:li te) in. Report
of C.I.A., 1871, p.867.

110 Paul Radin, "The Hinnebago rribe," in Thirty Seventh Annual
Report of the3ureau of Alnerican Ethnoloa, Washington D.C.:

G.P.O., 192), p.224.
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century, the tribe was divided into sm"!,ll bands which fell into
three groups; e3,stern, c:e:ltr'll and western.

Sharing the same
lll

language the group :Jl-;oLe C,-nd still speak) different dialects.
Tne Eastern, or

Sant'~f:

Hdewkanton, \-.iahpeton,
",ere the Yanktons

~nrl

dLvi:.3ion, can be classified as four bands:

Sisseton.

1!lahfl~kute,

'Lmktonais; and to the west of them were

the Tetons, who fell int0 :,Jeven tJands:
Hunkpa.ra,

r''iiniconjo~

The Central division

Brule (Upper and Lower)

Og'lala, Two Kettle, Sans Arc, Blackfoot.

112

Althoush originally sprincing from the same group and aware
their common

backgro~~d,

of

the separation of the three divisions

meant that by the nineteenth century the Santee, Yankton and Teton
Sioux had developed distinctive traits.

The Santee Reservation t ;iebraska.
The b8nds of Sioux th'1 t '''r.'re collected on the Scmtee reservation 'llere the Hdewakanton and '....ghpekute.

Even in the eighteenth

century their habits "tnll culture ,'lere far more "0eaceful and
sedentary than those of their western cousins, and the permanent
vil1'l,..:es of th-'" i·d"Hakanton ,rere 1.vell mown to tr-:tvellers visiting

In the e8rly nineteenth century
their li;!? was essentially that of a woodlands el11. ture:
bark cabins they
fruits and nuts.

v:e,'1

living in

small fields of corn and collected wild berries,

They also fished in the surrowlding streams, but

III

The :~8stern ~-;roul") c'{llell themselves "Dakota", the Central
group "Nakota" ;lad t;t',e \~'eJtern group "Lakota".
Ho;"ever,
when the Siou,"{ 18.rl'~ua;'8 W'lS produced in a written form by
the missionaries the hooks were comprehensible to all.

112

John 'i.. SW8.nton, 'rne Inrli. "tn Tribes of North America, viashingto!l,
G.P.O., 1952, Bureau of "\merican Ethnology, Bulletin 145,
pp. 280-284; Rober't A Lowrie, The Indians of the Plains, .aew
York: McGraw Hill, 1954, pp.6-9.
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re:n;;.ined lar3'ely dependent on hunting.
villas-es to

ill an annual deer hunt.

parti~ipate

the f"'.r 01 ilies oimed

Each year they left their

hors'~fl,

l)y

Sioux had not accomplish8d

th~

Although some of

(-he mid-nine teenth centnry the Santee
tr:ulsi tion to t.he plains 0'1.1 ture

achieved by the Yan:cton ~ud 'r\~ton ;-roups.113
The Santee Sioux

Si{~118c1 a

Sta tes government, cedinG" more

series of tre8.ties with the United
n.ml

more lands.

In 1851 they

sig:led the Treaties of rrraverse des Sioux and Hendota and agreed to
se ttl e

·
nil
on a reserva t lon.

Although removed to a new location,

their style of life did not change markedly; they continued to
plant crops, and to hunt ,'l..'1d fish.

But as game was now scarce

they were increasingly dependent on government annuities.

Encour-

aged by white missionaries, John Hilliamson and Alfred Riggs, who
had moved with them from their old location, the Indians farmed
and cultivated t.he

In 185G Riggs formed the ItHazeh,rood

l~md.

:1epublic", a volunt8.ry association of Indians whose members agreed
to abandon their native habits ",nd dress, and to farm their own
individual allotments of land. 115

The Indians were constantly

harass9 rl by white settlers; a,ftel.' a series of murders by the whites
the republic was broken up in l;Jf,)O.
In 1862 the famed IIinnesota Sioux uprising took place.

Caused

largely by a build up of frustr.ations and grievances over unfulfilled
treaties and numerous pressures from white settlers, various groups
of Sioux Indians, in an uncoordinl.ted war, attacked towns and
government fortresses and murdered numbers of white civilians.

113

Lowrie, op. cit.,

The author analyses the culture of the Plains

and argues that while th8 S.8ntee shared certain cultural charact-

eristics with the oth'~r Sioux theirs was not a Plains culture;
Samuel 1,:. Pond, "The Dakotas or Sioux in Minnesota as they
were in 1834," Ninnescita Historical Collection, XII, 1905-1908,
pp.319-50l.
114

u.S. Stat. L., Vol.

x,

pp.949-953, 951+-959.

115 Report of' C. I! A!, 1358. p·.50','
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Hany of thE> Indians WAre opposed to the war, but when eventually
it was crushed by the ;;iiJitTry, thirty eight Indians were hanged
at Fort S:lellingmd tele (!L ti7.ens of I'Iinnesota united in a coordin-tted effort to expf'l

r.'ie

Indip>ns from their state.

116

The

Santee Sioux \-Jere nov' fn!.'Cl-d t.o leave their traditional home in
Ninnesota and the tri bl')
ba.'1.ds 'lI'ere forcibly

WIa

r~moved

Crow Creek, South Dakota.

(Uvided.

The t-rdewkanton and Wahpekute

to a newly established reservation at
'fhe land proved to be ill-sui ted for

farming, and ',ihen a peace commission visited the Indians they found
them in a "state of semi-starvation" and recommended that they be
117
'
remove d t 0 a b e tt er reserva t lone

So in 1866 the Indians and

their agency were moved to a site on the Hissouri in Nebraska, which
proved to be their permanent settling place.

118

The Santee's murderous past And their subsequent move in the
direction of "civilizatio[l" \vas fre'luently cited as proof of the
possibility of civilizin.'j :111 Indians.

Recognized as members of

the)ioux tribe, the differences between them and their Teton
relations were i611ored.

Stress was laid instead on the Santees'

remarkable +r?,nsform'3ti;m, their

lC!1g'

conta<::ts lli th missionaries,

of which served to endorse the official Indian policy of the United
States.

Durin{; the 1870' s, when the feace Policy wa.s still viewed

116

Roy \,1. I·leyer, Hbtory of the Santee Sioux : United States
Indian Policy on Trial, Lincoln, nebraska: Univ. of Nebraska,
1967, pp.13 6-1J9; Report of C.I.A., 186), pp.294-296.

117

Report ~f C.I.A., 1866, p.230.

118

Alice C. fo'letcher, Incli:"m Gducation and Civilization,
\'lashington D.C.: G.p.n., 1888, pp.470-476.

-

~9

-

wi th suspicion by m;:my Americans, the Sa-"'1tees '.lere pointed to as
evidence

~ luS
'.L

01.

rf"

e.L~lcacy.

119

In 1881 their QMaker agent, referring

to their loc3.tion on individu'l,l f2.TIls, !:'9::1arked !tas they a!'e thus
loc::tted, like \·,hi te people, a s tr3.rlger travelling through the
country would not know t'b'.t he
reserva tion

lml~ss

\';3.8.

tr::welling through an Indian

informed of the fact, for I am sure the majority

of their :;:Jlaces ,:,ould compare f8.vorably with their white neighb ors.

,,120

In 1839 Herbert '.Jelsh concluded that the Santee

represented "the last sb.ge Hhen the Indian has eone all the way
from barbarism tL"1til he emerg-es into the white man's civilization.,,12l
\lhen compared to thp. western SiOUX, the Santee, in the last
three decades of the nineteenth
rapid progress.

centu~J,

can be said to have made

In 1869 a group of S8.ntee broke away from the, .

rest of the tribe, saying they 1..,ished to live a life free from
both their tradi tional chiefs

8.1'ld

United St3.tes agents.

They

esb.blished the !1'ln!'Hlreau Colony, a..nd winning their own land through
homestead rishts, maIl.:!.b'ed, wi t:--.

8.

minimum of government help, to

" den t eh rlS
' t 'lan f ar!llers. 122
est3.blis h t hemse I ves as lnaepen

The

remainder of the tribe, contin11ing 'Jl1der their agent, also achieved
considerable S'-lccess in the ey2s of the Indistn Bureau.
In their first year on the reservation the Indians, encouraged

119

Report of B.I.C., 18 S9, p.9.

120

"Report of Santee Ager.cy," (Aeent Isaiah Lightener) in
Report of C.I.A., lR81, p.lB4.

121

Mohonk, 1889, p.Sl

122

Stephen R. Riggs, r1ary and I : Forty Ye3.rs with the SiOUX,
Boston: Congregational Sunday School and Publishing Society,
l880,pp.265-267; Petition of Flandreau Indians to C.I.~.t
B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., s~~tee Agency.
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by Agent Jan!ley, spread out on indiviclual farms. 123
act, passed by Congress in 1881, provision
tooe issued 1·rith

p:-1.teHLs for

~"as

their land. 124

Through an

made for the Indians
Although the allottine

and patenting of the Tn.:l ian 1 'mds took some time, by 1885 the
reservation

\vCLS

divided, and L.l,lGO.56 acres were opened to settle-

ment by ,.hi tea. 125
believed the
famers.

Indi~ns

'l'h+? a;jen t

98.\<1

this as a huge advance, f'or he

could only benefit from the contact with white

However, it is clear that the whites were anxious to

secure more Indian lands.

In 1886 fifty-four Indians signed a

petition asking that the clause protecting them in the ownership
of their land be waived.

While nothing was done to grant their

wish, by the 1880's many Indians were unofficially leasing their
lands to whites, and, instead of farming, living off the meagre.
rent.

126
The Santee reserv'ltilm in

~Jebraska

was not ideal for fcn:ming

because of the erratic climatic conditions.

In the 1870's there

were good crops some years, but frequently either all or part of
the crop was lost through drou&;ht or infestations of grasshoppers.
At the end of the 1880' s tile drought was chronic, and one agent
reported, "looking over t;le reports of r:ty predecessors for the last
ten years I am satis:'ied that ae-ricul ture has suffered retrogression.,,127

In 1893, after nearly a decade of self-support,

123

"Report of Santee Agency," (Agent Asa M. Janney) in Re120rt
of C.I.:\., 1810, p.227.

124

Report of C.I.A., 1882, p.1l1.

125

ReEort of C.I.A., 1885, pp.lxiv, 136.

126

ReEort of C.I.A., 1894, p.193; ReEort of C.I.A., 1896, p.41;
Report of C.I.A. 1898, p.332.

127

Reoort of C.I.A., 1886, p.190; ReI;!ort of C.I.A.,
ReEort of C.I.A. ,1893, p.199.

1890, p.142;
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the India..'13 reiJ.uested th'3.t rations be issued, and the agent
reported them to be in a starving condition. 1t128
i l t:lou<.;h farmin:= was not 8.1ways totally successful the Indians

gave other demonstrations of progress which encouraged their agents.
In 1881 most of the agency st;].f:, besides the clerk and school
, t en d en'v,
I.
were I n d':lans. 129

Five years earlier the

super~n

Commissioner was informed that "most of the Santees wear citizen's
dress, live in houses, and some are excellent farmers • • • Nearly
all are members and stea.riy at tenders of churches and send their
children to school, and behave themselves as well as anybody."

1)0

In ti1eir political organization the Santee also began to adopt
forms more acceptable to Americans.

Although there was much

~'1d

in 1874 they rejected the

disagreement among the Indians,

suggestion that they should vote for their chiefs, by 1880 they
were electing councilmen by ballot, to stand for a term of two
years.

131

In the early 1890's, the Santees also made their debut

in local government, two of the Indians being elected to the county
board.

132

HO\vever, while there were remarkable signs that the

Santee were embracing
that their old beliefs

<'I

new life, there was also
:mrl c~lstoms

lin~ring

evidence

were not totally destroyed.

As late as 1894 they still held what the agent described as "pagan"
daI'.ces. 133

128

Agent Joseph Clements to D. Browning, June 22, 1894, B.l.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., 3antee Agency.

129

"Report of Santee Agency," (Agent Isaiah Lightener) in Report
of C.I.A., 1881, p.185.

1)0

"Report of Santee Agency," (Ag'ent Charles H. Searing) in
Report of C.I.A., 1876, p.197.

131

Agent Joseph Webster to C.I.A., Jtme 16,1874, B.I.A."R.G. 75
L.R., Santee Agency; "Report of Santee Agency," (Agent Isaiah '
Lightener) in Report of C.I.A., 1880, p.243.

1)2

Report of C.I.A., 1892, p.)12.

133

"Report of Santee Agency," (Age!1.t Joseph Clements) in !aport
of C.I.A., 1894, pp.192"'1~3.
. .'
.
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By the end of the century, more tha.'1 half the Santee were
members of a Christian ehuL'eel.

Undeniably, much of their 'advance'

had bee'} acco:nplished by thp missionaries.

Hot only had prosely-

tizing efforts been can r, l: 11l)llH since Thom'3.s S. 1Iilliamson and
Gideon H. and Samuel H. Pan,l ;'lrst went among the Santee in the
late 1830's, but the missionaries had learnt the Dakota language,
moved with the Indians

~"hen

they moved, and represented and defended

them to both the surroundin;3" sett lers and to the government. 134
Under the Peace Policy the Santee Agency was awarded to the Friends.
Agent Janney, in his first report, noted that lithe people very
generally attend the churches and Sabbath-schools on the first day
of the week, which is a very (1uiet day.
sober and easily governed. ,,135

They are industrious,

While the influence of the

missiom.ries is undeniable it should be remembered that the religious
societies had first chosen the SRntee because of their permanent
settlements and obvious lea!1.in,3s to,,,ards Christi'3n ways.
For the Bureau of Indim Affairs one of the most notable
features of the Santee reservR.tion was its schools.

In

1878 the

agent reported "the educatior1al f-tcilities here are among the best,
there b"'ing' four [Jo8.rding aml f')ur d8.y schools in operation from six
1 ),1;
to ten months in the ye?.r. son ,.,.ho had grown up

amon:~st

In 1870 Alfred Riggs, a missionary's
the Sioux, had alrE'ady opened the

first building of the Santee 1'lorm<1.1 Training School and enrolled

134. Stephen R. Riggs, "Protf~stant Nissions in the Northwest, tt
j·"iinnesota Historical Collentions, Vol. VI, 1894; Winifred
\.;. Barton, Jo~n P. ".iilJ iamson, A Brother to the Sioux,
Chic8.go: FleminG H. :-levell Co., 1919.
135

"Report of Santee Agency," (Agent Asa H. Janney) in RaEort
of C.I.A., 1870, p.698.

1)6

"Report of Santee Agency," (Agent John If. Douglas) in RIi:£2rt
of C.I.A., .l~~{~, "".11 29.
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The Santee Normal Training School was built as a group of' "homes" f'or .
the Indian children . This is "The Dakota Home" c1890 .
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one hundred and ten pupils.
school to make it a

His

a~bition

was to expand the

centre for teachers and preachers

trQinin~

In 1874 a covernment manual labour

for all the Sioux bands.

school was c'1130 op,:'ne(i, and by t':1en +'he SpiscO"!1"'_linns Here establishin e d::ty 3C;1001s in different qre?s of the reservation. 137
The develo.::-,ment of the schools ".,as not always smooth, and on
.
t'ne gover-nmen t
one occaSlon

DurinG the 1890's

the~e

'1
SCt100~

~

. f perlO.
. d 138
. .as c 1 ose d .f or a b rle

was much personal tension between the

school superintendent and the agent and between 1895-1896 there
were four fires at the Agency, ir..cluding

t~.,o

attempts by 30me of the pupils. 139

Episcopalians, who ran

~~e

deliberate arson

three day schools and a girls' boarding school on the reservation,
also lost their !-'iission building in a fire in 1884.

Two years'

previously they had established a boys' boarding school in
Springfield (on the other side of the I'lissouri).

So, when their

IvTission building at Sa."1tee bllrnt do',m, they moved the Mission and
the girls' boarding school to Springfield.
these two institutions to the

gove~~ent.

From 1896 they rented

140

Alfred Riggs was

less amena::,le to :;overnment dem'!:c.is and foueht a hard battle to
enable the Sa.ntee JJormal 'l'r3.inin[; School to be rtm on lines
complementary with his

educ~tional

ideas.

In 1893 he lost his

137

Nissionaries of the i\.'lJerican Board of COTlll!lissioners to Foreign
1'1i83ions, "School Report," in Report of C.I.A., 1810, pp.103,
234, 240; Hary RiSSs, E~rly Days at Santee, Santee, Nebraska:
Santee ~rormal rrraining 3chool Press, 1928, pp.9-ll.

138

"Report of Santee Aeency," (Agent Isaiah Lightene:Q in Report
of C.I.A., 1BB5, pp.20B-209.

139

"Report of Santee Agency," (Agent Joseph Clements) in Report
of C.I.A., 1896, p.204.

140

Report of C.I.A., 1882, p.115; Report of C.I.A., 1884, p.123,
Report of C.I.A., 1896, pp.203-204.
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long fought battle and the

.'~overnment

contract, which had subsidized

· t ,?I 1 • H~l
t 'ne sc h 00 1 ,was t
ermlIl'1

The school survived but was run

on

the Hission.

a

shoe-string and

:i'l'nCf)\l by

The achievementf-l of
re!TI9.rkable, particularl,Y

hII"

'h"ll

schools on the Santee reservation were
measured aga.inst the limited success
.'

of other Indian schools.

In 1897 seven hundred and ninety, of the

nine hundred and eighty-eight Indians on the reservation, could read.
The effect of HigGS' teaching, and his insistence that Indians
should learn to read their OHn language before learning to read
English, was reflected in the fact that only five hundred of the
Indians on the rese.rv"1.tion had "enough English for ordinaryconversation. ,,142

Therefore, a large proportion of those who

could read were literate in Dakota and not English.
By the end of the cent1lry the Santee population had grown.
There were nine hundred clDd seve:!1ty-four Indians on the reservation
in 1870 and one thousand and nineteen in 1898.

Some of the

children 1,'ere being sent to local \-Ihi te schools and educationally
the Santee were probably the most advanced Indians .in America. 143

In

Ho\.:ever, there was a tenclency tf) over-ra.te their progress.

1890 their Agent Sl1:3' _:e0+'0d th'lt the Indians tU'8'ently needed "about
four whit8 farmers" to instruct them in agricultural methods.

He

complained that the zeal of former aeents, who wished to exaggerate
the success of their administrC'ttions, had falsely created the
impression that the Intli':1.ns could manage on their own. 144

Exagger-

ation of the "prot,'Tess" !TIl,(le by the Santee was indulged in by
"friends of the Indian" as \.,ell as government officials.

In'lB99

141

Report of C.I.A., 1894, pp.194, 198.

142

Report of C.I.A., 1897, p.488.

143

Exc!t1'ling the Five Civilized Tribes in Oklahoma.

144

"Report of Sa."ltee Agency," (Agent .Joseph Clements) in&lno*~
of C.r,A., 1890, p.142.
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members of the Lake Hohrmk Conference, ,..ho

ere interestAd in

1..

denonstra ting the advances madr.: by the Indi8.IlS. as ,...el1 as
in troducing economy me'l:mres, openly praised the S;::m tee a..'1d
sug::::-ested that their

A:J,'e:lc,J waG

of the century no-one

HC1.S

now disper:sable .145

At the turn

pr:np.'1.red to acknowledge either the extent

of the chantSe demanded of the Indian, or the existence of a residue
of their former culture which miGht handicap them in American society.

The ero,", Creek and LOHAr Brule Reservations, Dakota Territory
(South Dakota from 1889)
On the Crow Creek reservation lived part of the Lower Yanktonai
band of the Sioux tribe.
another Sioux band:

Lower Brule reservation was named after

the Lo,\.,er Brule.

The Lower Yanktonai's were

central 3iolLX or "\Viciyela"; they had adopted some of the characteristics of the Plain tribes and their most important ceremony was the
&'1nual Sun Dance.

Ho",ever. although possessing large numbers of

horses they were a more sedentary and peaceable group than the
Tetons.

~ne

Lower Brule were Teton Sioux and as High Plains people

had practically divested themselves of all Woodland traits.
Although

sharin~

similar social organization to the other Sioux

they were more individualistic

~md

warlike; their clothing and

personal decoration was more elaborate and their nomadic life
following the buffalo herds had developed in th.em a spirit for
roving and raiding. 146

The Lower Brule was the smallest of the

Teton bands, but they had participated in the negotiations and
the signing of the Sioux Treaty of 1868.

Until 1875, and then

145 Nohonk, 1899, pp.3l-36.

The Agency was not discontinued until
more than twenty years later.

146 Frederick W. Hodge, The Handbook of American Indians North of
Mexico, Washington: G.P.O.,1907, Vol.I, pp.376-380.
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during the period 1882-18'}6, they shared a government agent with
the Indians at Crow Creek, so the comparative difference in the
"advancement" of the two

'_TOUpS

by United States officials.

of Indians was always a point noted

"The Indians of both reservations are

all Sioux," one agent repor-tecl, "but there is a wide difference
between the two tribes in ;'l.lrnost everything that would indicate
0t y. ,,147

un~

The Lower Brule appeared to successive agents and to the
missionaries to be more intractable than the Indians at Crow Creek.
In 1874 the Episcopal church removed their missionary as he was
having such little success with the Lower Brules.

A new Episcop-

alian missionary, Luke \'ialker, arrived in 1880, but he found he
was impeded in his work because the Lower Brule, being camped on the
west bank of the JlIissouri, were in contact with the "turbulent
element which infects the back country." 148

'·.'hile one group of

the Brules did respond to the preasure to make them change, and
the agent reported enthusiastically and exaggerately that while
"once regarded as the worst class of Indians along the river, I
now be1ievo. they are the hest," a second croup resisted. 149

They

were reluctant to leave their band to spread out on the reservation
to farm, and in the eyes of the ae;ent made little progress "in any

147

Edward Hill, Historic~.l :=;v.etches for Jurisdictional and
Subject Headinr;;s, l,iashing·ton D.C.: National Archives, 1967;
"Report of Lower Brule Agency," (Agent A.P. Dixon) in Report
of C.I.A., 1892, p.432.

148

ItReport of the Protp.stant ~LJiscopal I"1dian Commission," in
Report of B.LC., 1874, p.177; "Report of the Bishop of
Niobrara,1I in Report of B.Le., 1830, p.8 y; James Douglas to
C.I.A., May 21, 1878, B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Dakota Superintendency, 11234.

149

"Report of LO'..Jer Brule Agency,1t (A:5ent \Villiam 1,[. Anderson)
in Report of C.I.A., 1889, p.139.
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line except that of open r'::)hellion to authority."
second

8TOUI)

Eventually this

moveel to jnin the L!rge group of -:-lrules on the Rosebud

lC;O
'
r'2serva. t 2.on. 1~3

late as IG7G it '-las vli(ielcT believed, even tJy IEdian a,J"ents,

that "a..YlOther Siou."'{ war

\·ns

in8vi table. 'I

Even in the 1880's

troops were kept stationed close to the reservation.

In 18[16 they

were called to the Lower ilrule reservation to quieten a dispute,
between an Indian callen Usefl11 He8.rt and the white farmer, which
showed signs of leading to an Indian outbreak. 151

Again in 1890

. troops \o,ere called to the reservation ",hen the Lower Brules joined
the twenty thousand Indians (sixteen thousand of whom were Sioux)
who believed in the prophesies of the Indian Messiah, Wovoka, and
supported the Ghost

da..~ce

movement.

However, on neither occasion

"
152
did any vio 1 ence occur on th e reserva t ~on.
The Crow Creek and Lower Brule reservations straddled the
Hissouri river in what is now South Dakota.

Established in 1863

they were at that time part of the Great Sioux Reservation. lS3
'rhe land was fertile but the recurrent droughts made it unsuitable
for farming.

Both the Santee Sioux and the Winnebago had fled from

this area, and agents were to report consistently on the unreliability and

inad~quaCy

of the rainfall.

154

But the Sioux on both

150

"Report of Lower Brule Agency," (Aeent A.P. Dixon) in Report
of C.I.A., 1892, pp.446-4~8.

151

Report of William Pa.rsons, Special Agent, July 2, 1886,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Lower Brule Agency.
James Hooney, The Ghost-lhnce Religion and the Sioux Outbreak
of 1890, Washington D.C.: G.P.D., 1896, p.817; Brig. Gen.
T.H. Ruger to Asst. Adjutant Gen. U.S. Army, August 21, 1890,
B.I.A., R.G. 15, L.R., LOll/er Brule Agency.

153

Clark Thompson to C,I.A., July 1, 1863,iin Alice C. Fletcher,
Inrrian Education ann Civilization, Washington D.C.: G.P.O.,
1888, p.259.

154

"Report of Cro,., Creek and Lower :Brule Agency," (Agent Henry F.
Livingstone) in Report of C.I.A., 1816, p.464.
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reserv"'.tio:.1s att9:npted to

f~~rEl.,

"because of the lack of opportunity

to engage in other lines of business."

By 1880 the Yanktonais at

CrO'..,r Creek Here "prelPTed to t2.ke land in severalty."

Ho,..,ever at

Lower Brule in 1837 ,.,hen a surveyor ,.,as employed by the agent to
survey the Indi'"n lands in

~}repar;Jti(m

for allotment, a group of

:Brules, under Little Pheasant, attempted to obstruct the work.
They were arrested and imprisoned and the agent reported to the
:Bureau of Indian Affairs that the m3jority of Indians were anxious
to take allotments. 155
Farming continued to be the :Brules only opportunity for work,
besides the occasional chance of
the Agency.

f~eighting

government supplies to

But the Yanktonais, encouraged by their agent, turned

to stock raising.

:By 1894 they had achieved some success and were

able to sell some of their beefs to the government; in three years
they were able to make ¢20,000 in this way.
a winter storm killed

65%

Although in 1897

of their herd, they slowly built it up

again and by 1906 had over thirteen hundred head of cattle. 156
Ho,·rever, clespi te advances made towards economic self-sufficiency,
these Sioux

rem~:'i"ed

essentially ,.,.,hat was Imown as "ration Indians".

Food, clothing, wa,;:-ons and fe:rrrd.rlS equipment '!,oTere issued regularly
by the government.

In 1886 sixty seven percent of the Indians on

155

"Report of Lower Brule Age'1cy," (Agent A.P. Dixon) in Report
of C.I.A., 1892, p.432; Agent 1,-Jilliam G. Dougherty to C.I.A.,
November 17, 1880, :B.LA., R~G. 75, L.R., Lower Brule Agency;
Agent i;lilliam ·,v •.Anderon to C.I.A., October 12, 1887, B.l.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Lower B~lle Agency.

156

"Report of Crow Creek Agency," (Agent Frederick Treon) in
Report of C.I.A., 1897, pp. 264, 269; Gen. Terry to Senator
Uilliam Allison, January 26, 1877, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Dakota Superintendency, N234.
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Crow Creek were subsisted by rations, and eighty five per cent
of the Indi<=1ns on

Lo'"el'~rnl

c.

:By the end. of the century, al thoUa.on

the fi.!3Ures had decre".tse,l, ovrn: half of both bands ",'ere still

dependent on r:oe

~O-J'erYliw'n

.Althou.:;-h the l::tnu oC
it

~.".as

good grazin,;

F'7

l •. '
t:l~

reservation was not ideal for farming,

land; ,d Has

",anted by white settlers, in

the fertile valley or bottom lands of the

pa~ticular

~~ssouri

river.

In 1830 the railroad re:'LChed "so near the agency that the ordinary
articles

could

transport. tl 158

now readily be obtained independent of river
I'ihile this made the administration of the reservation

easier it also put a new demand on Indian lands.

As a result of

pressure from local Senators, President Arthur, by Executive Order,
declared that all parts of the Crow Creek reservation not occupied
by Indians should be ttrestored to the public domain."
February 27

~~d

settlement.

Between

April 17, 1885, the reservation was open to white

The Indi2ns ",ere desperate a."ld their agent, mission-

aries and members of the Indian.Rights Association fought to have
their land restored to them. 159
President

GleveL,~'d,

thron,o:h a rroclamation, announced that

"the Executive ,...as vri thout pr01)e1.' power to restore

these lands

to the public domain," and declared the order "wholly inoperative

157

Report of C.I.A., 11386, p.h12.

158

Agent William G. DOl1,'sherty to C.I.A., September 24, 1880,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.i., Dakota Superintendency, 1-1234.

159

"i!!xecutive Order of Ghe;:;cer A. Arthur," February 27, 1885,
in Report of C.I.A., 1886, p.3l9.
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and

'd • ,,160

Troops had to be called in to remove the settlers,

VOl

many of whom were poor and had already started to set up cabins
to establish their homestead riGhts.

But again in 1890 there

were rUInO'J.rs th:'lt the reserv-tt=-on ;!Quld be opened, Ita rush was
roaue for the reservation by whites."
employed to remove the squatters.

Troops were once more
The squatters were removed

but the Sioux bands remained very nervous.

In 1889 the Great

Sioux Reservation had been broken into small segments, and one
flg-ent reported that the Indians felt "there were no more vast
tracts for them to f::l.ll back on, and that when the present tract
is disposed of they will have no means of procuring further
advantages from the government.1t
The demand for
fe1 t

pres~ured

l~ld

161

was only one way in which the Indians

and harassed by -;-.he local white population.

Dakota

was a. territory where there was s::na11 profit to be made by farming,
and thus the existence of Indian reservations meant not only the
opportunity for jobs through political patronage, but also the
chance of contracts to supply the Indians and also the army.

160

162

"Pr0~l::l.~.'lt-.ion

of Grover. Clpvel-:>niL," U.S. Sbtt. L. Vol. XXIII,
r;nce Ho,."ard to C.I.A., Ja.nuary 1, 1892, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Crm.l Creek t,gency; Geoffrey Litchfield to
C.I.A., Au0:rust 25, 1890, ::S.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crm{ Creek
Ager'-cy.
p'p.344-8t~6;

161

Agent \.Jilliam ';r. Anderson to C.I.A., July 10, 1886, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, I,.R., Crm., Creek Agency; Azent \v'illi.'lIJl W. !:.nderson
to C.I.A., r;TarC~l 15,1887, 3.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., era", Creek
Agency; Agent 'dilliam 1;1. Anderson to C.I.A., April 21, 18 87,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Age2cy; Agent '.{flliam Tri.
~~derson to C.I.A., April 25, 1887, B.T.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Cro'''' Creek Agencj'j Agent TJilliam \:. Anderson to C.I.A., December
26, 1887, B.LA., It.G. 75, IJ.H.,. erm'l Creek Agency.

162

Howard Lam;'.r, D8kota. 'T'prritor",{, 1861-1889, Nelf Raven: Yale
Univ. Press, 1956, pp.180-189.
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In the 1860' s \.;hen there was a popular demand that the Santee Sioux
be moved from Crow Creek, the De.kota politicians had proposed a
new home for them in eastern Ih.kota "in the desire to regain the
patronage of the aze::lCy.,,163

8'0:::- the Indians at Crow Creek and

Lower Brule the existence of an "Indian ring" meant that their
agents '..Jere freluently in le8.;;'..1.e 'Ni th the local population and
eager to keep the Indians perpetually dependent on government
contracts.
r~

"
t ~ons

Also, the Indians weI'e often cheated out of their

an d annUl"t·~es. 164

Henry F. Livingston, agent at Crow

Creek from 1870 to 1878, was accused of corruption and relieved of
his post; his counterpart at Lower Brule was also sacked.

The

new agent, Captain William Dougherty, was apparently well liked by
the IndiaIls, who even requested he be reappointed after his
resigna.Uon, but even so his relationships with the Indians and
were no t
appears to have been an honest

~~d

· .

U11a.'!!b

l.gtlous.

165

Dougherty

conscientious agent, neverthe-

less the problem of an aeent's divided loyalties is well illustrated

163

ROI " i·leyar, Hi:~+ory (,[ the S'1.ntee
Dniv. of Nebraska, 1967, p.l~8.

164

Age!:t .illhm G. ~)nl,~lerty to C.I.A., September 18, 1877, B.T.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Dakota Superinte'dency, M234.

165

Agent ~;illiam G. DouGhert.;" to Secretary of Interior, !-Iarch 11,
1880, B.LA., R.G. 75, I,.~., Dakot"l. Superintendency, 11234;
Agent Henry ?;. Gregory to C.I.A., Narch 22, 1878, B.l.A., R.G.
75, L.R., Dakot.'l ~)u!,erinT~ndency, M234. Huch of the
correspondence for the (~row Creek and IJor,Ter Brule Agencies,
for 1878-11380, Hhich rel".!-t·"s to char,3'9s aC;J.inst i.gents
Livingston and Gregory has heen segregated into 3pecial File
248.
It was reported in The Daily Press and Dakotaian that
Livinsston was acquitted of the charges brought aVlinst him.
All p.1.:!1ers relatine to his case have not been examined but
it appears, from the evidence available, th~t the verdict of
innocence m~y have been due to the fact that his trial was
hp.ld in Dakota.

<'~ioux,

Lincoln, Nebraska:
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through his experience.

Dougherty, although working for the

Indians, obviously had an interest in the local
In 1881 he recommended

1-.0

~Thite

community.

Lhe Indian Service that it might be

advisable for the Indians to sell some of their lands on the
American Creek in order to help t;he expansion ::Ind growth of the
town of Ch3mberlain.
to any sale of land.

But the Indians were always bitterly opposed
166

The attitude of the whites in Dakota to the Indian reservations
was often inconsistent.

Here often than not Indians were regarded

as an obstacle in the way of the development of the region.

In

1881 John H. KiniS, one of the o\mers of the townsite of Chamberlain
(-the terminus of the Chicago Milwaukee a.'1.d Saint Pa.ul Railway),
was anxious to

creat~

a commission to persuade the Indians of Crow

Creek to cede a part of their lands Hhich adjoined the town.

As

the prosperity of the town would depend on the development of the
surroundint~

Rzricul tural conmuni ty he saw the Indians as an

obstacle in the way of this purpose.

However, occasionally the

I!',lians' presence was seen as a potential boon.

During the 1890 t s

the citizens of Chamhel"1'lin were anxious that an Indian Training
3ci1001 should

b~

built

The IndLms on

t~le

t;ler,~

to 'elp "boo'll" their town.

167

hom reserv"ttions received fairly constant

attention fro'i Christian missionaries.

In 1870, under the Peace

Policy, the Crow Cre'?k,{!;ency, ,-rhieh included both reservations,
was

assif~ed

to the Protestant Episcopal Church.

In 1872 Sister

Anna Pritchard, of the 3ishop Potter Hemorial House, Philadelphia,

166

Agent 'Jilliam G. Doul:,'herty to C.I.A., June 20, 1881, B.I .A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.

167

Jo1m H. King to C.I.l'.., July 8,1881, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Crow Creek Agency; Sp~cial Agent Geoffrey R. Hilburn to C.I.A.,
December 22, 1882, B.l.)_., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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Sister Anna 's house, Crow Creek Reservation, was also a day school
for the Indian girls, 1872.
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arri v8d at Grow Creek ,,!ll ;";b;rted a scllOol.

168

She v!as followed

soon after by the lteverwl'l :f. "Burt, who 'vas to remain forty three
I l h ! school was immediately begun and

churcn services were held

1'.~,:.;ul2.rly.

In the autumn of 1875 the

missionaries moved the c!lllecb anfl the school into one of the Indian
camps (!'-iedicine Crow' s) !'tn:! ,Ott tendcmce at both immediately improved.
But their presence on the re8ervation was not welcomed by all the
Indians.

It

W"l.S

reported from Dakota that "the conversion o:f a

prominent ringleader of the heathen party has made feeling run
high among the Yanktonais for twelve months, the heathen party
being more determined than ever in their opposition to the Church.,,

16

Ho'.rever, the lfli88ionaries did mqke a considerable number of converts
and as the Sioux lanS'1t"1.c;e had already been rendered in a written
form they 'vere able to hold services in Dakota.
Al though work at Lmver "Brule

WRS

at first discourae;ing- and the

first missionary wi thdre\oi, h:,r Ili73 a day school was being operated
successfully with an aver1.f,'e

attl~!1da.'lce

of twenty

'I s. 170

pup~

In

1875 :9urt went to live on the Low8r Brule re~ervation for a while
and found the In'ii:.:lns more receptive to Christian teaching, and in

LOHer ]3rule.

A Ninne;:;ota Sioux from Birch Conlee, Halker had

already spent 80r.1e time at V1e Yankton Agency, where he had revised

168

"Report of Crow Creek and Lower Brule Agency," (Agent Henry
E. ~iving3tone) in Report of C.I.A., 1872, p.647.

169

Unlleaded newspaper clippin3, 1875, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Dakotn. Superintendency, E234; "Report of Crm., Creek and Lower
Brule Agency," (Agent Henry F. IJivingstone) in Report of C.I.A.,
1875, p.740.

170

"Report of Crow Creek and Lower Brule Agency," (Agent Henry
E. Livin~stone) in Report of C.I.A., 187), p.601.

9
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the Dakota version of the Book of Comr!lon Prayer, the new version
being published in 1875.

He too Hcts to

re~ain

on the reservation

.
t • 171
un t l'l h'lS re t lreme~

Several other

J'~.piscopalian

periods on the reservation.

missionaries '. lere to Hark for

In l:'lter years, both the Presbyterian

and Homan Catholic denomin:ltionn were

8180

represented.

the per:n.a.nent presence of Burt a..'1.d Walker, and their fluency in
Dakota, worked as a constant influence on the Indians.

In 1882

Burt married Harriet Blanchard, daughter of the trader at the Pine
Ridge Agency.

When she moved to Crow Creek she brought her

sister, Mary Slizabeth Blanchard,
government boarding school.

~ho

became girls' matron at the

Aeent Doueherty, an army officer who

was not a church appointment, and indeed often rather

unfriendl~'

to the missionaries, observed that "the majority of the people
are but little re:;]oved from the 88.Vage state,tt but was quick
to report that the ufew who Rre reclaimed • • • have been 'Won

. 1y by th
over entlre
, e exer t·10n9
On being'

~~iven

f'
0_

t'n.e mlSS.lOnar.les.
..
.
,,172

responsibility for the Sioux Agencies the

Episcopalians developed an elabo:t'i-l.'8 ~;c~ooling 11rogramme; by 1875
Bishop Hare '. !~.s able to report th3.t

t~1ere

were aJ.ready nine schools

I
in operation amone- the Indians at the different agencies. ?3

interest of

t~e

The

Indians slowly increasen but ,.,as rarely ,. . holehearted;

in 1876 Hare, depressed at the irregular attendance of the children
at the Yankton, Ponca and erOH

Cr~ek

schools, requested that some

171

Parish Register _of the CrOYI Cre~k }lissio!,!, Crow Creek Agency,
Dakota '::'erri tory, Vol. I, IB73-1t19,; .81izabeth Rosenthal and
David Clark Jr., The :QaYU Cl::!.rk he:::lOrial Exhibit, pp.1-2.

172

"Report of' erO,"1 Creek and Lm-Ter13rule Agency," (Agent Hilliam
E. Dougherty) in Report of C.I.A., 1878, p.

173 :Bishop William Hare, Financial Roport. September 21, 1875,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Dakota Su)erin~endency, N234.

Little girls in Miss Blanchard ' s room, Crow Creek Government Boarding
School, late 1880's .
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coer-cion be used ani th;3,t
childre~l

.,

Ta

dii not att;prd.
.

m~SSlon2rH~S

•

tions be vi t~held fro!!! parents whose

His idea ,<(as endorsed by the agents ::>nd

174

In 1-3'74 there

\013.'3

CrO".'l Creek, the latter

1))

th

'1

h~in'~

.
'l
year a.no t',n8T l1.y
f o 11 m-1l.ng

ri.:ly school and

2.

boarding school on

situated at the agency.175

lI
, d 176
was t
es a bl'lSf1e.

flCrlOO

In 1878

although the agent complained that "no amount of perseverence and
energy on the part of the

te~chers ~~d

missionaries can fully

overcome the opposition and persecution of the disaffected and
unfriendly partion of the tribe to education or the introduction
of t:1e Christian faith," he reported that the boarding school ,ms
constantly filled to cap:'tci ty, and recorrunended that as it was so
successfully conducted it should be enlarged to three times the'
size.

l77

However, the success of the boarding school was not

uninterrupted.

In 18131 the agent reported

th~tt

he had had to

close the school temporarily as it was being badly mismanaged and
the staff were subsisting on the children's rations.

178

Again in

1887 ':~en a new superintendent arrived he reported that the school

"RishoD ',iilliam :fa;.'~' to C.I.A., ~:ove:nber 29, 1876, B.I.A., R.G.
75, L:H., Do.kota ;)uperinte!ldency, 1'1234; JCl;nes Lawrence to
Bishop William 1are, December 11, 1876, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Dakota Su:perint£.mdency, !vI234; Joseph Cool to C.I.A. t December
1 1876, B.I.-'l.., t{.;. 75, 1..11., Dakota Superintendency, l"L234;
~everend Samuel Hinman to C.I.A., December 5, 1876, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Dakota Superintende~cy, M234; Agent John G.
Gasmann to C.I.A., november 29, 1876, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Dakota Superintendency, M234.
175

"Jeport of Crow Creek and Lower Brule Aeency," (Agent Henry
F. Livin.::;stone) in Report of C.I.A., 1874, p.560.
"Report of Crow Creek and LOtTer 'Brule Agency," (Agent Henry
F. Livingstone) in ~eport of r,.I.A., 1875, p.740.

177

"Report of Cro_-l Cre,~k and Lower Brule Agency," (Agent \'Jilliam
Dougherty) in Report of C.I.A., 1878, p.

178

Agent William (;. Do'~gherty to C.I.A., April 1, 1881, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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l7
was in total chaos. ;

q

In
CR.rnp

J't..'1'?

1879 tI~e

on Cr,".i Creek

;1:

.'~,:t cl()seel the day schools in the Inc:!.i?.n

l)P\~ 1'i:18

nr' the difficulty

0:

:;'ettin; teachers

surroundin::;-s of civi li'U(>·i l i fe llhile be in::,' schooled. ,,180
missionari~s

CO(ltinll~d

to

C~)djlJct

sabb"lth evening schools ?...n.d in

1890 the Gr;:;ce Eission Day :-;chool was established.
the daughter

0

The

Grace Howard,

f a i·Jew York journglist, ,.;ent to Crm.; Creek to

att'?r:J.Ilt to help the girls returning from boardin:; schools by
finding the::! Horl: sewing, making clothes and dairying.

She worked

unu2r the R1,spices of the ;~pi8co:pal church, and in 1890 opened a
school for the children living ne'3.r the }1ission.

Until

1896

she

had a contract ,.,i th the c,wernment, but that year the governmer:t
p'.lrch8.sed the farm C).nel hui lelings and proceeded to run it as a

In
C:~:;ilOlic In.,li.:-....'1

1894 the- r €

Ul e late

IS 70 's the Buree.u of

Lission had also established a boarding school.

'·,~,:"e 8.1nost.

r10

131'

children a.t Crow Creek not in school, and

the agent rc1:nrted "t::1C effects to be marvellous."

182

179

'-;i_llia,- !J3.Vi:~0Y1, "'~O;>"I:rt on the I::1dustrial ~oa.rding School at
r:ro'.-: Gre",;.:," :)~;or:2r 23, 1830, B.I.J.• , ?c.';. 75, L.R., C::'ow
Creek l\gency.

180

"R""port of Crow CJ.'ee~ and Lover -Srule Agency," (Aeent l,Jilliam
G • .Jou.:,herty) in He :cart of C.I.A., 1380, p.148.

131

s.

S. Cox to C.I.A., flay 14, 1887, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow
Creek _i.eency; Grewe tIm,larn to C.I.A., January 4, 1889, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, I,.H., Cro\·; Creek Azency; J. J. Grava1l to C.I.A.,
Januar;,r 2,1889, :3.I.A., R.G. 75, L.ll., Gro'.., Creek Agency;
Grace HO\oJard to C.I.,\., Januar'J ILl, 1890, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Cro,v Cre~k .';O'e!lcy; Hr:>pnrt of B.I.C., 1881, p.19; "Report of
Crow Cr3ek A.::;ency, 11 ( \/~nt Prederick Treon) in Report of C. LA.,

1897, p.267.
182

Bureau of Catholic In(li'ln Nissions to Carl 3churz, lrovember 26,
1877, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Dakota Superintendency, ¥234.

-
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l'hs Lo'!er Brule J:1ii:J.ns :TIade less rapi'::' ed'clcational advance.
In lSRO t:leir agent

refJ()fn:;:cndocl

that em industrial hoarding school

be huil t for them, 3imib.r t·.'] the on9 at Grow Creek which he
described as "tho o-:,st ;,f i

I,;,

kind in D::l.kota."

nm.fever, as the

Ind.i3....'1s on Lower Brule can' i nued to live close together in their
camrs small day schools repnilled 8n important educational influence.
In 1890 the IndiEl.D Gure"l.u inspector reco'T.mended ttthat the number
of day schools be increased, aad that the boarding school be
However, some of the children were sent to the western

expanded."

boarding schools ,.,hich was always dispiriting for the ones who
remained, and one year the aGent reported that there had been a
By 1897 the agent was able to

loud "clamour for day schools."

report that all the children on the Lower Brule reservation were
in school.

183

Crow Creek and Lower ;,rl11e reservations '·rere deeply involved
in

~he

broader natio>;e.l 8x:perinent in Indian education.

General

Samuel Chapman Arostrong, prin.cip"tl of the Hampton Normal and
Agricul !-ural 'rra.inin:;o Colle:>?, watched developments there with
intere!';t.

By 1887 there

',v~ ,~c>

onp. hundred and four children from
Armstrone':3 efforts were

"largely staked on the success of our training Indians from that
He told the Comrnlssioner that
we can for these two Sioux tribes,

183

~~d

!t

we mean to do everything

watch their course with

Elaine troodale, "General Remarks on Schools at Crow Creek and
Lower Brule," May 20, IB90,B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow
Creek Agency; P. Par:cer to C.I.A., November 19, 1892, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Crpek Agency; Age!1t Hil1iam W. Anderson
to C.I.A., Nove~ber 19, 1892, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow
Creek Agency; P. Parker to C.I.A., September 24, 1892, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Cr'~ek Agency; "Report of Crow Creek and
Lower Brule A::;ency," (A;3'ent Frederick Treon) in Report of
C.I.A., 1897, p.269.
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interest.

T;ie wish to C0!1C8!1trate on these R-nd. show llhat educR-tion

Cotn do, co-operatin-; -ri.

Ll)

,overrunent work on the eround.,,184

It

was on these two re:,"l'v .1; ions that some of the problems of the
returned students--bad

'1~~·J 1 11),

and loss of identity--firnt

fm., opportunities for Hork, arrog'3-nce

hec~De

evident. 185

The agent, noting

these problems, cOl1cllLl,=d that lias a rule I believe Indian children
should be educated on or near the reservation.,,186

Amongst the

Indians a stron,; hostility to letting their children leave the
reservation sloHly developed. 1S7
In three decades the general condition of the Indians on Crow
Creek and Lower Brule changed remarkahly.
tic about their progress.

Officials were enthusias-

However, judging their progress in terms

of rrleasur3.ble factors they failed to notice the disillusionment"
and li1!3.laise that R-ccomp"l,nied the Indians I abrupt transformation
into partial

~merican3.

'1'he zhost dancing in 11390 was an indic-

ation of the :Jioli..x h;wkering for their past life.

Tl1e majority of

whi t'e'S were so sh"l.kpD by the event they refuserl to consider its
deep imp1ica tiO;lS, and considered th2. t as only the "wilder" Indians

IGJ-!

c. '\t'i.!~+.rG"I" to \--:.I.J~_., January 20,1884, B.I.,:";,., R.G.
1. !!., Crow Gr(:>;::.l~ Agency; Agent \'illiaT'l V• .Dougherty to
C.I.A., April 17, 18137, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek
Agency.
3d'~'l~1

75,

185

Report of B.I.C., 1887, p.19; ~~ent Geoffrey H. Spencer to C.I.A.,
December 1, 1881, B.1.A., H.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Aeency;
A8"ent I,jilliam'i. ltnd0t'son to C.I.A., April 20, 1887, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Cro'.', Cr,]ek Agency; Agent ""iilliam
Anderson to
88
C.I.A., D8cember 9, 1 7, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek
Agency; Agent 1'!illiam ~;. AnderRon to C.I.,\., December 14, 1888,
B.I.,l., R.G. 75, II.H., Grow Creek Agency.

',1.

186

Agent \.Jilliam TiT. Anderson to C.I.A., April 20, 1887, B.I.A.,
H.G •. 75, L.R., Crow Creel~ Agency.

187

Interviews with: Ruth Fire, Ausust 22 - September 1, 1875,
Cro,., Creek Reservation; Reverend Clive Estes, August 30-31,
1874, Lower Brule Heserv3.tion; I-Iaggie Smith, September 3
Winnebago ]eservatio~.
'
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particip3.ted it had no long-term mea.."ling.

dUo note the feAling of the Inrlians.

Occasionally officials

One agent on Crow Creek

reported th-:1.t des:;Ji t~ tllp.i. r llro:';-ress he did not consider his
Indians

ha)py pea pl(~, fCJl' tiley ,,,ere prone to "brood discontent-

?

edly over their subdued COr1rlition
territory And freedom."

8..."lQ

over the loss of their

HHl

Conclusion
Although government officials did recoenize that tribal
cultures varied, they tended to classify Indians under two
headings:

wild or semi-civilized.

It was therefore expected

that the educational programme ..lOuld achieve varying degrees of
Hm.,ever, by 1900 it was

success on the different reservations.

clear that on no reservation had it been an unqualified success.
The sitmtion of the trihes had chanced markedly since 1870, but
the Indians had not been assimil:>.ted into American society.
Although tribes such as the

~lescalero

Apache

~"ld

the Lower Brule

Sioux were no longer the strong warrior societies they had been,
what

'-Fl.S

of particular concern to officials was the fact that

tribes like the Om8.in, deemed for decades to be semi-civilized,
had "retrograded't instead of "advancing."

At the turn of the

century general belief that the Indian problem could be solved in
a generation was fading, although more than twenty years were to
pass before the well established tenets of Indian policy would be
questioned.

188

"Report of Crow Creek and Lower Brule Agency, 't (Agent A.P.
Dixon) in Report of C.I.A., 1892, pp.434-435.
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Chapter V
Education on the Reservation
Despite its shifting emphasis the basic tenets of Ind,ian policy
remained consistent throughout the years 1870 - 1900.

The

"civilizing" of the Indian was the ultimate goal, and to the
majority of people this meant broadly not only that all Indians
should be economically self-supporting, but that in dress, housing,
appearance and behaviour they should as nearly as possible resemble
Americans.

Each year the agents had to report to the Indian

Bureau on how many of their charges wore "citizens' clothes",
attended church, were able to read, earned their living in a
"civilized" manner, occupied houses, could communicate in English
and were married to the women they were living with.

These clearly

defined categories, while limited and superficial, can be seen as
reflections of the broad goals of Indian policy.
The majority of government employees on Indian reservations
had little or no interest in the broad project in which they were
officially engaged:

the civilizing of the Indians.

Teachers,

farmers, clerks, tradesmen and agents frequently regarded their
work as a job, a means of earning a living, and had no theoretical
or abstract ideas about the best way to coax the
a different style of life.

I~dians

towards

They enforced the orders that came

from Washington or simply pragmatically found answers to day to
day problems as they arose.

But there were individuals who were

actively committed to Americanizing the Indian; who, whether in
response to the immediate challenge or for more deeply held beliefs,
offered reasons and explanations for all their actions and behaviour.
Most whites who were concerned to "help" the Indian lived in the
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East; they rarely encountered an Indian let alone visited a
reservation.

But there were some who not only theorized but

attempted to put their beliefs into practice.
As has been demonstrated in chapter two, many who believed
that the Indian could be civilized attributed his undeniable
"inferiority" to his social situation.

However, whites who

were active on the reservation, and who were committed to confronting
the question of the Indian's educability, often pin-pointed the
essence of the problem differently and framed their solutions and
educational programmes accordingly.

These individuals, acting

not only to implement government policy but also their own views,
attempted to bring about the Indian's "civilization" by different
means.

While such people were in the minority they were of vital

significance in the practical implementation of federal Indian policy.
Officially, the civilizing of the Indian was to be a unilateral
activity, through which
instilled in the Indian.

habits and values would be permanently

Am~rican

However, although whites held power and

authority over the Indians the latter were not mere passive
recipients of white dictates.

As Indians responded and reacted

to white policy officials on the reservation were often forced
to adapt or modify their methods.

Usually the answers they

formulated were coloured by the character and situation of the
particular Indians in question, but always they were based on
some theoretical notion of what constituted the basic difference
between Indian and white society.
In the following chapter four different approaches to the
civilizing of the Indian will be examined.

Each is individual

and specific but each represents the practical application of a
broader scheme of thought about the Indian.

********

When President Grant inaugurated his new policy, based on
the premise that the Indian problem could more easily be solved
through peaceful than through military means, he turned to the
Quakers for help, asserting, "If I can make Quakers out of the
Indians it will take the fight out of them.

Let us have peace."l

It was perhaps ironic that the Central Superintendency, allocated
to the Orthodox Friends, held jurisdiction over some of the wildest tribes in the United States.

At the Kiowa and Comanche

Agency in Indian Territory, the extreme pacifism of the Quakers
was to collide directly with the warrior societies of the Kiowa
and Comanche Indians.

Their first Quaker agent was to conclude

that "they were probably the worst Indians east of the Rocky
mountains. ,,2
The Quakers saw the Indians as men who needed to be "redeemed
with the precious blood of Christ," but who if "treated honestly
and candidly on the basis of 'peace, goodwill towards men,'" would
respond and live in peace and harmony with the Americans.

The

idea that the Indian's aggressive behaviour was prompted by the
unjust actions of whites was shared by others in America who were
not Quaker and such a belief ran deep in the thinking of the
reformers.

Helen Hunt Jackson, attempting to redirect the finger

of blame and force Americans to consider their own responsibility
for Indian wars, carefully documented the crimes of what she called
"a century of dishonor. 11 3

1

But the belief that it was v.i olence and

LmJ.rie Tatum, Our Red Brothers and the Peace polley of Ullysc.u
S. Grant, Philadelphia: 1899, -pp.xvii-xvil :.

2 . Ibid., p.2;.

3 Helen Hunt Jackson, ~A:....;;;C-:=:e~no.::t.;;:;u:..l.~o=-f_D;;;.l;;;·s::;h:.;;.o:;.:n::-o;;.::r:-::-.;Th=e::.....:Ea~r:;.;1~,.;:C:.:ru:.=s:;;:a::;;:d~e
for Indian Reform, New York: Harper and Rowe, 1961, original
publishing date 1881)
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corruption that had caused all Indian wars was held in its most
extreme form by the Quakers, who likewise saw fairness and honesty
as providing the only basis for a solution to the "Indian problem."
Approaching the problem from a Christian standpoint they regarded
the Indians as being essentially the same as whites both morally
and physically.

They were thus able to consider the different

aspects of Indian culture as totally irrelevant to the problem.
The Indians' wildness and savagery, although never denied, were to
the Quakers simply a product of their having been treated unjustly
and excluded from a knowledge of Christ. 4
Quaker belief in the essential unity of mankind, and thus in
the similarity of behaviour of all people, is well illustrated in
the frequent parallels they drew between Indian and white behaviour.
Agent Tatum, in attempting to explain the chiefs' perSistent
inability to control their younger men and stop them raiding, did
not designate the problem as typically Indian.

He did not see

this as a symptom of the Indian's tribal government, and an
indication of their inferior society, nor did he question whether
raiding had some important function for the Indian, instead he
saw it as a general problem common to all societies and suggested
it was lias impracticable for the chiefs to prevent their
from stealing as it is for civil officers to

i'-"'~Qw:nt,

Y01YM!

·::en

the commission

r::

of crime by wicked men in civilized oummunities.":;
Convinced that there
and the Indians

~ad

th~ ~tuakers

no real difference between themselves

believed that change could be wrought

in the Indians' habits through good example.

4

Agent fllatum

Tatum, OPe cit., pp.vii-:Y.viii, 21-23; "Report of Kiowa Agency,"
(Agent L. Tatum) in Report of 2.I.A., 1869, p.385.

5 "Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent L. Tatum) in Report of C.I.A.,
1870, p.725.
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suggested that most of the wheat for the Indians could be grown
on the reservation.

Not only would that save government money

and help keep the Indians secluded from undesirable whites who
would otherwise be needed to deliver the goods, but it would mean
that the Indians would see the agency employees actively engaged
in labour.

"If we civilize the Indian we must associate with

him," asserted Tatum, "and in that association should be
industrious if we would have him become so."

6

The Quaker principles of fairness, generosity, pas sivit,r ,
example and Christian teaching were to be put to the test when
confronted with the Kiowa and Comanche Indians.

Lawrie Tatum,

the first Quaker agent to be appointed to the agency, was an Iowa
farmer totally ignorant of Indians but fervently religious and

~irm

in his belief that the new Quaker policy was a "holy experiment.,,1
In his four years as agent he was to be forced to modify his
methods to such a degree that eventually his resignation was sought
by the Executive Committee who believed he had compromised the
Quaker principle of passivity.

Not only did Tatum frequently

question government policy but he was forced, in some degree, to
revise his opinion of the Indian.

Reporting with surprise that

the Kiowas appeared "to have no higher wish than to roam unmolested
on the plains, and occasionally make a raid into Texas to get some
horses," he came to believe that they should not be treated softly:
that they should be punished for criminal offences in the same way as
white people, and that no allowance should be made for their being
Indians.

8

6

"Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent Tatum) in Report of C.I.A.,
1869, p.385.

1

Tatum,

OPe

cit.,pp.v-xi, 106.

B "Report of KioY'1. Agency," (Agent Tatum) in Report of C.I.A.,
1869, p.385; Ta~um, OPe cit., p.ll'.

To enable the Indian to understand "civilizationll and
Christian teaching Tatum believed he must be treated with fairness.
One of Tatum's major criticisms while he was agent
basic inequity of government policy.

concerned the

Commissioner Francis Walker

regarded as both shrewd and expedient the policy of providing
rations and gifts to the fiercer tribes, to encourage them to
cease fighting, while forCing the more peaceful Indians to work. 9
This approach reached an extreme at the Kiowa and Comanche Agency
where the peaceful Indians actually lost their land, and the
United States Special Indian Commissioner complained:
"The present relative position of the Wichitas and
the Kiowas and Comanches suggests an evil demoralizing to both, which should at once be corrected.
The former being patient and obedient, are neglected
and poor, and their lands are taken from them; the
latter being wild and troublesome, are made the
recipients of the lands.
It is rewarding evil and
punishing good."IO
Tatum endorsed the Commissioner's view and struggled not only to
secure land, money and help for the Wichita Indians but also to
11
enforce a less cowering policy towards the raiding tribes.
He
believed that giving in to the demands of the Indians, after they
had committed an outrage, left "but little room for Christian
labour among them, as it must be almost wholly paralysed by such
a course."12

9

When he had been at the agency only a few months

Francis Walker, The Indian Question, Boston: James R. Osgood
& Co., 1874, PP.34-38.

10 "Report of a talk between the U.S. Special Indian Commission
and the Chiefs and Headmen of the Kiowa and Comanche Agency,"
in Report of C.I.A., 1869, pp.61-65.
11 Lawrie Tatum to Enoch Hoag, August 31, 1872, B.I.A., R.G. 75,
L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234; Enoch Hoag to C.I.A., February 5,
1810, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234; Lawrie Tatum
to Enoch Hoag, October 16, 1869, B.I.A., R.G. 15, L.R., Kiowa
Agency, M234.
12 "Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent L. Tatum) in Report of C.I.A.,
1870, p.12S, Tatum OPe cit., pp.30, 35.
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Lawrie Tatum at Fort Sill with a group or Mexican children recently
rreed rrom Indian captivity, 1872.
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there was an Indian attack.

He refused to give back-rations to

Indians who had failed to come into the agency, but as they
continued their depredations he found their actions "very discouraging. ,,13

As the Indians did not respond to gentle treatment

Tatum began to get tougher.
The most generally hated of the Indians' activities was the
practice of taking captives.

Often large ransom sums were paid

to secure these captives' return.

Tatum, to begin with, paid

the ransom money, but later, when becoming aware that the Indians
held a captive, he refused to issue them with their rations.
"The plan of withholding rations from a tribe or
band that had white captives until they had delivered
was new and experimental.
No one knew whether it
would work well or not.
But I thought it was right
and therefore the thing to do.
In practice it
worked grandly.nl 4
Eventually, through his iron tactics, he managed to secure the
release of twenty six captives.

This was recognized as an astound-

ing success by both his fellow Friends and officials of the Indian
Bureau.

15

Tatum was distressed "that with kindness and fair dealing the
Indians would not be brought into subjection and cease their almost
continuous depredations."

He became convinced that he had to be

mora forceful and admitted that he now recognized that not mildness
but "firm restraint was the kindness I thought was needed.,,16
After a visit from the agent from the Cheyenne Agency Tatum
dismissed the guard who was stationed close to his office.

''What

is this?" the Fellow Friend had demanded, "Dost thou realize that

13

Tatum,

14

Ibid., p.41.

OPe

cit., pp.33-40.

15 Hugh D. Corwin, Comanche and Kiowa Captives in Oklahoma and
Texas, Oklahoma,: Oklahoma Publishing Co., 1959, p.115.
16

Ta.tum, op. cit., pp.I'5, 166.
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thou art violating the precepts of the Society by using armed
force?,,17

But increasingly Tatum came to believe that £orce,

or its suggestion, was necessary for disciplining the Indians.
lIe saw the mere presence of the army contributed to his power to

claim captives from the Indians. lS

In 1872, when several bands

of Comanches were raiding continually, he wrote to the army
officers at Fort Sill asking that they take £urther steps against
the Indians.

Superintendent Haag strongly disapproved this action

believing it unworthy of a Quaker.

But Tatum was adamant, i£ the

Indians were to appreciate Christian society they must be made to
understand what was good and what was evil.

When Satanta and

Big Tree, two Chiefs who had openly taken part in a raid, were
captured and then released without punishment, Tatum resigned. 19
Disappointed by his £ailure but nevertheless conVinced that
his firm policy was the only one Tatum returned to the East.

He

had, to some degree, understood the warrior nature o£ Kiowa and
Comanche society, but remaining loyal to the Quaker principle of
"the family of man" he remained incapable of articulating his own
understanding.

And ultimately, while acknowledging the importance

of the army, he could not endorse a policy o£ total £orce. 20
Tatum's successor, James Haworth, was openly critical of the
£ormer's actions and attempted to re-establish what he saw as
strict Quaker principles.

17

Calling the Indians to a council he

Ibid.; W.S. Nye, Carbine and Lance, The Story of Old Fort
Norman, Oklahoma: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1937, p.l44.

§ill,

18

Tatum, Ope cit., p.45.

19

Ibid., pp.159-161; Nye, OPe cit., p.212.

20

"Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent L. Tatum) in Report o£
C.I.A., 1869, p.386.
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Kicking Bird headed the Kiowa peace faction; he invited the Quaker
missionary, Thomas Battey, to his camp to teach the children. This
photograph was taken in 1868 and Kicking Bird died in 1875.
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told them he wanted to live with them as friends and asked them
"to abstain from raiding.,,2l

Convinced of the "wisdom and

righteousness of the present peace policy" Ha\vorth came to be
charged with "weakness and incompetency in the performance of
his official duties."

'file United States inspector who invest-

igated the charges found that Haworth had "mingled freely" with
the Indians, "and won their respect and confidence to a greater
degree than a.ny of his predecessors."

But in explaining why the

agent had not been able to prevent some of his charges from going
on the war path the Inspector saw it as a result of Haworth's
"endeavour to carry out strictly the non-combatant doctrine of
the society that has charge at this Agency as that doctrine is
understood and I believe insisted upon by the Superintendent atLawrence. ,,22

Brigadier General Augur, from Fort Sill, was nervous

that what he saw as Haworth's "weakness and indecision lf might lead
to trouble.

He regarded the Kiowa and Comanche agency as the

most important in the country and argued that "the agent here
should be a man of force and ability and practical common sense."
Noting the difference between the two Quaker agents he suggested
that Lawrie Tatum should be re-appointed. 23
Kemble was

pessi~istic

However, Inspector

about the possibility of any Friend proVing

to be a successful agent and reported to the Indian Bureau that,
"if the construction which has been put upon the Peace Policy of
the Government by these worthy and sincere Friends who have charge

21 "Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent James Haworth) in Report
of C.I.A., 1873, pp.219-220.
22

Inspector Edward Kemble, Investigation of Charges Against
Agent Haworth, January 7, 1878, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa
Agency, M234.

23

Brigadier General C.C. Augur to General W.T. Sherman, September
9,1874, B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.
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of this agency is to

prev~il,

I do not believe it will be possible

for them to nominate an agent to this post whose administration
will not prove a disastrous fa.i1ure. 1I24
During the whole period of Quaker administration the issuance
of government rations was one of the agent's most important
activities, and this was especially true in the early 1870's.
Even the Commissioner, on conSidering the Indians of the Kiowa and
Comanche agency, was obliged to report "even the best of' them have
given small signs of improvement in the arts of lif'e, and,
substantially, the whole dealing of the Government with them, thus
far, has been in the way of supplying their necessities f'or f'ood
and clothing.,,25

The importance of' rations as a means of' keeping

the Indians peacef'ul was recognized.

Felix Brunot, Chairman of

the Board of' Indian Commissioners, urged "upon the department the
importance of' immediately resuming the issue of cof'f'ee and sugar
rations" as being "more effective in holding them here in peace
than any other measure which the government can-adopt," and in
August 1869 Agent Tatum insisted he would be unable to hold the
. reservation un1 ess h
Indians on th elr
e 'lncreased th'
elr ra t·10ns. 26
By 1871 Agent Tatum believed that the Indians' continued

raiding meant that they had "f'orf'eited their treaty."

Insisting

that they should nevertheless be helped he asserted that "there
should be magnanimity enough in the government to suitably provide
f'or their wants and to advance them in the arts of' civilized lif'e

24

Kemble, Ope cit.

25

Report of C.I.A., 1872, r.166.

26

Felix Brunot to C.I.A., August 21, 1869, in Report of C.I.A.,
1869, pp.60-6l; Lawrie Tatum to C.I.A., August 10, 1869,
(telegram), B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa Ag~ncy, b~34.
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without making further treaties with them. 1I27

Tatum's attitude

to the issuance of rations well reflected his own beliefs about
the treatment of the Indian.

He worked and pleaded to ensure

that sufficient supplier' were provided by the India..l1 Bureau and
he used these supplies, in the form of persuasion and bribes, to
encourage the Indians to settle down, return captives and begin
f

'

.
28
arrnng.

In his final monthly

r!~port

to the Commissioner

Tatum

claimed that the chiefs were keen to have houses built.

He felt

that they should prove their seriousness by at least farming for
one season and concluded:
"the time is not very distant when it would be right
to inform the Indian that the 'white man's road' is
not only to eat beef, flour, coffee and sugar, but
to earn or produce it.n29
The Quakers believed in the power of moral suasion, and while
Tatum came to feel that an element of firmness was also necessary
he never lost his belief that essentially fairness, kindness and
generosity were necessary in dealing with the Indian.

When one

of the "progressive" chief's wife died, Taturn sent blankets and
calico to him to repla.ce those that had been burnt as part of the
Indian's mourning.

He was clearly pl.eased that after his resign-

ation several Indians expressed regret at his departure and one
told him, "no other agent has treated us with the uniform kindness
that you have. ,,30

27

"Report of Kiowa Agency, tt (A'gent L. Tatum) in Report of C.I.A.,
1871, ·pp.503-504.

28

Agent Lawrie Tatum to Enoch Hoag, March 22, 1870, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.

29

Agent Lawrie Tatum to Enoch Hoag, Monthly Report, March 31,
1873, B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.

30

Lawrie Tatum, Our Red Brothers,

OPe

cit., pp.61-63, 160-161.
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In educating the Indians the Quakers thought that persuasion
and coaxing were necessary.

They placed great faith in the power

of the Gospel, and in 1872 the Associated Executive Committee of
Friends attributed the reluctance of the Indians to settle down
to the grave lack of religious instruction on the reservation.
The Associated Executive Committee of Friends adopted a resolution:
"That in each agency, some person or persons (to be
designated by the general agent) shall be responsible
to the Executive Committee for religious instruction
of the Indians.
That each agent shall be responsible to the Executive
Committee that so far as possible, every member of
each tribe under his care • • • shall be told the
saving truths of the gospel.
That First-day schools for Scriptural Instruction be
established in every Agency where it is possible.
Great care should be taken that the lessons are
interesting, attractive, and very simple, and especial
pains be taken to win the love of the parents and chiefs.
That agents stimulate the Indian Councils to enace and
enforce the laws of marriage for their tribes.,,3 1
There were no schools on the Kiowa and Comanche reservation and
Tatum quickly established one although he was unable to persuade
any of his own Indians to send their children there.

32

However,

he believed that
"Could there be several religious praying teachers
or missionaries procured to go to the various camps
of the Indians of this agency to teach their children • • •
I believe that the witness of God in their hearts
would be reached and, a portion of them would cease
their nomadic and roving habits."33

31

Chronicles of Oklahoma, Vol. X, No. 11, June 1932; Martha
Buntin, The Quaker Indian Agents of the Kiowa, Comanche and
Wichita Indian Reservation, unpub. M.A. thesis, Univ. of
Oklahoma, 1931, p.212.

32

"Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent Lawrie Tatum) in Report of
C.I.A., 1871, p.504; Lawrie Tatum to Enoch Hoag, Januar,y20,
1873, B.!.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.

33

Tatum,

OPe

cit., p.Sl.
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In December 1872

'Ilhomi:l.s

Battey, a Quaker teacher who had

been working amongst the Caddoes since November 1871, went to
live with the Kiowas of KiLling Bear's camp.

The school he

established was not wholly :Juccessful, owing to the fact that
there was much illness amongst the children for which the Indians
blamed his presence,34 but his work was greeted enthusiastically
by the agent who asserted, "there are few if any employees in
the agency, whose practical nature is of more service than T.O.
Battey, both to the children and to the Government.,,35

Within

a year several of the Comanche and Apache chiefs were requesting
to have teachers in their camps. 36

By

1815 chiefs from both the

Kiowa and Comanche tribes were willing to "give their children for
the school. .. 31

Battey learnt the Kiowa language, he ate and

travelled with the Indians and attended some of their most private
ceremonies.

While it was through his writings that anthropologists

have gained details of traditional Kiowa customs, Battey merely
observed and reported the details.

Able to realize the importance

of fighting and carnage to the Kiowa he nevertheless was unable to
view this in a cultural context, for he believed in an absolute
system of morality, and was certain of the ultimate appeal of this
to the Indians.

On hearing the Christian truths explained to the

Caddoe Indians Battey was convinced "they knew that something told
them in their

hea~ts

that it was wrong to lie, to steal, to get

34

Thomas C. Battey, The Life and Adventures of a Quaker Among
Indians, Boston, 1875, p.llS.

35

Agent Lawrie Tatum to Enoch Haag, January 20, 1873, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.

36

Agent Lawrie Tatum to C.I.A., March 31, 1873, B.I.A., R.G.
75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.

37

"Report or Xlowa Agency," (Agent J. Haworth) in Report of
C.I.A., 1875, p.175.
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and to murder, but they did not know it was the Great

Spirit that was telling them. ,,38
In considering Tatum's time as agent Battey wrote, "I know
that in his own estimation his administration has not been a
successful one, and perhaps in some respects it has not. ,,39

It

was hard for the QUakers to acknowledge the failure of their work
with the Indians when they saw it as being based on such sound
principles.

Believing in the universality of Christian teaching

they were unable to comprehend the large cultural barrier that
separated their assumptions from those of the Indians.

"I am

persuaded," wrote Battey, that, "whatever errors there may be
discovered in

the

management of affairs at this agency, they will

be of the head and not of the heart. ,,40

** * * * * * *
The missionaries of the Dakota Mission, like the Friends,
believed that the Bible and Christian teaching were vital for
civilizing the Indian.

But, unlike the Friends, they did not

believe that the god the Indians worshipped was the same as the
one white Christians prayed to.

They regarded the Indian's false

gods as being at the root of his savagery.

Indian education to

these missionaries meant not only treating the Indians fairly,
and by good example and kind treatment coaxing them towards civilization, but also actively attempting to substitute Christian
truths for their pagan superstitions.

As the Indian's savagery

was essentially a religious problem to the missionaries of the

38

Battey,

OPe

cit., p.3l3.

39

Battey,

OPe

cit., pp.136-l31.

40

Ibid.
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Dakota Mission, they believed Indian education could never succeed
if it was conceived of only in secular terms; the Indian would not
be civilized if he merely lived and dresses as a white man and was
economically self-sufficient.

However, as Christianity was not

an addition to Indian belief, but had to replace his pagan system
of thinking, formal teaching was necessary to help him make this
change.

Thus for the missionaries of the Dakota Mission education

and Christianity were inseparable.
Some of the mission families had lived
for several generations.

wi~h

the Sioux tribe

Through study of the Dakota language

and examination of the Indians' behaviour they came to understand
many of the intricacies of the tribe's culture.

The Dakota Mission

was at first attached to the American Board of Commissioners to.
Foreign Missions, but it was transferred to the American Missionary
Association.

The missionaries were therefore Congregationalists

and Presbyterians.
The early missionaries were often worried that the Indians
might fail to grasp the essential Christian message.

The Indians

did not share the Christian doctrine of sin; the missionary's main
task was therefore to convince them that they were sinners, in
order to make the Christian doctrine of redemption appear sensib1e. 41
But many Indians were unable to see the opposi t5.on to their own
beliefs contained in Christian teaching.

Samuel Pond who, with

his brother Gideon, began work with the Sioux in the 1830's, wrote
despairingly, "This afternoon I had some conversation with Kayan
Hotanka, who is strongly of the opinion that their religion and

41

S.W. Pond, Jr., Two Volunteer Missionaries AmOng the Dakotas,
Boston and Chicago: Congregational Sunday-School Publishing
Ho., 1893, p.l02.
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that of the Bible are the same, and that he has been a Christian
twenty years.

Deluded man! ,,42

Stephen Riggs arrived among the Sioux after the Ponds.

He,

and his son Alfred who continued his work, made detailed studies
of tribal life, but they both took pains to show that the Indians
were not worshipping a single god, the Creator, but rather innumeral
different spirits.

Stephen Riggs stressed that, "In addition to

the common hindrances of grossness, sensuality, and selfishness,
dulling the ear, deafening the mind, and fortifying the heart, the
. gospel here met a powerful enemy in their false religion ... 43
Slowly the Sioux came to realize that this new religion being
offered to them could not coexist with their own.

stephen Riggs

noted that, "From the time the chief men came to understand that
the religion of Christ was an exclusive religion, and that it would
require the giving up of their ancestral faith, they set themselves
in opposition to it."44
\Vhilst anxious to understand the Sioux, the missionarYsl
study and analysis was not only based on the premise that the
Indian was heathen, but was also aimed at knowing how best to
bring him to Christianity and civilization.

Stephen Riggs came

to know about all the important Sioux gods; to him they were "so
far as forms and names were concerned •
own deluded and foul imaginings.

contemptuous of Indian gods.

,.45

the creation of thp.ir
Riggs was therefore rather

In describing the four varieties

42 Ibid., p.l03.
43

stephen R. Riggs, Tah-Koo Wah-Kant or, The Gospel Among the
Dakotas, Boston: 1869, p.54

Man and I: or Forty Years Among the Sioux.
Boston: Congregational Sunday School and Publishing Society,
18S0, pp.121-12S.

44 Stephen R. Riggs,

45 Stephen R. Riggs, The Gospel Among the Dakotas, oPe Cit., p.42.
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of the Ha-yo-ka, or anti-natural God he writes, "They are all
armed with the bow and arrow and the deer-hoof rattle, which are
charged with electricity.

One of the varieties carries a drum,

and for a drumstick ho1ds a little wake'yan god by the tail,
striking the drum with its be:ol.k.

This would seem an unfortunate

position for a god to be in, but it must be remembered that it is
wakan, and the more absurd a thing is, the more wakan.,,46

However,

he also saw their gods as dangerous and as having "substantial
spiritual powers, for the worship of the Dakota does not fallon
vacan~y,

but is consciously paid to spiritual beings which can be

none other than the spirits of darkness.,,47

He himself unconsci-

ously showed his recognition of their gods (or devils, in his
terms) when, after his wife'S brother was suddenly and tragically
drowned in the river he wrote "the Indians said their water god,
Oonktehe, was displeased with us for coming to build here.
had seized the young man.

He

It did seem at times as though God

was against us.,,48
Unable to accept Indian gods the missionaries nevertheless'
stood the extent to which religion permeated the whole of Indian
life.

They recognized that the Indians' religion gave the law to

all their social customs and domestic industries, that it regulated
th~

hunt, the journey, and the formation and activities of the camp.

It was for this reason that Riggs could declare with such assurance
that the Indian "must be a savage as long as he is a pagan.,,49

46

Ibid., pp.78-79.

47

Ibid., p.92.

48

Stephen R. Riggs, Mary and I: or Forty Years Among the Sioux,
OPe cit., p.108.

49

Ibid., pp.102-103.
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This was also the reason that they realized they had to aim to
both educate and convert the whole community.

So long as the

Christian Indians represented only a minority the overwhelming
pressure of the society was working against them:

those who

attempted to save or store food were breaking one of the essential
principles of Indian life; men who farmed were plagued with the
taunt that they had made themselves into women; but worst of all
the Christian Indians were accused of having abandoned the religion
of their fathers.

Ehnamane, a Santee pastor, who was active

converting his people on the reservation, having become a Christian
after the 1862 massacre, once told Riggs that before he died his
father had said to him:
"The white man is coming into the country, and
your children may learn to read.
But promise
me that you will never leave the religion of
your ancestors. "50
The Dakota believed that every man and race were under the protection of their own special divinities.

Samuel Pond found that even

when the Indians had nothing to disagree with in Christianity,
"they maintained that though i t was a good religion for us, it
was nO.t for them. ,,51

After the Sioux uprising in 1862, when

three hundred and three Indians were found guilty of murder and
sentenced to death (although eventually only thirty eight were
hanged) a mass

conve~sion

took place.

Whatever the reason for

the Indians' change of heart it was, the missionaries thought,
a sign that the Indians now recognized the weakness of their own
gods who had been unable to protect them from the revenge and
justice of the whites.

52
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As part of the effort to reach the whole community the
missionaries developed n Dakota alphabet which was to elevate
Sioux to a wri t ten languc'1v,e.
means to a greater end.

'fhe project was "undertaken as a
put God's words in their thoughts,"

Jl 0

Riggs wrote, "and to teach them to read in their own tOrlooue the
wonderful words of God. ,,53

'['he alphabet was actually developed

by the Pond brothers, but all the missionaries took part in
deducing the grammar and collecting the vocabulary.54

By

speaking

Dakota they hoped not only to gain a greater understanding of the
Indian, but also to be able to channel his thought "which cannot
be easily educated except through a familiar language. 1I55
Despite their scorn for Indian religion the missionaries did
not fall victim to the belief that Indian languages were defioi.ent
and necessarily inferior.

Aware that Dakota lacked certain words

and concepts, for example there was no word for colour, time or
space, they also recognized it was rich in other aspects.

"the

Dakota verb," wrote Pond, "is peculiarly complex and by means of
inflections expresses certain shades of meaning not expressed by
any of the languages of civilization without the introduotion of
adverbial phrases."

However the language of counting was limited;

while this presented certain problems in teaching arithmetic, terms
having to be devised by the missionaries for fractions and arithmetical concepts, it gave them an insight into the children's
difficulty with that sUbject. 56

Speaking Dakota daily Stephen

53

Ibid., p.60.
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Pond, Ope cit., pp.5l-88.
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Stephen R. Riggs, The Gospel Among the Dakotas,
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Rl.'"':2:S cor>·Pou~c,l

that he thought and dreamed in the language, and

while there had been times when it had seemed to him "barren and
meaningless" that feeling passed and it became for him "a heart
language" equally as capable of expressing his profoundest
thoughts as EngliSh.,,57
In thirty three years of work with the Sioux Stephen Riggs
claimed that he had learned six major lessons:
1.

"That teaching Indians to read and write in their
own language when they are willing and desirous to
learn is very easy • • •

2.

The ability to read and write in an Indian language
is of itself a great step in education.
It gives the
man an understanding of what letters mean

3.

The Dakota scholar, by having learned the act of reading
in his own tongue, which he understands, is thereby able
more intelligently and vigourously to take hold of the'
English, which he does not and for a long time cannot
understand.

4.

It follows from these experiences that the boarding
school in which young children are taken and cared
for and taught in and through the English language
alone, is not the quickest and most economical way
of reaching the desired end • • • a few are raised
above their people in culture and knowledge, only to
be dragged down again, in many cases, to nearly the
same level.

'5.

6.

Above all as a means of evangelization, education should
be in the vernacular.
Men's hearts are reached through
their understanding.
Most easily and successfully to accomplish these great
ends of education, all members of a tribe, as far as
possible, should be reached by some system of common
schools; and so all, or a large portion, will be
educated together, through their own lan~age first,
and then up through the English tongue. "58

Alfred Riggs was to endorse all these points and to continue to
expand the work when the Indians were moved to the Santee Reservation.

57 Ibid., p.130.
58

Stephen R. Riggs, The Gospel Among the Dakotas,

pp.408-41l.
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Facmlty of the Santee Normal Training School - seated left Rev. A L
Riggs, standing l eft Mrs A L Riggs , c1885 .
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Having developed Rnd put into practice a theory of education
which involved extensivH use of an Indian language, Alfred Riggs
was forced to defend the edur.!Cl.tional system that was operating at
the Santee Manual Training
Washington.

In 1880 the

exclusive use of English.

~:chool
~lreau

when it was attacked froM
adopted a regulation requiring the

A more stringent ruling was passed

four years later when the Government threatened to withdraw funds
from any school using the vernacular. 59

Riggs and the Dakota

Mission had managed to evade the previous rule by applying for
funds exclusively for the English Department of the Santee School. 60
In 1887 Commissioner John D.C. Atkins forbade any teaching in the
vernacular and insisted, "The instruction of the Indians in the
vernacular is not only of no use to them, but is detrimental to
the cause of their education and civilization, and no school will
be permitted on the reservation in which the English language is
not exclusively taught. ,,61

While Riggs did terminate his native

theology class, Dakota continued to be used as a means of explaining
subjects to the children in church services, although any such use
62
was suspected by officials of the Bureau.
Riggs wrote constantly to the Bureau of Indian Affairs explaining his methods and justifying his position.
his

f~ther's

Not only was his and

work at stake, but so also was the funding of the

Santee school.

Rations for the school children were provided

by the government and in 1880 tuition payment for thirty students

59 Report of C.I.A., 1887, pp.xx-xxi.
60

John O'Means (Sect. of the American Board of Commissioners to
Foreign Missions), to C.I.A., August 25, 1881, B.I.A., R.G.
75., L.R., Santee Agency.

61

Report of

62

Special Agent.V.H. Sallmadge to C.I.A., June 20, 1888, B.!.A.,
R.G. 75., L.R., Santee Agency.

C.I.~.,

1887, p.xxii.
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was also supplied at Riggs request.
became dependent on government money.
was provided annually.63

Increasingly, the school
After 1883 about ¢12,000

But Riggs refused to change the teaching

methods of the Santee school so in 1893 the government contract
was terminated and the school was forced to survive solely on
funds provided by the American Missionary Association.
Although the Santee were "far in advance of all the other
Sioux," the school was intended for the whole tribe. 64

Alfred

Riggs stated clearly that his main object was "to create a native
. agency that shall work as leaven for the regeneration of their
own people.

Hence, while we plan to fit them as individuals for

citizenship with us, we are also careful to maintain their common
interests and sympathy with their own race. 1165
In 1889 Riggs was sure that the school was proving a success
and fulfilling its purpose, seeing evidence for this in the fact
"that returned pupils find it easy to obtain employment with often
very good wages. ,,66

However, although anxious for the Indians to

retain their ties with their own communities, Riggs never suggested
that their tribal relations should be perpetuated; seeing these
as intimately connected with their traditional customs he felt
that they became "more and more a drag on mankind and independence
as

the Indians

make advancement.,,67

The Santee school slowly grew; in 1870 there were one hundred

63

ReQort of C.I.A. , 1883, p.245; ReI!ort of C.I.A., 1884, p.. 123;
ReQort of C. LA. , 1885, p.138; ReI!ort of C.I.A., 1886, p.193;
Report of C.I.A., 1893, p.626.

64

Report of B.I.C. , 1874, p.1l5.

65

Alfred L. Riggs, Santee Normal Training School, n.d., n.p.

66

Alfred L. Riggs, Report of the Santee Normal Training School,
1889, B.I.A., L.R., R.G. 75, Santee Agency.

61

"Report of the Santee Mission," in Report of C.I.A., 1810, p.703.
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pupils with an average ;:tttendance of fifty five and in 1884 there
were one hundred and forty four pupils representing ten different
agencies, with an aVera!;'"! attendance of ninety nine. 68

Both the

standard of scholarship and the breadth of study slowly improved;
as new subjects were intL'oflllC(Hi the Dakota speaking teachers were
challenged not only to vroducp. new text books, but also to evolve
terms with "proper and definite scientific meaning. ,,69

Although

different in its philosophy from Carlisle, working with only one
tribe and not being as reg-imented in its activities, the main aim
_at Santee was also to'tt;each cleanly and orderly hnbits"and to
"develop habits of patient and careful labor.'JO

Practical training

in housekeeping, farming and various trades was given, by 1885
there were blacksmith, shoe and carpenter shops, whose work wasseen as basic to the school's educational purpose.
Although anxious that the Indians should not be removed far
from their homes for their elementary schooling, in 1883 Riggs
borrowed the idea of "outing" developed at Carlisle, and asked
the Bureau if he could place some pupils in white families for
the summer.

Those Indians who advanced higher than the standard

reached at Santee, Riggs also suggested should be given opportunities in white schools.

71

Santee came to be recognized as a good Indian school.

In

68

Ibid.; "Report of the Santee Mission," in Report of C.I.A.,
1884, pp.161-168; Alfred L. Riggs to C.I.A., February 24,
1883, B.I.A., R.G. 15, L.R., Santee Agency.

69

Alfred L. Riggs, "Report of the Santee Mission," in Report
of C.I.A., 1871, p.860.

70

Report of the American Board of Commissioners to Foreign
Missions, 1881, p.87.

71

Alfred L. Riggs to C.I.A., July 2, 1883, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Santee Agency; Alfred L. Riggs to C.I.A., June 11, 1881, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Santee iP,ency.
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1890 those associated with the government industrial training
school at Santee regarded the Manual Training school (as well as
the school of the Episcopalians) as greatly superior to their own.
In 1884 the National Education Association invited Riggs to bring
some of his pupils to their meeting in Wisconsin. 72

Riggs' work

was strongly praised by other educators; the Director of the
Chicago Manual Training School wrote to tell the Commissioner he
believed "the intellectual and moral culture which
receive from

b~.

the Indians

Riggs and his associates, seems to me the true

solution of the much vexed Indian question.,,73
The missionaries at Santee, like the majority of Christians,
believed the Indians were worshipping "false gods."

Anxious to

correct them they saw this as also necessitating educa\ion to give
them a true comprehension of the Christian home and Christian life.
"In carrying to the Indians the religion of the Bible," Riggs
wrote, "we have desired to carry to them the education of the Bible,
education in the most extended sense.,,74

Thus while at times

their methods were openly criticized by officials ,their main:purpose never
deviated from that of the government's.

* * ** * * **
In August 1882 Congress passed a bill authorizing the Omaha
tribe to have their lands allotted to them in severalty.

The bill

72

Alfred L. Riggs to C.I.A., June 5. 1885, B.I.A., R.G. 15,
L.R., Santee Agency.

13

H.H. Belfield to C.I.A., September 20, 1884, B.I.A., R.G. 75,
L.R., Santee Agency; C. M. Woodward to C.I.A., September 25,
1885, B.I.A., R.G. 15, L.R., Santee Agency.

74

Stephen Riggs, "Dakota Portraits," Minnesota Historical Review.
November 1918, Vol. 2, No.8, p.546.
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had been dra\Yn up after Congress had received a petition from the
tribe asking for this privilege.

Alice C. Fletcher, an ethnology

student from the Peabody Ethnological Institute, was instrumental
in the formulation and presentation of the Indians' petition, and
also in the implementation of the provisions of the bill. 15
Miss Fletcher had arrived among the tribe in 1881 and had
begun a study of their traditions.

She became sympathetic towards

their desire to be legally secure in the ownership of their land.
However, her support of the allotment scheme stemmed not only from
sympathy but also from a firm belief that property ownership of
this type was necessary for the Indian's Civilization. 16

Miss

Fletcher studied the tribe through the eyes of an anthropologist;
she noted the characteristics of their beliefs and behaviour,
their social and family organization.

Fletcher came to identify'

their government and family organizations as being at the root of
their "backward" state.

She regarded the Indians' social structure

as restrictive and also saw it as responsible for their feeble sense
of property ownership.

Her conclusions endorsed, in anthropolog-

ical language, those already reached by the government. 11
Alice Fletcher first visited the Omahas in order to begin
"the study of the Indian in his own home, by his side, from his
standpoint."

However, she approached the study with a pre-cast

75,

15

Petition of Omaha Indians, January, 1881, B.I.A., R.G.
L.R., Omaha Agency.

16

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent Geoffrey W. Wilkinson) in
Report of C.I.A., 1883, p.105.

11

Alice C. Fletcher, The Omaha Tribe, Washington D.C., G.P.O.,
1911, gives the results of Fletcher's research and investigations; Alice C. Fletcher, "Tribal Studies Among the Omahas:
Personal Studies on Indian Life," The Century MagaZine, XLV,
No.3, January 1893, pp.451-46l, gives Fletcher's personal
opinion of what these studies indicate about Indian life.
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theoretical framework.

Anxious to show the Indians were not

living simply in an "unrestrained state of nature" she went to
great lengths to show how every activity of the tribe had a
specific function; even their jOur.1eyings were not the "mere
wanderings of a homeless people, but had always a purpose and an
objective point in view."

The camp of the tribe was also always

arranged in an organized pattern and it appeared to Fletcher as
the very symbol of the restrictiveness of Omaha life.

She

regarded the patterns and custOlil3 of Omaha SOCiety as precluding
both freedom and change and asserted:
"Instead of going back to an unrestrained state of
nature, about which the philosophers of the eighteenth
century loved to discourse, we are returning to
elaborate ceremonies, to forms which become more and
more fixed, and to the loss of individual liberty;
freedom from the product of civilization, evolved
78
through the centuries by the slow process of ideas."
Fletcher believed it was necessary for Indian society to change not
only to ensure the Indian's survival, but also to guarantee his
freedom from the prison of his restrictive traditions.

She did

not contest that tribal customs had not altered, but rather that
they encompassed so thoroughly all aspects of the Indian's life
that they denied him his individual freedom.
Working in the field Fletcher presented the problem to the
Indians, pragmatically insisting that, lithe past is irretrievably
gone, and that the tribe is lost in the State" and urging them to
change and adopt the American life-style.

The Omahas had received

a prophecy from one of their old chiefs, Umpa-tunga, or Big Elk,
"which foretold in a picture drawn from the overflowing of the
Missouri, the coming of the white

m~~,

and bade the Indians prepare

to meet this flood, which would obliterate all their old ways."

78

Fletcher, "Tribal Studies Among the Omaha,"

Ope

cit., p.458.
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Fletcher jubilantly repr)rted how when she was with the tribe an
old Indian recited the p-1.rable and called out at the end "the
flood has come," but

:3h.~

addn,j

there were also Indians who
and customs. ,,19

that despite the advance of some

Wf~r~

"loath to part with ancient habits

Perhap:3, rll~:lpite her professional interest,

Fletcher's own attitude to Uw Omaha traditional culture is best
demonstrated when, af ter aSf3erting that "no rash or iconoclastic
hand has been placed upon their ancient beliefs and ceremonies,"
she explained how the keepers of the sacred

te~t

of war and sacred

pole had been persuaded to give up those holy obj'?cts, "for safe
keeping where the history of their tribe is also to be preserved-in the Peabody Museum at Harvard University."BO
Recognizing the inter-relatedness of all aspects of Omaha
culture Fletcher nevertheless identified the family, or kinship
pattern, as the main cause of their inability to advance and
explained, "in the native order of society, the home, as we understand it, cannot exist ...

Describing the true American home as

"one roof sheltering father and mother, and their children, secure
in the sharing and inheritancp of the property resulting from the
toil of the family," she explained how in an Indian tribe the band
or village into which a person is born has prior claim to his
property and therefore the children could not

i~erit

had to share their parent's property with the band.

directly but
In Fletcher's

terms the fatal flaw in Indian society was its lack of structured
channels for passing on property to the individual.

She regarded

the civilized "home" as the most efficient mechanism for property
transmission, and so stressed the "prime importance of rearing

19

Ibid., p.451; Mohonk, lB90, p.152.

80

Fletcher; "Tribal Studies AmO':lg the Omahas," op. cit., p.461.
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homes in the midst of the people," and "giving to the members of
the tribe individual ownership of land and homes."

Hostile to

the "tribal relation" she saw this as being largely supported by
their "peculiar kinship organization. ,,81
As part of her effort to civilize the Omahas Fletcher initiated
a scheme to have young married couples trained together at Hampton
who would be "not only instructed in the school and shop, but each
pair dwell in a cottage, simple in its appointments, but fitted to
give them a knowledge of home-life and civilized appliances."

On

. their return to the reservation she asserted, "a house must be
provided for them to live in on the reservation, in order that
they may continue in a civilized way of living."

Thus, in collaboration

with the Women's National Indian AssOCiation, she supported a
programme for lending money to Indian couples to help them break
their land, begin farming and build a house.

The money had to be

returned in order to sustain the fund, but more particularly to
prevent the Indians from becoming paupe!s in having received alms. 82
The first cottage was built on the Omaha reservation, and after
that the AssOCiation expanded the scheme and in five years they
had helped build or "make over" fifty or sixty cottages.

83

A belief in the importance of the home was shared by all who
supported the allotment programme.

General E. Whittlesey,

chairman of the Lake Mohonk Conference in 1891, said:
"the subject of land in severalty has become pretty
familiar to this conference.
I myself prefer the
phrase Indian homesteads.
That conveys a better idea
of what we are trying to do; that is to enable the
Indians to make for themselves homes, as we understand that dear word. ,,84

81

Alice C. Fletcher, Indian Horne Building, New York: Women's
National Indian AssOCiation, 1883.

82

Ibid.

8,

IfeAonkt 1891. p.S4.

SA

Ibid ..

D

82.
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Senator Dawes also supporterl the idea of "the home;" he saw the
severalty bill as a necessary development in Indian policy after
it had been shown that education alone was not sufficient to
"elevate" the Indian.

"'I'h'~

Indian could not be civilized or

Christianized by mere in teLl ,',dual training.

If he was to become

a Christian, self-supporting- citizen of the United States, he must
have a home."A5

Alice Fletcher was thus using kinship analysis

to support a view which was widely endorsed by those concerned
" 1 'lza t'10n. A6
Wl'th I n d'lan C1Vl

In her work allotting Indian lands Fletcher thought
not only of providing a home but also of enforcing the nuclear
family.

Thus, on the Omaha reservation inheritance was to oper-

ate according to the laws of the state, which even the agent
noted would "render valuable assistance in maintaining the integrity
of the family, a most important matter in the welfare of these
people. ,,87

In dividing the lands she deliberately tried to locate

members of a family together, not for sentimental reasons but to
attempt to guarantee the growth of their land base.

"1 always

regarded the law, as far as allotment was concerned," asserted
Fletcher, "in one single aspeot; that i t is the dividing of
inherited property.IIS8
Fletcher was aware that allotment would introduce previously
unknown inequalities into the tribe, but this was something that

85

Mohonk, 1895, p.48.

86

Report of B.I.C., 1882, p.1.

87

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent Geoffrey W. Wilkinson) in
Report of C.I.A., 1884, p.lI8.

88

Mohonk, 1892, p.28.
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she saw as a sign of their advance in civilization.

It was when

the "conservative It Indians held back the more "progressive" ones
that the whole tribe's move towards civilization was slowed.
1t0ne must always pick out those who are enterprising:
thing one must do is to make inequalities."

the first

So she would delib-

erately attempt to select the best land for those who had already
shown themselves anxious to work.

She also constantly aligned

herself with this group in their requests. 89

Even after the

petition requesting allotment had been presented Fletcher acknowledged that the majority had been opposed to allotment by twothirds.

90

In 1885 a petition was presented to the Indian Bureau

signed by all the Omaha Councilmen asking to have Miss Fletcher to
watch permanently over their affairs.

However, another section

of the tribe, led by Little Cook, remained hostile to her; writing
to the Bureau they not only criticized her for misrepresenting the
tribe, but complained that as a United States Officer she had shown
partiality to a portion of the tribe, and thereby drawn a distinct
party line}l
Fletcher saw allotment as only the first step towards the
civilizing of the Indian, after which all other parts of his society
had to be changed.; there was a necessity for "new governmental methods,
new plans for the education of the people, not only in schools, but
in the forms of orderly society.n92

In attempting to explain the

89

Ibid., pp.26, 27.

90

Mohonk, 1884, p.26.

91

Petition from Omaha Councilmen, May 21, 1885, B.I.A., R.G.
75, L.R., Omaha Agency.

92

Mohonk, 1888, p.7.
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of the Council, a modifica,tion of the Indians' traditional governing body, as an obstruction to the introduction of American forms
of government, observing that, "the Councilmen will die strong in
the love of their
Indian Court of

OVID

office."

Judge~J,

sh'~

Welcoming the establishment of an

dllggested that the judges should be

both instructed in abstract law, and should be paid for their
services.

In 1884 she encouraged and supported the Omahas in

their desire to become independent of the agency employees, who
were paid out of tribal funds and at the service of all Indians.
A scheme was set up to allow

indivi~ual

Indians to employ whom

they wished and to pay for such services from their own funds.
Such a development would not only break down the homogeneity of the
tribe but would also obviously benefit the more advanced and richer
Indians. 91
In 1886 Fletcher accompanied a delegation of Indians to
Washington to present some plans for Omaha self-government to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

Thuida-Haha, one of the "prog-

ressive" members of the tribe, informed the CommiSSioner, "we want
to attend to our own matters ami we want no outsiders to interfere
with us. ,,98

However the plan failed to gain the Commissioner's

approval, and at the end of 1886 the agent reported the Indians
to be disgruntled and in a state of chaos, with many favouring a
return to the old system of agency organization with government

91 Alice C. Fletcher, Observations upon the Condition of the Omaha
Indians in Reference to the Adviseabi1ity of Inaugurating
Certain Changes in the 1mnagement of Their Affairs, June 25,
1884, B.I.A., R.G. 15, L.R., Omaha Agency.
98

"Report of the Omaha Delegation's Interview with the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs," March 24, 1886, B.LA. t
R.G. 15, L.S., Omaha Agency.
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employees and workshops.99

Three years later a different agent

reported on the anomalous situation of the Omaha:

stranded between

reservation and State law but with no machinery to enforce either
he claimed that not only were the Indians suffering but it was
unclear how they could be properly protected.

On considering the

question of severalty he concluded:
"That we are working upon an unsolved problem in
this matter cannot be denied.
We are travelling
upon an unknown road.
Even the prime movers in
this measure cannot tell us where we are.
Splendid
theories often prove faulty in application and actual
practice.
It appears to my mind that we are trying
to erect a new superst~lcture without removing the
debris of the past." 100
Although in their "state of transition" the Omaha tribe presented
many problems, Alice Fletcher remained convinced of the pressing.
need to grant the Indians their lands individually and incorporate
them within the states' system of government. 10l

However, while

identifying the Indian'S family and government structure as the
main division between them and civilization, she also believed
that schools were absolutely essential for "civilizing" the Indians,
and she observed that she always found the most "progressive" men
were "those who had had their children in school. ,,102

Fletcher's

support of Indian schools was consistent with her belief that

99

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent Charles H. Potter) in ReBort
of C. LA. , 1886, p.18?

100 "Report of Cmaha Agency," (Agent Jesse F. Warner) in Re:Qort
of C. LA. , 1889, p.23 8 •
101 After being granted their lands in severalty the Omaha Indians
came under the laws of the state of Nebraska.
The tribe,
although divided on other issues,. were unanimous in their
agreement "that they never consented to a condition of state
allegiance until twenty-five years after their lands were
patented to them," cf. "Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent
Robert H. Ashley) in Re:Qort of C.I.A., 1886, p.18?
102 Mohonk, 1892, p.26.
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everything should be done to break down the traditional Indian
family and band structure.

'rhe progress of the Indian she

concluded would be slow "bec':l11se of an isolation of language and
of habits formed by old

rp','11~rvation

lines and precedents," but

she saw the possibility of lnntAning this advance if the Indian
was given not only a knowledge of English but a chance to "see
and imbibe tl something of the world in which Americans lived and
which stimulated their thoughts and actions.

Despite her knowledge

of Omaha society Fletcher remained convinced that if the Indians
could see and experience American society they would be more likely
to want to share in its advantages.

Fletcher advocated that:

"Education in a wider sense than merely getting children into
school to learn "the three R's," should be enforced, to the extent
of removing everyone of school age having sufficient physical and
mental vigor to schools beyond the reservations.,,103

When schools

were built on the reservation Fletcher was keen that they shoUld
not be solely for the Indian community, but should act as a meeting
point for the two races.

She even suggested that they would be

consciously built on the borders of reservations to facilitate this
purpose. 104

Her attitude to the schools was consistent with her

general belief that at every point the Indian's own social pattern
and traditions should be actively discouraged if not ignored.
Although Fletcher had originally gone to study the Omaha
"from their own standpoint," and applied the techniques of anthropological analysis to examine their culture, she not only became
active in enforcing federal Indian policy but used the conclusions

103

l,Iohonk, 1890, p.152.

104

Mohonk, 1887, pp.15-1 6 •
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of her academic study to justify active interference in both their
~Ut\A~.

~co~omjc

base and

th~ir

family and government organization.

Insist-

ent that work in the field and a knowledge of the Indians was
essential to an under3tanding of their needs, she in fact recapitulated the traditional conclusioCl:

that while the Indian as a

man was not inferior to the whites his society held him in a savage
or backward state, thus once freed from this he would readily
progress.
Fletcher was critical of all aspects of Indian society, but
she located the essence of the problem in the Indian family structure.
If this could be changed the Indian's appreciation of private
property would develop and he would then be receptive to all the
other facets of civilized life.

Without this appreciation of

private property he would not only be incapable of advance but
would be unable to benefit from or understand American law,
American government, or the promise of American society.
theory thus neatly paralleled federal Indian policy.

Fletcher's

To the

growing belief that the Indian must be integrated she gave not
only theoretical support, but also practical help.

While not

actively concerned to establish schools, she offered a forceful
and "infonned" a.rgument of the nature of the changes these institutions should be attempting to achieve.
By 1900 the Omaha tribe was indeed no longer isolated from
the surrounding settler communities.

The school superintendent

reported that the field-day sports and literary exercises at the
close of school were celebrated by a large gathering of "the
Indians and whites of the vicinity and people from the surrounding
towns. "I05

105

However, while this was exactly the type of integration

"Report of Su.'pe:;:-.:.!!tondent of Indian Schools,tt in Report of

C.I.A., 1898, p.329.
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Fletcher had advocated some of the other developments on the
reservation were seen as ciiscouraging.

Many of the Indians were

leasing their lands and ljving on the rent they received, instead.
of farming; alcoholic drink:, bought from the neighbouring towns
were used widely, and more irn[lurtantly,Captain Beck of the Tenth
Cavalry, who acted as Omaha agent for a time, reported that the
Indians "continued to carry out many of their old customs which
.
t 0 th'
. '1'lza t·lone 11106
are an antagonlsm
elr ClVl

Regard e d as one

0f

the more advanced tribes the progress of the Omaha Indian was seen
as disappointing by those concerned with Indian affairs.

In

attempting to find explanations for the tribe's retrograding,
the reformers were critical of the way the policy had been implemented.

Senator Dawes was certain that the Omahas had lacked

guidance having been made responsible for their own affairs and
having lost the protection of the government too soon:
"It is the fault of the administration of Indian
affairs from beginning to end • • • It should have
held to the idea that the severalty act was only
an open door to make a home, and that the home was
to be built thereafter and by the same processes by
which you are educating the Indians, and with the
same care and solicitude.,,107
Alfred Riggs from Santee also asserted that the Omahas had
been abandoned by the government; that no sustained effort had been
made to integrate them into the white community and provide them
with a proper functioning legal system.

But Riggs also felt

that the contrasting success of the Santee Sioux was a direct
result of the latter's Christian training and education. I08
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"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent·William H. Beck) in Report
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reformers endorsed this view attributing the situation of the
Omahas to both lack of guidance and the absence of Christian
teaching. 109

Alice Fletcher however continued to insist that

once the Indian had been freed from his tribal relation and
established as an individual the way was open for him to advance.
She regarded the onrush of American settlement as the guarantee
that he

wo~ld notbe~able

saw the enactment

to revert to his former ways.

She

of special laws as almost irrelevant, stating,

"each year as I work among thes":' people I am more and more impressed
with the futility of relying upon legal enactments or broadcast
measures or policy, to raise them out of ignorance and habits
born of conditions now almost swept away by our advancing settlement."
Instead she looked to the individual Indian, now liberated from· his
restrictive past, to find his own way in American SOCiety:
"The Indian cannot be lifted as a race out of his
present condition solely by outside aid, but by
his own individual efforts; he must find his way
forward through experience and tribulation."110
With the enforced change in their tribal structure and the level
of help and education offered to an ordinary American citizen,
Alice Fletcher believed that the Indians could be both civilized
and absorbed into American society.
****-1'-***

Despite the various theoretical approaches to the question of
how best to change the Indian, when put into practice

~

.,. '. . .>=

they were all supported, whether openly or covertly, by force and
coercion.

~

...

After 1870 the United States army held jurisdiction

109
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110
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only over those Indians who left the reservation; however, troops
were frequently stationed near the reservation and the agent was
free to calIon their hid p when needed.
other less obvious powe C:l
majori ty of whom

wer~

clothing and general

wi ttl

which to coerce the Indians, the

now (to p,'mdent
su~)pl

ies.

But the agent also held

on the govern.'11ent for food,

These items, many promised to the

Indians in treaties, could bA withheld at any time as a way of
inducing the tribes to respond to the agent's orders, whether
these be to return prisoners, to work farms,
children in school.

OT"

to place their

As the Indians' military power declined the

agent could resort more easily to these non-violent methods of
coercion.
Probably almost every agent exploited the Indians' dependent
state to "encourage" them towards civilization.
recognized and supported by the Bureau.

This was a tactic

Even on the peaceful

Omaha reservation annuities were withheld from parents until they
111
However, certain agents
had placed their children in school.
not only used coercive means, bllt saw them as the best and only
way to elevate the Indian.
All those who sought to change the Indian wanted to induce the
tribes to behave like whites.

Some, like Riggs and Fletcher,

believed they had isolated the key to the Indians' savagery:

the

central aspect of their society which once eradicated would allow
the spread of "civilization."

But the agents who believed primarily

in force had a more behavioural approach and thought that if the
tribe could be forced to live and behave like Americans then
their "civilization" would have been achieved.

111

At Pine Ridge

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent G. W. Wilkinson) in Report
of C.I.A., 1883, p.105.
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Agency, South Dakota, Dr. V.T. McGillycuddy became famous for his
forceful methods in controlling the Teton Dakota, and for the
accompanying animosity these fostered in the Indian Chief Red
1l2
Cloud.
McGillycuddy became perhaps the best known authoritarian agent, due largely to the size of the Teton band, their
traditional hostility to white ways, and the uprising that
occurred on Pine Ridge in 1890 after McGillycuddy had left.
However, there were many other agents who believed in forceful
tactics.

The majority were army officers who were not depel!dent

on political patronage and who shared a belief in discipline and
control.
The Mescalero Apache had a long history of contact with the
army.

They were for a period almost entirely under military

authority. 11)
"civilization".

But they had advanced very slowly towards
By 1895 they were still physically isolated

from American society, the nearest railroad station being a
hundred miles away and many of the nearby settlers being Mexican.
They continued to live in teepees, depended on government rations
and supplies, and clung to their traditional dr.ess and beliefs.
Their new agent, a retired army officer, Captain V.E. Stottler,
thought their condition resulted from the fact that "the
situation had evidently been handled from the beginning from
a so-called humanitarian and not from a business standpoint."
He described the Apache as, "ignorant, cruel, superstitious,
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cunning, filthy, lazy, stubborn, treacherous, immoral, intemperate,
audacious, and an inveterate beggar," but for all that he did not
see him as essentially different from "his white brethren, with
whom our chari table noeie ti(-~;l in the East have had so much
experience."

114

He thought. Lhe Apache's reluctance to work was,

considering the government's {3"merosi ty in providing for his needs,
eminently comprehensible for, he explained, "Indians resemble
other people in not working for things provided gratuitously. till 5
stottler decided the only way to "civilize" the Apache was
to force him to work and live and behave as a white man.

He saw

his main goal as being to render the Indian economically selfsufficient.

While he also intended to stamp out all obvious

traits of Indianness, this was primarily because he saw these as
symptoms of the Apache's wildness, and therefore synonymous with
his reluctance to work, or live in a "civilized" manner.

Once

forced to live in a house, to wear "citizens' clothes," to work
for his living, and see a proper return for that work, Stottler
believed the Indian would have been "civilized."

While he saw

the latter's resistance to "civilization" as both real and determined, once this was overcome he believed the problem would have
been solved.
stottler quickly determined on his "intention of lavishly
using force or pressure."

He set out to break the "status guo";

to show the Indians that the government was supreme, that it would
do ''What it pleases with them and theirs," and that they could no

114
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1 onger expec t t 0 'oe f e d an d

. ta~ne
· d • 116

ma~n

He resolved to

"stretch to its elastic limit" the Indian Bureau regulation ordering
agents to "bring every influence to bear to make the Indians labour
in civilized pursuits.,,117

Adopting the motto, "No work, no

rations," he progressively "pinched ofr" the supplies or corree,
sugar, salt, rlour, matches and beer with which the government was
supplying them, while simultaneously compelling them to work and
try in "every way to prepare themselves ror the inevitable.,,118
\Y.hen the withholding of supplies proved insufficient Stottler
conrined Indians in the guardhouse and fed them on bread and water,
or assigned them to a spell of hard labour.
Arable land on the Mescalero reservation amounted to under
rive hundred acres, owing to the lack of water.

However Stottler

deemed this enough to allow all Indians to have a small plot and .
in his first year as agent he ordered every male to select a piece
or land and renee it.
carried out.

Rations were withheld until the order was

Seed was then issued to them, with the warning that

they must save enough from their crop to supply themselves the
following year.

Aware that rarming alone would not supply all

the Indians' needs Stottler considered other sources of income.
Noting that the Mescalero had once before been supplied with beef
herds, but had failed to care for them, losing many to the surrounding settlers, he decided sheep would be a better"alternative.
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Stottler, "Pressure as a Civilizer of Wild Indians,"
cit., p.397.
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"Report of Mescalero Agency," (Agent V.E. Stottler) in
Report of C.I.A., 1895, pp.2l5, 218.
For the remainder of
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on the reservation.

ThIJir presence was intended to stop the

settlers' cattle from trA8passing (cattle being reluctant to
pasture in the same land as
of meat for the Ina h.n~l.

;Hul

~heep).

They were to be a source

the women were to work at herding as

well as use the wool to md.kH blankets.

As the Mescalero had no

experience of weaving Stottler imported

some expert Navaho

instructors.

"A few acres of land and a flock of sheep to each

family ought in a few years to get these people from under the
fostering hand of the Government."

119

Anxious that the Indians should have as much farming land
as possible Stottler suggested that the government buy land along
the Tularose River, both on and off the reservation.

He

repor~ed

to the Commissioner, "It were better for the United States to spend
a lump sum at once and get these Indians self-supporting in a few
years than to make dribbling appropriations for them for many
years and then be still issuing them food and clothing.,,120

He

also suggested that the whites, who held four hundred acres of
land on the reservation by squatters' rights, should have their
claim extinguished by the

govA~ent.

(This was something agents

had been suggesting for years but which had never been carried
ou t • )

121

Stottler was slow to decide whether or not the Mescalero

should be granted their lands in s8veralty, haVing seen the problems
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But after two years he

concluded it was best to "give them this security, and at the same
time allow those lands rumoured to be rich in minerals to be taken
over by whites. ,,122
Stottler'

OJ

program;ne to turn the l:Iescalero Apaches into self-

sufficient herders and farmers was accompanied by other pressures
on the Indians to work.

Before he ordered them to farm, Stottler

summoned every adult Indian to work six days on a ditch to irrigate
the school farm. 123

During his first year in office Stottler also

requested permission to let the Indians transport the supplies
for the agency the hundred miles from the freight station of the
El Paso and Northeastern Railway.

Previously the work had been

done by Mexicans but Stottler asserted, "There is no reason why
the Indians should not earn this money, and thus in some degree'
learn its value and the value of their labour. ,,124

Women who

had no men, but who had children to look after, were also to become
self-supporting; they were compelled to make gardens and grow
vegetables, and Stottler hoped to give them their own land. 125
His programme for the Mescalero was not just forceful, it was
comprehensive.
stottler wanted all the Uescalero to live in log cabins rather
than teepees; this was largely for pragmatic J:'easons, as it would
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discourage them from
to their crops.

w'lnrl<~ring

But the:

and believed that when
should be burnt.

their teepees.

Apac:h~:l

nom(wn-~

St(jt.tl~~r

ceased to issue linsey,
He

and cause them to pay full attention

Lh("~

had a terrible fear of ghosts

died the house in which he died

d i ;lrel~8J'ded this "superstition" and
m'lterial the Indians used to repair

encouragc~d

them to cut timber and build cabins,

promising a stove to all who did.

However no chimney was allowed

in order to make "camp working" impossible.1 26
Parts of stottler's programme were not strictly "practical"
but were enforced to break the Indian's past habits and make him
more amenable to civilization.
the Indians to wear short hair.

Within a year he had forced all
First he insisted that all the

police should cut their hair, and doubled their rations "to make"
it worth their while to think twice before leaving the force."
Then he used the police to compel first the former school boys and
then all the male Indians to cut their hair, having previously
requested a letter from the Bureau making this an official order.
"Some demurred," Stottler reported, "but a little f"orce and a
judicious use of the guardhouse accomplished the desired end."
Reporting that the returned educated Indians wore long hair
"because, as they boasted, it 'made them wild,'" he was satisfied
with the general effect of the shearing on the whole tribe,
declaring that "the .task of moving them upwards has been perceptibly
easier from the time the scis:30rs clipped off their wildness. ,,127
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Apart from forcing the Indians to change their hair and dress
styles, Stottler banned their dances, the social function of which
he described as being "principally to advertise the grown girls for
sale to the highest birider."

Scornful of their tribal organization

he not only refused to recognize any headmen, but abolished the
Indian court, assuming all punitive responsibility for himself and
asserting, "summary action on the part of the agent

i~

quickly

incarcerating offenders and working them at hard labour has a
much better effect. ,,128
Stottler not only. excluded the Indians from haVing a voice in
their own affairs, but in December 1895 he extended his personal
authority to the school by discharging the superintendent.

He

asserted that this was necessary in order that the children might
"be trained on exactly the same lines as the old people."

Believing

that it was necessary to educate all of the children and not just
a few, he applied his same policy of force and coerCion, and within
a year had secured one hundred per cent school attendance through
"firmness and a judicious use of the guardhouse and starvation of
the parents. ,,129
One of the agent's main problems with the Mescalero Apaches
was the mother-in-law taboo, a strict custom of the Indians which
forbade a man to speRk to or even look at his mother-in-law.

"The

'old woman'" Stottler reported, "not the 'new' reigns on this
reservation.

A simple superstition of these people creates a

128
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stumbling block that is made manifest very often when the agent
or the 'man in Washington' tries to inaugurate a policy or a
movement in the interest of their better condition and support."
The older women, often hostl Lf.! to the introduction of the new ways,
were frequently able to rii Se()Hrage their families from adopting
them.

"If the agent," complained Stottler, "encounters the ill-

will of these women his trouble will. begin."

However he cir-

cumvented the problem by imprisoning the older women and subjecting
them to hard labour when they uRed their influence to counteract
any of his orders. 130
Stottler's schooling policy waS a reflection of his broader
purpose to use every available method to force the Mescalero Apaches
to be self-supporting.

Within this context he supported the idea

of a reservation boarding school.

¥fuile never extending his

observations to embrace all Indians he concluded that on the
Mescalero reservation the children should be educated within their
community, "There is here a band of four hundred and fifty Indians
and a section of country with fixed conditions from which they must
make their living, and alL their education should be with a View
to utilizing the means at hane!."

He suggested that it was point-

less to teach the Indians to farm in other regions as they had to
learn mountain farming, which along with sheep rearing could be
taught best to them on their own reservation.

The Indians who

had been trained in trades such as blacksmithing or cabinet making
had no use for such training at home, whereas with a "handy knowledge of tools" Stottler suggested the Mescalero boy would "be
equipped to strike out for himself. ,,131
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Government Boarding School on the Mescalero reservation,

c~B9§~

Stottler was certain that in his three and a half years as
agent he had succeeded in his task, and he left "well satisfied
that, with the material to work on and the condition of the Indians
and of the section of country, I could not have accomplished more. ,,132
The Governor of New Llexico likeNise '.'las greatly impressed by the
"marvellous transformation

that

took place on the Mescalero ..

Apache Reservation," the Indians having been "transformed from
lazy, filthy savages in red paint and breech clouts into reasonable
working human beings with a care for tomorrow and a desire to
become useful citizens.,,133

The importance of Stottler's admin-

istration continued to be acknowledged and one of his successors,
in traCing the history of the reservation, observed that it was
due to Stottler's "policy of urging, pushing and shoving these
Indians to work that much of the improvement in this tribe is due.,,134
Stottler had never elaborated a theory which set out the best way
of inducing the Indians to abandon their old habits and adopt those
of the whites.

Neither had he looked to Christian influence to

render a change in the Apache.

Instead he had couched the problem

in purely practical tems and with the help of planning and force
he had brought about a practical solution.

On leaving the reserv-

ation he was able to report, "'l'he Mescalero has adopted white man's
attire, including short hair, and has his house to live in and
lives in it.

There is plenty of agricultural lalld for his self-

support, but none to spare.

All the children, five years and
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Issue day at the Mescalero Agency -the Indians collect their r a tions
watched by the government Inspector ' s wife, 1903.
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upwards, are in school."

He went on to suggest that "if a firm

hand be kept on them, they should soon be off the gratuity roll
and the reserva tion thrown open. n135

However, although by 1902

all rations were stopped, by 1918 a field visitor from the Indian
Rights Association reported the Mescalero "living in the most
wretched conditions in bush shelters and tipis," and an official
explained to him that "there is no use in building houses for them;
they will not live in them.

Some cabins were put up for them

years ago but they would not live in them.,,13 6

Stottler, despite

. his optimism, had not solved the Indian problem in the long term.
His policy of force and coercion had not succeeded in replacing
the Mescaleros ' essentially Indian characteristics with the
attributes and qualities of American "civilization."

********
Each of the nineteenth century Americans examined above
concluded that the Indians' savagery was something total that had
to be eliminated as a whole.

But each located the source of true

"Indianness" in a different area and adapted their approach to
combat the problem at the root.

The Quakers thought that it was

not only ignorance of Christ but also ill treatment and treachery
that r.ad prevented the Indian from espousing civilization, so they
set out to win the tribes to "civilization" through moral suasion.
The Riggs at Santee were certain it was the Dakotas' pagan beliefs
that underlay all other signs of barbarity, and sought both to
convert and educate the Indians in the true religion.

To Alice

Fletcher it was the family structure that was wrong, inducing
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"communism" and depriving the Indian of a proper appreciation of
private property, so essential for "civilization."

And to

Captain V.E. Stottler on the Mescalero reservation it was the long
term policy of softness

and

leniency that had held the Indians

in their degraded state.
Ironically, the

appro~ch

shared most in common.

of the Quakers and that of Stottler

Although the one was concerned with

example and persuasion and the other with force and compulsion,
both considered the problem to be superficial treatment of the
Indian, and not the radical reconstruction of the Indians'
or religious patterns.

soci~l

To Stephen and Alfred Riggs and to

Alice Fletcher fundamental changes in the Indians' thinking and
behaviour were necessary before "civilization" could be achieved.
To the Quakers and to Stottler such changes would automatically
develop from a specific type of treatment.
All these men and women endorsed the government's general
policy and believed the Indians should adopt American habits and
values.

Naturally the Indians reacted to the attack on their

lives and their culture, but officials on the reservation did not
change or

adj~st

their methods.

Signs of resistance were inter-

preted as symptoms of the reassertion of savagery, requiring an
increased dose of the same medicine.

Thus the Quakers sen.t a

milder co-religionist to replace Tatum; the Riggs recommended proper
Christian teaching for all tribes that were faltering; Alice Fletcher
saw the answer to the Omahas' backsliding as resting with the individual Indian, whom she herself had detached from his traditional
family relations; and Stottler left the Mescalero insisting that a firm
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hand would be necessary with the tribe for a certain time.

Not

one of these officials, when confronted with the resistance of
the Indians, reconsidered or adapted his plan and tactics for
their "civilization".

All were engaged in the same task--the

Americanization of the Indian--but each one offered a different
solution to what was kno·NIl as "the India.."l problem."

~8

-

Chapter VI
Y.~e

Reservation
In the

mid-ni~eteenth centu~J,

when Americans began to

settle lands which previously it had been thought would remain
the exclusive home of Indians, the federal government began to
develop_ the reservation policy.

The type of restriotion and

control this policy involved for Indians was new to many of the
tribes, but the reservation as such did not indicate a change
. in official American thinking.

It represented instead an

elaboration of the belief that Indians and Americans were
distinct and separate. 1

By

1870 the majority of American Indians

had been assigned a particular area of land, or reservation, and
in the following decade the rest would receive the Bame treatment.
Reservations were, therefore, both the enforced physical home of
United states'Indians and a visible symbol 6f American belief
in their separateness.
Indians had always maintained a geographical distance from
whites, either voluntarily or because they were forced to.

This

Americans regarded as being not only desirable for the white
population, but also necessary for the protection of the tribes.
The removal of tribes in the 1830's was justified by the first
Indian Commissioner in these terms, and in 1867 Commissioner
Nathaniel Taylor, lamenting the vicious and unscrupulous behaviour
of whites towards Indians, concluded that "evidently the remedy
for these evils lies in securing to the Indians a permanent home
in a country exclusively set apart for them, upon which no whites

1

Annual Report of the Indian Bureau, 1831, p.172.
The head of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs was not denominated Commissioner
until 1832.
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or citizens, except government agents and employees, shall be
?

permitted to reside or intrude."'-

Historically, treatment of

the Indians as independent nation powers had involved not only
recognising the tribes' territorial separateness but also their
legal autonomy.

Treaties, drawn up by the United States'

government and signed by the various tribes, commonly stipulated
that citizens of the United States within the territory of the
Indian nations were to be subject to the laws of those nations. 3
Although this practice was to create numerous problems of law
enforcement in the territories, which Congress made efforts to
solve, the concept of "Indian Country" continued to be maintained
and enforced. 4

Even in the Indian Intercourse Act of 1834 it

was declared "that all parts of the United States west of the
Mississippi, and not within the states of Missouri and Louisiana,
or in a territory in Arkansas, and also that part of the United
states east of the Mississippi river, and not within any state
to which the Indian title has not been extinguished, for the
purposes of this act, be taken and deemed to be the Indian country.,,5
\Vhen tribes were confined on reservations they lost not only
their freedom of movement but also their political autonomy.
Although it was obvious that reservation life would threaten
traditional systems of law enforcement, not only because of the
accompanying change in living patterns, but also because

2

Report of C.I.A., 1867, p.2.

3 Felix S. Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law, \7ashington D.C. :

G.P.G., 1945, p.6.

4 Ibid.
5
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18~, cited in Cohen, OPe cit., p.6.
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leaders and chiefs no longer held the same authority, at first
no provision was made for thp. new situation.

Francis Walker

pointed out that the Indians were living in a state of practical
anarchy, and Bishop'lhipple wa3 continuously d:z;-awing attention
to the Indians' lack of legal protection. 6

In the light of tradit-

ional Indian policy it was logical progressively to restrict the
movements of the tribes by confining them on reservations.
However, there was no precedent for providing them with legal
controls, nor, more importantly, for embracing them within an
American system of justice.

Crimes committed by Indians against

whites could be tried in the courts, but not crimes committed by
Indians against Indians.

The need for some type of law was clear

and so in 1882 Congress passed a bill enumerating seven capital.
crimes that could be tried in the Federal courts.

A minimal

system of law enforcement was thus established, although significantly it was under the jurisdiction of the federal government
and not the governments of the states in which the Indians resided.
1linor crimes were obviously committed on the reservations
and in the absence of any system of law the authority and judgement of the agent was the only SUbstitute.

Several agents,

beginning in the early 1870's, started to recruit Indian police
forces to help them guard the reservation boundaries and make
arrests for minor offences.

These forces were so successful that

they gained official recognition and from 1878 Congress made
annual appropriations to pay the officers.

The Indian police

could not leave the reservation so that the efficiency of the
service was often impaired by the reservation boundary, but the

6 Francis Walker, The Indian Question, Boston: James R. Osgood
& Co., 1874, PP.5-lb.
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idea was popular among agents and ultimately police forces were
organized on the majority of reservations. 7
In 1883 agents were instructed to appoint Indians as judges;
the crimes they were to judge were all those not counted as
felonies and thus not covered by the federal courts.

Also

included were certain Indian customs deemed savage by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, such as polygamy and the Sun Dance.
The sentences the judges passed were often peculiar, but then
so also were the circumstances in which the

j~dges

were working.

In one marital dispute an Indian judge ordered a woman to return
to her husband and remain with him until his other wife, her
sister, had recovered from her current illness and could return
to her wifely duties.

On another occasion an Indian, found

guilty of bigamy, was ordered to pay the first, or cast-off wife,
a sum of $10.00 and to present her with a well broken pony.
Prison sentences were rarely given.

In a situation where a

spell in the guardhouse meant that an Indian was not only fed
but also did not have to work, the system of punishment had to
be adjusted.
anomalous.

In American terms this Indian legal system was
But however peculiar the fashi~ of meting out

justice it is sometimes regarded as one of the few successful
measures employed, albeit inadvertently, to help the Indian
integrate into American society:

Indian institutions were used,

in a modified way, to help enforce the rules of American society.8

7 William T. Hagan, Indian Police and
London:

8

Jud~St

Yale Univ. Press, 1966, pp.25-45.

Ibid., p.135.

New Haven and
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Bert Arko, Captain, Kiowa Agency Poli~e, c .1895 •

.
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Nevertheless, while some remarkable successes were recorded
in Indian courts, the

sys t ~m

,Ud develop out of necessity:

as

Indians were not offert:cl th·:: normal protection of American
courts it became impera ti '.r~ to organi ze SOrle opera ti ve system
for them.

Al though thp. con,:.-!pt.s of justice enforced were

American, the

system wa:.l totally

separate from any other existing

in the United states.

The history of law enforcement on the reservation illustrates
well the complications associated with the Indian'S adjustment
to American SOCiety.

But it is just one symptom of a general

policy which was based on the principle of separation and
exclusion, and which was recapitulated in all the American government's dealings with the Indians from the very early national
period.

Supporting such a policy was a system of racial thinking

which, although not always explicitly articulated, was always
implied.

Thus, for exampla, in the very year (1870) that the government

ceased to recognise the tribes as nations and began to regard
the tribesmen individually as wards,it was also made clear in a
Supreme Court decision (United States versus Flynn) that the
Indian did not lose his identity as an Indian, within the meaning
of criminal jurisdictional acts.

This remained true even though

he might have received an allotment of land, not be under the
immediate supervision of an agent, and have become a citizen of
the United states. 9

After 1870 there was an increasing tendency

to regard the Indian if not as an American then as an apprentice
citizen, who, having served his apprenticeship, would be absorben
into the general population.

9

UI1.i..L~ll ::.:tat,l'!p

v",;'C"'lS

1810, cited in Cohen,

However, despite official support

Flynn, 25 Fed. Cas. No.15124, (C.C. Minn.)
Ou, Cit., p.).
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for this policy traditional belief and practice died hard.
Many of the old laws and attitudes remain unchanged and new
legislation was passed which specifically dirferentiated
between Indians and whites.

For example, in 1892, Congress

made it a crime to sell alcohol to Indians anywhere in the
United States.

lO

The reservation was the physical symbol of this policy
of exclusion.

When reformers and humanitarians, concerned

for the fate of the Indians, began to realize the consequences
of leaving them always beyond the pale of American society, they
identified the reservation as being at the root of the problem.
"I think there is no question," asserted Charles C. Painter,
"that the reservation system,--the system of isolation and

non~

absorption, has held the Indian aloof from our civilization
and denied him the opportunities of a citizen and a man,

The

difficulties of this reservation system are immense, it is an
incubus upon every effort for the advancement of the Indian."ll
Painter was an important figure in the movement for Indian
reform.

From 1884 he worked full-time for the Indian Rights

Association in Washington and his criticisms of the reservation
were echoed by many other reformers at this time.
It had taken some years for the reformers to single out the
reservation as the main target for criticism.

During the 1870's

it was often seen as offering protection to the Indian.

~of

the missionaries, particularly the Quakers, regarded the reservation as essential to the Indians' safety and future hope of civilization.

10

Ironically, the Flandreau Sioux, who were later to be

Act of July 2), 1892, 27 Stat. L. p,260.

11 Mohonk, 1885, p.29.
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used as proof that the Indian could survive and prosper as a
farmer, were actively discouraged from attempting to establish
an independent farming colony of their own.

The Flandreaux

broke away from the main body of the Santee Sioux, which was
living on the Santee reservation, and claimed that they wanted

"to live like white men" but were finding this was impossible
on the reservation.

Planting a small field of corn and

supplementing their income by trapping, they lived in log cabins
and teepees and to begin with received no help from the governmente

Asa Janney, Superintendent for Dakota, was convinced

that they could not succeed and Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
Eli Parker, a Seneca Indian, was similarly dubious. 12
However, as the little colony prospered (by 1878 three
hundred and sixty-five persons were living at Flandreau) the
Bureau of Indian Affairs began to take more interest.

The

Indians had been helped in their earlier efforts by John Williamson,
the missionary who had been with the Santee since their Minnesota
days, and in 1878 he wrote to his brother observing that "the
Indian Department are beginning to take considerable interest
in the Indians here and in this plan of civilization.

They

have of late granted every cent I have asked for and sent it
on promptly.,,13
Although the reservation had always been anathema to such
reformers as Alfr.=:d IJove, WRnrlell Phillips and Helen Runt Jackson,
the majority of Americans concerned with the fate of the Indian
in the 1870's were more interested in the Indian's spiritual

12

John P. 'Nilliamson to John A. Burbank, October 22, 1869,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Dakota Superintendency, M234.

13

John .P.

Wi11i~son

to Andrew Williamson, June 20, 1878,

~il11amson Fam11y Papers, Minnesota Historical SOCiety.
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I'lell being and had spent little time formulating practical
. so1 u t·lons. 14
economlC

By the 1880's individuals who were

active in trying to secure justice and help for the Indian had
begun to concentrate on drawing up a practical programme of
reform.

Christian teaching, and the spiritual and moral

benefits associated with it, was still regarded as important,
but school education and the abolition of the reservation were
the prime goals.
There was still no general interest in Indian affairs in
the United States at this time.

The "cause" of the Indian never

attracted the same popular attention as that of the Negro,
although reformers would frequently draw parallels between the
problems of the two races.

By

the mid-1880's there was more .

widespread concern; in 1886 an article in Harpers Weekly argued
that there was now a powerful public opinion favourable to the
settlement of the Indian question.

The author complained that

Congress paid little serious attention to the Indians; he described
how when the House was in the midst of debating the Indian
Appropriation bill "suddenly the oleomargarine tax was sprung
upon the House • • • and the Indians, who have no votes, and
long-delayed justice, and despised rights, and honourable claims,
were swept aside, and the house slipped into a long debate upon
oleomargarine. "IS

14

Robert 1.1inston Mardock, The Reformers and the American Indian,
Columbia, Mo. : Missouri Univ. Press, 1971, pp.183, 198,
bardock, in examining the Indian reform movement discovers
two different waves of reform: the first being initiated by
old anti-slavery reformers, and the second, beginning in 1879,
by a younger group of reformers.

15

Harper's Weekly, June 19, 1886.
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However, numerous societies and groups were organizing with
the aim of arousing public interest in the Indian and of working
to bring educational help to the tribes to "hasten their civilization."
fo~~ded.

In 1879 the Women's National Indian Association was
Members organized into local branches and their numbers

quickly grew.

They sent petitions to Congress, issued pamphlets,

addressed meetings, and raised money to send workers west to the
reservations to help teach the Indians the arts of home making.

16

The same year the governor of Massachusetts (John Long), Helen
Hunt Jackson and Senator Henry Dawes organized the Boston Indian
Citizenship Association.

This group aimed to gain for the

Indian proper recognition in the courts and the full rights of
citizenship.11
Public sympathy for the Indian was increasing as news about'
the suffering of particular tribes reached the east:

Chief Joseph

and the Nez Perce Indians' heroic battles against the army; the
investigation of the Ute uprising; and the sad plight of the Poncas
who, after removal to Indian Territory, made successive attempts
to return to their old lands.

All these events helped convince

Americans of the need to confront "the Indian problem.,,18

In

1882 the Indian Rights Association was organized by Herbert Welsh
in Philadelphia.

Active in the east, and also in Washington

where they maintained a lobbyist, the Association worked mainly
for political and legislative change.19

To this end they

16 Alice C. Fletcher, Indian Home Building, Philadelphia:
Women's National Indian Association, 188).
11 Mardock,

OPe

cit., p.198.

18

Ibid., p.191.

19

Report of the Indian Rights Association, 1886, pp.4, 11-14.
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published nu.nerous articlefl and reprinted and circulated long
debates and features on Tnolan affairs which had appeared in the
general press. 20

·,tnim Ute first Lake

1883, org,mized by a

f:1el'lLer qf

1.~ohonk

Conference met in

the Board of Indian COffil'llissioners,

Alfred K. Smiley, the r8follrJ t!,TOUpS at last had a broad organizational base.

At their

fir~1

t meeting they announced their

intention of creating "a public sentiment in favor of the
Indians," and

al~o

recorded their unanimous support for a civil-

izing programme which included education, Christian teaching, and
21
individual ownership of land for the Indian.
Support for the belief that Indians should own their lands
individually,rather than tribally, dated back to the early nineteenth century when the government had signed a treaty with the'
Chocktaws and reserved specific tracts of land for individuals
to whom patents would later be granted.
natural and was frequently reiterated.

22

The idea seemed
"Giving to every Indian

a home he can call his own," noted the Commissioner in 1870, was
not only wise but was what the Indians wanted. 23

Until the

reservation policy was well eEltablished the suggestion that
Indians should be givpn their own private land was seen as being
merely instrumental to their civilization.
a coherent programme of reform.

It was not part of

However, by the, 1880's support

for individual ownership, or allotment, was accompanied by a
strongly articulated hostility to the reservation and the tribal

20

Sxamples of these reprinted articles are: "Friendship that
Asks For Pay," New York 'rri bune, March 13, 1887; "Defense of
The Dawes Indian Severalty Bill," Boston Post, April 6, 1887.

21

Mohonk, 1885, p.l; Mohonk, 188), pp.8-9.

22

Report of C.I.A., 1885, pp.J20-321.

23

Report of C.I.A., 1870, p.9.
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system.

If the establishment of the Indian as an independent

farmer was the prime objective,then the break-up of reservation
and the undermining of the autonomy of the tribe were seen as
the surest way of bringing this about. 24
Members of the different associations, missionaries and
educators, annually attended the Lake Mohonk Conference and
formulated a programme for civilizing the Indians. 25

Although

an unofficial body, the Lake Mohonk Conference of Friends of the
Indian can be seen as a powerful force in the shaping of government policy; it was attended not only by members of the Board of
Indian Commissioners but also by several Commissioners of Indian
Affairs. 26

The passing of the Dawes Act in 1881 was regarded

by members of the Conference as a major achievement.

This single

piece of Congressional legislation was seen as closing the "century
of dishonor.,,27
When the reformers met once again at Lake Mohonk, New York,
in the autumn of 1887, they immediately began to consider "what
changes in Indian Governmental Administration are required by the
aboli tion of the In(Han Reservation System?,,28

They saw the

Dawes Act as opening a wholly new era of Indian affairs, and in
part they were correct.

Although the act can be seen as giving

general legislative support to a trend that was already developing-by 1885 the government had hy different laws and treaties giVen

24 Report of C.I.A., 1889,
25

pp.3-1~.

See above, Chapter II.
Iu l507 :";ommiS8ioner Thomas Jefferson Morgan chose to -oresent,
at the Lake Mohonk Conference, his elaborate new plans ~,~
systematizing the Indian schools.
His scheme was greeted
with great enthusiasm.

21 Mohonk, 1887, 1'.104
28 Ibid., p.3.
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1] ,000 patents to inclividual Ind.ians and issued 1,290 certificates
2()

of allotment /--it nevertheless renresented a radical change
in the direction of Indian policy.

'lhereas government policy

had previously focused on thp. need to s<?parate the Indian from
the 'i.-hi te pO:JUla tion, whether it be for his own good or for that
of the settlers, the Dawes Act insisted on his inclusion.

In

this sense it directly contradicted not only a long established
policy, but also a deep-rooted tradition designating the Indian
as distinct and separate.
The reservation had become both the symbol and the physical
evidence of the Indian's exclusion, and by its abolition the
reformers thought that the age-old barriers that
would disappear.

divide~

the races

In demanding equal rights for the Indians

humanitarians who met at the Lake Mohonk Conference were not
eccentric or atypical; they fitted closely into the American
reform tradition that espoused a philosophy of individual freedom
and believed in the possibility of social progress.

They wanted

for the Indian things that were important to themselves:
"protection for our homes; protection to go where we wish; a
right to buy in the cheapest market; a right to education; the
right to appeal to the protection of the laws; protection for
ourselves and children

,,30

In attacking the reservation

they were confronting the tradition that denied these "American
rights" to Indians; they were contradicting the view that Indians
were essentially different.

But because of their insistence

that Indians could readily be absorbed into American society,they
were frequently blind to the
divided Indians and whites.

29

~

cultural differences that

To the reformers these were super-

Report of C.I.A., 1885, pp.)2C-321

30 )Johonk, 1885, p.52.
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ficial symptoms of the Indian's uncivilized state.
Despite the success of the reformers who attended the Lake
Mohonk Conferences, and the enactment of a legislative programme
which received their wholeheart;;d support, it is important to
note that even during the 1880's there was some determined and
organized opposition to both their methods and their broad
philosophy.

Resistance and abuse flowed from those sectors of

the population, and their political representatives, who continued
to regard the Indian as worthless and "ho fought against any
measure requiring public financial support.

But there were also

individuals who were concerned for the fate of the Indian and who
regarded the new trend in federal policy as misguided and
destructive.
Opposition to the immediate break-up of the reservation was
evident both inside Congress and amongst some of the reformers.
Henry M. Teller from Colorado was probably the most outspoken
Senator who viewed the allotment of Indian lands with alarm.
"If I stand alone in the Senate," he asserted "I want to put
upon the record my prophecy in this matter, that when thirty or
forty years will have passed and these Indians shall have parted
with their title, they will curse the hand that was raised
professedly in their defense to securp. this kind of legislation."
The Coke Bill, which Teller fought, did not pass, but Teller'S
sense that there was an "inherent objection in the Indian mind
against land in severalty" was not shared by many.

Indeed it

was frequently argued that the Indians were now demanding allotment, an idea which Teller scoffed at.

31

"It is,'' explained

Teller "a part of the Indian'S religion not to divide his land."

31 Congressional Record, XI, 46 Cong., 2se89., January 20, 1881,
pp.934-935.
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To sUbstantiate his point he explained how one of the Nez Perce
chiefs explained his reasons for going to war:
'''l'hey asked us to divide the land, to divide our
mother upon whose bosom we had been born, upon
whose lap we had been reared.
To that Indian
[Teller concludedJ, i t was a crime equal to th;
homicide of his own mother.
Do you suppose when
the Indians have those religious ideas that you
can violate their moral sentiments and compel them
to live on land and own it in severalty?"3 2
Individual ownership, for Senator Teller, was to be the final
stage in the Indian's civilization, to be introduced only after
he had learned the value of private property and been Christianized.

The supporters of the measure had "adopted the ends for

the means."

But even though Henry M. Teller was President

Garfield's Secretary of the Interior from 1882 to 1885, he was
unable to quell the demand for the allotment of Indian lands.
A minority of the House Committee on Indian Affairs was also
sceptical about the exclusive power of a plot of land to convert
the Indian into a farmer.

"There are hundreds and thousands of

white men," they reported, "rich with the experiences of
centuries of Anglo-Saxon civilization, who cannot be transformed
into cultivators of the land by any such gift. ·,33
In 1885 the National Indian Defense Association was established
in an attempt to resist the growing public demand for allotment.
Its platform asserted that "the fact that powerful organizations
are already the advocatp.s of the policy to be opposed renders it
necessary that the effort to counteract their influences should
be an organized effort also."

32

The members of the group were not

Ibid., p.781.

33 Ho. Rep. No. 1576, 46 Cong., 2sess., p.8.
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opposed. in principle to the allotment of land but they believed
that it 'Has not in the lmTll"!tiiate interests of the Indian.
Unlike members of

th~

take Mohonk Conference they did not regard the

tribal system as the root or' the problem, but stated instead:
"The immediate dLJ.lolution of the tribal relation
would prove to he an impediment to the civilization
of the Indians by dclpriving them of a conservative
influence tenriing to pre~3erve order, respect for
person and property, and repress vagrancy and
vagabondage."
They argued that the Indians, if granted individual title to
their lands, would quickly lose them and if the title was made
inalienable for a number of years -they "would be placed in an
anomalous condition, unlike any that has been the concomitant
of any known civilization."

In contrast to the other reformers

they did not place great faith in the power of schools, believing.
that while it might help the children "the patrimony of the
Indian may be gone before his capacity for managing it is
developed. "

Instead they looked to the law of the United States.,

which should be extenned to the Indians "with such modifications •
as the case may demand."

They thought the land should be

patented to the tribes, to be distributed according to their own
decisions, and rather than abolishing tribal governments, they
looked on these as important controlling and stabilizing forces
which would "with such modifieation:J as may be necessary

.. .

eventually merge into some political institution in harmony with
the general system of our Government. ,,34
The National Indian Defence ASSOCiation was fairly short
lived but while in

exist~nce

its major spokesman, Thomas A. Bland,

became a target of criticism for the supporters of the Lake Mohonk

34 Preamble. Platform, and Cc·nsti tution of the National Indian
Defence Association, Washington, l885,pp.4-6.

..
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Conference.
policy.

Bland had long been a supporter of a reformed Indian

In 1877 he accompanied Alfred B. Meacham on a lecturing

tour of the mid-west in an attempt to gain public support for an
informed and humane Indian policy.

In 1873

;,~eacham

had been

part of the three man commission sent to pacify the Modocs; his
two colleagues were murdered by the Indians and 1.Yeacham was
severely wounded.
importance of the

The following year, still convinced of the
Pe~ce

Policy, he was well enough to resume his

work for the Indians and to speak out on platforms in their defence. 35
He continued this lecturing and in the summer of 1812 began work
on a journal, announcing that "The Council Fire was kindled
January, 1878, for the avowed purpose of promoting peace between
After Meacham's death in 1881

the Indians and the white man."

Bland took over the editorship and reaffirmed his belief in the
two ideas the journal stood for:

"justice to the Indian and

arbitration as a remedy for war."

36

In its early days the purpose

of the journal did not conflict with that of other reformers.

A

petition of the Women's National Indian SOCiety was reprinted in
it in 1882, and also a memorial from the general assembly of a
Presbyterian church in

1~adison,

Wisconsin, which approved the

President's declaration that the Indians should be absorbed into
the mass of the population. 37

From the beginning, the journal

operated as a channel through which the complaints of the Indians

35 Thomas A. Bland, Life of Alfred B. M:eacham, Washington:
T.A. and M.C. Bland, 188), pp.), 9.
36

Ibid., The Council Fire, March 1882, Yo1. V, No.3, p.l.
The magazine at this time was called The Council Fire and
Arbitrator, but in following years it dropped the longer
name and seems always to have been known to contemporaries
as The Council Fire.

37

The Council Fire, Me.reh 1882, Yo1. V, No.3, -pp.83, 92-95.
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could reach the

Commissi~n~r.

Investigations into the behaviour

of agents suspected of frau(l or corruption were instigated, and

occasionally when a
leave the Service

w,~n-re~lp8r::ted

beerl118i~

make a private collection.

of

agent was threatening to

inadequate pay, the journal would
A

sum of

$400 was raised for Agent

James McLaughl in, of :.5 tanrl i ng Hock, to induce him to retain his
post.

38
The journal

W3S

read by Indians as well as whites and was

regularly "put into the hands of every Senator. ,,39

But it

slowly developed a policy different from that of the government
and the other reformers.

After Bland had published an article

suggesting the superiority of day over boarding schools Chief
Standing Bear wrote to the paper in approval:
"my people here are doing very weI [Si~ improving
their farms and geting in their wheat.
We have no
Church or School and hav to send our children away
to school, your plan of schooling children at home
is what al the lndians want, then, they can se their
children when ever their parents want to.
If they
are sent away and are sick and in som cases die and
their parents and relations can't go to se them it
makes us feel bad, where if the school was on our
agency we could se them when we wanted to."4 0
In June 1883 the paper published a speech, made by Secretary
Teller at Carlisle,

emphasizing the importance of education

over "land in severalty."

As public support for allotment grew

the editorial policy of The Cotmcil Fire diverged sharply from
official Indian policy.

38

Even after the founding of the National

The Council F'ire, March 1083, Vol. VI, No. 3, pp.35-45;
The Council Fire, May 1883, Vol. VI, No. 5, p.66.

39 The Council Fire, 1iay 1883, Vol. VI, p.40;
Fire, April 1883, Vol. VI, No.4, p.62.

40 Ibid.

The Council
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Indian Defence Association the paper remained the chief organ of
crl't"lClsm. 41
Bland became persona non grata ,'lith many of the self-styled
friends of the Indian.

H~

supported Chief Red Cloud in his

struggle to have the autocratic McGi1lycuddy removed from his
POSl't'
10n

as agen t a t P'lna II'l
lege. 42

Arriving at the reservation

McGillycuddy ordered that he be immediately sent away.
August 1884 a local newspaper, the Springfield

When in

Re~ublican,

printed

an article entitlE-d, "Red Cloud's Sioux and their Agent," Senator
Henry Dawes, wrote a letter explaining, "you should lmow more
about this Dr. Bland before you devote a column to anything he
says about the treatment of Indians.

He is a very strange man,

having some notions about Indians which seem kind, but on the
contrary making trouble and mischief with everybody who is trying
to help that people.
Washington •

"

He has the confidence of no one in
Bland's support of Red Cloud was deemed not

only perverse but also against the best interests of the Indians.
Because he believed that reform and change should come to the
Indians through their own leaders and institutions, Bland threatened to undermine the reforms planned by men such as Dawes.

To

Dawes Red Cloud was in no way the legitimate leader of the Sioux.
Despite the fact that i t was he who was invited to '.'!ashington to
meet the Commissioner and negotiate agreements for his tribe, when
he opposed the programme of rflform his authority was not respected.

41

The Council Fire, June 1883, Vol. VI, No.6, pp.91-92.

42

Julia B. McGillycuddy, McGillycuddy Agent, Stanford : Stanford
Univ. Press, 1941, pp.222-228.
Although after numerous investigations McGillycuddy was cleared
of charges of corruption, he was eventually dismissed from his
post as Indian Agent for failing to accept the appointment of
a clerk sent to the reservation by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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"I will tell you b::.-iefly what is the trouble at Pine Ridge agency
and what has resulted from it," wrote Dawes, "It is a question
between the old and the

IF'W,

be tween the power of the chiefs and

the power of the law.

Oltl Gillef Red Cloud and Dr. Bland are for

the old order of things, WhP'Il chiefs ruled and made themselves
rich out of the Indian"l.

Ag(mt tllcGillycuddy administers the law,

and assigns Red Cloud no othp.r position and permits him to exercise
no more power than any other Indian.,,43
supported the Dawes

All reformers who

Bill, acclaiming it as the Indian Emancipation

Act, opposed Bland's approach.

They accused him of fostering

savagery by recognizing the Indian's tribal rather than his
individual identity and they were at pains to point out the difference between his opinions and their own.

A year before the Indian

Allotment Bill was passed Herbert Welsh, Secretary of the Indian
Rights Association, formally reviewed and criticized some of
Bland's statements.

His purpose was not only to correct certain

of Bland's mis-statements but also "to make clear an irreconcilable
difference of opinion regarding the whole Indian problem which
separates him and his association from Senator Dawes and other
prominent leaders of Indian

rjsht~.

Dr. Bland's efforts have

been directed towards keeping the Indian as he is, his tribal
relations untouched, his reservations intact; and in opposing the
sale of his unused lands, upon no matter how equitable conditions,
for white settlement • • • Senator Dawes of the Indian Rights
Association on the other hand, believe that such a theory is

43 Henry L. Dawes, "The Case of McGillycuddy," a letter
addressed to the editor of the Springfield RepUblican,
printed August 7, 1881, and reprinted and circulated by
the Indian Rights Association.
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prejudicial to the be3t

int"!r~3t

of the Indians, and even were

it not so, that it is wholly impracticable. ,.44
After the Dawes Jill was enacted Dr. T.A. Bland attempted to
encourage the Indian .., not to
lawyer and began collecting

~lecept

Jil.mcy

it.

He also employed a

to "have the question of the

consti tutionali ty of th\~ :3!~vi~rq,1 ty Bill tested in the courts. ,,45
The Indian Rights AS30ciation inveighed against Bland for collecting money from the Indians for this purpose, and for, they claimed,
seeking to deter even those Indians who were most ready for
allotment from taki~.g their land in severalty. 46

But apart

from repeated attacks from outside, the National Indian Defence
Association also began to suffer internal divisions.

A committee

of six, appojnted to persuade the President not to sign the Dawes
Bill, split and three members decided instead to support the bill·.
Colonel S.F. Tappan, one of the members of the Peace Commission
of 1868, had been president of the Association. . After this
change of heart he was expelled from the National Indian Defence
Association and began to publish attacks on Bland. 41

Thus the

National Indian Defence AS0ociation, attacked by other Indian
reformers and struggling always against enormous odds, was able
to make little impression on the overwhelming demand for the
break-up of the

r~servation

and the allotment of Indian lands.

44 Herbert ;Velsh, "The Indian Problem," Boston Herald, December
21, 1886, reprinted and circulated by The Indian Rights
Association.

45

"Friendship That Asks For Pay," New York Tribune, March 13,
1881, reprinted and circulated by The Indian Rights Association.

4b

"Defense of the Dawes Indian Severalty Bill," Boston Post,
April 6, 1881, reprinted and circulated by The Indian Rights
Association.

41 S.F.

Ta~pan to T.A. Bland, April 14, 1881, in New York Tribune,
April 20, 1881.
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The destruction of the reservation was meant to facilitate
the "civilizing" of the Indian.

Henry Dawes encouraged the "friends

of the Indian" to continue their support and help the Indian make
the necessary transition.

"The Indian," he reminded them, "remains

today just what he was before,

him3~lf

and nothing else.

has only enacted an opportunity and nothing more."

The law

But he was

confident that the elaborate system that had grown up with the
reservation would slowly disappear.

Strongly against any new

administrative organization to replace the old he saw time,
and some effort initially, as being necessary to bring about the
final destruction of the old system.

Once the Indians were citizens,

he asked, "What becomes of the Indian Reservation, what becomes of
the Indian Bureau, what becomes of all this machinery, what becomes
of the six commissioners appointed for life?
gone.

"

Their occupation is

Convinced that the Dawes Act sounded a death knell

for these, he concluded, "You are not mending this fabric; you are
taking it down stone by stone, and if you do your duty it will all
crumble down and go off of itself, and there will be no more use
for it •
.t

1

•••

That is why I don't worry at all about how to change
,,48

Dawes believed that with education and guidance the

Indian would be able to step from tribsl life into American society.
That the reservation, a monument to an old and

m~.sguided

Indian

policy, would thus disappear.
But the reservation was more than an area of land inhabited
exclusively by Indians, that would disappear as an entity once
each man was separated from the others and settled on his own
indiVidual plot of land.

The reservation was a distinct political,

48 Mohonk, 1887, pp.63-64, 12-13.
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economic, so(!ial anJ

l~gal

unit.

It reflected past Indian-

whi te relations but it al:3o had a dynamic of its own which was
to influence those of the future.

Abolition of the boundary of

a reservation brought <.!S'rta in changes but it did not destroy the
unit.

The establi.1hwl

only dictated the

liv,~s

:~y,t.->lll

of relationships and authority not

of the tribe, even after allotment had

taken place, but also shap8(1 Hnd influenced all programmes
introduced to change or educate the Indian.
It was on the reservation that the Indian's assimilation into
white culture was to take place; or, as projected, on the exreservation, now broken into hundreds of tiny parcels of land
of 160 acres each.

But the reservation was a peculiar unit in

America; its own distinctive features were not repeated
else.

anywher~'

And its special peculiarities, although changing and

modifying over the years, did not disappear or fade.

Far from

blending and merging with the surrounding American society Indian
reservations remained isolated, different, and readily identifiable.
One visitor in later years was struck by "the repetition of certain
combinations of Indian and Anglo-American ways."

Despite the

varying histories of the two tribes he visited, their different
habits and cultures, he concluded:

"nevertheless one feels that

somehow one is moving among the same people in the two places;
attitudes and views of life seem essentially the same; and,
perhaps most definitely, the way of dealing with non-Indians has
the same quality."

Travelling to other reservations his initial

impression is continually reinforced.
reservations are felt to be the same

"It is not that all
• it is rather that one

begins to feel that there are only a few patterns which keep
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cropping up under the di versi ty of detail •• ,49
These patterns, so readily identifiable in the twentieth
century, were growing slowly in
nineteenth century.

All

th~

last thrp.e decades of the

res~rvations

common the quality of isolation.

'1'0

at this time shared in
begin wi th this was most

obviously a physical characteriBtic, a direct product of the
traditional Indian policy.

Being beyond the frontier of settle-

ment reservations were far from the towns and villages of white
America.

For Americans living there life was that of the pioneerAt Crow Creek drinking water had to be regularly

ing frontier.

hauled from the Missouri river and left to stand so that the silt
While such practices persisted well into the

would settle.

twentieth century the advance of settlement meant that life became
easier for the Americans:

mail and supplies were delivered faster,

travel was easier and the more rugged aspects of living disappeared.
As the tide of settlement slowly engulfed all the reservations,
paradoxicall~

the isolation of the reservation was heightened.

Villages and towns sprang up along its borders; white settlers
ceased to be subsistence farmers as the new railroads could now
transport their products to distant markets; and as the western
territories slowly claimed statehood a new buoyant, optimistic
American state surrounded the Indian.

As the white community

advanced west the contrast between life on the reservation and life in
the state grew.

In 1810

C.K. Howard, a Sioux Falls merchant,

reported that the Flandreau Indians (probably the most advanced
of all the United States Indians) gave more indication of civilization and industry and "a show of living like white people than

49 Edward H. Spicer, Perspectives in Indian Culture Change,
Chicago : Univ. of Chicago Press, 1961, pp.I-2.
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~

the same number of Norwegil't8. families located a few miles
below."SO

Such favourable comparisons were impossible to make

two decades later about the same tribe, and progressively the
situation of the Indi;:tn anrl the American citizen diverged.
Although reservations were increasingly surrounded by white
settlers they remained apart and cut-off.

Albert H. Kneale,

who served for over thirty years on different reservations in the
early twentieth century, noticed that even at that time one
"respect in whL::h practically all agencies were alike was that
they were remote from civilization, frequently being from one
hundred to one hundred and fifty miles from any railroad. n5l
The reservation's separateness from its host state was
not merely physical; beneath the widening gap which served to
emphasize the Indian's anomalous situation in the United States
lay a stratum of legal and political restraints that dominated
and controlled life on the reservation.
Reservations were not an integral part of any state.

TheY'

were small pockets of federal land with an autonomous existence
of their own.

They were not subject to the laws of the state but

to a code of rules drawn up in Washington.

All laws passed bY' the

territorial or state government were null and void inside the
reservation line.

When Dr. Thomas A. Bland arrived at Pine Ridge

with a letter from the Secretary of the Interior authorizing his
visit and guaranteeIng he would not interfere with the affairs of

50

Roy M. Meyer, History of the Santee Sioux, Lincoln, Nebraska:
Univ. of Nebraska, 1967, p.245.

51

Albert H. Kneale, Indian Agent, Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton
Printers, 1950, pp.29-Jl.
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the agency, Agent IZcGillycuddy refused him entry, claiming that
he had been inciting Red Cloud and the other Indians to rebel.
Bland protested that he was a United states citizen, but
McGillycuddy retorted, that they were not talking about the
United states, they were talking about the Indian country where
affairs had to be handled according to a code of their own. 52
When Indians left their reservation a further set of problems
was

created.

Arter the Kiowa chiefs Satanta and Big Tree were

captured while raiding in 1873, the government promised their
release if the Kiowas "behaved."

However, the Governor of Texas,

who held the chiefs, refused to release them after some of the
Comanches made further raids into Texas.

Agent Haworth, in putting

the Indians' case to the Secretary of the Interior, stressed

tha~'

the Indians were losing confidence in the power of the government,
but indicated that he was not critical "of the governments
representatives, believing that the arbitrary stand taken by the
Governor of Texas deprived them of making such terms with the
Indians as would have promoted the cause of peace and Indian
civilization •.,53

Such lack of co-operation between the state

and federal governments was symptomatic of a situation in which
lines of jurisdiction were blurred.
Of even graver importance was the lack of legal liason between
the state and the reservation, which produced increasing problems
as more and more settlers clustered in nearby toWns.

If a white

committed an offence against an Indian, the latter was unable
to take the offender to the local courts.

He had instead.

to appeal to the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

52

McGillycuddy,

OPe

cit., p.223.

53 James Haw~rth to the Secretary of the Interior, December 15,
1873, B.:!:.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.
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Indi~~s

could not give

p.vid~nce

in state courts, and could only

be tried for seven major offences in federal courts.

the

As

Indians "advanced" thAY h;1(l more and more business dealings
wi th whi bs.

Inevi tel Uy, owing to thp.ir lack of 8xperience,

they were often cheated.

On Crow Creek the chief, Don't Know

How--who would si€:;n him3elf D. K. Howe--sold some beef hides to
one E.B. Crawford of Sioux City.

TIe received in exchange a

draft which was "protested for non-acceptance."
thus swindled out of t126.05.

Agent

Dougher~y,

The Indian was
an army o.fficer

who worked many years on Crow Creek and who had a strong sympathy
for the Indian, asked that the case be referred to the law of.ficer
of the Indian office and also asked authorization to enter a
complaint before the United States Indian Commissioner.
could do no more.

He

He could only ask "that the policy for

protecting Indians be strictly enforced in this case.,,54
Even when settlers could be taken to court this was not
always in the Indian's long term interests.

If the American

population was antagonized the life of the Indian was only made
harder.

Mr. C.N. Penny, a white settler living on the \'1innebago

reservation, cornplainp.d of cattle trespassing on his land.
Agent Wilkinson, although agreeing this was t:rue, explained to the
t.:ornmissioner that as Penny lived twenty miles from the agency and six
miles from any member of the tribe it was impossible for the
reservation police force to protect him, !land if the Govemment
authorities should arrest and prosecute all those people whose
cattle accidentally trespass on the reservation we would fill the
United States courts with cases to no good purpose or effect, and

54

Agent William G. Dougherty to C.I.A., August 12, 1881,
B.I.A., RG 75, Crow Creek Agency.
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would so embitter the settlers on all sides of the reservation
against the agent and Indians that serious results would follow. ,,55
'l'h~

white settlers were rarely friendly towards the Indian

populations in their midst.

For this reason the tribes were

usually fearful of being 811bjected to state laws and coming before
American juries.

'.'/hen the Omahas had their lands allotted they

were under the impression that the laws of Nebraska would not be
enforced on the reservation until, at the expiration of twentyfive years, they would receive full title to their land.

Their

agent, describing the commotion that occurred when he explained
that this was not so, was "of the opinion that an attempt to
enforce the laws of Nebraska in a civil action brought by a white
man would result in a general remonstrance from the Indians. ,,56 "
The Indian agent, possessing as he did almost total authority
over the Indian and having in his gift jobs and contracts, was
largely responsible for co-ordinating relationships with the white
community.

Often, as in the case of the law suits mentioned

above, his task was a very delicate one.

The interests of the

Indians did not always coincide with those of the settlers.

As

the agent was not himself a part of the Indian community, and was
sometimes even appointed from the host state, his sympathies were
frequently with the American citizens.

At Lower Brule Agency,

in 1890, the Indians protested strongly against the actions of
their agent, and Agent Anderson reported they were so unruly that
troops were needed to restore peace.

However, Anderson himself

was the main cause of the trouble; he and his employees were more

55 Agent u-eoffrey W. Wilkinson to C.I.A., March
RG 75, L.R., Omaha Agency.
56

21, 1884, B.I.A.,

Agent Charles A. Potter to C.I.A., .1t'ebruary 8, 1886, B.I.A.,
RG 75, L.R. Omaha agency.
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interested in the town of Chamberlain than in the Indians. 57
This situation, repeated
ions, was partly
+•
reservavlon3.

3.

varying fo:rms on many of the reservat-

jn

prOllJC t [) f the enforced isolation of Indian

Contrl)ll:d. til

unresponsive to local

no}

F?C(Jl1()!Tlie

autarkic eeonomi.c pock9tn.

ley decisions in

~';ashington

and

determinants they were, by design,

In 1871, Asa Janney, responsible for

the Dakota superintendency, noted the commendable progress made by
the Santee Indians.

For him one of the primary advantages was

tr.9.t the tribe would soon act as a "buffer" to protect the
settlements.

They will, he predicted, "soon become self-supporting

and shields to white settlement, and will effectively protect white
settlers from the savage sorties of the wild prairie Indians."
Janney's report implied that the Indians would not be integratedinto the white community, and such a view was basic to the organization of Indian affairs. 58
Economic life on the reservation was controlled by policy
decisions in

~,Vashington

and not by local economic determinants.

It was stressed constantly that the main aim of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs was to make the Indians self-sufficient, which in practice
meant establishing the tribes as insulated communities able to
survive without

goverTh~ent

aid.

During the 1870's the need to

maintain the Indians' isolation sprang partly from fear:

if Indians

were allowed to mix and trade freely with whites they could supply
themselves with both arms and ammunition.

The government

issued licences to traders on reservations and forbade the sale of

57

Geoffrey P. Litchfield, "Hc-port on Township Trouble Near Lower
Brule Agency," August 25, 1890, B.I.A., RG 75, L.R.,
Lower Brule Agency.

58

Agent !sa Janney to C.I.A., July 31, 1871, B.T.A., RG 75, L.R.,
Dakota Superintendency, r,t234.
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arMS or alcohol.

':men individual Indians began to trade in the

local towns with bAef hides, the agent at Lower Brule commandeered the hides and sold them to "the Indian trader at the
legitimate price, the procAAds to be distributed per capita to
the whole tribe • .,59

:;oweVAr, all reservation traders not only

had a monopoly on Indian custom, which was often abused, but they
automatically prevented the forging of economic ties with the
outside community.

As the Omahas began to take control of their

tribal affairs they became

re~8ntful

of the activities of the

reservation trader; he would only sell goods for cash but ~ould
only give the Indian goods in exchange for things they sold him.
Also, due to "some arrangement " between the agent and the trader,
the tribe's annuities would be withheld "until the credits of the
people had about equalled their annuity," thus the Indians would
be obliged to rely again on the trader's credit.

Although traders

had always dealt with the Omahas this way by 1886 "several towns
had

sprung up along the railroad and the competition between

them made it possible for the Omahas to buy at the same prices as
white men."

Thus, feeling the trader's presence "a disadvantage

to the people" they wished him to remain only "for one year, provided
he sells his goods at the same rate as the goods are sold in the
towns and conducts his business in the same manner.,,60
The Indian's isolation from white society was in part
natural:

whites were often many miles away and normal human

motivation meant that Indians generally sought friends and contacts

59

Agent William G. Dougherty to C.I.A., January 15, 1880,
B.I.A., HG 75, L.R., Dakota 0uperintendency, M234.

60

Charles H. Potte:c, "II!emo Pertaining to Affairs of the Omaha,"
March 24, 1886, B.I.A., L.R., Omaha Agency.
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among their own people.

However, this isolation was also for

years deliberately

f03tRr~d.

was allotted, were

prp.ventf~d

Trading that occurred
and so suppressed.

ove)~

1ven the Santee band, whose land
from leaving their reservation.

any reservation border was illegal

Ironir.alLy, as more Indians became educated

and the Bureau enforced a policy of Indian employment and also
itself appointed white employees from Washington, the reservation
became increasingly an autarkic unit within the separate states.
Changes occurred in an economic vacuum, often contrasting sharply
with the economic development of the community within which the
reservation was encapsulated.
The physical, legal and economic isolation of the Indian on
the reservation was a symptom of the deliberate policy of the
federal government, yet it did not decrease when the government
reversed its policy and took deliberate steps to incorporate the
Indian into American society.

The Indian's isolation was sustained

by the system of political control imposed and maintained on the
reservation.

\Vhen Indian agents were first appointed the tribes

were roaming over vast areas of land and the agents' principal
task was to ensure they remained at peace with the United States
and to supervise the negotiation and signing of treaties.

As

the tribes were slowly confined on reservations the job of the
agent was transformed:

he was required to administer the affairs

of the tribe and to encourage and educate the Indians in farming.
The agent was thus responsible for both the political and economic
affairs of the tribe.

The Indians' own system of organization
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did not break down instantaneously on the reservation; the chiefs
lived on and old habits pre'J"ailed.
res2rvations, Albert H.
th~re;

only very

or a hoe.

He

;{ne::tl;~,

An agent on one of the Sioux

remarked how orderly life was

rar,~ly ;'I'l~ ~nything

report,~d

wi

stolen, and then only an axe

f,h a.pparent surprise:

"for nearly t'.'10 y~rtrs I had lived in an Indian
community far remote from the influence of white
man's laws, white man's customs, white manls codeR,
white man's ethics--so far remote that this influence
was practically nil.
Yet, I had never l~ved in a
community so peacl~ful, so well governed. ,,61
However, once on a reservation a tribe's affairs were administered
by the .8ureau.

The reservation was a department of the federal

government, far from Washington but nevertheless subject to a
hierarchical bureaucracy itself under the control of both the
administrative and executive branches of government.

The tribal

governments were ignored, except when it was useful to enlist the
help of the chiefs in support of the

govern~ent

contradictory and pragmatiC policy was followed.

programmes.

A

The chiefs

were recognized as such when,due to their individual authority,
the government could not ignore them, or, when it was useful to
enlist their help; but the manner by which they held their authority--the Indian system of government and 1eadership--was ignored,
dismissed and rarely understood.

No attempt was made to encourage

institutions which ~ight liai8e between the two forms of government
or engineer a way for the existing tribal institutions to be
grafted onto those of the United States.
been made plain;

61

The reasons for this have

tribal society was seen as being diametrically

Kneale, OPe cit. t - i t ~lhould be noted, to protect Kneale
from the accusation of sentimentality, that he made a
quite opposite observation when he was on the Navaho
reservation where things were re5\llarly stolen.
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opposed to American society, and was one of the prime causes of
"the Indian problem."

However, had the tribal institutions been

wholly accepted, and the chiefs acknowledged as full-blooded
le::tders rather than mere fi,'Plrer.eads, the pattern of tribal
authority could only have remain<;d uncorrupted and responsive
to change if the Indians had been allowed to decide themselves
their proper course of development.

The majority of tribes lost

their political and economic independence simultaneously, when
confined on a reservation.

'The political inrlependence of the

tribes, even within the United states system, could only have
been maintained if they had been granted more economic freedom:
if the Indians themselves could have chosen (with advice perhaps
but not dictates) or at least participated in formulating their
path of economic transformation.

But the Americans already had .

certain defined notions of what they wanted Indians to become and
they slowly evolved a programme for achieving their aims.

This

inevitably meant that certain factions, already existing within
Indian tribes, \-lere helped and encouraged as being the "progressive"
and responsible element, and others ,,,ere criticized and opposed.

62

Such a development was inevitahle when the agent, the representative
of the federal government, held ultimate political and economic
power and was intent on implementing a specific policy.
The Indian agent was crucial in defining the peculiar quality
of life on any reservation.

His role was principally determined

by the very particular situation in "'hich he found himself.
"There are," asserted Leo Crane, "only two kinds of Indian agents:
those who compromise with everything and have interminable hell

62 Mohonk, 1889, p.l05.
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on their weakling hands, to the end that they are respected
nei ther at home nor abroad, and those who compromise '.-li th
nothing. 11 6 3

Responsible for all affairs on a reservation the

agent's duties and pmo/er were enormous.

The widow of the

controversial agent, Dr. Valentine T McGil1ycuddy of Pine Ridge,
was to claim that in the late nineteenth century "there was
probably no more autocratic position under the United states
g;overnment than that of an Indian agent at a remote agency. ,,64
As the representative of the federal government and responsible
for implementing Indian policy, the task of the agent was in essence
identical on every reservation.

His influence, and that of his

staff, on the growth and dynamic of reservation communities was
strong and universal.

Although, in the course of three decades,

the agent's job and the organization of the agency underwent
change and development, the basic patterns of social behaviour
and control were constant and persisted.
On the reservation the agent was all but omnipotent; Agent
Kneale was sentimental in his description of such power but
emphasized its essentially paternalistic nature:
"The uninitiated can never realize the relationship
that existed between the old-time Indian agent and
his Indians • • • The agent was 'Father' to them
all.
Did a loved one die?
Did some family trouble
disturb?
Did some white man or neighbour encroach?
Did financial matters distress?
"dere they hungry,
or cold, or sick of mind or body or soul?
There
6S
was but one place to go for sympathy and assistance."

63

Leo Crane, Indians of the Enchanted Desert, London: Leonard
Parsons, 1926, p.38.

64

NcGillycuddy,

6S Kneale,

OPe

OPe

cit., p.5.

cit., p.67.
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Every aspect of the Indinns' lives, and those of all whites on
the reservation, were under the control of the agent.

This was

illustrated in most basic terms over the question of food.

The

majori ty of tribes \Jere not 8gricul tural; confined on the
.reservation they were compelled to fa.rm but were far from being
self-sufficient.

Hany had signed treaties with the government

and been promised financial annuities and rations of food, clothing,
implements and equipment.
responsibility cf the agent.

The issuing of such rations

'~s

the

Thus supplying or withholding food
Agent

was one way in which the Indians could be manipulated.

Tatum reported in detail on what he felt were the necessities for
"his" Indians; he added, "a liberal supply of sugar and coffee
would, in my opinion, do much towards promoting peace among the
Indians of this Reservation, and would be a strong inducement to
the roving ones to come in and settle down.,,66

The withholding

of rations was also used as a disciplinary measure.

On

Crow

Creek a majority of the Indians, led by their principal chief,
wbite Ghost, once refused to co-operate with the butchering of
their beef ration, because of the employment of a white butcher.
The agent succeeding in persuCl,ding a minority of the tribe to
help him kill, skin and dress the cattle, informed the Bureau
that unless othen,ise instructed he would "not issue one ounce of
rations of any kind to the rebels for the next month."

Although

he was well aware that such !lction might well "produce more
trouble," he felt the Indians had "behaved ver'",f badly" and that
having been treated wi th "too much kindness and considerationtt

66

Agent Lawrie Tatum to Enoch Haag, March 22, 1870, B.I.A., RG
75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.

The beef coral on issue day, Crow Creek Reservation, 1892 .
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they now

r~()ni"",~cl th" tI;,I,'-!'ctest rliScipline. tl67

At Pine Ridge

McGi1lycuddy used rations to "persuade" the Indians to abandon
their camp at the 2gpncy 8.n<1 dpl'ead out on individual farms:
he incre3.sed the rrJ. t i orL3
camp.

~V~.-:() ",:ling

to the Indians' distance from

68
The agent control18d

physical movements.

\;III.;!

Iwlians' livelihood and also

They could not leave the reservation without

a pass and, being dependent on government supplies and provisions,
they had to make re{;,J'tllar visits to the agency ~

At the Kiowa

agency in the 1870's one agent never granted pass9S to any Indian,
unless he was to be accompanied by a military escort. 69
The agent was appointed direct from Washington and was
responsible for rather than to the Indians.

Thus their only way

of correcting wrongs or drawing attention to complaints was
through appeal.

Either these had to be made direct to the agent,

who in many cases was the cause of the grievance, or by written
protest or personal visits to Washington.

Writing petitions, for

the majority of Indians, required finding someone who was sympathetic
to their case and competent to express their problems in written
English.

Groups of Indians frequently visited the Commissioner

in Washington, but when the question of who should represent the
tribe was in dispute the agent of course had the final word.

As

Indians became more accustomed to white ways it might be thought
that the influence of the A.gent decreased.

But progress "down

the white man's road" frequently meant that distinot factions

61 Agent William G. Dougherty to C.I.A., January 1, 1880, B.l.A.,
RG 75, L.R., Dakota Supp.rlntendency, M234.
60

Mc~illycuddy,

Ope cit., p.104.

69 D. Nicholson to C.I.A., August 24, 1871, B.I.A., RG 75,
L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.
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developed within tribes and the agent was able to exploit such
divisions for his own purposes.

At the Winnebago reservation,

affairs in 1881 reached a total impasse over who should represent
the tribe, and a federal insp8ctor had to be sent to report on
the situation.

General

0.0. Howard, (who had, in the 1860's,

helped set up the Freedman's Bureau) called a full council and
discovered the Indians were entirely unanimous in their opposition
to the delegation that had been selected by the agent and to the
manner of its selection.

Howard reported that he was convinced

the tribe "would refuse to ratify anything the delegation might
agree to in Washington."

He went on to explain that the tribe

was very bitter about the behaviour and activities of the agent
and from reports of citizens and employers the inspector thought·
the agent should be removed.
extreme:
corrupt.

The case of the Winnebagoes was

the tribe was united and the agent in question was
But frequently neither of these facts applied and the

Indians remained powerless to reverse the choice of the agent. 10
Owing to the peculiar organization of political life on the
reservation the agent was the nexus of all authority.

Countless

petitions were sent to Washington and the agent would independently
send his report judging whether or not he felt the demands of the
Indians should be complied with.1l

Insulated from the life of

10

General 0.0. Howard to C.I.A., August 11, 1881, B.I.A., R.G.
15, L.R., Winnebago Agency, M2)4.

71

Agent A.P. Dixon to C.I.A., July 2), 1892, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Crow Creek Agency; Petition from Chiefs and Principal Men of the
Yanktonai Tribe at Crow Creek, July 24, 1880, B.I.A., R.G. 75,
L.R., Crow Creek Agency, M234; V.N. Swan to C.I.A., January 24,
1889, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Santee Agency; Petition of Poncas
Disowning their Previous Petition, January 29, 1889, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Santee Agency; William Black Elk, et alia,
Petition to get rid of John E. Smith, February 19, 1889, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Santee Agency; John E. Smith to C.I.A., February
11, 1889, B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Santee Agency; Charles Bill
to C.I.A., February 12, 1889, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Santee
Agency.
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the state in all but physical tenns the Indians appealed always to
Washington.

As there were no institutions that linked the

Indians to the settlers which could be used to liaise between
their separate demands and find a solution, the Indians always
saw Washington as their ultimate source of help--whether it be
to rid them of an unpopular agent, to provide them with more
rations, equipment or houses, or to protect their land against the
intrusion of settlers.

The Indians' dependence on "Washington"-

a word they often used in a personalised way--wae particularly
<striking when they were beset by any serious problem.

In the

late 1870's the Indians of the Southwest were desperate when the
buffalo herds rapidly and suddenly began disappearing.
of the Kiowas forwarded the

re~uest

The agent

of their chief, Big Bow,

begging n\Vashington'· to save the buffalo:
"We wish you to understand that we consider ourselves
passing away as our buffalo are passing away.
We
shall soon be gone.
This is what weighs down the
hearts of the Kiowa people with a heavy grief."7 2
The agent supported their request with an explanation that in all
the time he had been amongst them they had never talked with more
anxiety on the subject, and that they clearly believed the
slaughter of the buffalo involved "the future life or death of
themselves and children."
"not

of

Their attitude, he explained, was

a defiant threatening talk or manner but as one asking

fer succor from what he regarded as a terrible fall, if not averted;
they think \iashington can make a road for their escape, hence their
anxiety to have their talks forwarded immediately to him.,,73

72
73

James Haworth to C.I.A., February 27, 1876, B.I.A., R.G.7S,

L.H., Kiowa Agency, M234.
Ibid.

:

1

United States Commissioners and Delegations of Sioux Chiefs Visiting Washington, October 15. 1888
1 Capt. R H Pratt
2 ReT, W J Clevelan
3 Ron. J V Wrisht

ommissionera

4. Hon. J H Oberly, Comm. Ot'Ind. Aft'. 7 R V Belt, Ind. Dept. 9 Col. S F Tappan
5 Gov. I K Church of Dakota
8 Col. R S Gardaer,
10 G I Stevick
6 Hon. BRice, Minn.

ROSIBUD AGBNCY DELEGATION

STANDING ROCK AGmfCY DELEGATION

. PINE RIDGE AGANCY DELEGATION

11 Ugly WUd Horse 18 Kin! thunder
12 ,"tty Eagle
19 Two Jtrike
13 Be-Dog
20 Gray Eagle-tail
14. Good Voice
21 Sky Bull
15 Quick Bear
21 Red Fish
16 Black Wolf
23 Yellow Hair
17 Swift Bear
24 Xagle Horse
25 Thos. nood, Interpreter
26 Col. L l' Spencer, Agent

27 Si tting Bull
34 Gray Eagle
. ~3 Dog Back
50 S tandinl3 Klk
28 Steph Two-bee 35 Hairy Chin
4If. Standing Soldier 51 Fast Thunder
29 Bear's Rib
36 Walking Bagle 45 Yellow Bear
52 No Flesh
.30 Thunder Hawk 37 High Bear
4-6 Li tUe Hawk
53 American Horse
31 High Eagle
38 Fire Heart
47 L1 ttle Wound
54 Capt. George Sword
32 Big Head
39 John Grasse
48 Little Chief
55 Plenty Bears
33 Mad Bear
40 Gaul
49 Pretty Lance
56 B Rowland, Interpreter
41 Louis Prineau, Interpreter
57 Philip Wells, Interpreter
42 Maj. J J.!cLaughlin, Agent
58 Col. H G Gallager, Agent

CHEnmlE RIVmi, CROW CREEK AND LOwm BRULE DELEGATIONS

59 'fbi te Ghos t
60 Drifting Goose
61 Bowed Head
62 Little Bear
63 Spotted Elk

64 Crow Eagle
65
66
67
68

Whi te

SW&'''1

Charger
Spotted Eagle
Swift Bird

69 Little No-heart
70 Narcisse Narcell
71 W Larabee, Interp.
72 Dr C E McChesney
(Cheyenne River Agt.)
73 ~ark Wells, Interp.

74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Capt. Wm. Carpentar
Maj. W Anderson (Agent, Crow Creek)
Capt. Fire Thunder
Alex Rencontre, Interpreter
Medicine Bull
Bull Head
Wiz1
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The agency was the physical evidence that the federal
gover'nrnent was in the Indians' midst.

It symbolized their

lost political autonomy but also the ·..,elcorne possibility of
feder3.1 support.

The Navaho tribe frequently expressed their

awareness of its double-edged function;

when the agencies of

the reservation were centralized the administration invited the
tribe to choose a name for the new agency.

They decided on

IINee Alneeng, It which tr::mslateu. means, "the centre of the Navaho
world."

It

'olaS

only aiter a time that the Bureau realized it

. had been made the butt of a bitter Navaho joke:

the name literally

meant "Hel}!' in the Navaho language. 14
However well intended an agent might be, where the Indian
leadership had been there was now a vacuum.
new chief and he took his orders from

The agent was the·

~{ashington.

Only 'rarely

did agents make an effort to tmderstand the history and customs of
the tribe amongst which they lived.

Any proclivity to do this

was weakened by their very position and by the fact that most
t\

agents stayed only pn average of three years.

If an agent were

honest and hard Ivorking he could still be autocratic and tough.
If he '.-rere dishonest then the r>xtent of his power gave him the
opportunity for untrammelled corruption.
While the agent

sup~lanted

and superseded the role that had

previously been played by the Indian chiefs his authority on the
reservation was final, but i.t was not exclusive.

The army and

the various churches were organized and authoritative institutions
on most reservations.

14

Kneale,

OPe

Cit., p.312.
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At the time of Crant's Peace Policy, when the agents on most
reservations were nomii1'"d..~d

by

the different church groups, the

authori ty of the churc') and that of the govern..'I\ent coincided in
the same person.

'j'his :'['I(;t;i.ce

'patrOn:1E8 system and

und.>t' l

sloHly gave way to the familiar

['·>sident Hayes the churches were

deliberately relieved of their nominating 'powers.

However, they

remained a powerful fOTce on the reservation; their teaching and
missionary work were deemed ensential to the tS"'Overnment civilization programme.

But the missionaries were not under the

direct control of the government, they were answerable to their
own church bodies; thus the Christian churches represented
separate and individual hierarchies on the reservation which sometimes conflicted with that of the government.

On Crow Creek

blatant antagonism broke out between Agent Dougherty and Bishop
Hare of the Protestant E'piscopal church.· Every year the Episcopalians would organize a Convocation:

a huge gathering of all the

Indians of their church from all the Sioux reservations.
Convocation was originally oreanized to replace the mass gathering
the Sioux would hold before their autumn hunt. 75
became exasperated by the

W8.y

The agent

it interfered with the Indians'

farming activities and asked the Commissioner if it could take
place at some other time, wlwn it would be less detrimental to the
tribe's progress.

But his objection to Convocation was only the

beginning of a developing antagonism.
On Crow Creek the Episcopalians were responsible for much
the school work.

Bishop Ii8.re selected and appointed not only

Episcopal clergymen but also teachers·.

75 Interview with

His selections and

Elizabeth Clark, October 6, 1974,
(widow of David Clark, Episcopalian Missionary on the Crow
Creek Reservation).
~trs.

o~

-

;'+{) -

dismissals were often disputed by Dougherty, who claimed that
Hare's actions were often arbitrary, and that being far from the
reservation he was singularly ill qualified to judge the work and
ability of his appointees.

Dougherty accused Hare of supporting

an agent who was corrupt and even suggested that Hare himself had
been compromised by certain fraudulent dealings.
bitterly to Dougherty's accusations.

Hare responded

On the question of the

teachers he informed the Commissioner, after one such incident,
that "were Mr. Brown's case the first one in which Captain Dougherty
has found the presence of a missionary teacher obnoxious to him,
I should not hesitate to comply with his wishes, but I have already
removed one teacher and one clergyman because of Captain Dougherty's
opposition to them, and in both cases there were not a few who·
believed that the opposition of the agent was owing, not to the
shortcomings of the person removed, but merely the personal
feelings of the agent.,,7

6

The Indians obviously were always

indirectly affected by such disputes.
Once the rule authorizing only one denomination on each
reservation had been lifted, the Indians were often caught up in
inter-denominational conflicts.

At Santee the agency was in

the charge of the Quakers, but the American Eoard for many years
had. been active amongst the Indians.

After the Reverend Samuel

Hinman arrived, some of the headmen, at his instigation, asked

76

Agent William G. Dougherty to C.I.A., May 20, 1880, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency; Dougherty to C.I.A., August
11, 1880, E.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency; Eishop
William Hare to C.I.A., enclosing also a letter from Dougherty,
November 15, 1880, E.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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that the agency be placed under the Episcopal Church. 77

The

superintendent, himself a Quaker, suggested that the mission
work should remain under the American Board.

He reported to

the Commissioner that a report in a Washington newspaper,
publicising the Indians' alleged demands, was inaccurate and
that the Indians had not called a Council but had been summoned
Later the Indians sent a petition objecting

to one by Hinman.

to their previous claim and asking to remain with the American
Board. 18
The church missions were granted one hundred and sixty
acres of reservation land for their church work.
held a privileged position on the reservation.

They thus
On Crow Creek,

when Bishop Hare wanted to set up branch churches, the land in
certain of the areas he desired had already been taken up by
the Indians.

However, the agent reported that the Indians in

question were prepared to relinquish their acres and take other land
elsewhere.

Ironically, the churches were here re-enacting in

miniature the age-old pattern of Indian-white relations. 79
The churches, although supplying another alien source of
authority, also often worked to help the Indian.

Although

associated with the government and helping implement some of the

11 Headmen of Santee Sioux to Asa Janney, December IS, 1870,
B.I.A., R.G.

75,

L.R., Santee Agency.

18 Hinman appears to have been an odd character and in 1878
was to appear before an Ecclesiastical Court on charges
of immorality, cf. Fred J. Fox to C.I.A., August 8, 1878,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Dakota Superintendency.

19 Agent William W. Anderson to C.I.A., May 20, 1881, B.l.A.,
R.G. 15, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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worst aspects of Indian policy, they were not hated and feared
as was the army_

80

have a flagstaff and

AI; PLne

11idge

h:"-,ud'lt

the one from the ab3ndoned Fort

\irl~n

t'Red

\~lo'J.cJ.

"h~)utp\l

Lr)

r'~cGillycuddy

was anxious to

a crowd of Indians gathered,

!'Iat'mders that he did not want a

thf~

flag that had stood on the par'ide grounds of an army post.
flag represented the white man's victory over the Indians. n

The

BI

'ro the Indians thp army was associated '..;rith their military defeat
and the continw'.ld presence

I)f

fortresses and troops near the

reservations was a real and perpetual warning.

While the tribes

re:!lained a military threat the reservation was officially a
place of refuge:

all other territory was under the jurisdiction

of the War Department.

But even when peace was established

posts were still manned and troops could be called to the
reservation to help in emergencies.

Sometimes the

army

was used

as a brutal substitute for fulfilment of treaty provisions.

In

1881 the agent on the I,'iescalero reservation sent a desperate
telegram to the Commissioner.

He informed them that as Congress

had failed to provide the 3.ppmpriate funds to subsist the tribe,
and as his supplies of beef and flour were running low, he suggested
they be placed under the authority of the army.

If left to starve,

he ironically continued, they would be forced to make raids and he
therefore sugs-ested that troops should take charge of them at once. 82

80

Clergymen were often members of government delegations
organized to persuade the Indians to relinquish areas o£
their land.
Rev. Clive Estes, the Episcopal clergyman on
the Lower Brule reservation (1974) claims, with shame,
that ministers from his own church came to the Indians, "a
bible in one hand and ~ paper to sign in the other."

81

:t-fcGillycuddy,

8Z

Agent iN. H.H. Llewellyn to C.I.A. (telegram), May 17, 1882,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.

OPe

cit., p.157.
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At Nescalero the Indians had frequently fallen under army control;
in 1880 their agent had reported the army had "exercised full
authority in the eoverrunent ani control of the Indians, while I
have simply fed qnd clothed thpm.
do not

knO'1f

that it is

sugs-estions.,,8 3

rny ~)rov ince

Unier theo3e circumstances I
to advise or even ma.lte

At snch a time the reservation became a branch

of the \Olar Department as opposed to the Department of the Interior,
but frequently the 8.uthority of the two rubbed uncomfortably
together and accentuated further the anomalous conditions on the
reservation.
Throughout the 1870's there was an open struggle between
the two departments as to which should hold authority over the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Thus the reservations were caught in

a power struggle which inevitably effected the Indians.

From

Santee, one of the native teachers reported (through an interpreter) on the improved attendance at his school and the good
behaviour of the Indians.

He had "talked with many of the chiefs

and headmen of this tribe during the winter about this matter,
and they said the reason of [si~ this change was that heretofore
the Indians had been alloVied to do as they pleased, that the
chiefs had no means of controlling them, but now the military
assl~ing

charge

a~d

assisting the chiefs had been the means of

making this improvement.

All the Indians say that disarming and

dismounting them and punishing all those who do wrong has been the
means of making them behave better.,,84

The teaoher's report might

83 Albert J. Fountain to

vl.R.H. Llewellyn, August 21, 1881, B.l.A.,
R.G. 15, L.R., Mescalero Agency.
Agent Samuel A. Russell to C.I.A., December 22, 1880, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Mescalero Agency.

84 John Kitto to C.I.A., School Report, April 28, 1877, E.I.A.
R.G.

75,

L. R., Santee Agency, I-1234.
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have been made independently but this seems doubtful.

It was

written only five days after a letter from a Winnebago chief,
Little Heart, living on the Cheye!llle reservation very close to
Santee, and making a similar observation; significantly, his
complaint was reported to the Commissioner through an' army
interpreter.

In the same month the Commissioner received

numerous letters from Indians and army officers insisting on
this point. 85
It was frequently argued that if the aim of the government
was to civilize the Indians then the task would be more successfully accomplished by the Department of the Interior rather than
the Department of War.

While army officers, except when

prohibited for brief periods, held posts as Indian agents, the
demoralizing effects of a fort, when situated close to a reservation, was pointed out incessantly by the missionaries.

Lawrie

Tatum writing from New York, several years after he relinquished
his post as agent to the Kiowa and Comanches, was ver,y outspoken
about the detrimental influence of Fort Sill.

"If the Indians

are camped near to the soldiers, the latter will frequently, and
sometimes in large numbers, be in the Indian camps both day and
night, and thus more than counteracting all the good that the
agent is likely to exert. ,,86

85 Group of military officers to C.I.A., April 28,1877, B.I.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Santee Agency, 11234; Little Heart to C.I.A.,
April 25, 1877, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Santee Agency, M234;
Black Spotted Horse and Little Black Foot to C.I.A., April
25,1877, B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Santee Agency, M234.
86

Agent Lawrie Tatum to C.I.A., June 3, 1873, B.I.A., R.G, 75,
L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.
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The influence of

th{~

army ,.;as felt on the reservation

when the post i,as near the Indians and even when it was
si tua ted off the rese rv \ t; iort.
another

br~mch

of th",

['Pr]"'f"i

the tribes could fqll.

t! l'~

For the \lar Department was
,'<wernm8'1t lmder ""'lOse authority

r rdian police forces were organ-

ized in part as an attempt GO illlpose law and order on the
reservation without the help of the army;
resort the army ,,,a3

alw~lYs

waiting-.

but as a last

Its policing role, even

if at most times only potential, contributed to the special
atmosphere on the reservation and perpetrated the impression,
felt keenly by the tribes, that the Indians were conquered
peoples.
To the peculiar system of authority on the reservation--the
power of the agent and the parallel systems of control represented
by the church and the !l,rmy--was added a further influential
factor:

the political patronage system.

Being federal depart-

ments linked to the centr::),l administration, reservations also
could be regarded as a source of jobs to be given as rewards to
party worthies.

Nany an able man lost his post when a new

president C8me to power.

As late as 1891 the Commissioner

informed one nervous enquirer that all officers would be retained
unless they had not Jone their duty; however, three months later
the'man who was the subject of the enquiry--William Davison-had lost his job.

Davison ha.l spent three years as Superintendent

of Indian schools at Santee, ru1d was then transferred to be
Superintendent of the Crow Creek school.

In 1891 he was dismissed,

but no charges were preferred against him. 87

Such cases were

common, and at times the reservation appeared to many whites
as primarily representing the chance of a "political" job.
One resident of Chamberlain, South Dakota, wrote openly to the
Commissioner about a trader's licence on Crow Creek:

"If a

licence is to be given to a person living here, for God's sake
give it to one of the many Democrats that have worked in the
cause of democracy for more than a quarter of a century, and
not to a republican who was a republican trader's clerk."

88

Everyone who lived on a reservation was conscious of the
extraordinary nature

ot reservation society.

The Bureau of

Indian Affairs insisted that employees should have their families
living with them, in an attempt to prevent immoral behaviour.
But often pretexts would be made for wives and children to be
sent back to "civilization" and the style of living on most
reservations often discouraged employees from staying long.

The

lack of the usual restraints existing in more normal American
towns meant that when corruption occurred it was often unoheoked,
and could develop enormous proportions.

At Crow Creek, for

example, Henr,y Livingstone who was agent from 1870 to 1878, ran
the affairs of the agency as a profit-making business for himself

87 Hon. J.P. Dolliver to C.I.A., n.d., c 1891, B.l.A., R.G. 15,
L.R., Crow Creek Agency; Hon. J.P. Dolliver to C.I.A., August

1), 1891, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency; C.I.A.
to Hon. J.P. Dolliver, May 25, 1891, B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Crow Creek Agency; William Davison to C.I.A., August 15, 1891,
B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency; Isaac Howard to Hon.
W.B. Allison, May 20, 1891, B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek
Agency.

88 Charles La Blond to C.I.A., (endorsed by Dan F. Burkholder),
May 25, 1886, B.l.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agenoy.
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and partners. 89

He set up a cattle ranch with the ex-agent

from a neighbouring reservation.

They built the ranch with

materials delivered to the agency and stocked it with agency
cattle:

eight hundred in two years.

He ran a further ranch

with the trader from Crow Creek which he stocked with the natural
increase of the domestic herd of that agency.

Livingstone

commandeered other government and Indian property:

in 1870 he

condemned two saw mills and reported selling them for scrap,
but he transported them and then sold them in Sioux City; he
constantly reported the numbers of Indians to be three times
their real level and sold the supplies he received for the
fictitious Indians; when the development of the Black Hills took
place he ordered one hundred and eight thousand feet of timber
for the agency, and then used a large part of it to build a
private hotel.

To protect himself he employed only foreigners,

and he paid them less than the sums he reported.

After examining

the accounts of the agency, Inspector Randall, chief of the
Division of Accounts, concluded that "so many fraudulent transactions
are revealed that it seems unsafe to say that any voucher in the
entire seven and a half years' service, except perhaps those for
his own salary, is not in some particular irregular."

Such system-

atic crime was not perhaps the general rule on reservations, however
at this time many people regarded Indian agents as corrupt by
definition and certainly fraud, embezzlement and nepotism were

89 C.I.A. to Agent William G. Dougherty, December 20, 1879,
B.l.A., L.S., Crow Creek Agency; Agent Dougherty to C.I.A.,
January 22, 1880, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.

-

~48
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"Issue" wagons being taken to the Rosebud Agency, c1885.

rife. 90
All types of crime were common on the American frontier
where the probability of apprehension was less and the machinery
of law enforcement under-developed.

However, the situation of

the Indian reservation was special; for here was a source of
government funds, contractl:l and jobs, with none of the normal
restraints present even in young settler communities.

Indians

had no votes, they had no court of appeal except the agent,
therefore they could be robbed with relative ease.
It was the special character of reservation society that
made crime simple and commonplace.

This "special chapter" was

created in part by the existence of the agency.

All the

Americans on the reservation lived clustered together at the
agency.

Some were the employees of the church missions, but

the majority worked for the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

All were

there to perform some specific task which related to the Indian.
Thus the pattern of life at the agency town, and even its very
existence, was determined by American purpose.

90

Ibid., The Daily Press and Dakotaian, April 22, 1879,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Dakota Superintendency, M2)4;
William G. Dougherty to Carl Schurz, March 11, 1880,
B.I.A., R.G., 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency; William G.
Dougherty, Report of his Services as Indian Agent at
the Lower Brule and Crow Creek Agencies Covering a
Period from March 21, 1878 until September )0, 1881,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency; Special Agent
G.R. Millburn to C.I.A., January 1, 188), B.I.A., R.G.
75, L.R., Crow Creek Agenoy; Agent William W. Anderson,
Investigation of a Charge of Drunkenness Brought by Agent
Gasmann against Agency Clerk Swindoll, February 10, 1887,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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Agency t01tffiS shA-red. little in common with other towns in
The population 1,o/as always strikingly small; it grew
ste;:tdily during the laD1;

eX<=>.rnple, eveYl. in 18)2 t-:her"
.

decades of the century, but, for

tllr(~e

'11

the Lower Brule Agency.'

tOwn were a reflection of

"rer~

only forty 1vhite8 living at

l~ven

the individuals present in the

I:~'ovetnment

policy--the agent, the

farmer, the teacher, the missionary, the trader--their roles
were repeated at everyc;.. ;'ency, and the normal body of people
co~~on

to any other town, wag lacking.

Identical in purpose the agencies also resembled each other
physically.

Agent Kneale drew Ita composite picture of what

might be called an average agency " :
"There was an administrative building, known as the
'office'--usually a number of Indians loafing in
front of it; a flagpole, a warehouse--probably more
than one; a Vtrge stockade where implements and
vehicles were stored; stables for the necessary
dri ving and \.Jork stock; a jail, a blacksmi th shop,
a carpenter shop, a room where the government
physician dispensed drugs and received those who
sought his services; a pump house with water tower
close by; a trading post
residences for
employees • •
The entire assembly covered an
area the eCIual possi.bly to two or three city blocks • • •
The buildings were painted and genera.lly in a fair
state of repgir • •
Somewhat detached from the
other buildirJ,~~'s was a church, usually at least
two • • • still more remote, but within the range
of vision, was a group of buildings comprising the
agency boarding school.
Hovering about the outskirts of the ar;ency was a plentiful sprinkling of
teepees, wall tents, and squalid shacks, where
Indian employees, together with their families and
hangers-on, dwelt • • • ,,9 2
0

•

•

0

0

Unlike other towns in America Indian agencies did not grow
spontaneously and possesf-l n dynamic of their own:

they were

91 Report of Superintenuent of Indian Schools. 1892, p.S8.
92

Kneale, opo cit., p.28.
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The Mescalero Agency, c1900.
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imposed and nurtured.

Their size and prosperity was not

dependent on their closeness to transportation routes, the
exte:lsion of a ri'til rOCld , or the presence of a county sead, but
on t:lS

a.~ount

T!" flL"1ds ;l.llocated in

'ashington.

1..

The population of the recv:rvatio!1 did not represent a

sin~le

intesrated comm1.LYli ty. There \-las no org;mized contact between
Indians an.l ,.hi tes that did not involve the one being instructed,
advised or controlled by the other; there were no common interests.
The agency mi;;ht be avoided by the Indians but it could not be
i,gI1ored.

It 'vas, as one visitor observed, nan outpost of

civilization, whereas the nearby Indian camp was the rearguard
of paganism in full retreat.

On the reservation one could shuttle

back and forth from one order of life to the other.,,93
The reservation, even by the 1880's, was a highly complex
unit.

Created originally to keep the Indians at a distance from

white Americans, it stood as a symbol of the traditional policy
of separation.

On the

resel~ation

a system of administrative

authori ty slowly grew up and patterns of rel-'J.tionships developed
bebreen \Oihi tes and Indians that both reflected and reinforced this
policy.

\~len reformers looK8d i'tt these vast areas of land, (for

some reservations \Vere ind8ed large) they saw their defining
and most dangerous charn.cterbtic as being the fact that the tribes
held their land in common.

It I.as believed that if the Indians

were educated and r','i ven individual allotment of land, then the
barriers that separated them from American settlers--symbolized in
the boundary of the resp.rvation--would disappear.

93

Even in the

Clark Wissler, Indian Cav?lcade or Life on the Old-Time
Indian Reservation, New York: Sheridan House, 1938, p.273.
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twentieth century, ieSI)i te numerous setbacks, faith in the
solution persisted.

In 1910 ?rancis 8. Leupp, Commissioner of

Indi221 ""iff;:'!irs 190G-1909, assert-'?d that "the Indian problem

9'
m ~+ ... o,... of' admin; v'-"tr'ltl"on " '!

~
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J

V

_.J...

_

.'1~

.....

_..:...

':l,.

•

H,) \:ever, the reservation did

not disappear but survived, even into the 1970's.

The allotment

of land in severalty was not en01.13"h to incorporate the Indian
into the individualistic

~ociety

of nineteenth century America,

nor to undermine the dietinc ti veness of the Iridian that the
reservation both represented and fostered.

94

Francis E. Leupp, The Indian 3.nd His Problem, lYe,., York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1910, preface.
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Chapter VII
The School on the Reservation
Isolated on the re3ervatlon, itself a peculiar unit in
American society, the Indiana had few opportWlities for mixing
with ordinary American citizenB.

Thus it was the school that

was generally regarded as the institution that would bring about
Indian assimilation.
values and

'Phe school would bring to Indians the

skills necessary to step from one Rociety into another.

The school, so contemporaries believed, would span the gap of
several hWldred years of progress and raise the Indians to the
advanced level of American "civilization".

It would first counter-

balance and then out-weigh the accumulation of forces and traditions which separated the Indian from white SOCiety.

Organized to

bring education and "civilization" to each Indian individually, the
school would introduce the child to American society and simultaneously destroy the "communistic" organization and traditions of
tribal life.

The Indian then, living and behaving as any white,

would no longer be subjected to discrimination and exclusion, which'
were responses to his barbaric state, and would assume his place
in American society.

Or, so it was projected.

"Education" and "civilization" were, in the language of nineteenth century officials, almost synonymous when applied to the
Indians.
Indian.

A successful education in school implied a civilized
But "education" as a word is ambiguous.

It can be used

in a general sense to mean "the entire process by which a culture
transmits itself across the generations,,,l or it can be used in a

.1

Bernard Bailyn, Education in the Forming of Amertcan Society,
Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1960, p.6.
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more restricted sense to mean formal education, or the acquisition
of a defined set of skills and abilities.

The two separate

meanings often merge and become synonymous when used in connection
with children who, as the most malleable members of any society,
usually receive their formal and general education concurrently.
Yet if the term is applied cross-culturally, when a group of
individuals from one culture is being educated in both the values
and skills of another, then, even though the individuals may be
children, the two meanings can attain important separate significSkills and abilities acquired through formal education can

ance.

be accumulated in almost indeterminate numbers.

Although not

infrequently such qualities are inextricably connected with social
and moral patterns, they need not necessarily interfere with one
another.

A man may learn blacksmithing without decreasing his

ability to chop timber.

However, education in the broader sense

involves the acquisition of religious, moral and social values.
The adoption of a new pattern of values generally requires the
rejection of older and perhaps deeply held beliefs.
The task being attempted in the Indian schools was "education"
in both senses of the word.

The instItution that was used to

supply formal education in American communities would be used to
bring education, in lts broad sense, to the Indians.

The enormity

of the task assigned to the school can in part be attributed to the
faith most nineteenth century Americans shared in the power of the
school to improve and elevate men.

It also sprang from their

idea of how society worked; Instead of seeing economic, political
and religious factors as being intricately connected and contributing equally to the pattern of men's lives, the individual was
regarded as supreme and able to direct the future development of
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society.

In American society at this time the successful entre-

preneur was accorded much praise and the achievements of such
individuals were regarded as benefitting the'whole of society.
In a comparable way it was argued that if individual Indians could
be educated, even if their achievements were unsupported by the
rest of the culture and they represented a peak of accomplishment
unattained by the majority, nevertheless they would be equipped to
elevate their fellow tribesmen to "civilization".2

Thus the

school as an institution was meant to bring about the assimilation
. of the Indian:

to achieve alone what was not being accomplished

by complimentary economic, legal and political means.
The school was the spearhead of the whole attempt to teach
the Indian about American culture.

While the Spanish had worked

to build up self-supporting compact villages amongst the Indians
of the Southwest, irrespective of the establishment of an educational centre, the Americans paid little attention to community
reform and instead looked to the disembodied institution of the
American school to achieve the goal of "civilization".

But the

school did not exist in a vacuum unaffected by its surroundings;
uprooted from the American community from which it sprang and
planted on the reservation the "little red scheol house" was
transformed.

The distinctive nature of the reservation shaped

and determined the character of the reservation school.

Established

to bring "civilization" to the Indian, to counteract the forces
separating the tribes from American SOCiety, the school rapidly

2

This attitude to cultural change persisted until well after
World War II, c.f. Margaret Mead, "Cultural Factors in
Communi ty Education Programmes," in George D. Swindler,
Education and Culture, New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,

1963.
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Crow Creek Age ncy, c1885 .
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beca~e

an integral part of reservation life and was controlled and

influenced by the dominating forces there.

The distinctive

characteristics of the reservation, its isolation, its insularity
and its bureaucratic status, pervaded the school and coloured all
aspects of its activity.
The reservation school was founded and then run on assumptions
that were similar to those that originally had led to the creation
of reservations.

Once confined on reservations the tribes had

been forced to surrender most of their political independence.
Although the motives for this often stemmed from strong humanitarian sentiments--it being thought that the Indians would fare
much better if administered by whites--it also represented the
enforcement of the dominant view that Indians had no political
rights comparable to those of white society.

In the same way the

Indians were forced to surrender any effective control over the
formal education of their children.

Plans to abolish the reserv-

ation did not herald any change in the government's long-term
educational ' goal , and the organization of the reservation schools
served both to recapitulate and to enforce the Indian's dependent
statuS.
Government policy WaS consistent in its concentration on ends
rather than means.

The goal for which they aimed, the "oivillzation"

of the Indian, waS clear if elusive.

The method or programme by

which they planned to achieve this aim was less certain and, (as
demonstrated in chapter five) often varied on the different
reservations.

However, concentration on a specific end or goal

brought with it a disregard for the process by which this WaS to
be achieved; the day to day effect of the programme.

The final

result was all important, and the different stages were significant
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only when measured against it.
But the manner in which the school functioned on the reservation was of vital importance to the nature and extent of its

influence.

The attitude of the teachers, the tactics for enroll-

ing pupils, the teaching methods, the style of building, the
financial resources, the superintendent's authority in relation
to the agent, all these characteristics of the school were as
important in determining its effect as was the ultimate goal for
which it existed.
The school was not a neutral &gent on the reservation, a
"nebulous locus" where knowledge would be transmitted.

It was

the arena of an intense social drama, the place not only where the
long term aims of federal Indian policy were to be achieved, but
more particularly where the Indian children were to be remoulded
and equipped to be satisfactory American citizens.

The children

were the prime targets and one of the acknowledged goals of the
school was to break the parents' influence.

When struggling to

stop their children being taken to school or when hostile to the
type of schooling offered by the whites, the Indians were not only
fighting for their off-spring in an individual personal sense, but
for the future members of their tribe, the carriers of their
traditions and history.

Although the benevolent effects of

schooling were always stressed by both reformers and officials, the
school was being used as an

inst~~ent

of social change and as such

was to help implement the broader goals of government policy.
Results not achieved by other means would, it was projected, be
achieved with the help of the school; school children were often
used as hostages to keep a tribe peaceful and whenever officials
despaired at the "progress" of the adult Indians they looked
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confidently to the children. 3

The Reverend MYron Eells, a

missionary of the American Uissionary Association who continued
the work his father had begun among the tribes of the Northwest,
described how the Indians continued to follow the same economic
pursuits as their fathers, and how they demanded why they should
attempt to farm their barren land or work for the agent for a
dollar or a dollar and a half a day when they could "in a few
days catch seals whose fur will be worth from twenty to forty
dollars."

The missionary did not attempt to confront the good

sense of their economic reasoning but instead confided that "for
these reasons those in charge for many years have felt that their
main chance of success is with the children in school.,,4

It was

always the school that was expected to achieve the social, polltical, economic and psychological changes that were necessary for
civilizing the Indian.
It was due to the breadth of the educational goals of the
school that the institution became so totally integrated with all
affairs on the reservation.
limited

nl~ber

It did not exist to transmit a

of skills, but was part of a broad and fundamental

programme of change.

In aim and purpose the school was linked to

all other white activities on the reservation, and it was also
tied to the same administrative roots.

Controlled, financed and

organized by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, on the reservation the
traditional "little red school house" assumed a new character.

3 The first pupils of the Carlisle Indian School in Pennsylvania
were originally hostages of the U.S. army and this pattern was
to continue.

4 Myron Eells, History of Indian Missions on the Pacific Coast,
Philadelphia: The American Sunday School MiSsion, 1882,
pp.137-138.
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The agent, as the representative of the federal government,
held authority over the school.

It was his responsibility to

organize the building, staffing and running of the school and to
find ways of ensuring the children attended.

He was able to use

the power of his office to force the children to school by withholding the rations and money of the adult Indians; these were
tactics frequently used on all reservations although not always
successfully.

On the Omaha reservation the agent, despite loud

protest from the Indians, refused to supply the Indians' annuities
until the school was full.

However once the annuities were issued

the Indians removed their children.

The agent then requested that

the Commissioner issue an order that only parents of children who
had attended school for at least two hundred and ten days would"
receive their payment and the Commissioner obliged him despite the
vociferous objections of the Omaha

Indian~.5

The teachers, superintendent, matrons, seamstresses and other
staff of the school were all chosen by the agent.
whom he liked and dismiss them at will.

He could select

In 1885 a rule was intro-

duced requiring the agent to "make a statement of the qualifications
of every person he nominates for a position in a school, and to
state a reason for every dismissal he makes."

The inevitable

ineffectiveness of such a rule was commented on b,y the Superintendent of Indian Schools who realized the agent's power was still
practically unlimited and that he might continue to "fill all the
positions in a school with his own friends, or the friends of his
bondsmen, or the friends of the persons whose influence obtained

5

Agent G.W. Wilkinson to C.I.A., September 15, 1882, B.l.A.,
R.G. 75, L.R., Omaha Agency; James Whitewater to the President
of the U.S., May 3, 1885, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Omaha Agency;
Agent C.H. Potter to C.I.A., ~eptember 28, 1885, B.I.A., R.G •
. 75, L.R., Omaha Agency.
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for him his place. ,,6

The competence of the officials chosen by

the agent was bound to dirl'!ctly influence the standards in the
school.

As a generation of Indian children grew up having gained

the rudiments of an American education, they too began to seek
employment at the agency or in the school.

The agent thus had

power over their chances of gaining employment.

In 1885 out ot:

a total of one hundred and one reservation schools forty six had
a staff that was all white; out of a total ot: eight hundred and
sixty seven empl0yees in these schools only one hundred and seventy
seven were Indians, a proportion of less than one fit:th.7
of the reservation schools were boarding schools there were a large
number of fairly menial tasks necessary for keeping the children
clean, clothed and fed.

Sixty per cent of Indians who were

employed by the Bureau at this date were women.

The job most

frequently held was that of laundress, but a large proportion ot:
the Indians worked as seamstresses or cooks.

No Indian held a

job as superintendent, although Thomas Wildcat Alford, who was an
ex-Hampton student and was later to write his autobiography, did
hold the job of principal teacher at the Absentee Shawnee Indian
Boarding School. 8

In 1885 twenty four Indians were employed as

teachers, significantly, the numbers of Indians employed in a
school was no reflection of the state of "advancement" of that tribe.
The Santee Indians were considered some of the most "advanced", and

6 Report of the Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1885, p.3.
7

These figures and those that follow were collected from the
Report of the Superindendent of Indian Schools, 1885.

8

Thomas Wildcat Alford, Civilization, Norman: Oklahoma Univ.
Press, 1936.
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at the Santee Industrial School four Indians were employed as
assistant cooks and one as an assistant laundress.

However,

the Omahas were also considered to be a tribe almost ready for
self government, yet only one half-breed Indian was employed in
the school; this was not something desired by the Indians who
were continually agitating for control of the school. 9

At Crow

Creek and Lower Brule also there were no Indians employed in the
boarding schools.

But among the Kiowa and Comanche, who were

deemed to be two of the least "advanced" tribes, ten out of a
total of twenty six employees were Indian.

It seems likely that

the demand by local whites for jobs in the Indian Service was as
important a factor in deciding the ratio of the two races employed
as were the qualifications and elegibility of the Indians.

At

Cheyenne River Agency in Dakota not only was there not a single
full-blood Indian employed in either the boarding or the day school,
but also all the white employees had been appointed from Dakota,
they were thus locals chosen by the agent.

At the Kiowa and

Comanche School in Indian Territory, of the sixteen white employees,
only five had been appointed from the Indian Territory.

It is

possible to assume therefore that the smaller the demand from
whites for jobs in the Indian school the more likely it was that
10
the Indians would be employed.
Slowly, as the lack of employment for Indians who had attended
school became a growing problem, the government encouraged the
agents to employ as many Indians as possible around the agency and
at the school.

By

1900, out of a total of two thousand seven

9 For a closer examination of Omaha demands see below, Chapter VIII.
10 Details for employees' state of residence when appointed are
not complete for the Dakota agenCies under study, and it is for
this reason that Cheyenne River Agency is used as an example
of a Dakota Agency.

hundred and fifty nine employees, seven hundred and one were
Indians, which amounted to over a quarter.

11

At the Crow Creek

Boarding School there wp.re an equal number of employees of each
race, but nevertheless here as elsewhere whites held the senior
positions and Indians continued to depend on their favour to gain
. b 12
JO
s.

The power of the agent was curtailed slightly as the Bureau
began to employ inspectors to report on the activities of the
agency and school •

These inspectors could only give superficial

. accounts relying primarily on outward appearances.

Even so they

represented a diminution of the agent's power and their presence
was often resented; at Crow Creek in 1890 Agent Anderson refUsed
to allow the inspector to see the quarterly school reports.

On

all the reservations the inspectors were generally known as
"big cats" .13
The Bureau of Indian Affairs could and sometimes did appoint
school employees direct from Washington.

As criticism of the

IIspoils system" developed during the 1890's this became a more
frequent practice.

In 1893 several of the positions in the

Indian service came under the civil service examination system,
but this merely served to make the appointments more bureaucratic
and not necessarily better.

The Superintendent of Indian Schools

in 1894 expressed his dissatisfaction with the examination system
by which, "candidates for the position of superintendent merely
answered questions a little harder and matrons questions a little

11

"Statistics as to .Lndian Schools, II in Report of C.I.A., 1900,
p.634.

12

Ibid., p.631.

13 Elaine Goodale to C.I.A., April 5, 189J, B.I.C., R.G. 15,
L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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easier than those asked of candidates for the position of teacher,
and on the same subjectso,,14

So the examinations were changed,

with the help of the Board of Indian Commissioners, in order to
take account of the special noeds of the Indian Service.

In the

late 1890's emphasis began to be given to the special abilities
and training needs of school employees.

Details of the Indian

School service examination were sent to prominent educational
institutions and normal schools and appointments were made on the
basis of these examinations.

Ironically, at the ver" time that there

was a new insistence that more Indians should be employed,
the possibility of their achieving positions in anything except
menial tasks had moved further away.
While the agent held the strongest authority over the school,
when a school was run by one of the religious organizations there
was sometimes tension or open hostility between the church representative and the government representative.

Alfred Riggs, principal

of the successful Santee Normal Training School, which drew children
from all the Sioux reservations, was reprimanded by the Bureau for
exceeding his authority by placing eight children in other schools
off the reservation.

That type of decision, it was insisted,

should always be made by a reprasentative of the Bureau.

15

Riggs

however had the support of the S&ntee agent who wrote to inform
the Commissioner of the former's thorough understanding of the
needs of the Indian.

"Through his lmowledge," the agent wrote,

and by the assistance of the members of the AssOCiation, he has

14

"Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools," in Report of
C.I.A., 1894, p.358.

15

Secretary of the Interior Teller to C.I.A., July 11, 1883,
B.!.A., R.G. 75, lloR., S~mtee Agency.
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good facilities for obtaining competent teachers and employers,
their work is confined to Christianity and education, they devote
their entire time to said work and can bring out better results
than an agent who has so many things to look after throughout the
Agency beside the school."

The agent went on to suggest that the

American Missionary Association should take over the running of
the agency boarding school. 16

This suggestion was not taken up

by the Bureau but it illustrated well the co-operation between the
different groups of whites on the Santee reservation.
On Crow Creek the hostility that developed between the agent
and Bishop Hare was to lead the former to question not only the
Bishop's competence to select employees, but also the whole system
of church authority.

"The system of contract," asserted Agent·

Dougherty, in 1880, "is impra.cticable and was inherited from a
time when every branch of Indian affairs was administered very
easily. "

The inefficient organization of the school had led to

bickering, back-biting and jealousy among the teachers who had
ceased to be concerned about the main purpose of the school.

The

representatives of Bishop Hare had become so jealous of their
rights that when Captain Pratt had visited the reservation to enrol
children to go to Eastern boa.rding schools "the whole establishment
from the Bishop down opposed him."

The church innuence, Dougherty

complained, had made it impossible "for the agents to exercise
any supervisory authority over the education of the children.,,17

16

Agent I. Lightner to C.I.A., June 17, 1885, B.I.A., R.G. 75,
L.R., Santee Agency.

17

Agent W.G. Dougherty to C.I.A., November 5 and August 24, 1880,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency, M234; Bishop W. Hare
to C.I.A., August 9 and June 2, 1880, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Crow Creek, M234; Agent W.G. Dougherty to C.I.A., July 1 and 7,
1881, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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No school on a reservation was able to operate independently.
Indian schools were not autonomous units subject to the needs and
demands of the Indian communi ty.

If a government school it was

controlled directly by the Bureau, and if a contract school it was
often caught in a power struggle between the two separate sources
of authority operative on the reservation.

The system of authority

that operated on all reservations thus inevitably embroiled the
school.
As important to the school as the source of authority was the

source of money.
separate ways:

Reservation schools were financed in three
by funds from missionary societies; by money

appropriated by Congress and by money allocated to certain tribes
in treaties for educational purposes.

While the last category can

in some sense be considered as the Indians' own money, the tribes
to whom it belonged had no control over how it was spent and thus
it can be frankly stated that the reservation schools were financed
totally from the outside.

They thus bore no resemblance to

American schools in their method of support.
The money appropriated by Congress for Indian schools increased
steadily over the last three decades of the nineteenth century.
The first sum of ¢100,000 was deSignated for the Indians as part
of President Grant's Peace Policy in 1870.

For several years money

for schools was taken from the general funds allocated to the tribes
by the annual Indian Appropriation Act.

But in 1877 a specific

sum began to be set aside exclusively for educational purposes; in
that year it was ¢20,000 but by 1900 it had risen to ¢2,936,080 and
was to go on rising.

The years 1888, 1894, 1895, and 1896 marked

the only four occasions when Congress reduced rather than increased
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this sum.

18

The amount contributed to Indian education by church

organizations and private individuals also rose progreSSively,
reaching a peak of ¢558,130 in 1892.

After that date the

government's discouragement of sectarian schools meant that the
contributions and activities of these groups slowly declined. 19
The final appropriation for sectarian schools was made in 1900. 20
Money promised to about a dozen tribes for education purposes,
through treaties signed with the United States government, reached
its highest level of ¢8l,056 in 1878, and steadily decreased as the
various treaties expired. 21

Thus the Indian schools were largely

financially supported by Congress and were dependent on sustaining
the confidence and support of Congressmen in Washington.

Although

the number of day and boarding schools were approximately equal .
throughout the period, the number of children attending boarding
school was always higher and steadily increased, so that in 1900
over seventeen thousand children were at boarding schools as opposed
to almost four thousand at day schools.

Children at boarding

schools had to be housed, fed, clothed, and cared for when sick.
Nevertheless the Commissioner boasted in 1900 that "the expenditures
on behalf of Indian schools will exhibit a most favourable showing
when compared with those of similar white institutions, such as
industrial boarding or reform schools.,,22

18

Figures are from Report of B.I.C., 1902, p.8l

19

Figures are from Report of C.I.A., 1893, p.17.
They include
sums contributed by: Roman Catholics; Presbyterians; Congregationalists; Episcopalians; Friends; Mennonites; Unitarians;
Lutherans; Methodists; Mrs. L.R. Daggett; Miss Grace Howard;
Women's National Indian ASSOCiation; Point Iroquois, Michigan.

20

Report of C.I.A., 1900, p.24.

21

Report of C.I.A., 1882, p.xl.

22

Report of C.I.A., 1900, p.44.
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Despite the Commissioner's assertion, Indian schools were
expensive institutions and the funds provided were rarely adequate
to fulfil all the many dp-manda.
wherever possible.

Attempts were made to economize

In 1805 the Superintendent of Indian Schools,

John Oberly, put forward

florn~

plans for a unifonn school building.

This standardized building was meant to save the money that would
have been spent in duplicating similar buildings while guaranteeing
certain standards of hygiene and morality, the necessary provisions
being made for an abundance of light and air and to ensure the two
sexes were kept apart. 23

Eight years later however another

superintendent was to complain that despite all the money spent by
the government on school buildings, "in most cases these are not
only lacking in the simplest requirements of architectural grace,·
but quite deficient in the proviSions made for sewage, lighting,
ventilation, and sanitary requirements generally.1I 24

The faith

that was placed in the large off-reservation boarding school,
particularly in the early 1890's, frequently meant that the reservation school was neglected.

"It is not a little painful to me,"

reported one superintendent, "to find some of the worthiest agents
in the Indian service, upon some of the larger reservations, having
within their bounds more children of school age than there are
pupils in all the great schools combined, scrimped to the most
meager sums in their appropriations for a hundred pupils, while
the great schools receive their money for additional school
accommodations by the tens of thousands.,,25

Often this meant

that many of the necessities and the embellishments of "civilized"

23

Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1885, pp.58,
60-61.

24

"Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools," in Report
of C.I.A., 1894, p.355.

25

Report of Superintendent of Indian Sch::lols, 1890~ p.15.
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life, which the schools were founded to teach, did not exist in
those very institutions.

Frequently there was no sitting-room,

or, if it existed it was "underground, with only a few hard
benches, no curtains at the windows, with neither books nor papers,
with no pictures on the wall, and so small and crowded that the
little girls are often trampled and ill-used by the larger."
And many of the niceties, such as handkerchiefs and night gowns
were entirely lacking. 26

At the Mescalero day school the teacher

reported on even an insufficient number of desks and chairs. 27
The function of the school was to teach "white civilization" but
the teachers were often confronted with the problem that

"the

standard of society around Some of our schools is not the one we
wish to recognize as the white man's standard. of living. ,,28

But

if the surrounding society was sadly lacking, often so were the
schools.

Not only were the physical buildings generally spartan

but the children were also expected to work hard performing chores.
Often the work performed was justified in terms of its educational
value, but as the schools grew larger and obtained "steam-washers,
or at least good washing machines" and other types of machinery,
the children spent time performing household tasks with equipment
they would never use once they had left the school.
pensability of the children's labour was

acknowledg~d;

The indisin one

school a small girl "was kept in the laundry one-half of each day
for two years • • • because she was a good washer and the work must

26

Report of the Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1889, pp.23,
35; Elaine Goodale, Renort on Lower Brule Industrial School,
1890, April 29, B.LA., L.R., Lower Brule Agency, t.t; ?.r:

27

Annie C. Gans, Monthly Report for the Mescalero Day School,
November 1, 1882, B.LA., L.R., Mescalero Agency, ~ q 7~

28

"R~port of Superintendent of Indian Schools," in Report of
C.I.A., 1892, p.6Q4.
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be done.,,29

In the running of many schools the short term

efficiency of the institution often came before the education
and well-being of the children.
The system of financing Indian education affected not only
the building and physical aspects of the schools, but also the
teachers.

Paid by funds coming from Washington and channelled

through the agent, the teachers' payment was not always guaranteed.
Delays or reductions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs funds meant
that economies had to be made on the reservation and often it
seemed that the teacher's job was the most dispensable.

On the

Kiowa reservation the most "advanced" of the chiefs first asked
for a school in 1874; at that time all the money allowed to the
Kiowa tribe by the Indian Appropriation Act had been spent.
Superintendent Enoch Hoag agreed that some of the general Civilization Fund could be used to pay a teacher, and so the agent
opened a small school.

It was then learnt that the money from

the Fund would be subtracted from the following year's allowance.
The agent thus felt compelled to close the school in August, after
only a few months. 30

Although the Kiowa school was reopened in

November, funds were still short and the wages of employees had to
be reduced.

31

did not improve.

Such problems were common to many reservations and
Ten years after the Kiowa story a boarding

school was opened on the Mescalero reservation and rapidly filled
to capacity, then the salaries of the staff were reduced and the

29

Report of C.I.A., 1889. pp.35-36.

30

James Haworth to Enoch Hoag, November 19, 1874 and May 20,
1875, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234: Sally
Cowgill to C.I.A., October 20, 1876, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Kiowa Agency, M234.

31

Enoch Hoag to C.I.A., August 5,1875, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Kiowa Asency, M234.
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agent was fearful they would leave.

At Lower Brule in 1889,

the agent discharged six teachers and assistants and two seamstresses because of insufficient funds for their pay.3 2

Although

the aim of the reservation schools was to help the Indian to see,
and then to step beyond, the inadequacies of his life, they themselves were never free from the harsh realities of reservation
society.

The peculiar system of authority on the reservation,

maintained by the Bureau (and its officials) and the various church
groups, and the accompanying system of inadequate and irregular
financial support from a distant and disconnected source, were two
of the defining characteristics of all reservation schools.

If

the uniform plans suggested for all school buildings were originally
put forward as an economy measure, these plans can as well be seen
as an apt symbol for the net-work of schools that was slowly
spreading out over the reservations of the western states.

Like

the plans, the schools were functional and unelaborate and were
designed for a simple and defined purpose; like the plans, the
schools could be and were duplicated over and over again regardless
of geography, climate or people; and again like the plans (only
less predictably) the schools gained a further dimension when
established on the reservation--ceasing to exist as an abstract
construct they started to function as individual institutions in
a very special type of SOCiety.
Once enrolled in the school it was envisaged that the Indian
child would receive a basic education and emerge several years
later as a "civilized" being.

This process was unconsciously

parodied in the photographs frequently taken of groups of children

32 lureau of Indian Affairs Circulars to Agents, No. 145,

R.G. 75, L.S.;
H. Llewellyn to C.I.A., NArch 31 and August 6, 1885,
B.L .... R.G. 75, L.R., Mescalero Agency.
~.I.A.,

}~~t

w.
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Carlisle Indian School . Sioux boys, who ~ormed part o~ the ~rst
student body, immediately a~ter their arrival at Carlisle, October

1879.
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Carlisle Indian School . Sioux boys after eight months at Carlisle,
June 1880. The boys are dressed in army uniforms and have been carefully pose d in an interior setting. Their names accompany the photograph: (standing left to right) David Blue Tooth, Nathan Standing
Cloud, Pollock Spotted Tail, (sitting left to right) Marshall Bad
Milk and Hugh Wirlwind Soldier -it was common practice in the Indian
schools to use a translation of the father ' s name for the child accompanied by an American Christian name. Workers in Indian schools took
great delight in the striking contrast between such "before" and
"after" photographs .
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before and after they entered the school.

With the help of

scrubbing, hair-cuts and new suits of clothing the "camp Indians"
were transformed into tidy, polished, school children.

Concern

for the final product distracted attention from the necessary
complementary psychological and social transformation.

The

delight with which such photographs were greeted portended a more
serious deception.

When one Sioux agent remarked to a German

priest that the children seemed to be rapidly taking on the ways
of civilization he was a little shocked at the German's warning,
"Young man, I dell you dis, zivilization gomes not in mit de
glothes.,,33

Such a warning might have been heeded by many an

Indian educator.
Once the first children had completed their education the mpst
pressing question was how they should be employed.

The children

from the Eastern training schools, who had often spent years away
from the reservation totally isolated from their people, posed the
question in starkest terms, but for all·children who had been given
the rudiments of education and the veneer of "civilization" the
problem was the same.

Farming was the most obvious, if not the

ideal work for the Indians, and on this the government doggedly
insisted.

But the children's education was not principally in

farming; the majority had achieved a smattering of literacy and.
often had learnt the basic skills of a trade, and there was a
general feeling that they should be encouraged by being offered
employment by the government.

In 1883 a special agent visited

Crow Creek, the reservation which had sent the first group of

33 Albert H. Kneale, Indian Agent, Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton
Printers, 1950, p.57.
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children to Hampton, and reported that he thought it specially
important that the returned students should be given jobs.

Thus

not only would they stand as an example and so encourage others
to follow in their path, but also they themselves would see the
advantages their education had brought them. 34
As reservations were not economically self-sufficient
communities almost the sale employer was the government.

The

educated Indian could become the agency carpenter, blacksmith,
teacher or just the odd job man, but instead of his schooling
helping him to enter American society, it merely modified his
relationship with the government:
as a ward.

he became an employee as well

This peculiar mixed status created many problems.

On Crow Creek the returned students were still given rations and
paid very low wages; aware of their new economic worth and objecting to the lack of incentive offered to them they requested that
they be paid and treated as white employees.

In the case of one

Indian, his request (endorsed by the agent) was granted, but that
of two friends who were equally well qualified was not.

And the

question was never solved in principle for ten years later a group
of Indians from the same reservation was making an identical request. 35
The special nature of the reservation meant that the Indians
who found employment there fell into a new and special category.

As their numbers increased and their identity as a group became
obvious they became known as "agency Indians".

Their existence"

34 E.B. Townsend to C.I.A., October 20, 1883, B.I.A., R.G. 75,
L.R., Crow Creek Agency.

35 Agent G.R. Spencer to C.I.A., December 1, 1881, B.I.A., R.G.
15, L.R., Crow Creek ~ency; Cora M. Folson to C.I.A., July
22, 1891, B.I.A.,R.G. 15, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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became another recognizable feature of reservation life.

Living

in frame hou3es grouped near the reservation, and dressing wholly
or partly in American clothes, the3e Indians had indeed been
assimilated into a society that was not their own.

However it

was not Arnerican society, it wa::; the government created society
of the agency.
Each Indian who became educated had to decide how much of' his
own traditions he would repUdiate.

It quickly became clear to the

government that the benefits of white civilization were not, even
when accessible, consistently preferred by the Indians.

Once

the difficulty became clear it was constantly analyzed.

In 1892

the Superintendent of Indian Schools reported:
"Boys and girls go back to their parents in teepees
or huts, with few of the accompaniments of civilized
life.
They have, in the camps, absolutely no
application of the industries they have learned.
Their parents will not let them introduce the
better way and deride them as "white folks".
After a while they despair of being able to carry
out the life they were taught to live at school,
and in utter discouragement give themselves up
again to the barbarism around them.
They know better
but are unable in this environment to apply their
knowledge. "36
The adult Indians were often blamed for dragging their children
back to barbarism, "for they can ostracize one of their own more
cruelly and effectively even than their white brothers."

Reasons

were offered for the frequency of this "deterioration" and suggestions made to combat it.

One teacher from Mescalero suggested that

as few Indians wanted their children to leave the reservation,
those who were sent were often "the halt, maimed and blind,
mentally, morally and physically."

36

Such children not only had

"Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools," in Report of

C.I.A., 1892, p.587.
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less resistance to reservation influences when they returned, but
also commanded less respect and so had less chance of converting
their elders. 31

Solutions to the problem nearly always involved

perpetuating the child's severance from his people in some way,
for example by "colonizing young couples in congenial communities
of their own, apart from degenerating influences.

These may

either be at the borders of a reservation or at a distance from
it • .,3 8

Even when physical isolation was not suggested it was

hoped that the children would achieve an effective personal iso1ation, for it was asserted that it was only when an Indian attained
"the condition of throwing off his people and seeking to isolate
himself from them, that we will get the moral and spiritual
character sufficiently established to make him a guide for his
people • .,39
The problem of the "returned student," (the relapse o:f the
educated Indian into "barbarism") called :forth excuses and quali:fications from all who believed in the efficacy of Indian sohooling,
because the cases of Indians who had "returned to the blanket" were
cited by many as proof of the impossibility of the task being
attempted.

Thus Bishop Hare, while admitting that his "preposs-

essions are altogether enlisted in behalf of schools situated on
Indian Reservations:

and my judgement is that most of the educat-

ional work for Indians should be done there," nevertheless wrote

31 Proceedings of the Indian School Service Institute, Washington
D.C.: G.P.O., 1898, pp.18, 19.
38

"Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools," in Report o:f

C.I.A., 1892, p.581.

39 Proceedings of Indian School Service Institute,

OPe

cit., p.49.
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defiantly, "But I cannot shut

my

eyes to the incalculable service

which well conducted eastern boarding schools have done the
Indian, and I am filled with alarm when I hear it suggested that
from thirty to seventy per cent of the pupils of Carlisle and
Hampton die within four years of their return home, die like sheep
with the murrain, and also for their inhumanity in creating a
gulf between the generations 'which cannot be bridged. "AO

All

Indian educators, whatever their private differences, felt compelled
to defend any work in this field from outside criticism.
Some of the criticisms were valid however.
schools' principal aims

~

One of the

to create a gulf; they might not, as

General Armstrong of Hampton insisted, set out to teach "the young
Indians to despise their kinsmen, to lose the natural gratitude'
and affection due their parents," but it was intended that the
children should reject the values and life-style of their parents.
However, Armstrong was adamant that "these charges are' untrue and
mischievous.

We deny them for Hampton, and have no doubt that

they are also incorrect as to Carlisle.,,41

He painstakingly

assembled data on all the stUdents who left Hampton, classifying
their progress as "excellent", "good", "fair", "poor" or "bad".
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with the information provided
by agents, make a similar compilation.

Of the fifty Hampton

students who had returned to the Crow Creek reservation in 1886,
forty-six were described as "doing well", and four were "not

40

W.H. Hare to H. Welsh, March 19, 1886, in Helen W. Ludlow,
Ten Years Work for Indians, NeVI York, 1905.

41 Samuel Chapman Armstrong, The Hampton Normal and Agricultural
Institute. Its Reply to A New Attack on Eastern Schools,
Hampton, Va.: Hampto3 N. and A.I. Press, 1890 , Pp.1-16.
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doing well".

However, thirty-six had died at the school or on

their return to the reservation. 42

The appallingly high death

. rate was often excused by pointing out the large number of Indian
children who also died, never having left the reservation.

But

it was perhaps this factor above all others that created the active
resistance of the Indians to the schools, although it was the
problems caused by the returned students that carried most weight
with officials. 43
students was

Even when the behaviour of the returned

sati~factory

to officials, their success, and that of

Indians educated on the reservation, did not provide the solution
to "the Indian problem".

Instead of opening the way for the

Indians' assimilation into American society the educated Indians
merely added a new facet to reservation life.

They formed a

group of wage earners with a sense of their earning value and a
dependence on the government which matched, if it did not duplicate,
that of their elders.
The clearly defined aim of the government--to "civilize" the
Indian--had become distorted.

The strength of Indian culture, the

peculiar nature of reservation.society and the limited opportunities
that it offered to educated Indians had, by 1890, created a situation unforeseen by officials in Washington.

The majority of the

Indians remained dependent on the government and the few that were
educated had generally joined the government pay-roll.
The problems associated with educated Indians were discussed
and debated in terms of the type of education they had received.

42

Ibid., p.15; Cora Folsom, Report on Returned Indian Students,
Washington: G.P.O., 1888, p.46.

43

Interviews \d th Maggie Smith, Winnebago, September 15, 1.974;
James Hamilton, Omaha, September 15 - 20, 1974.
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If the schooling had not led to the desired end, then there must
be some deficiency in the schooling given.

Were reservation

boarding schools superior to distant training schools?

Did

education received in a day sehool lead to a more permanent if
less advanced result?

These were questions that were continually

discussed although no consistent or generally accepted answers
were ever arrived at.

In 1882 the Commissioner of Indian Affairs

acknowledged that the importance of the training school was widely
recognized, but he looked to the day when the Indians would have
their own community schools.

However, he also reported that

that very year twelve small schools, "maintained in the Indian
camps by religious societies," had been discontinued.

After

referring to these closures he continued:
"It is as common a belief that the boarding school
should supersede the day school as it is that training
schools, remote from the Indian country ought to be
substituted for those located in the midst of the
Indians.
But I trust that the time is not far
distant when a system of distinct schools will be
established in Indian settlements, which will serve
not only as centres of enlightenment for those
neighbourhoods, but will give suitable employment
to returned students."M
The type of confusion displayed by the Commissioner was not uncommon;
it was felt that the Indians should eventually have a school system
similar to other Americans, but in the meantime they needed something different, and opinions shifted and swung as to what that
different system should be.

In 1885 the Superintendent of Indian

Schools, John H. Oberly, was to designate the reservation boarding
schools as the

'~ost

effective civilizing instrumentalities that

can be used among the Indians."

44

Report of C.I.A., 1882, p.27.

He felt its strength rested on
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the fact that the Indian child was removed from "the demoralizing
and barbarizing environments of the Indian camp," but was not
"taken away from its parents, as it is when it goes to one of the
training schools," so the parents of such children "may see them
often and have opportunity to observe the development of the
children out of barbarism into civilization.,,45

John Oberly was

to be Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1888; his opinion on
schooling was to be endorsed by Daniel Dorchester, the superintendent appointed by Commissioner Morgan.

But while Dorchester

felt, in 1891, that the time had "fully come for greater advances
and larger expenditures for schools on Indian reservations,"
Morgan was a proponent of the training school and an educational
scheme which made "ample prOVision for the higher education of the
few who are endowed with special capacity and ambition.,,46

Morgan

however felt that the Indian educational system should eventually
merge with public schools, and he made provisions for Indian school
children to go to schools of the near-by white communities at the
government's expense.

The Board of Indian Commissioners supported

this venture but reported in 1902 that "for reasons which deserve
careful study, but which have continued to be effective,
number attending such schools

the

has steadily decreased each year

since 1896.,,41
Despite oscillating support for the different types of schools,
both the day and the boarding school on the reservation continued
to be officially recognized as the place where "the large majority
of Indian youth acquired whatever knowledge they have of books,

45

Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1885, p.44.

46

"Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools," in Report of
C.I.A., 1891, p.490; Report of C.I.A., 1889, p.4.

41

Report of B.l.C., 1902,

p.a.
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of the English language, and of civilized ways of living."
The day schools, although serving f'ewer pupils, and "whatever
their limitations and disadvantages," always had, as one
Commissioner explained, "their ardent supporters and unquestionable usefulness. ,A8

They provided the f'oundations on which the

boarding schools could build, and in 1897 the Commissioner was
to describe them as oorresponding

I~ore

nearly to the average

white public schools located in country hamlets. ,,49

But the

f>chools on the reservation only superf'icially resembled American
Their organization and the source of' their

rural schools.

authority and of their funds was, as has been demonstrated, very
diff'erent.

Even the teacher who taught in Indian schools was not

the traditional school teacher.
The unique nature of reservation society effected the appointment of teachers.

During the 1870's, when many of' the tribes

were still militarily strong, many whites, who were not missionaries, were reluctant to live under what they f'eared might be the
threat of attack.

Even later, whenever there was "trouble" on a

reservation, it became hard to find people ready to accept jobs,
particularly in the day schools that were situated some distance
from the agency and close to the Indian camps.

In 1881 Agent

Dixon, writing from Crow Creek, reported that he was having
difficulty finding a teacher f'or the Driving Hawk school of the
Lower Brules.

Having "tried several times to induce a competent

teacher to accept the position" he eventually nominated a man who
was not by profession a teacher, but a practical surveyor. 5O

48

Report of C.I.A., 1893, p.15.

49

Report of C.I.A., 1897, p.ll.

50 Agent A.P. Dixon to C.I.A., B.!.A., R.G. 75, L.R. t Crow
Creek Agenoy.
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\Vhen tribes were peaceable, finding teachers was usually an easy
task, except when a reservation was very isolated.

But appoint-

ments were not made from the local community, as they might be
in a territory or state.

In 1888 every single one of the two

hundred and forty one teachers and sixty three industrial teachers
was white, and even by 1900 the number of Indian teachers was
insignificant. 51

These teachers were appointed from off the

reservation, or occasionally from amongst the wives and families
of the agency staff.
What motivated the teachers and other workers in Indian
schools to go to live on an Indian reservation is very hard to
know, as so few have left any written record outside their official
reports.

But often they were drawn from far afield.

At the .

Kiowa and Comanche Industrial Boarding School in 1885 two of the
teachers were appointed from Indian Territory, two from Indiana,
one from New York and one from Kentucky.52

Of the other white

employees, three were from Indian Territory, and one each from
Kansas, Iowa, Texas, Ohio, New York and Kentucky.

Although some

of the teachers worked in contract schools and were appointed by
mission groups, and others were appointed directly by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, the majority were the agent's appointees.

In

1890 Agent Anderson of Crow Creek wrote to inform the Commissioner
that one of the teachers had resigned because her mother was ill
and that he had therefore employed the wife of the school superintendent.

Appointments from within the agency community were

not unusual; wives and children of the missionaries, farmers,

51

Report of C.I.A., 1888, p.xx.

52

Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1885, pp.72-73.
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traders, and teachers were frequently given jobs. 53

But also

the agent would give work to friends, relatives and people to whom
he owed a favour.

Taking at random the year 1885, and examining

exclusively the question of nepotism, we find that at the Kiowa
agency the brother of the agent was employed as superintendent
of the school; at Crow Creek the wife of the agent was matron and
his daughter assistant teacher and seamstress; at Mescalero, the
daughter of the agent was matron and seamstress; at the Comanche
agency the agent had appointed himself as superintendent of the
school, and collected an extra ¢700 salary, and his brother was a
teacher; only at Santee (of the five agencies under consideration)
was there no person on the staff of the school who was obviously
a member of the agent's immediate family.54

This type of situation

obviously derived from both the extraordinary power wielded by the
agent, and the peculiarly enclosed and "incestuous" nature of
reservation society.

But whatever its cause it clearly had an

influence on the atmosphere in the school.

Sometimes it was an

asset; on Crow Creek the sister-in-law of the Protestant Episcopal
missionary, Reverend H. Burt, was appointed as matron to the
boarding school.

Miss Mary Blanchard, as she was called, was

clearly an able and caring worker and received the praise of both
the agency

commun~ty

and outside inspectors for being Ita lady, and

a good ''mother'' to all the girls."

The wife of the school super-

intendent also worked in the school as a teacher, but the community
spirit shared in by the staff of the school was in this case, a

53

Agent G. H. Spencer to C.I.A., December 19, 1881, B.l.A., R.G.
75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.

54

Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1885, pp.66-99.
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strength and one outsider commented, "I think I have never seen
teachers more ladylike, more efficient and more united than
these. tt55

The agent was to report the school was in "a prosp.erous

condition. ,,56

But only a few years previously the same institution

had been in a shocking state.

The school building was f'il thy and

the children contracted lice.

They were given inadequate f'ood as

the rations of syrup, prunes, peaches and dried apples that were
regularly given to the school were consumed by the sta:ff.

The

Indians complainp.d bitterly and removed their children, and the
agent eventually di8missed the principal and all the teachers for
complicity in mismanagement and dishonesty. 51

In this case the

tight and circumscribed nature of the agency community worked to
the detriment of the school, and although this was not always so,
the special relationship of' whites on the reservation always had
some impact on the running of the Indian schools.
Increasingly, jobs in Indian schools became Civil Service
posts, and Agent Kneale was to report in the early twentieth
century that "school employees, appointed like ourselves from the
civil service roster came f'rom many different sections of the
country."

But while officially a new importance was given to

college degrees, in the 1890's the teaching staff' of' the Indian
schools were still essentially unqualified. 58

One young woman,

who began teaching at the Kiowa agency in 1898 and was to remain
within the Indian Servioe and work on several reservations, took

55

Cora M. Folsom to C.I.A., July 22, 1891, BoI.A., R.G. 75, L.R.,
Crow Creek Agency.

56

"Report of Crow Creek Agency," (Agent A.P. Dixon) in Report
of C.I.A., 1890, p.41.

51

Agent W.G. Dougherty to C.I.A., April 1, 1881, B.l.A., R.G.
75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency; Clerk Beveridge to Agent Dougherty,
Ma~ch 3, 1881, B.l.A.,R.G. 15, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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Kneale,

OPe

cit.,p.123.
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the examination for admission as a teacher aged sixteen and began
work when seventeen, even though this was a job officially only
open to those over twenty-one.

She wrote to her mother to report

on her progress:
"I room with the kindergarten teacher.
I need
never have been afrald of what I didn't know.
She took a course and then a post-graduate course
in Chicago, and the superintendent is wondering
how soon he can get her away from here.
She
don't know beans.
And the rest don't know very
much.
Think of a class of children four years
in school and can't read or write yet."59
Although untrained teachers were the norm in rural American schools
at this time, their employment in Indian schools often retarded
the Indians' education, particularly when many were not only
untrained but also poorly educated.

An Omaha Indian

recalled

how the English the Indian children spoke "was gathered from the
imperfect comprehension of their books, the provincialisms of the
teachers, and the slang and bad grammar picked up from uneducated
white persons employed at the school or at the Government Agents."
And because oddities of speech, profar.ity, localisms, and slang
were unknown in the Omaha language, when such expressions fell
upon the ears of these lads they innocently learned and used them
without the slightest suspicion that there could be bad as well as
good

.

Engl~sh."

60

Although by 1890 all teachers employed in the

Indian Service were required to give details of their own education
and of their special qualifications for teaching Indian children,
these regulations did little to raise the level of teaching and
did much to make the post of Indian teacher "merely another
government job," so that by the early twentieth century one visitor

59

Mabel M. Gould to Helen R. Gould, November 17, 1898, Box 6,
No. 32, Nebraska State Historical Society.

60

Francis Laflesch3, The Middle Five: Indian Schoolboys of the
omaha Tribe, Madison, Wisconsin: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1963,

p.4.
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reported ruef'ully that "to f'ind a real educational enthusiast
was a rare event.,,61
The pay of teachers in the reservation schools varied enormously.

In 1873 r.inoch Hoag, responsible f'or the Central Super-

intendency, reported that at the Kiowa Agency teachers were
receiving ¢l,OOO and assistants

~600,

and that as these sums were

higher than at any other school in the superintendency he suggested
the salaries be equalized.

62

problem of' Indian schools.

However, high pay was not the usual
In 1883 James Haworth, Superintendent

of' Indian Schools asserted:
"The matter of' pay of teachers and other employees is
worthy of' more consideration than has been given to
it.
In many cases it is too small; so small, in
fact, that it is impossible to get the best talent
unless a missionary spirit prompts the acceptance
of' less pay than can be obtained in civilization.
Persons are employed at less or no more salary than
can be obtained in the States, and cut themselves
off from society and comforts of home and go hundreds
of' miles f'rom civilization, occupy poor quarters,
with scarcely enough furniture to make them comfortable,
in many cases compelled to live upon very poor food.
I think all these things ought to be taken into
consideration in fixing the pay of the school employees,
and the same ability should have better pay in the
Indian service than in civilization.'~3
Haworth made an eff'ort to adjust levels of pay "to give those at
agencies where the cost of living is most the greatest salaries,"
although he was not entirely satisfied with the results.

The high

cost of living on reservations remaiaed a problem and in 1887 one
agent reported an extremely high turnover among employees at the
schools owing to the "hardships and inconveniences connected with
the service."

He even went so far as to suggest it might "be the

61

Application Form for 'Appointment in the Indian Service, c.1890,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.

62

Enoch Hoag to C.I.A., April 15, l873,B.I.A., R.G.
Kiowa Agency, M234.

75, L.R.,

63
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better policy to pay such salaries as will secure and retain the
services of efficient teachers, even though the additional outlay
might· render it necessary to close some of the schools in order to
keep their cost within the runount appropriated for their
maintenance. ,,64
\Vhatever the problems in obtaining good staff £or the schools,
jobs on Indian reservations were of sufficient popularity to be
used as rewards for political services.

"The appointment o£

superintendents, teachers, and other employees, on the nomination
and solicitation of politicians, as rewards for party services,"
asserted Daniel Dorchester in 1890, "more seriously than any other
cause militates against the welfare of the Indian schools •
Some applicants presented are utterly wanting in character,
competency, or fitness • • • The removal of devoted, self-sacri£icing laborers, who have performed the best of services in the
Indian schools, to make places for such make-shift candidates is
a serious offense •

I cannot help asking why Indian schools

should be subjected to such political interference, when partisanship is not allowed to touch our public school system.,,65

The

answer to this query of the Superintendent of Indian Schools was
of course that the Indian schools were controlled and organized
in a way radically different from American public schools, where
such political interference could be challenged and questioned by
the parents of the pupils.
Although the schools on the reservations did constitute an
educational system that was distinct and separate and which was

64

Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1881, p.11.

65

Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1890, p.21.
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becoming increasingly controlled and organized from Washington,
nevertheless there remained great diversity among the schools.
There were government day and boarding schools under the control
of the agent; there were government day and boarding schools
contracted out to mission societies or to individuals; and there
were mission schools supported solely by religious societies. .
While the diversity amongst Indian schools was progressively to
diminish as the Indian Bureau slowly took all the schools under
its control, until the end of the nineteenth century this diversity
. remained an important characteristic of the reservation school
system.
The Grace Howard Mission on the Crow Creek reservation provides
a good example of a school that was in many ways unique, yet in it
goals and work was well integrated into the government systems of
schools.

In 1887 Miss Grace Howard, the daughter of a well known

New York writer and journalist, Joe Howard, went to Crow Creek,
and twelve miles from the agency built "a commodions home where
Indian girls returning from Eastern schools, as well as other
young women of the reservation, will be taught useful industries."
Grace Howard, although only a young woman in her twenties, felt a
keen interest in the cause of the Indian.

66

The year she arrived

at Crow Creek there were still one hundred and forty children
attached to the Crow Creek and Lower Brule Agency for whom there
was no school accommodatlon. 67

But to begin with. Graoe Howard

aimed specifically at helping women who had already spent some
time at sohool, and those who aspired to learn domestio skills.

66

"Report of Crow Creek Agenoy," (Agent William W. Anderson)
in Report of C.I.A., 1887, pp.23-24.

67

Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1887, pp.54-55.
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In 1890 Grace Howard extended her work to open a day school,
where children from neighbouring families could receive schooling.
But although the school was well conducted the attendance of the
d.ay scholars was always irregular, the average attendance in 1892
being only one!

At the Grace Howard Mission the twenty-five

girls who were boarders resided in a home that was similar to
that of a white American, they attended the nearby Episcopalian
church regularly, and learned sewing, home industries and practical
.
68

housekeep~ng.

The school was consistently praised by the government agents
and inspectors.

Agent Treon, who had previously been the

physician at Crow Creek, was enthusiastic about the "excellent
management" provided by Grace Howard.

"The advantages of a home

school, such as Miss Howard conducts," he concluded, "has an
influence far reaching in its results, and it is evident that a
small school does more thorough work than a large one."

He went

on to report how the children at the school were "well clothed and
well behaved t" and the energy and care shown by Grace Howard to
the children was clearly appreCiated by the Indians who named her
"Good-hearted Woman.,,69
Despite the fact that the aims and purpose of Grace Howard's
school coincided with those of the government, the management was
in her hands.

She herself provided the building and the initial

running costs.

But by 1091 the government was paying for over
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"Report of Crow Creek Agency," (Agent A. P. Dixon) in Report
of C.I.A., 1892, p.440; "Report of Crow Creek Agency,"
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Grace Howard Indian Mission in its prime, 1890 .
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half the school's costs, giving $1,500 per annum for its support
while Grace Howard provided $1,200.

By the end of the century

the school had been taken over by the government; it expanded to
enrol fifty-five pupils, and all costs, amounting to ¢7,332.56,
were paid by the government. 10

But while the school remained

under Grace Howard's management she retained the privilege of
selecting the teacher or of declining the nominee of the agent. 11
She also planned and regulated the activities of the school.

When

Grace Howard left the Crow Creek reservation (there is a rumour
that she "ran off with an Indian lt ) the school began to be called
the Grace Boarding School, and became part of the expanding system
of government Indian Schools. 72
That Grace Howard's school became absorbed into the Indian
education system was symptomatic of a trend, for during the 1890's
a sustained effort was made to organize the schools into an integrated
system.

And as diversity in the schools' organization and control

disappeared, so also did the variety and differences in the methods
and curriculum.
In the 1810's, when the government first became actively
involved in educating the Indians, the main concern was to establish
schools and the details of how they should be run received little
attention.

In 1872 Commissioner Francis Walker wrote, with a

degree of defensiveness:

70

"School Statistics," in Report of C. I.A., 1891, pp.10-11;
"Statistics as to Indian Schools," in Report of C. loA., 1900,
pp.630- 631.
.
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Agent William W. Anderson to C.I.A., "Descriptive Changes in
School Einployees," (cf. note added by C.I.A.), September 20,
k890, B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.

12 Interview with Henry Spotted Eagle, Yankton Reservation, S.D.,
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"Nothing that the Government is doing toward the
Indians can be vindicated on grounds of practical
usefulness and economy as completely as the
expenditures of our American communities for the
young. "73
How the Indians should be taught, what methods should be used,
what subjects introduced, and what standard should be expected,
were problems that were left largely to the missionaries and
other whites who were working in the schools.

At the Iowa

Indian reservation in 1869 Mary Lightfoot, the wife of the Quaker
agent, taught "reading, writing, spelling and arithmetic."

She

had been told when starting work that the attendance of the
Indian children was irregular but reported that "upon learning
that we were going to supply a few crackers for lunch, and give
some articles of summer clothing to those who needed, (these things
being furnished by the committee from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
of Friends) they soon flocked in.74

At the school started for

the Kiowa just a few years later the approach was a little different.
The main instruction was in English, and the boys were taught
agriculture and the use of mechanical tools, and the girls given
lessons in household duties. 75
Although the ultimate aim of all Indian schools was identical,
the "civilizing" of the Indians, the methods used were haphazard
until the 1890's.

In 1887 the Superintendent of Indian Schools

reported:
"No course of study has ever been adopted for the
Indian schools.
Each agent or superintendent is
allowed to select suah text books and pursue suah

73

Report of C.I.A., 1872, p.400.
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Mary B. Lightfoot to Thomas Lightfoot, August 30; 1869,
in Report of C.I.A., 1869, p.356.
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course of study as to him seems best.
The
results obtained vary as widely as do the
methods pursued."7 6
Claiming that this lack of system made it impossible for the
Indian Bureau to control the school-room work, he recommended that
"a series of text books and a course of study for all Indian
schools controlled by the Government be adopted."

Although three

years later the superintendent was to report the work of Indian
education as still being "quite incoherent and without matured
sfstem," in 1894 the Bureau published syllabuses on language and
number work for use in elementary Indian schools, and the subjects
taught to all Indian children slowly became more uniform.
growth of uniformity was no mere accident.

This

At an Institute for

Indian teachers held in 1899 the subject was discussed and "it .
was the unanimous sentiment of the section that a uniform course
of study was an object much desired.,,11

William N. Hailman, a

distinguished educator who became Superintendent of Indian schools
in 1894, was a firm proponent of systematic organization in schools.
In a monograph outlining a system of object teaching he had asserted:
"Now, while courses of study may vary indefinitely,
there can be but one best method of teaching the
formation and expression of ideas, just as there can
be but one mode of forming and expressing ideas
completely and accurately. "18
Thus the urge to organize the Indian schools into a system with a
planned course of study sprang not only from a desire to make the
schools more uniform to facilitate administration, but was also
backed by theoretical arguments positing the concept of a single
ideal system.

16

Report of Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1881, p.9.

11

Proceedings of Indian School Service Institute, Washington D.C.:
G.P.O., 1899, p.455.

18

William N. Hailman, Outlines of a System of Object-Teaching,
New York: J.N. McElligott, 1861. p.23.
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In the 1870's, when the problem of educating the Indians
was first being broached, there were many theories and suggestions
as to the best course to purnue.

One army officer who wrote to

the Bureau of Indian Affairs from Fort Sill in 1877, recognized
that his "ideas of education differed from those of many persons
connected with the bureau," but nevertheless presented a scheme
for "civilizing" the Indians.

He recommended that money should

be spent to provide the tribes with cattle, and suggested to the
Bureau that they "abandon the idea

BO

long hela that they can be

made self-supporting by agriculture.

Do not neglect agriculture

but give it a subordinate position."

He also regarded the school

as important, but primarily to offer a practical education.

"It

is of more importance to this entirely savage people," he asserted,
"that a boy should know how to cut and square a log than to write;
and better that a girl be taught to make soap than be instructed
in geography. ,,79
Although the debate about how best to"civilize" the Indian
continued into the l880's and 90's (as has been demonstrated in
chapter

V), the way in which he was to be schooled became increas-

ingly standardized.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs began not only

to plan out a course of study, but also to impose it on all the
schools.

Institutions which deviated or followed their own

curriculum were soon brought into line.
If the methods used and subjects taught in Indian schools
closely resembled those found in white schools of the same period,
in Indian schools there were always two important emphases, the

79
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teaching of the English language, and industrial training, and
these were to become of increasing significance as time progressed.
John Riley, Superintendent of Indian Schools in 1881, advised:
"Teach the present generation of Indian children to
speak the English language, at the same time giving
them such industrial training as will cultivate habits
of industry and thrift, making the provision for the
allotment of land to them as they reach proper age,
and the Government will have discharged its duty, and
they may be left to meet the duties and responsibilities
that devolve upon others."80
The English language was regarded as an important passport
into American society and its teaching became a matter of principle.
While disdain for Indian languages was rife, it was paralleled at
this time by a similar scorn for the languages of all immigrant
Americans. 81

Of almost equal importance was industrial training,

to which constant lip service was paid.

In the case of the Indian,

industrial training meant basic instruction in the skills of a trade
or craft, that would either set the Indian up with a saleable skill
or provide him with the knowledge to enable him to handle and
repair his own farm tools.
that, "book knowledge

was

However, despite constant assertions
not sufficient," and the cry for "more

systematic training along industrial lines,1t this type of education
was not found in the majority of reservation schools. 82
The supplying of adequate practical training always lagged
sadly behind the demands and speeches of the educators.

Fundam-

entally, despite genuine support for language teaching and industrial
training, the educational question was viewed in moral terms.
The elevation of the Indian required the instillation of sound
values and a sense of "true manhood," and the English language and

80

Report of the Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1881, p.9.

81
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a knowledge of practical skills were only instrumental in this
ultimate goal. 83
"We regard manual training and industrial occupations," wrote
Alfred Riggs, "as the best means for that discipline of mind and
will which gives the fibre of high moral character.,,84
other educators were to endorse this view.

Many

More important than

the debate over the value of manual education was the fact.that all
educators focused their attention on the moulding of the Indian's
social and moral sense •

In the Indian schools there was a

. constant attempt to nurture "good character."

Howe~er,

a concern

with the qualities generally considered undesirable in white
children, meant that educators were often blind to what might have
been the particular weaknesses or strengths of Indian children •.
In 1894 the Superintendent of Indian Schools, on considering the
"social training to be given at Indian schools" wrote:
"Unfortunately the school, as such, has an excessive
tendency towards egoistic individualism • • • \Yhile,
to a certain extent, this isolation of children is
unavoidable, and even desirable, the school should
provide opportunities for the exercise and nurture of
the children's social instincts.
They should learn
to take a Common interest in the condition of their
mess table, their dormitory, their schoolroom, the
school grounds.
Sach individual should indeed
zealously hoe his own row, but he should do so with
a constant and benevolent regard to his neighbors'
rows, and with an intelligent and generous pride in
the entire field • • • In the schoolroom, too, methons
should be so modified--and this is plainly indicated
in the new syllabuses on language and number work
mentioned above--as to connect every individual effort
with some social aim in which the school as a whole or
convenient groups of children have a common vital
interest. 1185
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Yet Indian children were supremely conscious of the community in
which they lived; they were rarely competitive or individually
assertive at school.

Indeed, their reluctance to stand out was

often commented on, and one teacher in the Kiowa school was struck
by the close bond of friendship between her PUpiIS. 86

In early

days officials had frequently noted the undesirable communistic
tendencies of the Indians.

Yet by the 1890's consideration of

the problems of Indian education had become generalized, and the
special qualities of Indian sct.ool children went unnoticed.
A knowledge of educational

th~ory

was not widespread among

teachers at Indian schools, but changes in educational thinking
did influence the system of Indian schools in a broad sense, as
policy makers became familiar with the new ideas.

In 1890 the-

principal of the Lower Brule Industrial School began a letter to
the Commissioner with a quotation from Pestalozzi--"Things before
words; things before ideas; first the thing then its symbol; the
intellect rests on the sense perceptions."

He then went on to

outline a course of study founded on the principles set out by
Froebel.

This new educational trend, which involved gearing the

instruction of a child to his own special needs and abilities, also
influenced the Indian schools.

But the planned stages of school-

ing associated with these European educators rapidly disintegrated
into rigid systemization in the Indian schools. 81

The emphasis

on organization quickly took precedence over the "needs ot the
child. "

The movement towards grading and classifying children

86 Mabel M. Gould to Helen P. Gould, February ), 1898, Box 6,
No. 32, Nebraska State Historical Society.

81 T.E. Knotts to C.I.A., April 1890, B.!.A., R.G. 15, L.R.,
Cro~

Creek Agency.
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which was spreading in American schools also effected Indian
schools and added to the general trend towards standardization.
In 1890 the Superintendent of Indian Schools was to warn, "it is
important to guard against the unduly intensified and overstrained
methods of many modern educators.,,88
From 1889, under the supervision of Commissioner Morgan, Indian
schools became progressively more systematized.

The demands made

on the school became more rather than less, but the debate about
Ivdian education narrowed its focus and improvements came to be seen
solely in terms of tinkering with the school system.

Commissioner

Morgan projected that in time the Indian school system would link
up and then merge with the public school system.

The fact that

the development of the Indian school was mutated, and that Indian
schools bore no close resemblance to American schools, was not
recognized until well into the twentieth century.
Not only were Indian schools different, and unique within the
American system, they provided the Indian child with an experience
that was also different and unique.

Instead of helping to integrate

the Indian child into American society they provided an additional
force that served to separate him from his white neighbours.
Margaret Mead wrote about this process in her study of the Omaha
tribe (who, for the protection of individuals are referred to as
the Antlers).

She sees the tribe's life on the reservation and

in the Indian schools as providing them with a distinct and separate
experience.

"A way of life defined as Indian had become standard-

ized," and it set "a permanent barrier between the Antlers and the

88
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people of the wider society."S9
the tribes.

And the same was true for all

The Indian schools not only failed to perform the

function for which they were created, they succeeded in achieving
an entirely opposite result and in fact widened the gap that
existed between the Indians and white Americans.

89

Margaret Mead, "A Plains Indian Tribe in 1930: The Antlers,"
in G. D. Spindler and A.I. Hallowell (ads.), Education and
Culture, New York: Holt, Rinehart," and Winston, Inc., 1963,
p. 498.
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Chapter VIII
The Indians and the Schools
\Vhenever a school was established on a reservation it was
always predicted that the benefits it brought would quickly be
reflected in the behaviour and attitudes of the Indian population.
But the schools' accomplishments always lagged far behind expectations and hopes.

Between 1900 and 1905 Clark Wissler, an

American anthropologist who was interested in the Indian and
aware that "the Indian way of living was on the way out," made
a tour of ten Indian reservations.
standards of the government schools:

He was struck by the pitifUl
the wretched conditions, the

amount of hard work performed by the children to keep the institutions running, and above all the absence of any consciousness of
the schools' real purpose.

Approaching one school superintendent,

Wissler "asked some questions concerning class work, but
superintendent

the

preferred to talk about food, clothing, beds and
1

how often his charges tried to run away."

Lamenting the

so~

conditions, the lack of success and the depressing miasma that
seemed to surround all the schools, Wissler concluded:
"Perhaps all of us expected too much of the Government
Indian School, because we failed to see it as an
outpost of white culture in the raw.,,2
However much Wissler deplored the inadequacy of the government
schools, he did not regard them as the main determining factor in
the fate of the Indians.

As an anthropologist he regarded Indian

culture, despite its enforced transformation, as the most important
force that shaped and trimmed the Indians' response to historical

1

Clark Wissler, Indian CaValcade, New York:

1938, p.177.
2

Ibid., p.lS7.

Sheridan Ho.,
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events and day to day happenings.

Edward Spicer, a modern

anthropologist, agreed with Wissler and insisted that

'~owever

influential white policies have been, the development of Indian
life involves a great deal more than responses to those policies.,,3
When judging the schools which were established for them on
the reservations, the Indians were naturally influenced by the
type of policy the government pursued, and, more particularly, by
the growing power held by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the very
special type of community that grew up on the reservations.

But,

of more vital importance to the Indian response were the traditions
and values of their own native culture.

This is not to suggest

that the reaction to the schools called forth from the Indians was
predetermined by the patterns of their culture, but rather that
there was a constant dialogue going on in which the history and
traditions of the Indians necessarily shaped and moulded their
reactions and response.
The prinCipal aim of the Indian schools was the "civilizing"
of the children, or, stated more precisely, the inculcation of
behaviour and values that were characteristic of American society.
Thus the Indians' response to the schools was necessarily dependent
on their attitude to American society and to whites.

As the

ultimate purpose of the school was the Indians' aSSimilation,
their view of the society with which they were to merge was crucial
to their judgement .and acceptance of the schools.
The differ.ent Indian tribes, as has frequently been pointed
out, readily accepted technical innovations introduced to America

3 Edward Spicer, A Short History of the Indians of the United
States, New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1969, p.).
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by the whites.

They welcomed sophisticated weapons and in

early colonial days many of the tribes substituted manufactured
beads for the traditional porcupine quills of their decorative
art.

Such changes often jarred the whole social system, making

the tribes more dependent on the white trader and altering
standards of individual ownership, social obligations and the
whole hunting and trapping calendar.

In the early days of contact

such changes in Indian society were often cushioned by the accompanying advantages they brought. 4

However, the technological

. superiority of the whites in America not only continued over the
centuries,but increased.

As the influence of America's burgeoning

technology spread westwards in the nineteenth century, the Indians
were forced to confront it not only militarily but also philosophically, and as something that could not always be borrowed and
adapted.
Charles Eastman, a Santee Sioux who was later to be educated
as a doctor, explained his wonderment when, during his "Indian
boyhood," he slowly came into contact with white inventions:
"I learned that they had made a 'fireboat,· I could
not understand how they could unite two elements
which cannot exist together.
I thought the water
would put out the fire, and the fire would consume
the boat if it had a shadow of a chance.
This was
a preposterous thing!
But when I was told that the
Big Knives had created a fire-boat-walks-on-mountains
(locomotive) it was too much to believe."5
Indians were amazed at and scared by American technology, and they
found explanations for it in the terms of their own culture:

they

regarded machines as being powered and controlled by a living

4 Clark Wissler, "The Conflict and Survival of Cultures," in
Carl A. Murchison, The Foundations of Experimental PsycholoSl,
Worcester, Mass.: Clark Univ. Press, 1929, p.799.

5 Charles Eastman, Indian Boyhood, Garden City, New York:
Doubleday Page & Co., 1914, pp.279- 280 •
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agent; they thought Edison was very lucky to have "discovered"
the phonograph, and did not attribute to him any cleverness for
having invented it.

Nevertheless, despite their ability to

provide explanations, Eastman explains that the power which
accompanied technological inventions made the Indians regard the
whites as Wakan (mysterious), a race whose power bordered upon
the supernatural.

6

Wakan is a word from the Dakota language but it conveys a
concept cornmon to the majority of Indian tribes.

The anthropol-

ogist Ruth Underhill regards this concept as part of the substratum of belief which links Indian tribes to each other.

Francis

Laflesche, a member of the Omaha tribe, describes the meaning of
Wakan in the following way:
"All life is wakan.
So also is everything which
exhibits power, whether in action as the winds and
drifting clouds, or in passive endurance, as the
boulder by the wayside.
For even the commonest
sticks and stones have a spiritual essence which
must be reverenced as a manifestation of the allpervading mysterious power that fills the universe.,,1
The word could be used to describe anything inexplicable and as
such was used by the Indians not only to account for technological
marvels, but also the apparently mysterious power involved in
reading and doing arithmetical calculations, which appeared to
necessitate supernatural intervention.

An

old Dakota who watched

his grandchild compute the weight of a sack of grain, without
seeing or touching it, and heard him announce that it would be
about as heavy as that girl in the front row eXClaimed, "the boy
is wakan."

However, despite acknowledgement of the mysterious

6 Ibid., Wissler, Indian Cavalcade, Ope cit., p.302.

7 Ruth Underhill, Red Man's Religion, Yfi48rbill, Chicago:
Univ. of Chicago Press, 1965, p.21.
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powers brought by the whites, the Indians were not zealous to
embrace them.

Thomas Wildcat Alford, a member of the absentee

Shoshone tribe, who, like Eastman, was one of the first of his people
to be educated in an American school, developed a desire to learn
the ways of the whites but nevertheless admitted that "there were
some warm friendships between Indians and white men, but generally
the Indians hated the thought of civilization.,,8
The strange power of the white people was impossible to deny.
The Indians viewed it with bewilderment, fear and frequently resentmente

.

This quiet sense
of outrage is perhaps best reflected in
.

a story told to an anthropologist by an Indian who was a judge in
the Indian court.

He arrived for dinner with the anthropologist,

with his two fellow judges, "resplendent in a Prince Albert coat;
white tie, spotless creased trousers, shiny shoes and carrying a
gold-headed cane."

Nevertheless, despite appearances, his

emotional responses remained Indian.

In relating to the anthrop-

ologist some of the "sayings of our fathers as they came down to
us" he explained not only the creation of the white man and the
Indian, but the reason for the white's eventual triumph over the
Indian.

It will be illuminating to retell most of the story

here, remembering that Indian myths often undergo changes to
accommodate new information while always still inSisting that
they date from long ago.
"Whenever white people come together there is much
writing • • • The white people must think that paper
has some mysterious power to help them on in the
world.
The Indian needs no writings, words that
are true sink into his heart where they remain;
he never forgets them.
On the other hand, if the
white man loses his papers he is helpless.
I once

8

Thomas Wildcat Alford, Civilization, Norman: Univ. of Oklahoma
Press, 1936, p.76.
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heard one of their preachers say that no white
man was admitted to heaven unless there were
writings about him in a great book • • • The
Great Spirit made the world.
He made two great
bodies of land, separating them by water.
Then
he made many kinds of plants and living creatures,
different in these two great lands.
However, in
the course of time, he thought it best to make
people to enjoy all these wonderful things.
There
being two separate lands, he decided to make two
kinds of people--Indian and white.
We know there
are black people in the white man's world, but the
Great Spirit had nothing to do with them; they
were invented by white people as slaves to do their
dirty work • • • • The Great Spirit first made the
Indian.
He said to him, 'you are the one I love
the most, you are my favorite son.'
He spent
several days instructing the Indian how he was to
live, all of which he was expected to remember and
pass on f~om generation to generation without change.
When the Great Spirit completed these instructions
he placed the Indian in this new land • • • Then the
Great Spirit remembered that there was another large
body of land on the other side of the great water.
To live in this land he created the white man.
When this, his second son, stood forth, he also was
instructed as to how he should live in order to
possess and enjoy the land, but before sending him on
his way, the Great Spirit sat in silence for a long
time.
At last he sorrowfully admitted that thiS,
his second son, had such a poor memory that he feared
for the outcome.
So he decided to have all these
instructions written down in a book.
In due time the
book was ready, but before handing it to his son the
Great Spirit again lapsed into silence.
It was
plain from his countenance that he was sad.
At last
he raised his eyes, his face expressing shame and
sorrow, because this, his second son, could or would
not tell the truth.
The Great Spirit knew his
descendants would be known as liars for ever and ever.
Hence, no one would believe these white children when
they claimed the Great Spirit as the giver of their
book.
Thprefore, the Great Spirit would sign the
book.
Naturally, the white man possessing a book in
which was written the way of life and signed by the
Great Spirit, has a great advantage over the Indian,
eventually surpassing him and overrunning the whole
earth. "9
The story is interesting for several reasons.

It shows how

information learnt from the whites--the existence of two land
masses--has been incorporated into Indian mythology.

9 Wissler, op.cit., pp.173-1 76.

It refiects
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a view held by the whites, that the Indians are one people rather
than a host of different tribes.

But, most interesting, is the

power attributed to writing, and a recognition of the Bible as
coming from "the Great Spirit" even though it was not intended to
be the "instructions I! for the Indians.

However, significantly,

the dominant theme is that of the Indian being the "favourite son"
and the whites being innate liars.
The idea that Indians and whites were very separate peoples
was reiterated by spokesmen from many of the different tribes.
And just as it was recognized that the white people had special
powers of invention, so it was deemed that perhaps it was wrong
for the Indians to share in these.
superior weapons were never refused.

The advantages brought by
However, many Indians felt

more nervous when confronting the philosophical dimension of skills
taught in the white schools.

Chief Che Sah Hunka of 'the Osage

tribe betrayed both confusion and anxiety when he explained his
feelings about the effect of the,government school on his people:
"But at this school they make our young men do
things like white man; but he is Indian • • •
This is not good I believe.
I am troubled in my
mind about these things.
I do not know if it is
good for Indian to learn from white man.
Indian
knows many things, but white man says that these
things are not good.
I believe white man does not
know many things that Indian knows • • • But my mind
is troubled about my people.
I think they are like
dog who has lost trail; they run in circles saying,
'here is trail, here is trail,' but trail is lost and
they sit down like dog that has lost trail, and wait
with no thoughts in their head. 1110
Feelings such as those voiced by this Osage chief indicated not
only fear and insecurity, but often cloaked a complex and deepseated hostility to white society.

10

There is much evidence to

John J. Mathews, Wah Kon-Tah: The Osage and the White Man's
Road, Norman: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1932,pp.11-12.
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indicate that the Indians did regard themselves as very separate
from the whites and feared anything that might lead to loss of
their tribal identity.
when death was near.

Such fears became particularly strong
The Captain of the Pine Ridge police,

George Sword, was unequivocally loyal to the agent, but on his
chest he had scars that proved he had participated in the Sun Dance,
and although he did not continue this practice he admitted to still
fearing the Indian gods, "because the spirit of an Oglala may go
to the spirit land of the Lakota."ll

Likewise, the mother of

an Indian girl, who had requested that she be buried in a white
dress, insisted on painting the face of her daughter.
"He [sicJ wanted to be buried in burying ground of
white man.
I said it is good to be buried in white
clothes of white woman.
I do not know about these
things.
I looked at face of my girl and said he is
Indian.
They will not know who he is.
It will be
good if we paint the face of my girl. "12
The view that the Indians and the whites were two very
separate peoples was probably shared by all ·the tribes, and often
it carried with it an unassertive but firm conviction of superior-

ity.

The story of the Dakota chief was unique in its details

but its main theme, the superiority of the Indians, was repeated
in different ways by many of the tribes.

The Maricopa Indians,

who for generations had been potters, had their own version of
the creation of the different races.

According to them the

Great Spirit had made a man out of clay and put him in the oven
to bake.

But this first man was left too long and was burnt;

he was the Negro.

So then the Great Spirit made another man,

11

William T. Hagan, Indian Police and Judges, New Haven and
London: Yale Univ. Press, pp.165-161.

12

Mathews,
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but this time he took him out too soon and he was under-baked-,
he was the white.

Then the Great Spirit made a third man, and

this time he achieved a perfect bake; this was the Indian!

Agent

Alfred Kneale, who by 1904 had worked among the Dakotas, the
Cheyennes, . the Arapahoes and the Shoshones, noted the recurrence
of this belief in Indian superiority even in the face of all the
problems faced by the tribes at the end of the century.
"Every tribe with which I have associated is inbred
with the idea that it is superior to all other peoples.
Its members are thoroughly convinced of their superiority not. alone over members of other tribes but over
the whites as well.
This assurance is as much a part
of them as is their color or their right hand.
It is
taken for granted.
I have never known an Indian who
would consent to being changed into a white man even
were he convinced that such change could readily be
accomplished. "13
The belief of a group in its own superiority is commonplace,
yet for the Indians it necessarily entailed a degree of ambivalence.
The strength and advantages of the whites were so obvious that they
could not automatically be dismissed.

Thomas Alford admitted that

as a young boy, "I loved my people and I liked their ways. • •
Deep down in my nature however, there was a yearning desire for
things which civilization represented. tl14

Alford went eagerly to

the mission school, and then was sent East, to Hampton, as a
representative of one of the Shoshone tribe's prinCipal clans,
because tithe chiefs realized that times were changing, that the
,

government was continually adopting new policies with the Indians,
and that a tribe should have some of their men educated so that
they might understand the treaties and messages sent from Washington."
Yet these chiefs, although realizing the necessity for "the white

13 Albert H. Kneale, Indian Agent, Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printer,
1950, p.l05.

14 Alford, op. cit., p.16.
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man's wisdom," also made "a positive demand that we should not
accept the white man's religion; we must remain true to the
Shoshone faith.,,15
Thomas Wildcat Alford was not typical of the majority of
Indian children.

He represented the peak of success achieved by

educated Indians at this time and a correspondingly high degree of
adju~tment

to American culture.

He not only graduated from an

Eastern training school and returned to the west to find work, but
he held many jobs within the Indian service including those usually
filled only by whites, such as principal of an Indian boarding
school. 16

Alford was not only successful in his own life, but

articulate enough to leave behind a written record.

From his

autobiography one can gain an impression of. the problems facing an
Indian who attempted to claim the advantages offered by white
culture while remaining loyal to his own people.
Alford went to Hampton with the blessing of the chiefs of his
tribe, but three years later he was not received back with the
same enthusiasm:
'~ homecoming was a bitter disappointment to me.
Noticing at once the change in my dress and manner,
in my speech and conduct, my people received me oddly
and with suspicion.
Almost at once they suspected
that I had taken up the white man's religion, along
with his habits and manner of conduct.
There was no
happy gathering of family and friends, as I had so
fondly dreamed there might be.
Instead of being
eager to learn the new ideas I had to teach them,
they gave me to understand very plainly that they
did not approve of me.
I had no real home to go to,
and my relatives did not welcome my presence. 1t1 7

15

Ibid., pp.83, 90.

16

Report of the Superintendent of Indian Schools, 1881, p.69.

11 Alford, Ope Cit., p.lll.
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He turned to the missionary for help and advice and set about
finding work.

Having been rejected by his own people he had

little success in finding Filly job where he could use his newly
acquired skills.

However, he did eventually find a job as teacher

among the Pottawatomie tribe, although he still retained a desire
to offer to his own people "the benefit of what

he

had learned. nIB

Alford was rare in both his determination and his relative success.
Another such remarkable Indian of this period was Ohiyesa or
Charles Eastman, a Santee Sioux, who grew up as a traditional Indian
but was educated, converted to Christianity, and who' then trained
and practised as a doctor.

He married a white woman, Elaine

Goodale, but continued to work among and for his own people.

He

was detached enough to view his Indian culture critically and to
write that "behind the material and intellectual splendor of our
civilization, primitive savagery and cruelty and lust held sway,
undiminished and as it seems unheeded."

Yet Eastman, despite his

learning and sophistication, was sad and disillusioned with the
new culture he had claimed:
"When I let go my simple, instinctive native religion,
I hoped to gain something far loftier as well as more
satisfying to the reason.
Alas! it is also more
confusing and contradictory.
The higher and spiritual
life, though first in theory, is clearly secondar,y, if
not entirely neglected in actual practice.
When I
reduce ci~rilization to its lowest terms, it becomes a
system of life based upon trade.
The dollar is the
measure of value, and might still spells right."19
The advantages of American culture were not always available to
the Indians.

Only a tiny minority of Indian children attended

18

Ibid., pp.111-113, 121.

19

Charles Eastman, From the Deep Woods to Civilization, Boston:
Little Brown and Co., 1902, p.194.
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school beyond the very elementary level.

Few had the opportunity

to choose between different life styles, and the majority remained
on the reservation mixing principally with their own people and
having very limited knowledge of anything outside.

Yet for those

who stepped outside, who entered the white world or remained
uncomfortably with one foot in each culture, the differences
between the two worlds were striking.
At the end of the nineteenth century there were still over a
hundred separate Indian tribes each with its own language, hiatory
. and customs.

Although the important unit of loyalty had been,

and remained the tribe, the generic term of "Indian" used by the
whites did hold some real meaning.

Not only raoially but also

oulturally the tribes of America shared certain oharaoteristios'
in common.

"The Indian character, point of view, and set of

values are pretty much the same, regardless of tribal and language
differences," asserted one Dakota woman, and her view is supported
and elaborated on by many anthropologists as well as laymen. 20
The subject which lay at the root of all hostilities between
the Americans and Indians was land.

While some tribes practioed

agrioulture and others were totally dependent on game, none had a
view of land ownership which was in any way oommensurate with that
of Amerioans.

The conoepts of boundaries, trespass and

ownership were totally foreign to the Indians.

exolu~ive

In attempting to

explain the essence of the difference one agent ooncluded that,
"they considered land muoh as the white man considers the high
seas."

20

He went on to explain:

Ella Deloria, Speaking of Indians, New York: Friendship
Press, 1944, p.129.
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"The white man insists that he has the right to
traverse the seas to his heart's content and to
remove from its waters any of its denizens.
But
he would have little interest in some small area of
the ocean that had been set aside as his individual
allotment.
No more did the Indian prize individual
ownership of a small portion of the earth's surface ... 2l
Although many tribes were forced to accept individual ownership,
as the only means of preventing inroads on their land, it often
ran contrary to their spiritual beliefs.

In 1881 when the Nez

perces went on the war path their chief explained, "They asked
us to divide the land, to divide our mother upon whose bosom we
had been born, upon whose lap we had been reared.,,22

There was

a fundamental difference in Indian and white concepts o£ land
ownership which was rarely understood and never accommodated in
government policy.
Of vital importance to all of the tribes was religion.
Practices and beliefs varied enormously.

The Indian concept of

the supernatural cannot be summed up as a belief in the proverbial
Great Spirit and the happy hunting ground.

The latter was some-

thing that only made sense to hunting tribes and other tribes had
very different views of death.
religions was ceremony.

But essential to all Indian

Performed for different reasons, by

individuals or by groups, Indian ceremonies were regarded as having
been established by supernaturals.

Whatever their purpose, to

avert evil, cure sickness, bring rain or the buffalo, they were
a vital part of Indian life.

"Ceremonies great and small,"

writes Ruth Underhill, "were the very fabric of life

. . . They

combined the functions not only of a church, but a school, clinic,
theatre and law court ...

Common to all ceremonies was a focus on

21

Kneale, Ope cit., p.108.

22

Congressional Record, XI, January 20, 1881, p.181.
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duty towards the supernatural rather than towards fellowman.
The Indians, as the missionaries discovered, had no concept of
individual sin, only a sense of their power to offend the supernatural.

The particular economy of the tribe influenced the type

of ceremony that developed.

Among hunting tribes, such as the

Dakota, or hunting and gathering tribes like the Winnebago, the
personal Vision, (through which a hunter could gain the special
help or protection of a supernatural being, usually personified in

ar. animal) was earnestly sought after by the young warriors.
Sun

~ance

rite.

The

of the Dakota, an annual ceremony, was the only community

But among the Hopi, who were agricultural, almost all

ceremonies were shared in by a group.23
As Indian ceremonies were generally geared to the pragmatic
demands of daily life, and not to the salvation of the soul, there
was a natural unity between the religious practices and economic
lives of the tribe.

Likewise, the educational system of Indian
"

tribes was integrated into the daily lives of the tribesmen.
Education was not something that took place in a particular institution; it occurred informally through parents, relatives, religious,
societies, ceremonies, and hunting or work parties. 24

"It is

commonly supposed that there is no systematic education of their
children among the aborigines of this country," wrote Charles
Eastman, and he continued, "nothing could be further from the
truth.

All 'the customs of this primitive people were held to be

23 Underhill, Ope cit., pp.4-9.
24

Robert J. Havighurst, "Education Among American Indians,:
Individual and Cultural Aspects," in Evon Z. Vogt, Annals
of' the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
CCCXL, May 1957.
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divinely instituted, and those in connection with the training of
children were scrupulously adhered to and transmitted from one
generation to another. ,,25
All societies make provisions to insure that their beliefs,
aspirations, traditions and ideals are passed down to the younger
generation.

In modern societies many educational functions have

been institutionalized, but in Indian societies these were
orated and reflected in the culture as a whole.

inco~-

Ceremonies of

a public and a personal nature were important, not only to

bo~h

teach the traditions of the tribe, but also to embrace the child within
them.

Daily events performed a consistently vital role.

As the

Indian societies were illiterate all myths and traditions were
transmitted orally:
"Very early, the Indian boy assumed the task of
preserving and transmitting the legends of his
ancestors and his race.
Almost every evening a
myth, or a true story of some deed done in the
past, was narrated by one of the parents or grandparents while the boy listened with parted lips and
glistening eyes.
On the following evening he was
usually required to repeat it.,,26
Such story-telling not only bound the generations together in a
shared experience, but offered a means of incalcating attitudes
in harmony with'the tribes own system of values.
In all societies children are being constantly trained, controlled, instructed and encouraged according to accepted patterns
of behaviour.

But in Indian societies certain special activities

also had implicit educational functions.

For example in maD7

tribes personal names were awarded in very special ways.

They

were regarded as having spiritual power; some were conferred With

25

Eastman, Indian Boyhood,

26
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a ceremony; sometimes an individual had several names in the course
of a lifetime; often a name had a reality of its own aside from
the individuals who possessed it.

The method of naming among

the tribes varied from area to area, but it has been convincingly
argued "that naming practices were integrally related to the problems
of educating and socializing the individual.,,27
A fundamental element in Indian society, and as such an
integral part of the Indian child's education, was the kinship
system.

The pattern of relationships and the duties associated

with them varied from tribe to tribe, but kinship attachments always
extended far outside the nuclear family of parents and children,
and carried a network of responsibilities.

"The ultimate aim

of Dakota life, stripped of accessories was quite simple," Ella
Deloria explained, "One must obey kinship rules; one must be a good
relative • • • In the last analysis every other consideration was
secondary--property, personal ambition, glory, good times, life
1.'t se If • ,,28

The kinship system worked as a system of social

organization and control and functioned continuously.

It dictated

how one indiVidual should not only treat but also address another,
"it was improper to plunge into conversation without first using
the polite term of kinship.,,29

And it was the means by which a

child was taught good manners.

"Among my earliest recollections,"

recalls the Omaha, Francis Laflesche, "are the instructions wherein
we were taught respect and courtesy toward our elders; to say
"thank you" when receiving a gift, or when returning a borrowed

27

George A. Pettitt, Primitive Education in North America,
Berkeley and L.A.: Univ. of California Press, 1946, p.59.

28
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article; to use the proper and conventional term of relationship
when speaking to another; and never to address anyone by his
personal name.,,3 0

Thus the kinship system functioned as an

informal but constant system of education in human relations and
social responsibility.

It exerted such a powerful force that even

when Indian children in the schools were made to speak English, and
thus lost the extensive case system of their own language which
carried a host of special nuances, they still often refrained from
using personal names.

Miss Mabel Gould, teaching at the Kior.a

School, was intrigued by the Indian children's language.
call each other 'brother' and 'friend'

,It

"They

she explained to her

mother, "and that word is the talisman.by which ones does everything for the other.,,3 l

In Indian societies the rules that deter-

mined the means of addressing someone carried with them duties and
responsibilities as well as privileges.
Within Indian society the roles of the sexes were also very
clearly defined, with men and women performing very different tasks.
It is hard to make generalizations which cover all tribes, because
the individual tribal cultures varied greatly.

However, among

the warrior tribes of the plains hunting and fighting were the
major responsibilities of the men, and the women did the domeetic
and household tasks.

These separate roles were reflected in the

games the children would play and in the toys that were presented
to them by the adults. 32

When a tribe was forced to live on a

30

Francis Laflesche, The Middle Five, Madison: Univ. of Wisconsin
Press, 1963 (original publishing date 1900), p.x.

31
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reservation Margaret Mead has concluded that the men suffered
more problems of role adjustment because their economic dislocation
was greater.

Although the women's situation was changed there

remained "sufficient economic tasks for any married woman with
children. ,,33

But, outside the economic sphere, the type of

behaviour expected of both Indian men and women by Americans was
very different from the patterns found in Indian society.
Through ceremonials and religious rites, through the informal
educational system, and through the elaborate kinship system, an
Indian child learnt not only the traditions and behaviour of his
society, but also the values.

These values varied superficially

from tribe to tribe, but there was a deeper system that was common
to them all which had evolved pragmatically.

As the anthropologist

Claude Nichols explains it:
"The ethical morality of the Indians did not grow
out of their theories about spirits but originated
from their immediate social experiences and from
their observation of the natural environment.
In
other words they developed a rational morality based
on its connection with actual human needs and social
relationships.
The ideal aims.of Indian education
in ethical morality, then, were clear and specific,
as they were conceived as a means for the attainment
of definite human ends."34
The values of the tribes dictated generosity and hospitality;
food and possessions had to be shared, and no-one should starve
while his relatives had something to eat.

While seen from one

perspective as alturistic, it was nevertheless a system for
guaranteeing food, clothing and shelter for all and an old age
free from want. 35

33 Margaret Mead, The Changing Culture of an Indian Tribe, New
York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1932, p.2l9.

34 Claude Nichols, Moral Education Among the North American Indians,
New York: Teachers' College, Columbia Univ., 1930, pp.95-%·

35 Deloria,
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Religious, economic and family life in Indian society were
closely intertwined, and the day to day functioning of the society
simultaneously ensured the instruction and education of the young.
To Americans, arriving among the tribes, it often appeared that
there was no proper means of education.

The introduction of the

school was seen as necessary to fill a disturbing gap in Indian
life.
The school, however, was not simply an addition to Indian
society, providing knowledge and skills
life.

otherw~.se

absent from that

The school cut sharply across the educative mechanisms of

Indian society, and, integrated as these were in the fabric of
Indian culture, it cut deeply into that culture.
The purpose of the school, as envisaged by the Americans,
to alter the Indians' mode of living.

~as

It was intended that the

school should radically transform, and eventually obliterate,
Indian society.

But because the nature of that society was not

understood, the actual task confronting the school was not realized;
and because Indian societies were not credited with having their
own schooling methods, the obstructions and problems that developed
were not comprehended.
The power of the Indian's spiritual beliefs was recognized,
and conversely the necessity for converting the "pagans" to
Christianity was always one of the whites' principal aims.
Although conversion was not always entirely straight forward, as
few whites understood that Indians were not exclusive in their
beliefs and were often able to adopt Christianity without relinquishing much of their old faith, yet at least the confrontation of
religions was direct and their respective power over the individual
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acknowledged.

Whites frequently noted that once an Indian was

converted he would readily abandon his old dress and habits and
show willingness to work.

The cultural complexity of such a

change was not understood but its ultimate import was readily
grasped.

However, with the school the problem was more complicated.

Because the institution of the school was not duplicated in Indian
society, the conflict that occurred between it and the behaviour
and traditions of the Indians were often oblique and muted,
although none the less fierce.

The school cut into the fabric

.of Indian culture like a million little knives.
was meant to bring about was total.

The change it

If it did not bring about

the Americanization of the Indian it did bring inevitable change
and disruption to the tribes' own cultures.
Certain demands of the school were explicit.

The children

were supposed to attend punctually and regularly.

The Indians'

failure to comply with this demand was one of the arguments given
to support boarding schools, and their tardy and lackadaisical
attitude was designated as typical and pervasive.

But the

ramifications of other demands imposed by the school were implicit
if more insidious.

They changed not only the children who went

to school but also the life and relationships of the tribe.
The extent of such changes is immeasurable; to enumerate even
a part requires a detailed anthropological study.

However, a

brief indication of some of the impact of the school on the
different activities of the tribes will be given.
Firstly, education in a school usually entailed that the
child be removed from his family and community.

AI though there

were day schools these were attended by only a small minority,
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and, while most children did not attend the off-reservation-schools,
the boarding schools on the reservation also ensured that the
children were well secluded from their family.

This removal of

the children meant that many social and religious functions, which
had previously had pedagogical significance, lost some of their
importance.

The children were not learning the traditions so the

ceremonies themselves lost some of their cultural purpose.

Most

specifically, the close unity between the generations was dissolved.
The grand-parents and old people who had been revered for their
'wisdom and knowledge of the myths and legends, were now relegated
to a position of unimportance, their task and importance within
the tribe had suddenly diminished.

The parents also had been

robbed of their traditional role as educators.

As

education had

been a community project in which all reputable elders had participated it was a two way process by which the beliefs and loyalty
of the adults were reinforced Simultaneously as the children were
taught. 36

The children were the ones who were educated but their

education performed an important function for everyone.

As White

Ghost, a chief at Crow Creek, was to complain to the Commissioner,
"We have given our children to the schools and now we are sad and
lost. ,,37
The removal of the children not only effected the tribe but
also, far from the guidance and tutelage of their elders, the
children no longer received the informal education previously
guaranteed to them.

No longer were the elders able to choose their

36
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children's play-mates.

Before schools were known Francis Laflesche

explains how they were always warned against playing with children
of persons who did not bear good character, but "at school we
were all thrown together and left to form our own associates."
No longer did the children associate with Indians of all ages and
learn the appropriate respect and manner of address.

At school

the children were often given American names, or their father's
name was translated and used as a last name for the child.

The

removal of the children to school meant that the Indians' system
of informal education was interrupted.

But more importantly, the

children learnt behaviour and attitudes at school that were anathema
to Indians.

If the schools were not wholly successful in American-

izing the Indians they nevertheless left an imprint that was
permanent.

One agent noticed that after only a few terms at the

agency boarding school "there is an indelible stamp put on them;
they can be singled out from the camp children after an absence of
months from the school.,,3

8

Traditionally, all the knowledge and

wisdom had been carried by the older Indians; as the children
learnt a language and skills that were "foreign" they not only
gained a familiarity, albeit imperfect, with the alien world of
America, but their special knowledge shook the hierarchical system
of the tribe.

If their respect for. their elders remained, never-

theless their bearing and attitude was altered.

Similarly, the

way in which the children had learnt to treat each other was new.
Amongst most tribes the two sexes were kept very separate and the
chastity of the girls was carefully guarded.

38
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"Report of Crow Creek Agency," (Agent W. W. Anderson) in
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girls, although living separately, associated freely; but once
back on the reservation such behaviour was considered libertine.
The values and behaviour of the school children were not only
strange to the Indians but conflicted with their own deeply held
values.

Often, when the children returned from school, the links

that bound the two generations together were fractured instantaneously when the older Indians saw the fissure that had already
been created.

One agent recalled these awful "homecomings" when

the children dressed in the latest fashions

wo~ld

stare at their

parents in abject horror, and the parents "would glance fleetingly
on these visions of civilized loveliness, then turn away in disgust,
returning to their homes, leaving the children to shift for themselves. ,,39
The school made an impact on the Indians and it was an impact
that deepened as time passed.

Yet while the problems of adjust-

ment faced by the different tribes can be seen as similar, opinions
about the schools varied enormously, not only from reservation to
reservation, but among the Indians of the same tribe.
As already mentioned, the general attitude of an individual
Indian to the civilization of the whites was vital in determining
his and probably his children's view of the school.
importance were more specific local factors:

But also of

the relations of the

Indians with the missionaries and government officials; the type
of school available; the relative advantages that appeared to
accompany the schooling, and the Indian'S sense of their strength
and ability to confront the changes being thrust upon them.

In

the early 1870's the majority of the tribes remained hostile to

39 Kneale, op. cit., pp.170-17l.
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any type of schooling, and it was usually insecurity and uncertainty
that made them weaken their resistance.

Kicking Bird, the Kiowa

chief, watched the great plains of the southwest being staked out,
and despite the fact that parties from his tribe and the neighbouring Comanches were still raiding he had an uncomfortable
presentiment of what lay ahead:
"This country from the Arkansas river to the Red river
was given by Washington to his red children • • • It
was a country of peace, now I see white men in it
making lines, setting up stones and sticks with marks
We do not know what it me~ns but are afraid
on them.
it is not for our good • • • The Commissioner has
required a.hard thing insisting the Indians stay on
the reservation , which was not in the Toad our fathers
travelled, it is a new road to us, the Comanches cannot
walk in it ~e refers to the fact that they have
raide~ • • • It is a new road to all the Indians in
this country, and they will all be affected by it • • •
By and by when I am riding on the prairies and see the.
bones of the Comanches or the skull of a white man lying
on the ground, my heart will feel very sad, and I shall
say why is this?
It is because the Commissioner made
a road the Indians could not travel • • • I do not want
to see trouble in the land of peace, but I fear blood
must flow and my heart is sad.
The white man is
strong but he cannot destroy us all in one year, it
will take him two or three, maybe four years and then
the world will turn to water or burn up.
It cannot
live when the Indians are all dead."40
Almost contemporaneously with making this speech Kicking Bird
invited Thomas Battey, the Quaker minister, to establish a school
in his camp.

The Kiowas were not interested in abandoning their

traditional life-style.

When Battey explained to them "the

advantages of living and dressing like the white people, giving up
raiding, raising cattle and hogs instead of ponies, raiSing corn
and living in houses • • • they generally listened attentively to
any talk, but mostly they think their own mode of life far preferable for them. AI

But Kicking Bird was anxious for peace and the

40
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well-being of his people, "he had given his hand to the white
people, and had taken a firm hold on theirs," and aware of' the
increasing weakness of the Indians he had agreed that a school be
established in his camp.

However the tribe remained nervous and

suspicious, and when sickness broke out among the children it was
quickly concluded that Battey was "bad medicine.,,42
None of the tribes showed a ready enthusiasm to have schools
established.

Increasing contact with Americans slowly persuaded

them of the necessity and at the Omaha reservation, as early as
1813, the agent was able to report that the Indians showed "a
very commendable interest upon the subject of the education of
their children. ,,43

But often an interest in education rleveloped

independent from a determination to send the children to school.On Crow Creek the Indians had asked for schools to be built but
in 1885 the agent complained:
"One would naturally think that after thus insisting
on having schools built for them, when they were
furnished they would gladly send their children to
them.
ThiS, however, for some unaccountable "reason
is not the case.
I find every imaginable excuse is
invented to keep their children at home, and it
takes generally quite an effort on the part of the
agent to fill his schoo1s.,,44
Such occurrences were common as the Indians felt torn between an
awareness of their need to gain certain skills and their dislike
of the institution of the school.

On the Omaha reservation,

where interest in schooling was high, the tribe was nevertheless
reluctant to agree to compulsory attendance.

"When the idea was

42

Ibid.; Agent J. Haworth to Superintendent E. Hoag, May 4, 1875,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Kiowa Agency, M234.

43

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent E. Painter) in Report of C. I. A. ,
1813, p.192.

44 "Report of Crow Creek Agency," (Agent J.G. Gasmann) in Report
of C.I.A., 1885, p.21.
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first presented to the Indians it was received with great disfavor,"
reported the agent in 1883.

"But by bringing it before them at

every council, and answering all their objections, they at last
consented to try it.,,45

This awareness of an inadequacy to deal

with changes taking place, among tribes where schooling was already
established, was often reflected in a desire for more education.
In 1894 Agent Beck was able to report of the Omaha that "their
consciousness of their needs foreshadows their future."

He was

delighted that some, who had been away to school, "now desire to
go to school again to enable them to learn enough to transact their
bUSiness," and, referring to the Omaha tribe he reported, "heretofore they thought that they "knew enough," they now see that they
do not, and it is this faint glimmer of their necessities and
duties to themselves that makes me sure that there is an improvement.,,46
Resistance to the school remained strong on many reservations.
At Mescalero in 1886, "when called upon for children, the chiefs,
almost without exception, declared there were none suitable for
school in their camps."

On this occasion a detachment of police

was sent to "seize such children as were proper and take them
away to school, willing or unwilling ...4 7

However this proved no

real answer, for the following year filling the boarding school
proved equally as difficult and the agent was to report despairingly, "the intensity of their opposition to the school is almost
incredible."

So desperate were the Mescalero that their children

45

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent G.W. Wilkinson) in Report of
C.I.A., 1883, p.106.

46

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Acting Agent Beck) in Report of
C.I.A., 1894, p.190.

47 "Report of Mescalero Agency,"(Agent F.J. Cowart) in Report
of C.I.A., 1886, p.l94.
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should not attend school that not only did they attempt to bribe
the agent to leave their children alone, but "in several instances
where men have been required to furnish a child they have given
their horses to other members of their band--generally poor women-for a substitute."

..

"There is nothing," the agent concluded, "that

so demoralizes them as a requisition upon the camps for pupils. ,,48
Eight years later the Mescalero were just as adamant in their
opposition to the school.

They were "willing to do 8Jly'thing the

Government desires, so far as lies in their power, with the
exception that many of them dislike to place their children in
school. ,,49
Opposition to the school was particularly strong on.the
Mescalero reservation, and even when the Indians there were forced
to give way, they clung persistently to their view that the girls
must not be allowed to attend.

Whether from fear for their

chastity or (as the agoent supposed) because of the girls' usefUlness at home, in the Mescalero school girls were always greatly
outnumbered by boys.

When General Pratt arrived from the Carlisle

Training School to collect equal numbers of both sexes from Mescalero,
the agent managed to secure thirty-five boys and only fifteen girls.
The cultural values of the Mescalero persisted even when their
opposition to the schools had been forcibly broken.
The root of the reasons for the Indians' opposition to their

48

"Report of Mescalero Agency," (Agent F.J. Cowart) in Report
of C.I.A., 1881, p.l68.

49

"Report of Mescalero Agency," (Agent L.F. Burnett) in Report
of C.I.A., 1894, p.206.

50 R.H. Pratt to C.I.A. (telegram), September 5, 1884, B.I.A.,
R.G. 15, L.R., Mescalero Agency; Agent W.H. Llewellyn to C.I.A.,
September 8, September 14, and September 26, 1884, B.I.A.,
R.G. 15, L.R., Mescalero Agency.
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children's attendance at school, found in varying degrees among
all the tribes, is hard if not impossible to discover.

One of

the most commonly voiced complaints of the Indians was that at
the boarding schools the children sickened and died, and even to
this day elderly Indians claim that the reason why their parents
opposed their schooling was for fear of losing them. 51
health records of the reservation and Eastern

boardi~

The
schools

was not good, and during the 1880' s, :..:as these institutions grew
ani more and more children attended them, the health of the Indian
'children was a matter constantly referred to by officials.

At

Crow Creek the superintendent of the school reported that "the
difference between total enrolment and average attendance is almost
wholly due to health conSiderations.

A large number who were

enrolled were subsequently excused by the physician for varying
lengths of time because they were found to be breaking down in
school."

To explain this the superintendent continued, "it may

be mentioned that (this being a reservation school) it frequently
seems desirable, because of home conditions, to enrol pupils whose
health is doubtful.or unsatisfactory."

However he went on to say

that "with painful regularity each year, some of those who have
previously been considered strong and healthy break down more or
less suddenly into consumption.,,5 2

The superintendent at Crow

Creek concluded that "the truth seems to be that the entire tribe
of Crow Creek (Lower Yanktonai) Sioux Indians is scrofulous and
consumptive."
Indian children.

Yet at a11 the schools poor health dogged the
The physician from the Omaha and Winnebago

51 Interview with Emma Firecloud, Crow Creek, September 10, 1974.
52

"Report of Crow Creek School," in Report of C.I.A.,

1898, p.211.
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Agency examined different groups of Indians and found "the death
rate very high with returned students from Eastern schools."
Many, he found, returned already affected with tuberculosis in
some

fo~,

and the physician ventured an explanation:
"The cause of the development of tuberculosis, in
so many cases during their course at the different
schools in the East perhaps is not in my province
to say, but I offer the following, not as a criticism,
but my opinion.
First, the mode of life is entirely
different at school from what they have been used to;
second too close application and confinement and too
long a course, considering their present stage of
civilization. "53

Whatever the reason,it was undeniable that the health of Indian
children who went to school was atrocious, and at the Winnebago
reservation, "in view of the fact that so many have died," the
agency physician feared it would "be a difficult matter to induce
many of the Indians to send their children off to school in the
future. ,,54
The real fear of illness and death, which frequently followed
a few years of schooling, cannot be underestimated.

One agent

collected statistics to show that as many children died who were
from the camp, who had never attended school, as from the boarding
schools.

But it is clear that although the general state of

health of the Indians was poor, when so many children returned
from school and died the Indians naturally blamed the school.
Indeed, the superintendent at Crow Creek deemed it a real mark of
progress when an epidemic broke out and the Indians continued to
support the school:

53 "Report of Agency Physician," (Omaha and Winnebago) in Report
of C.I.A., 1892, p.308.

54

Ibid.
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"Two died during this epidemic, and many others
were seriously sick.
The attitude of their
parents toward the school at this time was
admirable, and would have done credit to the
most intelligent white community.
Those having
sick children were allowed to visit them in the
hospital at all times, and never gave the nurses
or physician the slightest trouble.
The parents
of those who died were careful to let us know,
even in their first grief, that they did not blame
anyone, and felt grateful for what had been done • .,55
Fear of disease and illness contracted in the schools was the
most common reason given for opposition to them.

Indeed this was

one of the things that made the tribes increasl,ngly resistant to
, having their children sent far away, when oft'en they would never
return.

Yet this was not the only articulated complaint.

Conditions in the schools were not always satisfactory, and frequently the chores demanded of the children were excessive.

At Crow

Creek the physician criticized the overworking of children in a
hot, dirty, laundry.

He saw it as "work that is necessarily

unhealthy, and also far too heavy for these children--work that
would not be tolerated if it were within the pale of State law. ,,56
Not surprisingly the Indians were often reluctant to subject their
children to such treatment.
Even among tribes, such as the Omaha, where the schools were
accepted and generally supported by'the Indians, they did not like
the younger children to attend.

Among most tribes children were

considered almost as babies until they were about eight or nine.
It was not uncommon to see an Indian woman carrying a,large child
"wrapped" on her back.

Thus the Indians were reluctant to allow

small children to go to school until, as the Omahas said, "they

55

"Report of Crow Creek School," in Report of C.I.A., 1896, p.29 0 •

56

"Report of Agency Physician," (Crow Creek) in ~port of C.I.A.,
1895, p.289.
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are able to take care of themselves."

However, the government

opposed this, as an older child was "liable to take care of
himself to the extent of staying from school altogether," so they
wanted to bring in the children at as young and impressionable an
age as possible; this policy was resisted by the Indians. 57
~fuile

the Indians were often hostile to the schools and, when

they did.let the children attend, were frequently resentful of the
treatment they received, they were rarely directly critical of the
teaching the chilaren received.

The tyPe of education was never

questioned, it was either resisted or complied with, but it was
always accepted as the proper way to obtain knowledge ot the white
man's world.

When the Indians on Crow Creek became nervous about

discussions in Congress concerning the opening of their reservation
for settlement, they demanded not only the support ot the government but made requests for further schools to help them advance
"down the white man's road."

Their agent reported that:

"They seem willing to do anything reasonable.
They
say they do not wish another treaty enacted that is
to be made a farce of, and they do not wish to be
treated any longer as children.
They say that they
realize that they must adopt the white man's ways
and become self-supporting.
They think the Government owes it to them to furnish proper school
facilities, to furnish the requisite amoung of
agricultural machinery, and give them a sufficient
start whereby they can maintain themselves." 58
The one way in which the Crow Creek Indians did implicitly criticize
the government's education programme was in their request tor
agricultural machinery.

Other tribes were to echo this request

and also to demand further help in farming.

51

Yet when considering

"Report of Omaha School," in Report of C.I.A., 1895, p.201;
Interview with Reverend Clive Estes, Lower Brule, September 1,

1914.
58

Agent W.W. Anderson to C.I.A., December 26, 1887, B.l.A., R.G.
75, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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the schools, the Indians rarely criticized what their children
were taught.

The curriculum was never brought into question

and it was as if the Indians accepted that American schools were
the necessarJ path to American skills.

On the Winnebago reserv-

ation in 1885 the tribe suddenly took to "writing their own
language, and people who have never learned English have acquired
this art."

From the Sauk and Fox Indians they had acquired a

phonetic alphabet and quickly adapted it for their own use.
The agent found i t "a very suggestive sight to see a dozen :fellows
in a group with their heads together working out a letter in these
new characters; it illustrates the surprizing facility with which
they acquire what they want to learn."

The agent wrote to inform

the anthropologist Alice Fletcher of this new development.

But'

he did not make any attempt to introduce the new alphabet into
the school to facilitate the Winnebago children's learning; and
there is no record, even at the moment their language was achieving
a written form, that the Winnebagoes made any request that the
children's schooling should accommodate the new Winnebago alphabet. 59
Sadly, for the Winnebago Indians the activities of the school and
their own endeavors to make Winnebago a written language remained
very separate.
The tribes' unfamiliarity with American culture helps explain
their reticence in both criticizing the programme of the schools
and in making suggestions for improvements.

The majority o:f

Indians were baffled and confused by the strength and "wakan"
abilities of the Americans.

If they reluctantly accepted the

59 Alice C. Fletcher, "The Alphabet of the Winnebago Indians." in
Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of
SCience, 1889, Vol. XXXVIII.
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schools they felt unready to suggest what should be taught in
them.

However, on the Omaha reservation, the Indians (who were

considered by the Bureau to be among the most advanced) demanded
to partake in the running of the schools.

'rheir desires were

partly complied with and the agent,acting on advice given by
a visiting government inspector, "appointed two of the councilmen
as inspectors, to visit the school at least once a month for one
month, to be succeeded by two others for the following month:. ,,60
One of the Omaha Indians, Two Crow, wrote to the Commissioner:
"When the Inspector came he said you wished us to
fill both schools.
In less than two weeks we
filled both schools to overflowing with scholars.
The Inspector allowed us at least to share in the
management of the schools, and they were immediately
filled with children.
This he did by appointing
school directors among the Indians.
If we were
allowed only a little share in the management of
our affairs, I think we would get along much
better}
We hope we ~ill hear good news from you
soon. "01
To the Omahas, having their own school directors made a big
difference.

"To these men the parents state their grievances,

real or imaginary, and they lay the matter before the superintendent
and an explanation follows, and in nearly every case everything
is adjustable harmoniously.,,62

Yet at this time the tribe was

not competent in English and required a full-time interpreter to
conduct their affairs. 63

Thus ironically, in 1884, the Bureau

allowed the tribe to control their own property and to conduct

60

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent G.W. Wilkinson) in Report
of C.I.A., 1883, p.106.

61

Two Crow to C.I.A., February 15, 1885, B.I.A., R.G.
Omaha Agency.

62

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent G.W. Wilkinson) in Report
of C.I.A., 1884, p.119.

63

Omaha Petition, Asking that Louis Sampson be the Tribe's
Interpreter, to C.I.A., March 24, 1884, B.l.A., R.G. 75,
L.R., Omaha Agency.

75, L.R.,
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their own affairs, but the school remained firmly in government
hands. 64
The Indians' ignorance of American society and their status
as wards of the nation often gave them a feeling of impotence and
neglect.

Ten of the Omaha sent a petition to Washington complain-

ing:

"You do not realize what trouble we have about
our land.
Even when we tell of our difficulties
no attention is paid to us and the white employees
are always believed.
We have money which has been
due ten years.
It must be that the agent does
not let you know our wishes.
The agent says the
money all belongs to the white employees and not
to us.
We have received nothing for years.
Therefore, as we have nothing at all which belongs
to us, except the land, we wish to make as much 'c
as we can out of that • .,65
Their land was the thing most precious to all the tribes and a
constant source of consternation.

"Guided by the light ot history,"

Agent Anderson wrote from Crow Creek in 1887, "these Indians are
jealous of their land interests.

They are continually talking

of it, and have frequently appealed to me to ask the "Great
Father" [Presiden~ to have each of the Sioux agencies laid otf
into separate reserves, with a title so certain that they cannot
be dispossessed without their own consent. n66

Five years later

when the reservation was being allotted it was remarked how "the
eff~ct

of this work upon Indians is very noticeable.

They hold

their lands dearer than all else, and a great interest has been
manifested by them in protecting their rights to the certain tracts
which they claim, and they examine the map in the office with

64

"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent Wilkinson) in Report ot C.I.A.,
1885, p.135; Agent Wilkinson to C.I.A., December 8, 1884,
B.I.A., R.G. 75, L.R., Omaha Agency.

65

Petition from Ten Omaha Indians, March 6,1883, B.I.A., R.G.,
75, L.R., Omaha Agency.

66

"Report of Crow Creek Agency," (Agent W.W. Anderson) in Report
of C.I.A., 1887, p.21.
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frequency, lest some mistake should be made in regard to the
boundaries. ,,67

Frequently, it was in the hope of being able to

protect their land that the Indians wanted a white education for
their children.

"Wha t do we know of the manners, the laws and

the customs of the white people?" asked Black Hawk.

"They might

buy our bodies for dissection and we would touch the goose quiil
to confirm it and not know what we were doing.
with me and

my

people. ,,68

This was the case

Yet although the school was seen by

the Indians, as well as by the government, as the bridge between
Indian culture and that of the Americans, nevertheless the school
remained under the control of the whites.

And although the Indians

conceded to its purpose they found no real way to connect the
school's activities with their own lives.
A few of the tribes requested a hand in the running of the
schools, as did the Omaha, but it is clear that often they felt
overlooked and impotent.

On Crow Creek the Lower Yanktonai Chief,

White Ghost, complained bitterly about the corruption in the school
and declared that unless something was done quickly to improve the
standard then it would mean an end to education on that reservation. 69
The reservation school was always caught in the turmoil of squabbles
and loyalties that existed on every reservation and was often the
focus for various grievances.

As the government desired full

attendance at the schools, withholding children was a potent means

67

"Report of Crow Creek Agency," (Agent A.P. Dixon) in Report
of C.I.A., 1892, p.443.

68

Katherine Turner, Red Men Calling on the Great White Father,
Norman: Oklahoma Univ. Press, 1951, p.xvi.

69 Petition of White Ghost to C.I.A., March 18, 1881, B.I.A.,
R.G. 15, L.R., Crow Creek Agency.
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of protest.

On the Omaha reservation there was a concerted effort

to get rid of Agent Potter; the Indian Young Prophet was one among
many who indicated their hostility to the agent by not putting
his children in school. 70

On the Kiowa and Comanche reservation

the Comanches were reluctant to send their children to school
because of their antipathy to the other tribes.

They did not want

"their boys and girls, especially the latter, to associate with the
Kiowa and Apache children," but they were "clamorous for a school
of their own near Fort Sill."

As the tribe

its demand, the agent, after several years,

strong in

c~ntinued

conced~d

that he thought

"it only right that their request should be granted.,,7l

Thus the

Indians had successfully used the government school in an intertribal conflict.
On the Kiowa and Comanche reservation the Indians had divided,
along tribal lines, into different groups.
on the different

reseI~ations

But frequently Indians

divided into opposing groups or

factions within a single tribe.

Such groups were evaluated by

the agent in terms of their level of "advancement."

"As in most

Indian tribes," Agent Wilkinson reported, "the Omahas are divided
into two parties; one progressive, desiring education, law and
looking toward citizenship; the other, conservative, clinging to
old customs and strongly opposed to changes."

Wilkinson's successor

also saw the tribe as being divided into a non-progressive and a
progressive party, but although the latter were in the minority he
was "convinced that the progressives will in time overcome the

70

Agent C.H. Potter to C.I.A., December 12, 1885, B.l.A., R.G.,
75, L.R., Omaha Agency.

71

"Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent J. L. Hall) in Report of C.!. A. ,
1886, p.127, and 1887, p.83; "Report of Kiowa Agency," (Agent
W.D. }~ers) in Report of C.I.A., 1889, p.189.
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opposition, and that all will acknowledge it to be beneficial to
the race.,,7 2
Although division within tribes often seemed clear and
indisputable to officials, such ready designations as "conservative"
and "progressive" often masked a very complex situation.

As Edward

Spicer writes, "to whites intent on programmes of cultural assimilation all growth of heterogeneity tended to be interpreted in terms
of "progressivism" and "tradi tionalislI", but this was an extreme
oversimplification. "7)

Before contact with wtite divisions and

differences of opinions existed within Indian tribes; but with
active support being offered to the so-called progressives their
position within the tribe was not only strong but also perpetually
favoured.

"One observed result in such situations," the anthro-

pologist Clark Wissler notes, "is for the conservative wing to draw
more into isolation, to reduce contact from outsiders to the miniIllUll,
to resist suggestions from without, in short to induce a state of
mental and social stagnation.,,74

The Indians' reaction to the

attempt to Americanize them was very diverse.

Their response could

hardly have been unanimous for they were faced with a painful
dilemma; one group hesitantly embraced the "opportunities" offered
by white America, often at the oost of its identity, another olung
tenaciously to the old culture and withdrew into isolation.

But

there were many Indians who remained unoomfortably between two
worlds:

unoertain of their attaohment to past traditions they felt

unable to claim those of the United states.
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"Report of Omaha Agency," (Agent R.H. Ashley) in Report of
C.I.A., 1890, p.139.
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Spicer, OPe cit., p.l08.
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Ope cit., p.805.
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The school had been introduced on the reservation as an
agent of Americanization, but the adaptations demanded of the
Indians brought not only panic and insecurity to individuals,
but also division and rupture to the tribal group.

Controlled

and administered by white Americans their status was that of a
colonial people.

In the eighteenth century when a confederaoy

of Indian tribes had signed a treaty with the state of Virginia
and the Virginians had offered to eduoate six of the chiefs' sons
at a oollege in Williamsburg, the Indians had replied:
"Several of our young people were formerly brought
up at the colleges of the northern provinces; they
were instructed in all your science; but when they
came back to us they were bad runners; ignorant of
every means of living in the woods; unable to bear
either cold or hunger; know neither how to build a
cabin, take a deer, or kill an enemy; spoke our
language imperfectly; were therefore neither fit
for hunters, warriors, nor oonselors; they were
totally good for nothing.
We are however not the
less obliged by your kind offer though we decline
accepting it.
And to show our grateful sense of
it if the gentlemen of Virginia will send us a
dozen of their sons, we will take care of their
education, instruct them in all we know, and
make men of them. n 75
At the end of the nineteenth century the Indian tribes were no
longer able to offer Indian education as an alternative to
American schooling but they remained unconvinced of the advantages
the latter could bring them.

75

Benjamin Franklin! Remarks Concerning the Savages o~ Amerioa,
Tvro Tracts, 1794 (second edition), pp.28-29.
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Appendix

Commissioners of Indian Affairs

Date of Appointment
Dennis N. Cooley

July 10, 1865

Lewis V. Bogy

November 1, 1866

Nathaniel G. Taylor

March 29, 1867

Ely S. Parker

April 21, 1869

Francis A. Walker

November 21, 1871

Edward P. Smith

March

John Q. SJrl th

Deoember 11, 1875

Ezra A. Hayt

September 21, 1817

Roland E. Trowbridge

20, 1813

- March 2, 1880

4, 1881

Hiram Price

May

John D.C. Atkins

March 21, 1885

John H. Oberly

October 10, 1888

Thomas J. Morgan

June 10, 1889

Daniel M. Browning

April 11, 1893

William A. Jones

May 3, 1891

Francis E. Leupp

Deoember 1, 1904
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Bibliographical Essay
This is not an exhaustive bibliography and does not include
every item cited in the footnotes, (these are listed in the
bibliography below).
It is rather an attempt to indicate the
principal sources on which the thesis is based, grouping them by
type of material in the first three sections and by particular
subject. matter in the remaining sections.
1•

..

MANUSCRIPT l/.A'llERIALS IN THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

An analysis of any aspect of federal Indian policy is
inevitably very dependent on official sources.
The Bureau of
Indian Affairs (B.I.A.) conducts the business of the U.S.
government relating to Indian affairs.
The records of the
B.I.A., 1824 - 1939, are known as Record Group 75 and are to be
found in the National Archives in Washington D.C.

Throughout the period under examination the bulk of the
basic records of the B.I.A. were maintained in two separate
series of incoming and outgoing corresponde.nce.
In addition
there are other smaller series which usually consist of documents
which were removed from the incoming correspondence and brought
together by the B.I.A. for easier reference.
Letters Received
Incoming correspondence from all sources concerning Indian
lands, emigration, treaty negotiations, subsistence, annuity
payments, conflicts, depredations, claims, traders and licenses,
population, education, progress in agriculture, health,
employees, buildings, accounts, administration and other matters.
Up until the year 1881 the series is arranged alphabetically by
name of field jurisdiction (superintendency or agency) and thereunder by year.
For the years 1824 - 1881 this series has been
filmed as National Archives Microfilm Publication M234, and it is
the microfilmed copies which are cited in this thesis.
From 1881 the B.I.A. used a different method of registering
and filing its incoming correspondence.
At present this is
filed in two groups classified as "Land" and "Education", but
with no jurisdictional or alphabetical breakdown.
To order a
letter requires a three-stage proc~dure:i

Consult Index to locate and discover file numbers of
letters relating to a particular jurisdiction, person
or subject.

ii

Check file number from index in Registers to discover
date of letter, name of writer, some indication of the
contents, and group classification.

iii

Order letter by number and group classification.

"
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Letters Sent
Outgoing correspondence of the B.I.A. including specific
and general instructions to superintendents, agents and other
employees," as well as replies to incoming correspondence.
Until 1881 all outgoing correspondence was copied by hand
into letter books according to general subjects such as land,
civilization, etc., except for let"ters to the Secretary of the
Interior which were copied into "Report Books."
(These "Report
Books" have been reproduced by the National Archives as Microfilm
Publication 348).
Under these general headings the correspondence
is arranged chronologically.
Registers for the correspondence
also exist organized according to jurisdiction, and thereunder in
chronological order.
Beginning in 1881 the abstracts of letters sent, like the
registers of incoming correspondence, were arranged in chronological order with no alphabetical or jurisdictional breakdown.
To order a letter again requires a three-stage procedure:i

Consult index, which is arranged alphabetically by
agency and named persons, to find number of letter.

ii

Check the number in the Abstracts to discover the
letter's content, date, and location.

iii

Order relevant letter.

The manuscript materials contain much information which
can also be found in the published sources.
However, they are
indispensable to any real study of a reservation or agency as
they also provide information on: individual Indians; the
relationship between different individuals and groups on the
reservation; the character and behaviour of the agents and
other employees; the complaints and petitions of the Ipdians;
the complaints of the settler population; the problems associated
with running the school; and many telling details of day to day
life on the reservation.
SpeCial Cases
These contain incoming correspondence which has been
rem0ved from Letters Received files and collected under special
subject headings.
Of particular importance to this thesis were:
No. 143 Churches and Missions on Indian Reservations.
No. 188 The Ghost Dance Movement.
Educational Statistics and Circulars
Details of B.l.A. educational work in the field can be found
in various separate series classified as General Records.
or
special interest for this thesis were:

"
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Statistics Relating to Indian Schools
Statistics Relating to Indian Schools
Sunnnaries of I'lork Completed and Records
Relating to Mission Schools
Circulars Issued by the Education
Division
Circulars Issued by the Superintendent
of Indian Schools
Examination Papers of Indian .Pupils
Reference Books concerning Schools
(giving details of general physical
conditions at schools)
2.

1814 - 1884
1882 - 1909

4 vols.
22 vols.

1881 - 1891

1 vol.

1891 - 1909

1 vol.

1899 - 1908
1888, 1899
1882 - 1909

1 vol.
8 vols.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

Indian Treaties and Laws
Fundamental to Indian-white relations were the various
treaties which, up until 1811, were signed between the government
The originals of most ratified Indian
and the various tribes.
treaties form Record Group 11 in the National Archives.
For
printed copies of treaties and laws effecting Indians see Charles
J. Kappler, Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties, 2 vols., Washington:
G.P.O., 1904.
For details of Indian land cessions see Kenneth·
S. Murchison, Digest of Decisions Relating to Indian Affairs, 2
vols., Washington: G.P.O., 1901, Vol. I JUdicial.
A careful
analysiS of the Indian's changing legal status in the U.S. can
be found in Felix S. Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law,
Washington: G.P.O., 1945.
Congressional Documents
Congressional debates and hearings are one of the best
available sources for learning the views of politicians and other
people.
They are also useful for plaCing Indian affairs in the
context of other developments in the nation.
There are numerous
government reports and documents which are also useful, for
example Report of the Joint SpeCial Committee of Congress oa the
Condition of the Indian Tribes, January, 1867, 39th Congo 2nd
Sess., Senate Report No. 156.
Particularly helpful for this
study was the history of Indian education from colonial days,
Alice C. Fletcher, Indian Education and Civilization, 1888,
48th Cong., 2nd Sess., Sen. Exec. Doc. No. 95.
Department of the Interior
The most important published source for this thesis were
the Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
The
reports are published as part of the multi-volumed Annual Report
of the Secretary of the Interior (for the years 1849 - 1909)
and also as a separate and independent publication--it is in
their latter form that they are cited in this thesis.
The
reports include the Commissioners' own report on Indian affairs,
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and numerous reports from federal officials in tne field.
These field reports have been vital to this study, in particular
the report from the individual agents.
The agents' reports .
frequently reflect the official view-point and sometimes contain
serious mistakes or even deliberate lies, but when studied over
a span of thirty years for each agency they give a better
indication than any other published source of the state of
affairs on an individual reservation.
As the number of federal
officers in the field increased, so also did the amount of
information published; physicians, school superintendents,
missionaries, and farmers often made independent reports which
are included in the reports for the individual agencies.
In 1883 the position of Superintendent of Indian Schools
was established.
For some years the superintendent was little
more than an inspector and held little administrative authority,
but h~ gradually assumed directorship of the expanding Indian
school system.
The Annual Report of the Superintendent of
Indian SchQols is ~Qmetimes included in the Annual Report of the
Commissioner of In~ian Affairs, but this is not always the case
and the reports are also published separately--they are cited in
this thesis in the two forms and the source is made obviOUS.
The reports include important information about shifts in Indian
education policy and also facts and statistics about all the
Indian schools.
The Department's bulletins, although mainly published in
the twentieth century, are useful to an understanding of Indian
education.
In particular:
Bulletin No. 3 Suggested Course of Study for Rural One-Teacher
School. Grades I. II and III, 1926.
No. 8 Indian Missions of the United States, 1928.
No. 9 Education of the Indi~ns, 1928.
Department of Education .
Although the Indian schools were not under the jurisdiction
of this department the Annual Reports of the Commissioner of
Education give important information about educational developments
in America.
Bureau of Ethnology
A large number of ethnographic and anthropological studies
are published in the Annual Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology.
Of particular importance for general information about the
different tribes are: No. 30 Frederick W. Hodge, Handbook of
American Indians North of Mexico, 1912; No. 145 John Swanton,
The Indian Tribes of North America, 1952r
For maps and details
of all Indian land cession by state and tribe see: No. 18
Charles Royce, Indian Land Cessions in the United States, 1899.
The reports contain numerous studies of different aspects of
the tribal cultures.
Of special interest is: No. 14 James
Mooney, The Ghost D~,ce Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890,
1896, which places the ghost dance religion within the context
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of the disintegration of Sioux culture.
Two excellent studies
of individual tribes are: No. 27 Francis Laflesche and Alice
C. Fletcher, The Omaha Tribe, 1911, and No. 37 Paul Radin,
The Winnebago Tribe, 1923.
Educational Studies and Circulars
In the mid-1810's the government began to publish guides
and instructions to teachers working in the schools; Rules for
Indian Schools with Course of Study was first published in 1890
and was reissued every alternate year until the end of the
century.
Pamphlets such as, EasY' Reading Lessons for Indian
Schools, 1875, Vernacular Teaching in Indian Schools, 1888, and
Teaching Indian Students to speak English, 1904, are just three
examples of the pedagogical literature for Indian schools which
Beginning
was published in growing quantities during,this period.
in the 1890's teachers began to meet to discuss teaching practices
at Institutes organized by the B.I.A., their work was then
published in the Proceedings of the Institute of the Indian School
Service.
3.

PRIVATE PAPERS

Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
Indian Rights Association Papers.
Houghton Library, Harvard University
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions Papers.
Helen Hunt Jackson Papers.
Minnesota State Historical SOCiety, St. Paul
Williamson Family Papers.
Nebraska State Historical Society
Santee Normal Training School Correspondence and Printed Matter.
Correspondence of Mabel M. Gould.
Smithsonian Institution, Washington
Alice C. Fletcher--Field Book on the Omaha
Correspondence and Personal Papers
-(including correspondence with Francis
Laflesche and also his personal papers).
4.

INDIAN SOURCES

The severest handicap to any study of Indian-white relatio~s
is the paucity of the Indian sources.
Among the B.I.A. records
in Washington there are letters and petitions from Indians, but
the majority of these are written and often also translated by
an American.
A useful source for this thesis were the memoirs and autobiographies of the small group of Indians who were educated in
American schools but who maintained their Indian identity:
Francis Laflesche, The Middle Five: Indian Schoolbo s of the
Omaha Tribe, (1963; Thomas Wildcat Alford, Civilization 1936);
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Charles Eastman, Indian Boyhood (1902), The Soul of the Indian
(1911), From the Dee Woods to Civilization (1916); Luther
Standing Bear, My People the Sioux 1928.
While none of these
Indians can be said to be representative of their people, their
personal awareness of the two cultures, and the nature of the
gap that existed between them, make their writings an invaluable
source.
Despite all the pit-falls and difficulties of oral histor,r
much important information about the old reservation schools can
only be found in the memories of ~ndians who attended them and
of their relations and friends who heard them talk about them.
It is for this reason that interviews with Indians were an
invaluable if rather unorthodox source for this thesis: Charles
Edwards, Omaha; Clives Estes, Lower Brule Sioux; Ruth Fire, Crow
Creek Sioux; Emma Firecloud, Crow Creek Sioux; James Hamilton,
Omaha; Phyllis Hamilton, Winnebago; Francis Loudner, Crow Creek
Sioux; Pearl Loudner, Crow Creek Sioux; Maggie Smith, Winnebago;
. Henry Spotted Eagle,' Yankton Sioux; Jake Tw1nn, Winnebago; Bill
Voice, Crow Creek Sioux.

5.

PUBLICATIONS OF REFORM GROUPS AND MISSIONS

.
.
Annual Reports of the Board of Indian Commissioners.
This
was a quasi-official body formed in 1869 as part of Grant's Peace'
Policy.
The reports generally reflect the attitudes of the
other reform organizations but are particularly useful for their
reflections on the course of Indian policy.
The Proceedings
of the Lake Mohonk Conference, the Annual Reuorts of the Indian
Rights Association and the Annual Reports of the Women's National
Indian Association are useful for learning the ideas and
perceptions of the reformers.
The Council Fire, the newspaper
published by the National Indian Defense Association, is interesting
as it contains the writings of the one group that did not endorse
the general stand taken by the other reformers.
The reformers
were all members of Protestant churches but the Friends, or
Quakers, held slightly different opinions which are el~borated in
the Minutes of the Associated Executive of Friends.
6. GENERAL HISTORIES OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN
Because the American Indians were organized tribally and
did not perceive themselves to be a single people, there are
some fundamental problems in writing a general history of the
American Indian.' Perhaps one of the most successful attempts
is Wilcomb Washburn's The Indian in America (1975) which
acknowledges tribal differences but attempts to pin-point both
events and cultural characteristics which bind the Indians
together.
Washburn depends heavily on concepts associated with
the discipline of anthropology and it is perhaps not surprising
that a very good general Indian history is written by an anthropologist, Edward Spicer, A Short History of the Indians of the
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United States (1969).
Spicer has also written an excellent
general history of the tribes of a geographical region, Cycles
of Con uest: The 1m act of S ain Mexico
United States
on Indians of .the Southwest, 1533 - 1960
Another good general study is William T. Hagan's survey,
American Indians (1961) which is organized chronologically, but
the author is nevertheless constantly aware of the cultural
dimension of Indian-white relations.
Peter Farb's Man's Rise
to Civilization as shown b the Indians of North America from
Primeval Times to the Coming of the Industrial State, 1968
is certainly the best written general history, but Farb is
rather selective in his use of evidence and the book is structured
on a theory of cultural evolution which is both naive and
Simplistic.

1.

HISTORIES OF INDIAN EDUCATION

Evelyn Adam's American Indian Education (1946) although
short and now more than thirty years old, is still usefUl as
it examines the schooling programmes of the different EUropean
nationalities and analyses them over a broad time span.
A more
recent general study can be found in Estelle Fuchs and Robert
Havighurst, To Live on This Earth, 1912.
As with many of the'
recent studies this book is less concerned with studying the past
objectively than with discovering what mistakes have been made
in Indian education and how these can now be rectified.
There are numerous books which include chapters or sections
on Indian education, but one important contemporary work is
Battlefield and Classroom: Four Decades with the American Indian
1861 - 1904, (1964) by Richard Henry Pratt the founder of the
first Indian off-reservation boarding school.
A government study
which is useful both for the information it provides on the school
system and for the way in which it reflects changing attitudes
to Indian education is Lewis Meriam'sThe Problem of Indian
Administration (1928).
8.

INDIAN METHODS OF EDUCATION

The Indians had no schools of their own; their methods of
education were informal.
Harold E. Driver, Indians of North
America (1961) examines educational patterns within Indian
societies including the significance of the children's games.
Claude Nichols, Moral Education Among the North American Indian,
(1930 ) and George A. Pettitt, Primitive Education in North
America (1946) are more specific studies dealing with this
problem and are extremely helpful in explaining the educative
functions of different aspects of Indian culture.

.'
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9.

GOVERNMENT POLICY

The best work on government policy for this period is
Henry E. Fritz, The Movement for Indian Assimilation :1860 _
1890 (1963).
An earlier book which is still useful although
it was written before all of the sources were available is Loring
Benson Priest, Uncle Sam's Ste children: The Reformation of
United States Indian Policy. 1865 - 1887 1942.
Elsie
Rushmore's The Indian Policy During Grant's Administration
(1914) is a dull work which offers nothing useful.

10.

MISSIONARIES AND REFORMERS

Robert Winston Mardock's published version of his Ph.D.
theSiS, The Reformers and the American Indian (1911) is an
excellent account of the protestant reform movement of this
period.
J. Rahill in The Catholic Indian Missions and Grant's
Peace PoliCY, 1870 ~ 1884 (1953), studies the work of the
CatholiCS and although written from a slightly r~rtisan viewpoint is nevertheless useful.
Rayner W. Kelsey, Friends and
the Indians, 1655 - 1917 (1911) looks at the disparate activities
of the Quakers.
Robert Pierce Beaver's Church, State, and the
American Indians (1966) looks at two and a half centuries of
Protestant missionary effort but is rather shallow.
Probably"
the most interesting and useful book about the missions is
Robert F. Berkhofer Jr., Salvation and the Sava e: An Anal sis
of Protestant Missions and American Resnonse, 1787 - 1862 1965),
which places the work of the missionaries in a broad cultural
context.
There are a number of useful works written by
missionaries working in the field.
Among the best are Stephen
R. Riggs, Tah-Koo Wah-Kane or the Gos el Amon the Dakotas,
(1869), and Ma and I· or Fort Years with the Sioux 1880);
Lawrie Tatum, Our Red Brothers 1899 and 1970 , and Thomas C.
Battey, The Life and Adventures of a Quaker"Among Indians (1815).

11.

EDUCATORS AND GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

Works by officials working in the field are useful both
for understanding how Indian policy was implemented and for
discovering the white's response to the Indian.
Albert H.
Kneale, Indian Agent (1950) is excellent, as is James McLaughlin
My Friend the Indian (1910).
Richard Henry Pratt's Battlefield
and Classroom (1964) is again useful in this con~ext, and the
numerous publications of Samuel Chapman Armstrong, prinCipal at
Hampto~help build up a good picture of the life and ideology of
the big Indian training schools.

12.

THE UNITED STATES ARMY

The best work on the army's role in "controlling" the
Indians is Robert G. Athearn, William Tecumseh Sherman and the
Settlement of the West (1956).
W.S. Nye Carbine and Lance
(1937) is about the fighting in the vicinity of Fort Sill and is
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rather unanalytical.
Robert M. Utley, Frontiersmen in Blue
(19 67) and Frontier Regulars: the Uri ted States snd the Indian
are both good.
For an excellent account by a contemporary
,
officer see Nelson A. Miles, Personal Recollections and
Observations of General Nelson A. Miles (1897).
13.

THE Al\1ERICAN I.NDIAN IN

THE

MIND OF THE WHITE

MAN

,Vhite attitudes and views of the Indian were coloured by
stereotypes and "images".
Roy Harvey Pearce, The Savages of
America: A Stud of the Indian and the Idea of Civilization
(1953 is excellent.
Pearce argues that Americans were able
to accept the "disappearance" of the Indian when they linked
his fate to "manifest destiny".
Three books are useful for
understanding the significance to Americans of the Indian's
racial distinct;veness: Thomas F. Gossett, Race, the History
of an Idea in America (1963), Winthrop Jordan, \Vhite Over Black
1968) and William Stanton, The Leopard's Spots (1960).

14.. TRIBAL STUDIES
Much of the history of Indian affairs has been written
aboutthe individual tribes.
Of particular use to this study.
were, William T. Hagan, United states - Comanche Relations (1976);
Roy M. Meyer, Risto
of the Santee Sioux: United States Indian
Policy on Trial 1967, and C.L. Sonnichsen, The Mescalero
Apaches (1958).
15.

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

This thesis owes much to concepts developed and used by
anthropologists.
For an understanding of culture and the
dynamiCS of culture change certain works have been vital.
Edward H. Spicer et al., Perspectives in American Indian Culture
Change (1961), Margaret Mead, The Changing Culture of an Indian
Tribe (1932), Clark Wissler, "The Conflict and Survival of
Cultures," (1929), G.D. Spindler, The Transmission of American
Culture (1959) .::I.nd Evon Z. Vogt, "The Acculturation of American
Indians" (1951); R. Linton, Acculturation in Seven American Tribes

(1940).
16.

AMERICAN EDUCATION

Bernard Bailyn's exploratory study, Education in the Forming
of American Society (1959) was useful in high-lighting some of
the interesting questions that can be asked about schooling.
Rush Welter, Popular Education and Democratic Thought in America
(196 2) argues that schooling came to be seen as a general panacea
for most social ills.
Lawrence Cremin, The Transformation of
the School (1961) makes a similar argument and also gives much
information about the workings of the public school system.
David B. Tyack, ~le One Best System (1974) examines how the Schools
became progressively systematized and standardized.
For some
vigorous questioning of the ideology of the public schools see
Michael B. Katz, The Irony of Early School Reform (1968 ) and,
interesting but less good, Class, Bureaucracy and Schools (1971).
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~;1A..l\"USC RIPTS

National Archives
Record Group 75
Letters Received by the Offi(;u of Indian Affairs (both manuscript and
microfilm) ,
Letters Sent b J the Office of Ir.dian A.:ffdirs (both ma.nuscript a.nd.
microfilm) •
Report Books of the Office of Indian Affairs (both manuscript and
microfilm).
Inspectors Reports.
Special Series A.
Special Cases.
Statistics Rela.ting to India.n Schools.
Cartographic Records--maps of the Western United States showing Indian
Reservations.
Photographic Records--photographs of Indians and facilities.
Historical Society of Pennsylvania, PhiladelphiaIndian Rights Association Papers.
Houghton Library, Harvard University,
American Board of Commissioners iorForeign ¥issions Papers.
Helen Hunt Jackson Papers.
Lower BruCe Indian Reservation
Church of the Holy Comforter
Parish Register of the Crow Creek ltission,
Vol I, 1873-1897
Minnesota State Historical Society, St. Paul
Williamson Family Papers.
Nebraskd. State Historical Societ.>
Santee Normal Training School Correspondence and Printed Matter.
Correspondence of Mabel M. Gould.
Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C.
Alice C. Fletcher--Field Book on the Omaha
Corresponience and Personal Papers
(including correspondence wi th Fr'ancis Laflesche and
his persona.l papers).
U. S. GOV3RNMEN'l' PUBLICA,'rIONS
Annua.l Report of the Board of Indian Commissioners, 1870-1900.
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1865-1905.
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Educd.tion, 1885-1900.
Annual Report of the Secret~ry of ;-lar, 1865-1880.
Annual Report of the Superintendent of Indian Schools,1883-1900.
Berry, Brewton, The Education of American Indians, 91st Cong., 1st Sess.,
Hea.lth, Education and Welfare Project 7-0813.
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Correspondence on the SUGject of Teaching the
Vernacular in Indian Schools, 1887-88, Washington: G.P.O., 1888.
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Easy Headl,n,6; Lessons for Indian Schools,
Washington I G.P.O., 1975.
Bureau of Indian Affairs, B~lations of the Indian Depd.rtment, Nd.shingtonl
G.P.O., 1884. Revised ed. 1894.
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Rules for Indian Schools with Course of Study,
Washington: G.P.O., 1890.
Bureau of Indian Affairs, §tatistics of Indian Tribes, Agencies and Schools,
Washington: G.P.O., 1899.
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Teaching Indian Students to Speak English,
Washington: G.P.O., 1904.
Bureau of Indian Affairs~ Vernacular teaching in Indian Scho~ls,
Wash~ngton; G.P.0,1808.
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Colyer, Vincent, Peace wi til the ApC1.chas of New Mexico cmd Arizona, Report
of Vincent Coller, ;-lashington; G.P.O., 1872.
"Condi tion of the Indian 'l'ribes", Sen. Rpt. No. 15o, Report of the Joint
Special iJornmittee appointed under Joint Resolution of March 3, 1865,
lIa.shington: G.P.O., 18b7.
Congressional Glooe
Con~ossional Record
Dickson, ~hd.rles, Course of Study for the Indian SchoJls of the United
States, 'dashington: G.P.O., 1l)01.
"Difficulties with the IndLln 'l'ribes", Ro. Exec. Doc. No. 240, 41st Congo
Cong., 2nd sess., concerring Rela tions wi th the Cheyanne, Comanche,
ArC1.paho, Apdche and Kio ....cl. '.i.'r-ibes in 1867.
Dorsey, J.O., A StudJ of the Siouan Cults, 11th Annual Report of the
:Bureau of Americdn Ethnolo~";Y, \·IC1.shington: G.P.O., 1894 •
.8"'"ers, John, Teton Dakota Ethnolog.y and History, Berkeley: National Park
Service, 1938.
Fletcher, Alice C., Indidn Education and CivilizC1.tion, 48th Cong., 2nd
sess., Sendte Exec. Doc. No. 95, vlashington; G.P.O., 1888.
Fletcher, Alice C. and Laflesche, Francis, The Omaha Tribe, 27th Annual
Report of the Bureau of American Ethnolog>:, Washington: G.P .0., 1911.
Folsom, Cora, Report on Returned Indian Students, wcishington: G.P.O.,
1888.
Galpin, S.A., Report Upon the Condition and Management of Certain Indian
A encies in the Indidn 'rerri tor'· now Under the Su erviaion of the
rthodox Friends, Washington: G.P.O., 1877.
Hodge, Frederick W., The Handbook of Americ~n Indians North of Mexico,
Washington: a.p.o., 1907.
"IndiC1.n Educd.tion: A Nationd.l Tragedy or National Challenge", Senate Report
No. 92-501, Cong., 1st sess.
Information in Relation to the Ldte Massacre of the United States Troops
by Indians near Fort Phil Kearny , and Accomp~nying Papers, Sec. of the
Int., to U.S. Senate, in obedience to a resolutior.Q;)' tn.;. Senate of
the 30th J~nuarJ' 1867, Washington: G.P.O., 18b7.
Kappler, Charles, J., Indian Affairs, Laws and Treaties, 2 vols., Washington:
G.P.O., 1904.
Memorial of the Ye~rly Meeting of Friends, Relative to the Treatment of the
Indians, Ho. Misc. Doc. No. 29, 40th Cong., 3rd sess.
Mooney, James, Calendar History of the Kiowa Indians, 17th Annual Report of
Bureau of American Ethnologj, f/ashington: G.P.O., 1898.
Mooney, Jdmes, fJ.1he Ghost Dance Religion and the Sioux: Out'break of 1890,
14th AnnUC1.l Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, washington;
G.P.O., 1896.
.
Murchison, S., Digest of Decisions Relating to Indian Affairs, 2 vols.,
\/ashington: G.P.O., 1901.
Philbrick, John ~., City School Systems in the Unitea States, U.S. Bureau
of Sducation, Circular No.1, Washington: G.P.O., 1885.
Proceedings of the Education Insti tute, Washington D.C.: G.P.O., 1885.
Proceedin s of the Indian school Service Institute, Washington, G.P.O.,
18967 1900 also published as part of the Annual Report of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs.
Radin, Paul, The ifinnebago Tribe, 37th Annual Report of the Bureau of
American 6thnology, Washington: a.p.o., 1923.
Reel, Estaelle, Statistics of Indian Tribes, Agencies and Schools, Washington
G.P.O., 1899.
Report to the President by the Indian Peace Commissioners, Ho. Exec. Doc.
No. 97, 40th Cong., 2nd. sess.
Royce, Charles 0., Indian Land Cessions in the United States, 18th Annual
Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington; G.P.O., 1899.

- 453 Royce, Charles C., Indian L~nd Cessions in the United States, 18th
Annual Report of the Bur'3;J.u of American Ethnology, \'/ashington. G.P.O.,
1899·
United States' Statutes at Large.
Swanton, John, The India.n Tribes of North lmerica, Bureau of American
Ethnology, Bulletin 145, #ashington: G.P.O., 1952.
PUBLICATIONS OF

REIt'OR~ll

GHOUP3

,'J~J

MISSIONS

Annual Report of the Americ,;J.o BOd,rd of Commissioners for ,l<'oreign Missions,
1865-1883.
Annu:J.l Report of the Executive Committee of Friends on Indian Affairs,
1868-1880.
The Friends were organized in numerous groups which published separate
r~ports and memorandal- Memoranda of Some of the Proceedings of the Friends of the Baltimore
Yearly Meeting •••• in Halation to the ifestern Indians, Philadelphia, 1869.
- Minutes of the Associated i:xecutive Committee of Friends on Indian
Affairs, Richmond, Indiana, 1e75.
Report of the Delegates Representing the Yearly Meeting of ~riends, on
the Indian Concern, New York, 1871.
l~ Report of the Joint Delegation Appointed by the Committee on the Indian
Concern of the Yearly !lleeting of l"riends to Visl t the Indians under the
care of the Northern Sunerintendency, Baltimore, 1869.
Annual Report of the Executive Committee of the Indian Rights AssQciation,
1883-1900.
.
Each year the Indian Rights Association published pamphlets for distribution.
Some were attributed to an individual author, and these are found in this
bibliography in the "Books and Pamphlets" section. Others were general
Indian Rights Association Publications:Answers to Charges Made Against William N. Hailmann, Superintendent of
Indian Schools Submittin
otations from his Writin s, Philadelphia,'
1 98.
- The Appointment of a First-rate Indian Agent by the New Administration,
Philadelphia, 1893.
"The Case of MCGilly cuddy " , letter from Henry L. Dawes to the editor
of the Springfield Republican, reprinted and circulated, Philadelphia,
1887.
Civil Service Reform Essential to a Successful Indian Administration,
Philadelphia, 1885.
Crow Creek Reservation, Dakota: Action of the Indian Rights ASSOCiation,
and 0 inions of the Press West and East Re rdin its Recent Occu tion
bJ White Settlers and Restoring Lands to the Indians, Philadelphia,1 5.
"Defense of the Da ... es Indian Severalty Bill", Boston Post, April 6, 1881,
reprinted and Circulated, Philadelphia, 1887.
"Friendship that Asks for Pay: Pretended Friends of the Indians and
their Methods", New York Tribune, March 13, 1887, reprinted and
circulated, Philadelphia, 1881.
Immediate Protest Called For: Against Threatened Virtual Abolition of the
Board of Indian Commissioners and the Crippling of the ,Indian Service by
Unwarranted Reduction of the Salaries of Agents and School OffiCials,
Philadelphia, 1896.
Indian Affairs Under the Present Administration, Philadelphia, 1888.
Platform Unanimously A.dopted By. a Meeting Held in MUSical Fund Hall,
Philadelphia, 1892.
Reform of the lndian Service to do Awa with Partisan A ointments. and
Removals, Philadelphia, 1 7.
Soldiers, Indians and Civilization, Philadelphi~, ~812.
Annual Report of the Women's National Indian ·-AssOCl.atlon, 1883-1 8 90.
The society also published pamphlets and speCial reportsa-
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Christian Civilization and Missionary j-Iork of the ({omen's National
Indian Association, Philadelphia, 1887.
- The Indian's Friend, a monthly magazine first published in 1888.
Our Hark, Hhat'?, How? Hh,Y?, Philadelphia, 1893.
Heyort on Indian Home Building, Philadelphia, 1888.
Handbook of the Churches !\Ji~;sions to the Indians, Boston, 1881.
Journa.l of the General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
New York, 1871.
Preamble, Platform and Constitution of the National Indian Defense
Association, iiashington: Hu.fus H. Darby, 1885.
The Association also published a monthly journal, 1878-1888: The Council
Fire.
Proceedings of the Lake Mohu.wk Conference of Friends of the Indian, 1883-1900,

New York Din y Tribune
New York Times
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